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FOREWORD

This Regulatory Analysis has been prepared by the United

States Environmental Protection Agency in support of the General

Provisions for Product Naise Labeling. The regulation is being

promulgated under the authority of sections 8, 10, ii, and 13 of

the Noise Control Act of 1972.
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INTRODUCTION

In the Noise Control Act of 1972 (86 Stat. 1234) Congress

declared that it is the "policy of the United States to promote

an environment for all Americans free from noise that jeopardizes

their health and welfare." Congress further declared that one

purpose of this Act is "to provide information to the public

respecting the noise emission and noise reduction characteristics

of ..... products (distributed in commerce)."

Section 8 of the Act (Labeling) requires that the Administra-

tor of the Environmental Protection Agency shall, by regulation,

designate any product or class of product "which emits noise

capable of adversely affecting the public health or welfare; or

which is sold wholly or in part on the basis of its effectiveness

in reducing noise". Further, the Administrator must require by

regulation that "notice be given to the prospective user (of a

product) of the level of the noise the product emits, or of its

effectiveness in reducing noise, as the case may be," The regu-

lation must specify: "whether such notice should be affixed to

the product or to the outside of its container or to both at the

time of its sale to the ultimate purchaser or whether (it) shall

be given to the prospective user in some other manner"; "the form

of the notice"; and the "method and units of measurement to be

used (in developing the notice)".

The Agency has, as its basic objectives in the development

and the implementation of a Federal noise labeling program under

Section 8 of the Noise Control Act, the following elements:

i. To provide accurate and understandable information to

product purchasers and users regarding the acoustic pro-

perties of designated products so that meaningful com-

parisons with respect to noise emission or noise reduc-

tion can be made as part of a product purchase or use

decision.
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2. TO provide accurate and understandable information to

consumers with minimal Federal involvement. Minimal

Federal involvement is to be achieved by ensuring that

the Federally-imposed labeling requirements are carefully

analyzed and structured so as to reduce the administra-

tive, economic and technical impacts of the Federal pro-

gram as much as possible.

3. To promote public awareness of product specific contri-

butions to the environmental noise problem and to foster

an understanding of associated terminology and concepts.

4. To promote effective voluntary noise labeling efforts on

the part of product manufacturers and suppliers with the

anticipation that a concomitant reduction in product

noise may occur due to market demands.

The Agency's policy in developing and implementing a noise

labeling regulatory program is to do it in as simplified, yet

effective, a form as is possible. TO determine that form, the

Agency reviewed many other labeling programs, both Federal and

voluntary, and collected and analyzed relevant data including

various rating schemes, labeling graphics, and essential label

content. Consumer inputs were obtained by telephone and door-to-

door surveys, and through "focus groups" interviews. Public

comment was carefully considered. These studies and comments

supplied data which helped the Agency develop the format for

a product noise labeling program under the authority of Section

8 of the Act.

The Agency essentially considered two alternative approaches

to a Federal noise labeling program. One was to first issue

a regulation concerning those elements that could be applied

uniformly to all product classes i.e., format and content of

the label, label location, and basic enforcement procedures.

These "general provisions" would then be applied in conjunction

with product specific regulations that would cover those aspects

that are unique to the particular product or product class. The

2
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other alternative was to issue general labeling provisions for

each specific product or product class on a product-by--product

basis.

In the Noise Control Act, Congress declared that "national

uniformity of treatment" (with respect to noise emission standards

under the authority of Section 6) was essential in controlling

major noise sources (in commerce). Uniformity of treatment with

respect to product noise labeling would be an approach to Sec-

tion 8 that is consistent with the Congressional approach to

Section 6.

The Agency carefully and completely analyzed the implication

of each alternative method of developing a Federal noise labeling

program. It was decided that the first alternative, issuing

general provisions to the noise labeling program, offered a better

assurance of national uniformity of treatment within the program.

Therefore, The Agency proposed that the general provisions of

the product noise labeling program, as a first step in carrying

out the Congressional mandate of Section 8 of the Act, be based on

the first alternative. The general provisions were proposed and

published in the Federal Register on June 22, 1977 (42 FR 31722).

The general provisions covered those elements of the labeling

program that are capable of being applied uniformly across differ-

ent product classes. Regulations specific to a product or class

Of products would address those areas where uniformity is not

feasible or where a product's unique characteristics justify

variations from the general provisions.

Public Participation

At the time of publication of the proposal, EPA submitted

written public comment on the General Provisions as well as

other aspects of the Product Noise Labeling Program by means of

direct mailings, of information about the regulation to manu-

facturers, distributers, consumer and environmental groups,

other Federal Agencies, State and local Governments, various

trade associations, newspapers and consumer oriented periodicals,

educational institutions, and others.



The information provided was in the form of fact sheets,

copies of the proposed regulation, and press releases generally

describing the proposed program. A public comment period of 90

days was established with closing scheduled for September 20_

1977 Public hearings were not initially scheduled. As a result

of the substantial public interest, as evidenced by the large

number of letters received shortly after publication in the

Federal Register, the EPA decided to schedule public hearings,

and extended the comment period to October 28, 1977. Hearings

were held in Washington, D.C. on September 16, 1977; in Cedar

Rapids, Iowa on September 20, 1977; and in San Francisco, Call-

fornia on September 22, 1977.

To notify the public on the availability of public hearings

in their areas as a means of expressing their opinions on and

suggestions for the program, the Agency arranged television and

radio broadcasts.

In all, the Agency received 735 written comments by the

close of the comment period and took some 1094 pages of oral

testimony from 51 individuals, organizations and businesses at

the three public hearings. A complete list of eommenters "is

in Appendix S of Part III. Over 600 of the written comments we re

from private citizens. The comments deal with virtually every

aspect of the program. A large majority of the comments were in

favor of the proposed noise labeling program. Most of the

favorable comment came from private citizens, while the majority

of industry commenters were critical of various aspects of the

program.

The public comments and the issues they addressed were

carefully analyzed and considered by the Agency before publi-

cation of the final regulation. This final rule, Product

Noise Labeling, General Provisions, was published in Volume 44 of

the Federal Register in August of 1979. The regulation includes

provisions conceraing product applicability, definitions, label

format and content, label graphics, and enforcement provisions

concerning inspection , monitoring and exemptions.
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To provide adequate notice to the public on the provisions

of this final rule, the Agency developed explanatory material in

the form of letters of introduction, fact sheets, questions and

answers, press releases and reprints of the Federal Register.

These items were mailed to manufacturers' and distributers' asso-

ciations, consumer and environmental groups, educational insti-

tutions, other Federal agencies, international organizations,

import/export organizations, newspapers and consumer oriented

media, State and local governments, and any other interested

parties that the agency was able to identify. An abbreviated

llst of partles contacted is included in Appendix E of Part

III.

A complete Agency product noise labeling action with respect

to any given product or class of products will consist of the

requirements contained in the general provlslons that are appli-

cable to the product along with those contained in the product-

speelflc noise labeling regulation.

The program and its impacts will be continually evaluated so

that any revisions to the regulatory approach might be made.

OUTLINE AND SUMMARY OF THE REGULATORY ANALYSIS

Thls document presents the results of studies by the ff.S.

Environmental Protection Agency to develop general background

information concerning product noise labeling. Also included is

the analysis of ell comments from the public concerning the pro-

posed general provisions regulation.
0

Thls report is divided into three main parts. Each part is

further divided into sections. A summary of the Background Docu-

ment is listed below.

PART I: The Development of Noise Labeling General Provisions

Section i - reviews other Federal labeling programs.

Section 2 - contains a discussion of some of the major

issues involved in formulating a general

approach to product noise labeling (under

Section 8 of the Noise Control Act).



Section 3 - presents an aproach to the design graphics as-

sociated with a noise labeling program.

Section 4 - deals with potential technical problems associ-

ated with the development of specific noise rat-

ing schemes. The example used addresses common

household appliances.

PART II: Docket Analysis

Comments received from the public concerning the proposed

general provisions are discussed. Respondents are identified by

their appropriate docket number. The primary function of the

Docket Analysis is to present the Agency's response to all com-

ments and issues raised by the public.

Section i - addresses issues concerning the Agency's statu-

tory authority to require product labeling.

Section 2 - addresses issues pertaining to selection of pro-

ducts for noise labeling e.g. criteria, types

of products.

Section 3 - addresses issues that concern what the label

will contain e.g. what information, liabilities

implied by label information and alternatives to

the proposed general provisions.

Section 4 - addresses reasons for the chosen label format,

and problems seen by commenters.

Section 5 - addresses comments concerning the various types

of labeling and location on the packaging.

Section 6 - addresses comments on rating schemes, test meth-

odologies, choice of amoustle parameters, and

the "descriptor" to best convey the noise infor-

mation.

Section 7 - addresses issues pertaining to the general en-

forcement procedures.



Section 8 - addresses the issues related to an economic anal-

ysis for each product specific labeling action,

the costs such an action WOUld have to the gov-

ernment, and how consumer product preference,

because of the noise label, will be assessed.

Section 9 - presents data on a number of noise related com-

plaints received about various products.

Appendix A presents the definition of issues from each docket

entry, both written comments and oral testimony.

Appendix B is an index of all docket submissions, written and

oral, which allows one to identify the source of different com-

ments where they are not specifically mentioned in the text.

PART III: Perspective on the Proposed Noise Labeling Program

Section i - presents the tabulations of public docket com-

ments reflecting either support or opposition

for the proposed noise labeling program.

Section 2 - presents the results of a nationwide telephone

survey conducted in order to learn how the gen-

eral public feels about noise, noisy products,

product noise labeling and the elements of an

effective noise label.

Section 3 - presents the results of a door-to-door survey

and focus group discussions in order to gather

more in-depth knowledge on the elements of an

effective noise label.

7



Appendix A presents the questionnaire used in the telephone

survey. Appendix B presents the interview protocol used in the

door-to-door survey. Appendix C presents the interview guide and

questionnaires used in the focus group discussions, while excerpt-

ed comments from the focus group discussions are presented

in Appendix D. Appendix E is a list of parties reached through

the Agency's active efforts for assuring public participation.



PARTI

OEVELOPMENTOF NOISE LABELINGGENERALPROVISIONS



SECTION 1: REVIEW OF LABELING LAWS

As part of a general study on labeling,an extensive review

of Federal,industry,and privatelabelingeffortswas undertaken.

The review was conducted so that the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA} might gain insight into its noise labeling program

from existing labeling programs. Of particular interest were

governmentagency consumer informationlabellng programs. Lists

of the agenciesand examples of generalcategoriesand specific

products reviewedare given in Tables I-I and 1-2. This section

contains summariesof 24 significantgovernmentlabeling efforts.

The summariesare of two tYpes: summariesof labelingregulations

affectingspecificproducts and summariesof labellngrequirements

set forth in the mandatingActs.

The reviewsare not to be construedas complete,authorita-

tive descriptionsof the governmentlabelingprograms,but rather

as interpretativesummaries that highlight the labeling issues

relevantto EPA.

11



Table 1-1

Federal Agencies Involved in Labeling

Depar=lent of Energy (DOE)

ConsumerProduct Safety Commission (CPSC)

Department of Agriculture (DOA)

Department of Commerce(DOC)

Department of Defense (DOD)

Department of Justice (DOJ)

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Federal Trade Commission(FTC)

Foodand Drug Administration (HEW)

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (DOT)

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (DOL)

12



Table 1-2

Examples of Specific Products and General Categories

Subjectto LabelingLaws

Tires

E1ectrlcallyoperatedtoys

Charcoalbriquettes

Air conditioners

Lawndarts

Toy caps

Bicycles
Car seats for children

Poweramplifiers

Refrigerators,freezers

Textilewearingappareland yard goods

Full-sizecribs

Hazardous substances

Insecticides, fungicides and rodenttctdes

Gasoline

Cigarettes

Drugs

Food

Light bulbs
Motor vehicles

Electric appliances

Upholstered products

Agrlculruralseed

Occupational safety equipment

13



CIGARETTES

A. PRODUCT: Cigarettes: Labelingrequiredunder
"PublicHealthCigaretteSmokingAct"
(P,L. 89-92)

B, AGENCY: Departmentof Justice

C. PURPOSE: Infornlationwith respectto any relation-
shipbetweensmokingand health

D. GRADE/RATING: Not gradedor ratedunderthe above Public
Laws

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ NO technicalbasisper se sincethere is
ORGANIZATION: no grading,but there is a technicalbasis

behind the Congressional decision to
requirea warningon all cigarettepack-
ages

F. LABELCONTENT: "Warning: The SurgeonGeneralhas Deter-
mined that Cigarette Smoking ts Dangerous
to Your Health"

G. PHYSICAL Specifiedas follows: Conspicuousand
CHARACTERISTICS: legibletype In contrastby typography,

layoutor colorwith otherprintedmatter
on the package

H. LOCATION: Conspicuously located on every package

I. COMMENTS: This is informational labeling specified
by Congressand administered by the
Departmentof Justice

14



PRODUCTSCOVEREDBY: "FAIR PACKAGINGAND LABELINGACT"

A. PRODUCT: All productsfor whichlabelingIs required
underthe "FairPackagingand LabelingAct:
(15 USC 1451et. seq.)

B. AGENCY: FederalTradeCommlsslon(16CFR 500-503)

C. PURPOSE: Truthfulpackagingand labellngof products

D. GRADES/RATINGS

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ Not appllcable
CATEGORIZATION:

F. _ABELCONTENT: I, Statementof identity: "name";
2. Name and place of businessof themanu-

facturer,packeror distributor
3. Net quantityof contents;
4, If the label bearsa representationas

to the numberof servings,uses,or
applicationof suchcommodity,the
label shall bear tn immediate conjunc-
tion therewith, a statement of the net
quantt_y of each such serving, use or
application.

G. PHYSICAL Specifiedas follows:
CHARACTERISTICS: i. Type sizemust be easilyread;

2. Typemust be parallelto the baseof the
package

H. LOCATION: Specifiedas follows:
i, The statementof identityand the net

quantl_ must appearon the "Prlnclpal
Plsp1_yPanel";

2, The net quantitydeclaratlnnshallbe
placedin the hottem30 percentof
the area of the label panel;

3. The name and place of businessof
manufacturer . . . shall be conspic-
uously located on the package.
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FOOD COVEREDBY "FEDERALFOOD_ DRUGAND COMESTICACT"

A. PRODUCT; Food: Labelingrequiredunder the "Federal
Food, Drug and CosmeticAct"
(21USC 301 et. seq.)

B. AGENCY: Departmentof Health,Educationand Welfare;
Food and Drug Administration

C. PURPOSE: Standardsof identityand definition,
quality,and fillof containerfor the
purposeof promotinghonestyand fair
dealingin the interestof consumers

D. GRADES/RATINGS: Not gradedper so, The Act prohibitsthe
introductionof adulteratedor mlsbranded

E, TECHNICALBASIS/ foodinto interstatecommerce, The Act
CATEGORIZATION: definesmisbrandedand adulteratedfood.

In generalterms,adulteratedfood is
deemed¢o be any food which "contains any
poisonous or deleterious substance which
may renderit injurious"to healthor if
it "is otherwiseunfit for food."

F. LABELCONTENT: Food; The followinginformationmust
appearon the label:
I. The name and place of businessof the

manufacturer,packeror distributor;
Z. An accuratestatementof quamtlCy

of contentsin terms of weight,
measureor numerlcelcount;

3. If the productis an imitationof
anotherfood,the word imitation
(in type of uniformsizeand pro-
mlnence) immediatelyprecedingthe
nameof the foodimltated;

4. If the productpurportste be or
Is representedfor specialdietary
uses, informationconcerningits
vitamin,mlneralend otherdietary
properties;

5. If the productbeers or containsanY
artificial flavoring,artlflclelcolorlng
or chemlcalpreservative,a statement
of that fact;

16



6. If the productpurportsto be or is
representedas food for which a defini-
tionand standardof identityhas been
prescribedby regulations,the nameof
the foodas specifiedin the definition
and standards,and insofaras may be
requiredby suchregulations,the common
namesof optionalingredients;

7, If the foodpurportsto be or is repre-
sentedas a food for whicha standard
of qualityhas been prescribedby
regulationsand its qualityfallsbelow
such standard,a statementthat it falls
belowsuchstandard(in a mannerand form
as suchregulationsspecify);

8. If the foodpurportsto be or is repre-
sentedas a foodfor which a standardor
standardsof fill of containerhavebeen

prescribedby regulationsand it falls
belowthe standardof fill of container

applicablethereto,a statementthatit
fallsbelowsuch standard(in a manner
and formas such regulationsspecify);

g Ifthe productis not subjectto the
requirementsof item6, the commonor
usualnameof the food.if any therebe.
and in case it is fabricatedfrom two

or more ingredients,the commonor usual
nameof eachsuch ingredient;

10. If it is a raw agriculturalcommodity
which is the productof the soil, bearing
or containinga pesticidechemicalapplied
afterharvest,the shippingcontainerof
suchcommoditymust declarethe presence
of suchchemicalin or on suchcommodity
and the commonor usualnameand the
functionof suchchemical;

11. Labelingmust be in conformancewith an
applicableregulationissuedpursuant
to Section3 or 4 of the PoisonPreven-
tionPackagingAct of 1970,

17



B. PHYSICAL Specifiedas follows:
CHARACTERISTICS: I. All requiredinformationmust be plac_d

with such conspicuousness {as compared
with other words, statements, designs
in the labeling) and in such terms as to
render it likely to be read and under-
stood by the ordinary individual under
customary conditions of purchase and
use.

H. LOCATION: Specified:
I. All requiredinformationmust be prom-

inentlylocatedwhere it is likelyto
be readunder customaryconditionsof
purchase and use.
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PRODUCTS COVERED BY CONSUMER PRDDUCT SAFETY ACT

A. PRODUCT: All productsfor which labelingis required
underthe "ConsumerProductSafetyAct"
(15 USC 2051et. seq.)

B. AGENCY: ConsumerProductSafetyCommission

C. PURPOSE: To protectthe publicagainstunreasonable
risksof injuryassociatedwith consumer
products;to assistconsumersin evaluating
the comparativesafetyof consumerpro-
ducts;to developuniformsafetystandards
for consumerproducts.

D. GRADES/RATINGS: The Commissiondeterminesif a consumer
productpresentsan unreasonablerisVof

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ injuryto thepublic. If the productdoes
CATEGORIZATION: presentan unreasonablerisk,the Commis-

sion then determines whe_er or not a
safetystandardwill eliminatethe unrea-
sonablerisk. If no feasibleproductsafety
standardwouldadequatelyprotectthepublic
fromthe unreasonableriskof injuryasso-
ciatedwith the product,the Commissionmay
proposeand promulgatea ruledeclaring
suchproducta bannedhazardousproduct.

Requirementsof CPS standards(otherthan
requirementsrelatingto labeling,warnings
or instructions)shall,wheneverfeasible,
be expressedin termsof performance
requirements.

F. LABELCONTENT: For any productwhich is subjectto a
consumerproductsafetystandard:
i. Dateand place ofmanufacture;
2. A suitableidentificationof themanu-

factureror the privatelabelerand
the codemark of the manufacturer
in the caseof a privatelabeler;

3. A certificationthatthe product
meetsall applicableconsumerproduct
safetystandardsand a specification
of the standardswhich are applicable.
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G. PHYSICAL Specified as follows:
CHARACTERISTICS: 1. Such labels, where practicable, may be

required by the CommJssfon¢o be per-
manently marked on or affixed to any
such consumerproauct.

H, LOCATION: Specified as follows:
1. The certificate of confomtt_f shah

accompanyChe product or shall o%her*
wise be furnished to aw disCrtbu%or
or retailer to whomche product is
deltveredo
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PRODUCTSCOVEREDBY FEDERAL"HAZARDOUSSUBSTANCESACT"

A, PRODUCT: A11 productsfor which labelingis required
underthe "FederalHazardousSubstances

Act" (15 USC 1261et, seq,)

B. AGENCY: ConsumerProductSafetyCommission

C. PURPOSE: Consumerprotection

D. GRADES/RATING: Not graded. A hazardoussubstance"is any
substanceor mixtureof substances(as

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ determinedby the Commission)which is
CATEGORIZATION: toxic,corrosive,an irritant,a strong

sensitizer,flammableor combustible,or
generatespressurethroughdecomposition,
beator other means,if suchsubstanceor
mixtureof substancesmay causesubstantial
personalinjuryor substantial t11ness
duringor as a proximateresultof any
customaryor reasonableforeseeablehand-
lingor use, includingreasonablyforeseeable
ingestionby children. The teststo deter-
mine if m productis a hazardoussubstance
are set forth in the regulations".

F. LABEL CONTENT: 1. Name and placeof businessof themanu-
facturer,packer,distributoror se|Ier;

2. Commonor usualname or the chemlca|
name (if therebe no commonor usual
name) of the hazardous substance(s);

3. Signalword "DANGER"on substances
whichare extremelyflmmmable,corro-
slve,or hlghlytoxic;the signalword
"WARNING"or "CAUTION"on a11 other
I|azardous substances;

4. An affirmative statement of the princi-
pal hazardor hazards;

5. Precautionary measures describing the
action to be followed or avoided;

6. Instructions, whennecessary or appro-
priate, for firstaid treatment;

7. Theword "POISON"for any hazardous
substance which is defined as "hlghly
tOXiC";

B. Instructions for handling and storage
of packageswhich requirespecial
carein handlingor storage;
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9. The statement "Keep out of the reach
of children", or its practical equiva-
lent, or, if the article is intended
for use by childrenand is not a banned
hazardous substance, adequate directions
for the protection of children from the
hazard;

10. Specific product labeling statements as
deemednecessaryby the Commissionas
specified in Section 4 of the Poison
PreventionPackagingAct;

11. On the containerof householdsubstances
which do not meet the standardsset
under Section 3 of the Poison Prevention
Packaging Act, the following statement:
"This package for households without
young children".

G. PHYSICAL Specifiedas follows:
CHARACTERISTICS: I. Writtenin the Englishlanguage;

2. Conspicuousand legibletype in contrast
by typograpl_y,layout,or colorwith
other printedmatteron the label,

H. LOCATION: Locationof labelnot specified.
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INSECTICIDES,FUNGICIDESAND RODENTICIDES

A. PRODUCT: Labelingof pesticidesrequiredunder the
"Insecticides, Fungicides and Rodenticides
Act" and related acts, and EPA regulations
at 40 CFR 162

B. AGENCY: EnvironmentalProtectionAgency

C. PURPOSE: Protectionof publichealththroughidentifi-
cation of hazards

D. GRADE/RATING: Use classification;other informationrequired

E, TECHNICALBASIS/ The Act states:
CATEGORIZATION: "unreasonableadverseeffectson the environ-

ment" i.e.,unreasonablerisk to man or the
environment,takingintoaccountthe economic,
socialand environmentalcosts and benefits
of the use of any pesticide(as determinedby
the Administratorof the EPA).

F. LABELCONTENT; I. Registrationnumberof manufacturing
plant;

2. Directionsforuse necessaryfor effect-
ing the purposefor which the product
is intendedand adequateto protect
healthand the environment;

3. The statement"KeepOut of Reachof
Children";

4, A signalword suchas "Danger","Warning"
or "Caution";

5. Other warningor cautionarystatements
as necessaryto protectthe public;

6. Ingredientstatement:name, percentage
designation;

7. Use classification:general,restricted;
8. Name and addressof the manufacturer,

packer,formulator,registrant,or
person for whomthe productis produced;

g, Name, brandor trademark;
10. Net weightor measureof the content;
11. For pesticidescontainingany substance(s)

in quantitieshighlytoxic to man:
a. skulland crossbones

b. theword "poison"as wellas the word
"danger"

c. a statementof practicaltreatment
incase of poisoningby pesticides.
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G. PHYSICAL Specifiedas follows:
CHARACTERISTICS: 1. Any word. statementor other information

required must be placed on the label
conspicuously (as compared to other
words, statements, designs, or graphic
matter in the labeling).

2. Likely to be readable and understood by
the ordinaryindividualwlth non_al
vision,under customaryconditionsOf
purchaseand use.

3. If the word "Poison"is required,it
must be prominentin redon a background
of distinctlycontrastingcolor.

4. Specifiedare a minimumtype sizefor
warningstatementsand signalwords,

H. LOCATION: I. All informationrequiredby theAct must
be prominentlylocatedon the outside
containeror wrapperof the retail
packageso as to be clearlyreadable
when presentedor displayedunder
customaryconditionsof purchase.

2. Specified are:
a. the locationof signalwordsand the

statement"Keep out of Reachof
Children";

b. locationof ingredientstatement;
c. locationof skull and crossbones

and statementof practicaltreatment
for poisonshighlytoxic toman.

I. COMMENTS: The above summaryappliesto the labeling
requirementsas theywere developedas of
summerof 1975.
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LIGHT-DUTYMOTOR VEHICLES

A. PRODUCT: Light-dutyMotor Vehicles"VoluntaryFuel
EconomyLabeling"

B. AGENCY: EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
(39 FR 36BgO),
FederalEnergyAdministration

C. PURPOSE: Providenew car fuel economyinformation
at polnt-of-sale. The notice states that
the primarygoal of the programis to
reduce energy usage in the transportation
sector. Intermediate goals are:
I. To increasepublicawarenessof factors

which influence fuel economy;
2. To Influence consumers to purchase

vehicles wlth good fuel economy;
3. To influencemanufacturersto produce

vehicles with Improved fuel economy.

g. GRADE/RATING: Fuel economyis not gradedper se. Fuel
economyvaluesare given In miles-per-
gallon,andcity and highway values are
listed separately.

The manufacturerpresents,tn one of two
forms,fueleconomyinformationfor the
consumerto use in his evaluationof the
vehicles; thts is somewhatanalogous to
"energylabeling".

Ifthe "generalfueleconomylabel"Is used,
tt presents the sales-weighted average of
fuelecono_ values(oy car llne separately
for passenger cars and wagons) of all
vehicles wlththe same engine, Themanu-
facturermay also includethe range of
data used to derive the sales-weighted
average.

If the "specificfueleconomylabel"is
used, it presents the EPA-approved fuel
econonkyvaluesfor the speclflcvehlcle
configuration.

£. TECHNICALBASIS/ I. Clty fueleconomyIs derivedfromthe
CATEGORIZATION: FederalEmissionTest Procedure(40

CFR 85); a separate highway test is
prescribed;

Z. Fuel economyvalues are reported to
the nearestwholemile-per-gallon.
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F. LABELCONTENT: Consistentwith that indicatedin the
illustrative examples published in the
Federal Register (39 FR 36B91) specified
are:
I. EPA logo;
2. FEA logo;
3. Statement of authenticity of test results;
4. Resultsof tests,as describedin Section

D (above) for either the "general"or
"specific" ]abels;

5. Reminder that actual fuel econontvvaries;
6. Whereto write to receivea copy of

"EPA/FEA1975 Gas MileageGuidefor New
Car Buyers".

G. PHYSICAL 1. The labelmust be of a reasonablesize
CHARACTERISTICS: and consistent in format with the

illustrative examples published in the
Federal Re_ister.

2. Manufacturers may choose to differentiate
"specific" from "general" labels by
shape, color, size or some other readily
apparent feature.

H. LOCATION: Labelmust be prominentlydisplayedeither
on the samewindowas the pricestickeror
on the passengersidewindowor otherloca-
tionapprovedby EPA/FEA.

I. C_MENTS: A manufacturermay use either"GeneralLabels"
or "SpecificLabels",on any vehicleconfigura-
tion in theirmodel line, If a manufacturer
electsto participatein the programhe obll-
gateshimselfto placea label on everycar
in his productline.

The labelingprogramwill also includea public
educationand informationprogram.

At the presenttime a studyis beingconducted
to evaluatethe effectivenessof the fuel
econonlylabels. The importantinformation
from thisstudyis on the effecton consumers
of thistype of "awareness"labeling.
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PASSENGER CAR TIRES

A. PRODUCT: PassengerCar Tires

g. AGENCY: NationalHighwayTraffic SafetyAdminlstration
(DOT) (49CFR 575)

C, PURPOSE: Consumer informationabout tire quality

D. GRADE/RATING: Treadwear: 2 or 3 digit number
Traction: O, *, **
Temperature resistance: A, B, C

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ Treadwear: Projectedmileage,basedon speci-
CATEGORIZATION: fledtestand calculationprocedure,stated

as percentof 30,DOOmiles,roundedoff to
nearestlower10% value;e.g.,for projected
treadwearof 47,000miles,ratingis 150.

Traction: Basedon tractioncoefficienton
twowet skldpads, grade dependsonmeeting
scheduleof valuesestablishedfor bothskid

pad surfaces.

Temperatureresistance: Testedon a schedule
of increasingspeedsunder load; gradedepends
on highestspeedwithout failure.

F, LABEL CONTENT: I. On sidewallof tire:

a. treadweargrade descriptionand tread-
wear grade;

b. all temperatureresistanceand trac-
tion grades,with appropriategrades
circled;

2. On treadsurface(exceptoriginalequip-
ment tireson a new vehicle)and for
informationfurnishedprospectivepur-
chasersof motor vehicles and tiresunder

paragraph575.6(c),an explanationof
performancearea,and a historyof all
possiblegradesfor tractionand tempera-
tureresistance,along wlth a heading
"DOTQualityGrade".

G. PHYSICAL 1. Sidewalllabel: permanentlymoldedwith
CHARACTERISTICS: charactertype,depth and size specified

2. Treadlabel: not easilyremovable,
indeliblystamped.
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H, LOCATION: 1. On tire sidewall between tire _smaximum
suction width and shoulder;

2. On tread surface (except ortgtnal equip-
merit on a newtire).
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NON-PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

A. PRODUCT: Non-prescriptlondrugs

B. AGENCY: Food andDrug Administration(HEW)

C. PURPOSE: Contentand qualityInformation

D, GJ_ADE/RATING:
Standards(minlmumrequirements)are set by

E, TECHNICALB_IS/ the FDA
CATEGORIZATION:

F. LABEL CONTENT: Labelingon the "PrincipalPispl_ Panel":
i. Statementof the identityof the

co_modity(establishedname of the
drug)and statementof the general
pharmacologicalcategory(les)of the
principalintendedaction(s);

2. Net quantityof thecontents.

Labelingelsewhereon packaging:
1. Nameand placeof businessof the manu-

facturer,packeror distributor
a. Wherea drug is not manufacturedby

the person whosenameappears on
the label,the name shallbe quali-
fiedby a phrasethat revealsthe
connection such person has wtth

suchas Manufacturedsuch drug_ "
for , Distributedby ",
or any otherwording.

2. Statement of Ingredients (aS required
oy Section 5OZ(e) of the Federal Food,
Drugand CosmeticAct) shall appear
together.

G. PIIYSICAL Regulationspeclfled:
CHARACTERISTICS: 1. Boldface type in distinct contrast to

other matter on the package;
2, Size of type (relative to other type

on package);
3. Locatton of net weight statement on

prlnclpalpanel.

N. LOCATION: I. Statementof identlt,v and net quantity
must appearon the "PrincipalDisplay
Panel".

2, All otherrequtred informationmust
appear conspicuously on the product's
container.
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I. COHH_NTS: The most Important potnt to nottce is: the
requirement that all specified (Important)
information be prominently and conspicuously
located and that samebe placed on the
"Principal Display Panel".
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FOOD

A. PRODUCT: Food

B. AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration,HEN

C. PURPOSE: Truthfulinformationon contentand quantity
of contents

D. GRADE/RATING: Gradesand standardsare determinedin
accordancewith U,S.Departmentof Agrlcul-

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ tureregulations.These labelingrequirements
CATEGORIZATION: are in additionto the USDAgrades.

F. LABELCONTENT: Labelingrequiredon the "PrincipalDisplay
Panel":
I. Identityof the commodity:

a, nameof the commodity;
b. commonor usualnameof the food;
c, an appropriatelydescriptiveterm;

2. For foodmarketedin variousoptional
forms,the formmust be identified;

3. Net quantityof contentsin the measure
specifiedfor the particularproduct
or typeof product(volume,weight,
count,etc.).

Labelingrequiredon the "InformationPane]":
i. Nameand placeof businessof manufac-

turer,packeror distributor;
2. If the numberof servingsappears,a

statementof the net quantityof each
serving;

3. Ingredients:
a. where the proportionof expensive

ingredient(s)presenthas a bearing
on priceor consumeracceptance,
the labelof such foodshall bear
a quantitativestatementof such
ingredient(s);

b. imitationor artificialingredients-
listedas such.

Labelingpermittedon the "Information
Panel":
i. Nutritioninformation;
2. A statement of cholesterol, fat and fatty

acid contentif it conformswith specific
requirements.
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G. PHYSICAL Specifiedas follows:
CHARACTERISTICS: 1. Typeof letters,

2. Size (relativesize)of type (minimum
sizesestablished),

3. Type must be in distinct contrast to
other matter on the package.

H, LOCATION: 1. Statementof identityand net weightmust
appearon the "PrincipalDisplayPanel".

2, All other requiredlabellngmustappear
on the "InformationPanel".

I, COMMENTS: The most importantpoint In thislabeling
requirementis the stipulationthatimportant
informationis to be locatedon the "Principal
DisplayPanel"and that all other required
labelingis to be locatedon the prominently
located"InformationPanel".
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MANUFACTUREDOR PROCESSEDDAIRY PRODUCTS

A, PRODUCT: Manufacturedor ProcessedOair_Products

D. AGENCY: Departmentof Agriculture

C. PURPOSE: qualiW Information

D. GRADES/RATING: U.S.Gradeg. A. or AA or an equivalent
standardof qualityfor U.S.name grades,
if numericalscoregradesof a producthave
not been established.

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ Grades are composite ratings of various
CATEGORIZATION: factorsdependingon the product,suchas

flavor,appearance and body. The standards
are set forthin the code.

F. LABELCONTENT: 1. USDA
2. Grade
3. O.S.Pepar_ent of Agricultureinspection

statement.

G. PHYSICAL 1. Minimumslze for the shieldspecified
CHARACTERISTICS: 2. Samplesof approvedshleIdsare given

in the code.

H. LOCATION: On package, otherwise not specified.

I, COMMENTS: It can be requiredthatthe packagelabel.
cartonor wrapper carryingofficlalIdentifi-
cation be stampedor perforatedwith date
packed and the certificate numberor a code
numberto indicatelot and datepacked.
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BUTTER

A. PRODUCT: Butter

B. AGENCY: Deparbnentof Agriculture(7 CFR 58 SubpartP)

C. PURPOSE: Quality Infoniiation

D, GRADES/RATINGS: U.S. GradeAAor U.S.Score93
U.S. Grade A or U.S. Score 92
U.S.Gi'ad_B Or'U,S. S_uregO
U.S. Grade C or U.S. Score89
General

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ Flavoris the basic qualityfactorin grading
CATEGORIZATION: butterand is determinedorganoleptlcallyby

taste and smell. The flavorcharacteristic
is identified,and togetherwith its relative
intensity,is ratedaccordingto the applicable
classification,Bo_y,color and saltcharac-
teristicsare thennotedand any defectsare
disratedin accordancewith the established
classification.The finalU.S. grade isthen
established.The standardsare set forth in
the code.

F. LABEL CONTENT: Same as for "Manufacturedor ProcessedDairy
Products".

G. PHYSICAL Same as for "Manufacturedor ProcessedDairy
CHARACTERISTICS: Products".

H. LOCATION: Sameas for "Manufacturedor ProcessedDairy
Products".

I. COMMENTS: Butteris gradedon one technicalbasis
(flavor)and thenis dlsratedfor otherbases
(body,colorand salt)in accordancewith
an establishedscheme,to come up with a
finalU.S.grade.
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AGRICULTURAL SEEDS

A. PRODUCT: A9riculturalSeeds

B, AGENCY: Departmentof Agrlculture
(7 CFR Part201)

C. PURPOSE: C]assiflcatton and qualtty information

D, GRADE/RATING: Class of seed

E, TECHNICALBASIS/ Set forthin code
CATEGORIZATION:

F, LABELCONTENT: 1. Nameof each kind of seed present;
2. Percent of each kind of seed;
3. Variety of seeN;
4. Type of seed;
5, Word "h_brtd" tf b.vbrtd present;
6. Lot.number of other identification "I,D,";
7. Orl@Inof seed;
8, Percentaoe of weedseeds;
9, Percen_ge of agricultural seeds;

10. Percen_9e of weight of inert matter;
11, Percentage of gemination for each kind

of _pe/_br_d;
IZ, PercentaGe of hard seed;
13, Month andyear 9emfnat/on test was

cowp]eted;
14, "Manufacturer _ -Fu]l nameand address

of eithershipper or consignee;
15. InoculateN seed must show expiration

date for Inoculstlon;
16, Grade - Class of seed,

G, PHYSICAL Not specified
C_IARACTENISTIC$:

H, LOCATION: Tag attached securely to the confiner, or
printed In a consplcuous manner on a side
or the top of the container,

I, SPECIAL: The label maycontain information in edd]Cton
to that required _¥ the Act, provtded such
Informtton ts not misleading,
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d. COMMENTS: The mostimportantpointto noteis that
all therequiredinformationis located
on a tag securelyattachedto the container
or printedin a conspicuousmanneron the
top or sideof the container.

It is alsointerestingthat inoculated
seed hassomethinganalogousto a useful
life stampedon the product,
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SHELL EGGS

A* PRODUCT: Shelleggs

B, AGENCY: Departmentof Agriculture(7 CFR 56)

C. PURPOSE: Size and quality information

D. GRADE/RATING: Eggsare rated
By _uaItty (Grademark):

Grade AA (Fresh Fancy)
Grade A
Grade B
Grade C
Dirty
Check

By size:
Jumbo
Extra Large
Large
Medium
S_nall
Pee Wee

The "quality"grade Is a compositerating
of the shell, alp cell, white and yolk,

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ The standard for individual egg quality and
CATEGORIZATION: U.S. consumergrades are set for&h tn the

code,

F. LABELCONTENT: 1. USDA withinO shield;2. U.S. Grade
3. Size or weight class may appear(if

not must appear prominently on main
pone| of carton)

4. Plant numbermay appear {tf not must
be shownelsewhere on the packaging
material).

G. PHYSICAL Specifiedas follows:
CHARACTERISTICS: 1. Samplesof approved grademsrks ore shown

in the code;
2. Size.

H, LOCATION: The grademarkmust be printed on the carton
or on the tape used to seal the carton,
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I. COMMENTS: The grading system uses and does not combine
two grades, one for quality, one for size.
The quality grading requires that certaln
requirements all be met to receive a certain
grade. The size grade sets a mtntmumweight
per dozen, per 30 dozen, anda mtnimumweight
for individual eggs at rate per dozen. Letter
codes ore used.
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PRODUCTS COVERED BY THE "AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ACT OF 1946"

A. PRODUCT: Processedfruitsand vegetables,processed
productsthereof,and certainotherpro-
cessedfoodproducts(requirementsunder
AgriculturalMarketingAct of 1946)

B. AGENCY: Departmentof Agriculture(7 CFR 52)

C, PURPOSE: Qualityand size information

D. GRADE/RATING: U.S.GradeA
U,S.GradeB
U.S. Grade C
This is voluntarygradingand labeling.

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ The grade is a compositeratingof various
CATEGORIZATION: factorssuchas appearance,ripeness,

texture,taste,etc. Standardsare set
forthin the code,

F. LABELCONTENT: I. Grade (2 foms of label): "Packedunder
ContinuousInspectionof the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agrlculture- for plantsoperating
undercontinuousU.S.D.A,inspection;

2. Grade- contractin plant inspection;
3. Offlclallysampleddate- U,S.Department

of Agriculture,Washington,D.C, - con-
tract in plant inspection.

G. PHYSICAL Specifiedas follows:
CHARACTERISTICS: The gradeand inspectionmarks approvedfor

use are shownin figuresin the code.

H. LOCATION: Not specified

I. COMMENTS: Processedfoodhas a compositegrade,having
a tecbnlcalbasisof bothsubjectiveand
physicalparameters. Intervalsare not
definedin numericalterms, Lettercodes
are used. The gradingand labellngis
voluntary.
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LIVESTDCK_MEATS_PREPAREDHEATS AND MEATPRODUCTS

A. PRODUCT: Livestock,meats,preparedmeats and meat
products(labelingas to quality,noyield)

B. AGENCY: Departmentof Agriculture(7 CFR 53)

C. PURPOSE: Qualityinformation

D. GRADES/RATINGS: The grade is a singleword code, "prime",
"choice","good","standard","commercial",
"utility","cutter"."canner",or "cull";
accompaniedwhen necessaryby a class
designation.

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ The qualitygrade is basedon separate
CATEGORIZATION: evaluationsof two generalconsiderations:

1. The qualityor the palatability-
indicatingcharacteristicsof lean,
and

2. The conformationof the carcassor
primalcut.

The standardsfor theseevaluationsare
set forth in the code.

F. LABEL COIITENT: "Officialidentification"

I. USDA withinthe shield;2. Grade
3. Grader'scode identificationletters

(outside the shield).

G. PHYSICAL Specified as follows:
CHARACTERISTICS: I. Shieldwith USDAand grade enclosed

(as shownin Figure 1-8);
2. The codeidentificationlettersof

the gradershall appearintermittently
outside the shteld.

H. COMMENTS: Thecompositegradingsystemcombinesa
numberor technlcalbasis,including
maturity,marblingand quality. Quasi-
descriptiveslngle-wordcodes are assigned
to the ratings.
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COTTONSEEDFOR CRUSHINGPURPOSES

A. PRODUCT: Cottonseedfor crushingpurposes

B. AGENCY: Departmentof Agriculture
(7 CFR Part61)

C, PURPOSE: Qualitycontrol(purity,soundness)

O. GRADE/RATING: Basis gradeioO
I, High gradesare definedas thoseabove

lOB;
2. Low gradesare definedas those below

100;
3, Gradesfor AmericanPimacottonshall

be suffixedby the designation"Ameri-
can Pima"or by the symbol"AP";

4. Belowgrade 40.0shallbe designated
as "belowgradecottonseed"and a
numericalgradeshallnot be indicated.

E, TECHNICALBASIS/ Basedon numerical"quantlt_index"(yield)
CATEGORIZATION: and numerical"qualityindex". Theseare

multiplied and divided by 100.

F. LABEL CONTENT: Numerlcalgrade on certificate.

G, PHYSICAL Not specified
CHARACTERISTICS:

H, LOCATION: Not specified

I, SUMMARY: Themost Interestingpointhere is the
grading system.

A basis grade of 100 ts set and "high" and
"low" grades relate to this. This type of
scale might be useful with a grade of 100
slgnlfyln9the greatestamountof noise
energy s person can receive wtthout being
fully "impacted": a low gradecut-off
point is identified,
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WORKPLACESIGNS (GeneralRequirements)

A. PRODUCT: Workplacesigns (generalrequirements)

B. AGENCY: Depar1_nentof Labor,OccupationalSafetyand
HealthAdministration(29 CFR Part1910)

C. PURPOSE: To identifyhazards

D. GRADE/RATING:
Not applicable

E. TECHNICALBASIS/
CATEGORIZATION:

F. LABELCONTENT: Symbolsused shouldfollowrecognizedpractices
(examplesgiven). Wordingused is qualitatively
specified(examplesgiven).

G, PHYSICAL I. Colors
CHARACTERISTICS: 2. Proportions

3. Fomat
4. Signshape
5. Generalconstructionof sign, A11

spelledout and referencedto ANSI or
ASAE standards.

H. LOCATION: Qualitativelyspecified,exceptin cases
of in-planttrafficsignsand slowmoving
vehicleemblems,which are referencedto
nationalstandards,
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WORKPLACESIGNSAND MARKINGS(SpecificRequirements)

A. PRODUCT: WorKplacesignsand markings(specific
requirements)

B. AGENCY: Deparbnentof Labor,OccupationalSafeW
and HealthAdministration(29 CFR Part
1910)

C. PURPOSE: Safety

D. GRADE/RATING:
Not applicable

E. TECHNICALBASIS/
CATEGORIZATION;

F. LABELCONTENT: See subheadinginformationbelow:
Means of Egres_ (1910.37)Wordingand symbol
('arrow)spelledout;
OverheadConveyors(1910.261 - Specific
wording 'orthelrequivalent"must be used;
AsbestosAir Contaminants- wordingspecified;
Manllft Instructionand WarningSigns-
(1910.6B)- approximatewordinggiven for
instructionalsigns;legendspecifiedfor
visltorwarningsign;
Bulk OxygenEquipmentLocations(1910.104)-
Specificwordsor "equivalent";
TranspertatlonVehicleCarr_in_Explosives
(1910.109)- Markedwithclass of explosive
or oxidizercarried. Additionalwarning
"Dangerous"for vehiclecarryingmore than
a specifiedweightis necessary.

G. PHYSICAL See subheadingsbelow:
CHARACTERISTICS: Means of Egress- Size,color and design

Shouldbe readilyvisibleand distinctive
from othersigns;
OverheadConve_ors- mustbe erectedin
accordanceWith ANSI Z35.1-1968;

ElectromagneticRadiationWarnln_Symbol
(1910.97)- Color, format,proportions,
Iocatlonof space(or ancillaryinfor_a-
tlon specified);
Asbestos Air Contaminant Caution Signs and
Labels - Sign size, letter size, style and
spacingspecifiedfor cautionsigns,size
and contrastof lettersqualltatlvely
describedfor label;
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_(1910.68) - Lettersizeand
ed for instructionalsigns;

lettersize.shapeand illuminationrequired
is specifiedfor top floorwarningsign;
lettersize. shapeand contrastspecified
for visitorwarningsigns;
Bulk OxygenEquipmentLocations- "per-
manentlyplacarded";
TransportationVehicleCarr¥in_Explosives-
height,stroke,color and formatof signs
is specified;
PortableFire ExtinguisherLocations
(1910.157)_ means shallbe providedto
conspicuously indicate the location and
intendeduse of extinguishers.

H. LOCATION: See subheadingsbelow:

AsbestosAir ContaminantCautionSignsand
Labels- locationqualitativelyspecified;
TransportationVehicleCarryingExplosives-
Specifiedlocationson vehicle.

I, COMMENTS: More importantinformationis specifiedmore
fully.
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WORKPLACE MACHINERY

A. PRODUCT: Workplacemachinery- tagsfor hazardous
conditions,defectiveequipment

B. AGENCY: Departmentof Labor,OccupationalSafety
and HealthAdministration(29 CFR Part
1910.145)

C. PURPOSE: Temporarywarningof hazardousconditions
or defectiveequipment

D. GRADE/RATING:
Not applicable

E. TECHNICAL BASIS/
CATEGORIZATION:

F. LABELCONTENT: Symbolsare specifiedfor radiationand
biohazards.

G. PHYSICAL Color and formatspecifiedfor sometags
CHARACTERISTICS: ("do not start","radiation"and "bio-

hazards").

H, LOCATION: Locationspecifiedfor "donot start"_
"danger"_and "caution"tags.
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GASOLINE

A. PRODUCT: Gasoline

B. AGENCY: FederalTrade Commission(16 CFR 422)

C. PURPOSE: Qctaneinformationat the pump

O. GRADES/RATINGS: A singlenumberoctanegrade derivedby
method set forth in the code and termed
"octane number".

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ The "octanenumber"is calculatedfrom the
CATEGORIZATION: research octane number and the motor octane

number, which are in turn determined from
testsdescribedin ASlbtD439-70and ASIM
O269gand D2700.

P. LABEL CONTENT: Minimum"octanenumber"of the motorgaso-
linebeing dispensedmust appearon the
pump.

G. PHYSICAL Specifiedas follows:
CHARACTERISTICS: i. Permanentlyattached

2. Conspicuous

H. LOCATION: Conspicuouslylocatedon the gasolinepump.

I. COMMENTS: TheFTC octanenumberis a combinationof
industrystandardsand a standardset forth
in the code.

PROBL_: The octanenumber in car owners'

manualsat the timeof the rule-makingwas
the researchoctanenumber. In 1974, the
autoindustrycameup with a symbolwhich
indicatesthe rangeof octaneappropriate
for the vehicle, The symbolis meaningless
to the consumersince it has no obvious
relationto the numberthat is postedon
the gasolinepump. In 1975, the auto
Industrydecidedto printin car owners'
manualsthe researchoctanenumber,the FTC
octanenumberand the octanesymbol_making
no mentionof whichoctaneratingis found
on the gasolinepump.
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FULL-SIZE BABY CRIBS

A. PRODUCT: Full-sizebabycribs

B. AGENCY: ConsumerProductsSafetyCommission
(16 CFR 150B)

C. PURPOSE: Safety,Warningsand Instructions

D. GRADE/RATING:
Not graded. Safetystandardsare set forth

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ in the code.
CATEGORIZATION:

F. LABELCONTENT: 1. Name and placeof businessof the manu-
facturer,importer,distributor,and/or
seller;

2. Model number,stock number,catalog
number, itemnumberor othersymbol
expressednumerically,in code or
otherwise,such thatonly articlesof
identicalconstruction,composition
and dimensionsshallbe identicalin
markings;

3. The followingwarning: "Caution"any
mattressused in thiscrib must be
at least 27-i/4inchesby51-5/B inches,
with a thicknessnot exceedingsix
inchesor the equivalentstatementwith
dimensionsgiven in centimeters;

4. Statementof conformanceto applicable
regulationspromulgatedby the CPSC;

5. Assemblyinstructionsfor cribs
shippedotherthancompletelyassembled.

The instructionsshallalso include:
a) cautionarystatementsconcerningsecure

tighteningand maintainingof boltsand
other fasteners;

b) cautionarystatementon maximumheight
for child using crlb;

c) mattressslzewarningstatement.

G. PHYSICAL I. Size of typeof warning(minimum);
CHARACTERISTICS: 2. Styleof _ypeof warning;

3. Warningmustcontrastsharplywith the
backgroundof the label;

4. Markingson crib shallbe of a p_rmanent
nature;
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5. Markingsshall not be readilyremovable
or subjectto obliterationduring
normaluse or when the articleis
subjectedto reasonablyforeseeable
damageor abuse.

H. LOCATION: The labelcontents(items1-4)must be
clearlyand conspicuouslyvlsibleon the
crib undernormalconditionsof retall
display. The label contents(itemsI-4)
must also be clearlymarkedon the retail
carton,

I. COMMENTS: The label hereinis primarilyfor proper
assemblyanduse of the crib,

It is importantto notethat the code
requlresthatlabel content(items1-4)
be clearlyvisibleundernormalretail
conditions.
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LIGHT-DUTYMOTOR VEHICLES,HEAVY-DUTYGASOLINEENGINES

A. PRODUCT: Light-dutymotor vehicles,heavy-duty
gasolineengines

B. AGENCY: EnvironmontalProtectionAgency
(40 CFR Part 85)

C. PURPOSE: Provideemissioncontrolmaintenance
information

D, GRADE/RATING:
Not applicable

E. TECHNICAL BASIS/
CATEGORIZATION:

F. LABELCONTENT: 1. Heading- "VehicleEmissionControl
Information";

2. Fullcorporatenameand trademarkof
manufacturer;

3. Enginedisplacementand family;
4. Tune-up specs and adjustment (specified)

alongwith indicationof what the trans-
missionposition should be and what
accessoriesshouldbe operativeduring
tune-up;

5. A conformancestandard(specified).

G. PHYSICAL I. Constructedof plasticor metal thatis
CHARACTERISTICS: permanentlyattacheaso that it cannot

be removedwithoutbeing destroyed;
2. Lettershape,languageand colorcon-

trastspecified.

H. LOCATION: Vehicle-engine compartment; engines-on
engine

I. COMMENTS: This kind of information label provides
not only instruction but also serves to
esl;abltsh a legal basis for compliance;
hence the contents and stipulations are

: pre-establishedand impressedmore vig-
orouslythan for purelyinformation
labels.

T
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TEXTILE WEARING APPAREL AND YARD GOODS

A, PRODUCT: Textilewearingappareland yard goods

B. AGENCY: FederalTradeCommission(16 CFR 423}

C. PURPOSE: Disclosuresfor careand maintenance

D. GRADE/RATING: Not graded. Maintenanceand care Instruc-
tions must be given.

E. TECHNICALBASIS/ The maintenanceand care instructions
CATEGORIZATION: requiredare thosenecessaryfor ordinary

use and enjoymentof the article.

F. LABELCONTENT: 1. Instructionsfor careand maintenance;
2. Warningswhennormalcare procedure

associatedwith thatarticlewl]l.
in fact.If applied,substantially
diminishthe ordinaryuse and enjoy-
ment of the article.

G. PHYSICAL I. Permanentlyaffixedto a finished
CIfARACTERISTICS: articleof wearingapparel;

2. Remainlegiblefor usefullifeof
artlcle;

3. Foryard goods,can be permanently
affixedto finishedarticleusing
normalhouseholdmethods.

H. LOCATION: Finishedartlc]eof wearingapparel:
Labelmust be permanentlyattachedto
article.

Yard goods:
Labelmustaccompanygoods.

I. CCI4MENTS: The care and maintenancelabelingprogram
has had someproblemsat the consumer
end. At times,finishedarticlesof
clothing,if washedand driedaccording
to instructions,wlllshrinkor run or
becomemisshaped. Also.when purchasing
yard goods,it Is commonnot to receive
a care labelwith the goods.
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SECTIONB: NOISELABELING- GENERALAPPROACH

The labelingof consumerproductsIs an area of governmental

regulationthat is growing. Certainconsumerproductslike motor-

cyclesnow have several labels,and othersare proposedor under

development. Care must be taken to ensure that the consumer is

not confused by the clutter of differentmessages,symbols, and

warnings.

TYPE OF LABELS

Table 1-3 lists the variouskinds of labelsthat are attached

to productsfor regulatorypurposes,puttingaside entirelyvolun-

tary manufacturer labeling. By "regulatory" It Is meant that

the label is put there In accordancewith some establishedrule or

standard. The regulatorneed not be the government,nor must use

of the standardbe governmentallyrequired. Some examplesIn the

11stedcategoriesare:

o Governmental requirements: mandatory labellng rules

established by EPA, NHTSA,FDA, USOA,FTC, etc.

o Trade association rules: such organizations as BIA

(Bicycles),OPEl (powerlawncareequipment),ARI (central

air-conditioners) a11owuse of sealsand labelsto indicate

specificperformancemeasures.

o Others: such magazines as GoodHousekeeptn9 and Parents
have approval programs, usually without a publlcly

disclosed test basis; the Snell Foundation has a volun-

taw crashhelmet standards program.
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Table i-3

Types of Labels

LABELS ARE ATTACHED TO PRODUCTS FOR "REGULATORY" PURPOSES UNDER:

• GOVERNMENT REQUIREMENT

• TRADE ASSOCIATION RULES

• OTHER - INCLUDING SEALS OF APPROVAL OF MAGAZINE

PUBLISHERS

INFORMATION LABELING

The various kinds of labeling shown in Table 1-3 can be

further categorized, as shown in Table 1-4, as being either con-

formance labeling or information labeling.

Table 1-4

Conformance Labeling and Information Labeling

CONFORMANCE LABELING - TO CLAIM COMPLIANCE WITH GOVERNMENTAL OR

PRIVATE STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE REGS

• LABELING OF THIS TYPE, WHICH EPA MAY DO UNDER SECTION 6

OF THE ACT, IS NOT OF INTEREST HERE

INFORMATIONAL LABELING - PROVIDES ESSENTIAL INFORMATION TO PUR-

CHASER/USER

• QUALITY GRADES • PERFORMANCE

• USE INSTRUCTIONS • HAZARDS

• LEGAL REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO THE INFORMATION LABEL

• THIS TYPE OF LABELING IS TO BE DONE UNDER SECTION 8 OF THE

ACT

The goal of information labeling is to say to the prospective

purchaser or user=, "Look here for noise information about this

noise producer or noise reducer." This information must appear

to be - and indeed must be - more than self-serving, unregulated
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advertising. The label should convey the message that the con-

tents are "Governmentapproved"or "Governmentchecked" and thus

trustworthyand unprejudiced.

Table 1-I listed those agencies whose labeling regulations

have been examined. Many ef these agencies are responsiblefor

labelingmore thanene productcategory.

Label requirementshave been accompaniedby public-informa-

tion campaigns - sometimes undertakenby the regulatoryagency

alone,as in the exampleshownin FigureI-1.

The public informationprocessis greatlyaided when industry

itselfJoins in the effort. Figurei-2 showscoversto brochures-

the right-handone publishedat Governmentexpenseby the FDA, the

left-handene, which makes very effectiveuse of color printing,

by a largeretailfood chain.

The clarity of the explanationsgiven to consumersvaries.

FigureI-3 shows the label informatienone should expect to find

on cheeseand explainsthe termsused by the industry.

Figure1-4 shows a catalogentry that includesa noise rating

(2.9 sones). However, the explanationheaded VentilatorNete is

obscureand confusing to the lay public,and indeed,to a sample

of acousticalengineers.

These same engineers also had difficultyunderstandingthe

advertisementsshown in Figure 1-5. The ventilationquietness

ratingand the air conditionersound ratingare net on the same

basisand thus ne meaningfulcomparlsencan be made. Further,the

quietnessratings are not readilyrelatedto the sound levelsin

decibels,with which the publicis generallyfamiliar.
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FTC Buyer'sGuida No. 6

LOOKFOR
THATLABEL

Figure i-i
Federal Trade Commission Awareness Notice
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Wewant
you to know

about

)

b

Figure I-2
Commercia] and Government Labeling Brochures
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BUYINGCHEESE
CHECK THE LABEL

The labels of natural cheese, pasteurized
process cheese, and related products carry im-
portant descriptive information. The n_me of a
_+aturaJcheese w/If appear as the variety such
as "Cheddar cheese", "Swiss cheese", or "Blue
cheese,"

Paste_rlzed process cheese labels will always
include the words "pasteurized process", Iogether

with the name of the variety or varieties of cheese

used, for instance, "pasteurized processAmerican
clloese" or "pasteurized process Swiss and
AmerJcancheese".

Cheese food also contains ingredients other
than cheese and therefore is labeled as "pasleur-
izod process cheese food". Cheesespreads have
a different composgion from cheese foods and

are labeled as "pasteurized process cheese
spread". All the ingredients used in the prepara-
tion of these products are listed on the respective
label along with the kinds or varieties of cheese
usedin the mixture. Also the milkfat andmoisture
conlent may be shown,

Eoldpack cheese and coldpack cheese food
are labeled in the same manner as other cheese
and cheese foods except that "club cheese't or
"comminuted cheese" may be substituted for the
name "cotdpack cheese".

Figure 1-3

Explanation of Cheese Label Contents
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_ I_athroomVentilatorshelp clear out

l
_) Acomiorl_blobalhroomon¢ol_mominos As atJoltbul without hoar.CantrolliOht.

wJtlwut ovmhealin0 the whole hour. Heat 6 blower togglhor with one light.type
from two 400-watt quartz tube /loiters, Light switch or separately with _ switchos
u_e_ tour 40.wolf ,bulb3 _not _tlcl,_. B/owQr _witCll(Te not Incl.). UL tiered; ttO-|_-v.
rnovas90 CFM', ventilat_ bathroams up to _ _0-c. AC, _g w. ,5o_otruing _B.
r,qu_ee feet. GeIIle me_ureS 16_xl t_ in. Re. Order vent kit Itom Big D_a_t,
quhas 14_xtO_-in. op_nmg. FIujlt.in i)_slic 4lRlall_._Pg, wLIZlbckao_.,..Ho,wl4i_
dgmper fol qu/el op_mllon,, rtzlg_lnt2.gsong$, V|NTtLAf_NTE:VOn_gztotZIIqu_InQsz
WhlIQ LoxGfi_/plg_lic gfilJo with OoJd,coIor rlle=inlonea(un[ao_gound)l¥/mw,_arorrm_t_

accariL UL listed; 110-1_-v., CO-c.AC. 1_9 w. &g_.) NO_l liglh,lDcXlltltnll_l_O4_ld bl1111_i,_._Order vent kit I/am _g _ao_.. _.Sl,onex.

Figure 1-4
Example of a Catalog Ad wzth No_se Rating
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Now,more thanever,you needan
efficient,quiet centralair conditioner.

Now, more than ever, you need GE.

EtficlencyP.at_ SoundP.aUng
9.8 t8

9,3 _,',_ 17 _.1 _ "' ]8
,_,,* 7.3 ,*o_ 199,3 .LtI_ 18 fJ.G " _ 18 "'

,,,,,.J' 208.0 L_t;_ 18 7.2 "'"
8,0 L_ 19 7.2 _,_...... 20
0,0 L_ 19

Figure 1-5
Advertisements for Air Conditioners
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NOISELABELINGUNDER SECTION8 OF THE NOISECONTROLACT

The Noise Control Act of 1972 devotes all of Section 8 and

partof Section 10 to labeling. SectionB is shown in Tab]e 1-5.

Table I-6 is an excerptfromSection10.

Table 1-5

Section B of the Noise Control Act of 197Z

(PublicLaw 92-574)(Labeling)

(a) The Administratorshall by regulationdesignateany pro-

duct (or classthereof)-

(I) which emits noise capable of adverselyaffecting

the publichealthor welfare;or

(2) which is sold whollyor in parton the basis of Its

effectivenessin reducingnoise.

(b) For eacl_ product (or class thereof) designated under

subsection(a) the Administratorshall by regulationrequirethat

notice be gtven to the prospective user of the level of the noise

the product emits, or of tts effectiveness in reducing noise, as

the case may be. Such regulations shell specify (1) whether such

notice shall be affixed tO the product or to the outside of its

container, or to both, at the time of its sale to the ultimate

purchaser or whether such notice shall be given to the prospective

user In some other manner, (2) the form of the notice,and (3) the

methods and untCs of measurement to 'be used. Secttons 6(c) (2)

shall apply to the prescribingof any regulation under thts

system.

(c) This section does not prevent any State or political

subdlvlsionthereof from regulatlngproduct labeling or tnfoma-

tion respecting products in any w_y not In conflict with regula-

tions prescribed by the Aentnistrator under this section,
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Table i-6

SectionIO of the Noise ControlAct of 1972

(Public Lawg2-574) (Labeling)

(a) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (b), the fol-

lowing acts or the causingthereofare prohibited:

(3) In the case of a manufacturer,to distributein commerce

any new product manufacturedafter the effectivedate of a regu-

lationprescribedunder Section8(b) (requiringinfomation respec-

ting noise)which is appllcableto such product,exceptin confor-

mi_ withsuch regulation.

(4) The removal by any person of any notice affixed to a

productor containerpursuant to regulationsprescribedunder Sec-

tion 8(b), priorto sale of the productto the ultlmatepurchaser.

In Table 1-7, tbe language of Section 8 is examined in more
detail.

The informationnecessaryto make the determinationconcern-

ing adverse effects is available,in part, as contained In the

following EPA publications: "Public Wealth and Welfare Criteria

for Noise"DocumentNo. 550/9-73-002,July 27, 1973 [I]and "Infor-

mation on Levels of Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health

and Welfarewlth an AdequateMarginof Safety"DocumentNo. 550/9-

74-004,Marchj1974[2].

" For example, as indicated in Note 2 (Table I-7). a mass

transltsystemwill expose ridersand spectatorsto noise. Home

air conditionernoisecan affectboth the owner and his neighbors.
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Table 1-7

Statutory Authority

SECTION 8(a) THE ADMINISTRATOR SHALL . . . DESIGNATE ANY PRODUCT1

(OR CLASS THEREOF)

(I) WHICH EMITS NOISE CAPABLE OF ADVERSELY AFFECTING THE PUBLIC

HEALTH OR WELFARE2 . . ."

(2) OR WHICH IS SOLD WHOLLY OR IN PART3 ON THE BASIS OF ITS

EFFECTIVENESS IN REDUCING NOISE"

l"Shall. . . designatearty"Note no discretionaryauthority,as

in Section6(a)(3)is provided.

2No distinctionis made between "prospectiveusers" and "spec-

tators,bystanders".

3All products sold explicitly for such use or with such use as

a statedpossibility.

Figure I-6 is an example of advertisements for grass seed

which incorporatesa noise claim.
Table i-8 contains an examination of Section 8(b) of the

Statutory Authority.

As indlcated in Note 6 (TableI-8), the legislativehistory

shows that various and sometimesmore specific requirementswere

part of the severalnoise controlbills introducedin the Congress

in 1971.

AS shown by Table l-g, labeling means different things to

differentpeople, Host of the differencescome from the different

perceptionof labelingas seen in government,in industry,in the

engineeringdepart_ent,or in the graphicsor advertisingdepart-

ment. Labelingis reallyall of thosethings.
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Figure 1-6
Advert£semen_ _ncorporat_nq No_se ClaSm
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Tablei-8

AdditionalExaminationof SectionB Authority

SECTION 8(b) REQUIRES NOTICE4 TO THE PROSPECTIVEUSER5 OF LEVEL

OF NOISE6 . . . OR ITS EFFECTIVENESSIN REDUCINGNOISE.

THE REGULATIONSMUST SPECIFY

(i) WHERE (LOCATION)- ON PRODUCT,ON CONTAINERAT TIME OF

SALE TO ULTIMATEPURCHASER- OR IF NOTICEIS TO BE GIVEN

TO THE USER IN ANOTHERWAY

(2) THE FORM

(3) THE METHOD OF MEASUREMENTAND THE UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

TableI-9

VariousMeaningsof Tem +'Labeling"

LABELINGCAN MEAN:

o THE WORDS/SYMBOL THAT PROVIDE THE IDENTITY FOR NOISE

_DELING

o THE RATING ITSELF

o THE LABEL ON THE PRINCIPALDISPLAYPANEL - AND WHAT IS

ON THE INFORMATION(SECONDARY)PANEL

o THE TOTALITYOF THE INFORMATIONREQUIREDUNDERA LABELING

STATUTE

4Not necessarilya label

5Thls Is not the "ultlmatepurchaser"defined in Section 3 (4)
BNot necessarily declbels
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Unfortunately,however, the informativelabeling such as is

being discussedsometimesis lost in the midst of other labeling

as demonstratedin FigureI-7.

It can be concluded, as shown in Table I-i0, that. on the

basis of investigationsof both technical(acoustical)factorsand

graphicsconsideratiens_some basic developmentcan be common to

labels for noise reducersand noise producers. These common fac-

torswill be describedin more detailbelow.

However,noisereducersdo not appearto lend themselvesto a

commonlabel grade,and the separationinto a sound insulatorand

a soundabsorbercategorymay be necessary.

TableI-LU

CommonFactorsfor Labels

r

I. CAN THERE BE A SINGLE "LABEL"FOR BOTH NOISEPRODUCERSAND

NOISE REDUCERS?

Not Completely- But Many CommonElementsAre Possible.

2. CAN THERE BE A SINGLE "LABEL" FOR ALL NOISE PRODUCERS?

AppearsPossible.

3. CAN THEREBE A SINGLE"LABEL"FOR ALL NOISE REDUCERS?

No - Two MajorCategoriesAppearPossible.
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F_o_ _ SPOUT TROPlrANA',_'=,--....=__PASTEUnlZeD_'_ ,_111_'_,
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KEEPREFRIGERATED $flAK[WELL|EFOR[S[RVIItG KEEPREFRIGERATED KEEPREFRIGERATED

.TRdPibNA.TRDPICANA.TRiJPi'CANA.TRIJiiCANA
lOONPURE lOONPURE I00_PURE
PASTEURIZED OURGUARANTEE PASTEURIZED PASTEURIZED

ORANGET,,, product containsonly100% Pure Pasteurized ORANGE ORANGE
JUICE o_.ooo_u,oo. JUICE JUICEo_ It is not made from

concontrote+No water,
8ugor or preservatives ...,_
ore added,

If it i=n't in the Orange... '1[;_ ._,
it's not in Tropicena.

NETB1 IFL.OZS,(2QTS.) _ NET04 FL.OZS,(2 QTS.) NEI 04 FL,OZS.( 2OT8.1

Pigure 1-7
Example of LabelLng Confusion



MAJOR CHARACTERISTICSOF LABELS

Section8 identifiesthreemajor characteristicswhich labels

need to specify. Theyare:

I, Content

2. Physical Characteristics

3. Location

Eachof these will be examined in turn.

Label Content

The content of the label is of primary importance. However,

the content of the label is restricted by two considerations:

the limits on the statutory authority and the physlcai space

]imitationsfor l_ssagesot reoaaDlesize and layout. Table l-If

ltsts some of the more important informational elements that

should be considered for inclusion on a noise label. First, the

noise label must identify itself. This must be so standardized

that tt is a htgh)y recognizable symbol. It can be a word or t_o

- STOP has become an internationaltraffic slgn symbol, and is

recognizedin the U,N. Conventionon road signfn9 for use in non-

English-speaklngcountries. To gain this near-instantrecognlza-

b111Cy, It must alwaysappear in the same type-faceand the same

relationship - both relative size and position - on the label.

The words NOISE RATING or NR can become a symbol for a noise

producing product and Noise Reduction Rating or NRRmight likewise

becomea symbol for a noise reductng product.

The rating comes next. The discussion to follow later in

this section wtll indicate the way any valid but highly technical

acousticmaasure can be transformedinto a simple ratingfor the

layperson.

Since space ts at a premium, the next item should tell where

information essential to getting and keeping the proper product

noise performance can be found, and also the availability of

additional information for the technically sophisticated buyer.

The manufacturer _ name and the product's identification my

also be of high value on the noise label.
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Table1-11

Contentof Labels

i. HEADING - NOISE INFO SYMBOL

2, NOTICE OF PERFORMANCE

o NOISE RATING o NOISE REDUCTIONRATING

3, REFERENCE TO PROOUCT INSTRUCTIONS, SPECIFICATIONS

o USE o REPAIR,MAINTENANCE

o DETAILED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

4. PROHIBITED ACTS

5. MANUFACTURER'S NAME (NOT TRADEMARK), ADDRESS

6. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION: MODEL, BATCH

7. GGVER_4ENTAL AGENCY OR U.S. GOVERNMENT SYMBOL

A prohibition against removing the label and an Agency seal

could be at the bottom. This authority symbol must be carefully

chosen,for it playsan importantrole in the reader'smind. Con-

sumer researchhas shown that the public respondswell to "seals

of approval"and other officialsymbols. As mentionedearlier,it

is vital that the public see this label's informationas trust-

worthyand impartiallydetermined.

PhysicalCharacteristics

As d_lonstratedin Figure l-B, some seals have becomewell

known ¢o the public through frequentexposure. Even though all

these seals represent the same governmentalagency and are all

based on a shield shape,there are significantappearancevaria-

tlons thatcan createdoubt as to which is the offlclalone. The

EPA seal does not use a shield, and contains several symbolic

elements- none of which has strongconnotationsof governmental

authority.

In the highly competitivevisualworld of corporateidentity

and product trademarkadvertising,many governmentalagency seals

fare poorly. In the following excerpt from a U.S. Government

publication,the authorsnote that officialseals are often filled

withobscurephrasesand symbols.
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LANDOLAm°I
BUTTER

FOURQUARTERS

OJSllil]iile_thvL,i.d0 L;IhesI_p_MirlrleJlloh_M_J55413

eU.S, Prime-Highest quality, most

tender, juicy, flavorful

QU.$. Choice-Most popular quality,
very tender, juicy, flavorful

IU,S. Good-Lean, fairly tender, not
as iuicy and f_averlul

,, 0,,,%%,_,:.,....

• Most tender-rib steaks, tenderloin,
porterhouse, 1"-bone, strip loin, club,
sirloin steaks.

%_Maderately tender-blade chuck,
rm_nd steaks

OLeast tender-arm chuck, flank
steaks

U_, OO_rhffl_rlf _f_AJ_ O_. Wa6hi_gton* De.

Figure 1-8
USDA Seals
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It is interestingto read what the U.S. Departmentof Health,

Education,and We]fare has to s_y about seals.J3] (The new seal

appears in Figure I-9.)

"Governmentpapersquitecommonlyhave sealsof
variousdescriptionsbecauseone associatessealswith
importantinstitutions.Buta sealis veryrarelyread
by anyone."

"Herewe havetaken the HEW sealwhicH appearson
nil letterheads,and we haveblown it up to largesize.
The first thingwe note is that the words on the seal
are exactlythe sameas thoseon the letterhead.Then
we find a phrasein Latin,which few of us can read.
Then there is the familiareagle,the caduceus(a ser-
pent on a rod),which has been the medicalsymbolfor
a long time. It is not clearexactlywhat the chain
means,but it must have somethingto do withwelfareor
education. The symbolismIs not clear,but it doesn't
matter,becausethe only realfunctionof the sealis to
suggestGovernmentpowerand status."

Appearance variations in supposedly identical seals and

obscuregraphic elementsare bad enough when only one governmental

agencyis involved. Havingvarioussymbolsfor differentagencies

may be even more confusing. In some ways, therefore,it would be

advantageousfor there to be one Federal symbolthat can achieve

and keep quick recognizability,even when restrictedto a small

size, This would not preventthe name of the a9encyfrom appear-

ing as we]1. However, no such inter-agency symbol exists at

present.

Ideally, e symbol should have only one meaning, not two. For

example, it was found that the Skull and Cross-Bones "Poison"

label actually attractedchildren,who associatedthe symbolwith

pirategames and TV cartoons,ratherthansickness.

That's why the "Mr. Yuk" symbol shown in Figure 1-10 was

developed; chilaren (and adults) understand it as conveying the

Idea of bad taste or repulsion, It is noteworthythat this symbol

(and its sickly9teen color)have been copyrighted. This was done

.precisely so that tt could not be legally used for other than tts
intended purpose, for example, in a game or toy for children.

The information conveyed by the label itself ts not the whole

story.
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Figure 1-9
Seal of The U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
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Figure 1-10
Mr. Yuk Warning Label
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As specifiedin Table 1-12, additionalinstructionsmay need

to be provided to the consumer, perhaps in separate booklets,

instructionsheets,etc.

Educationof the consumer about the meaningsof the various

ratings is particularly important if he or she is to understand

the full message of the label. This could be done on a secondary

panel on the container,on a separateleafletpacked inside,or in

the instructionbook.

The matter of consumereducationabout the ratings is vital.

In theory,it may be accomplishedby point-of-saledisplays.

advertising,or booklets. One problem is how readily this addi-

tional informationreaches the consumer,and how likely it is to

be understoodto the extent it will be used for purchaseor use

decisions.

Sales organizations may have little stake in facilitating

consumer access to informationthat is not directly helpful in

boostingtheir products.

Table 1-12

RequirementsforAdditlonal Instructions

ALSO SPECIFIEDBY REGULATION:

REUUIREhlENTSFOR ADDITIONALINSTRUCTIONS. THESE CAN COVER USE,

REPAIR,CONSUMEREDUCATIONABOUT RATING.

o USE OF PRODUCT

o REPAIRAND MAINTENANCEOF PRODUCT

o CONSUMEREDUCATIONABOUT THE RATING

o FURTHER TECHNICAL INFORMATION

THISMAY NOT BE PARTOF THE PRIMARYDISPLAY
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By Federalregulation,automanufacturersmust furnishbraking,

passingdistance,and tire lead capacityinformationto buyersand

prospectivepurchasers. This informationmust be availableto take

from dealer'sshowreoms. Without exception,manufacturersdo net

cembinethis with their full-colorbrechures,but present it in a

separate,plain brochure filledwith data for differentmodelsand

differenteptional equipment. An exampleis shown on the leftef

Figure 1-11. Neither industrynor governmentis happy with this

outcome, and there appear to be few buyers who have found this

brochure,and fewer stillwho feund it understandableand usefulin

makingpurchasingdecisions.

In contrast,the fuel econen_brochureon the right of Figure

1-11 has received wide readershipwith good readercomprehension.

Cars of marlymakes are comparedand the meaningof the test re-

sults is explained in simple terms. Dealerswhose cars do well

often have these brochures prominentlydisplayedin their show-

rooms oruse thisinfo_lationin theirmedia presentations.

Unfortunately,as domenstratedin Figure 1-12, some consumer

education literature and displays,altheugh colorful and poten-

tially informative,are se complex that most consumers are not

likely to take the trouble te read them, let alene understand

them.

The educationalpurposein Figure 1-12 is largelylost. This

explanatlonef USDA gradingof fruit is almest incomprehensibleat

first. Even after the small feotnoteat fewer left is feund,the

diagr_ is stillunclear.

The basic physical characteristicsof a label are listedin

Table 1-13. As mentionedprevieusly,the physicalcharacterlstics

of the label greatlyaffectits overallutility,

A later discussionto follow will present more about label

design,and makingproperuse of thesecharacteristics.

Regulation development must consider the need to specify

physical characteristics, in order to ensure beth readability

and pemanencewhen exposedto the use envirenment,
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Figure 1-11
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Table 1-13

PhysicalCharacteristicsof a Label

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A LABEL:

o LABEL MATERIAL

o METHODOF ATTACI_4ENT

o SHAPE AND BORDER

o LETTERING AND SIZE

e COLOR AND FINISH

LabelLocation

In addition to the physicalcharacteristicsof a label, one

needs to consider where it should be placed. There exists a num-

ber of alternatives (Table 1-14), all with a number of advantages

and disadvantages,depend4ngin part on the type and size of pro-

duct, and how it is advertised,bought, and sold or offered for

use.

The location for the primary label and for the additional

infomation required by regulationwill probablyneed to be con-

sidered for each product or product category. In some cases,

morethan one of the locationslistedmay be used.

Table 1-14

Locationof Labels

1. FRONTOF LABELS

2. HANGTAG ON UNPACKAGEDPRODUCT

3. DISPLAYAT RETAIL

4. PRODUCT

5. PACKAGE STUFFER

6. HANDOUTS

7. ADVERTISING

8. OTHER
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RATINGSCHEFtES

Mentionedearlierwas the necessity of reducing the results

of whatever valid technicaltest is chosen- on the basis of its

relationship to the informational needs and the accuracy and

repeatabilityof the procedure- to an easy to understandrating.

The principles of thls process, presented in Figure 1-13 for

noise, have been applied to ratings for many familiar products;

for example,butter grades and tire mileage. Although this is

usuallythoughtof as a single,and perhapssimple,processcalled

grading,it is not.

We start with a measurederived from a particulartest; this

test might yield a purely physical measurementwith results in

physicalquantities llke miles, decibels, or _ butterfat. The

technicalbasis might be a physiologicalor psychologicaleffect,

with resultslike the dose for a 5U% lethaleffect, articulation

index of X%, or the fractionof the populationthat would suffera

given amount of hearing damage. In each case the result is a

number on a continuousscale. Not all differentvalues that can

be measuredare significant,so the next step is to divide this

continuousscale into intervalsthat imply significantand notice-

able differences. For tire mileage, this might be 1,000 to 3,000

miles;for ratingsof noiseproducers,thismight be 3 or 5 decibels.

Up to this point the ratinghas retainedwhatevermeasurement

units are inherent in the technical basis (miles, decibels of

equivalent sound level, etc.). This absolute measure can be

avoidedby use of an establishedreferencepoint, such as 30,000

miles for tire life. Thus a 15,000mile tirewould become50 (%)

and a 45,000mile tirewould be graded 150 (%). The readerwould

see that150 meant three times the llfe of the 50 grade,and the

manufacturerwould not be makinga statementthatimplieda specific

tread life under all conditionsof use, Finally, one may assign

codes to the various categories,although this latterelement is

fraughtwithconsiderabledifficulties, Is a gO betterthan a 60_ if

this Is a quietnessrating? If an A is assignedto the best product

today, what is done when a betterone is inventedfiveyears from

now?
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RATINGS ARE A RESULT OF A 3-STEP PROCESS

] NUMERICAL; ACOUSTIC TECHNICALBASIS

PARAMETERS

DESCRIPTIVE., PSYCHO-

ACOUSTIC EFFECT

2 CATEGORIZATION INTERVAL CATEGORIZATION

REFERENCE FOR

ABSOLUTE MEASURE

Jl

3
ALPHABETICAL(A,B,C, CODING3
NUMERICAL (I, II ,)

(I00, 90, 80 ,

SYMBOL(* * * ,)

(N,N,N, ,)

(Q,Q,O, , ,)

Figure 1-13
Rating Process
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Table 1-15 presents a summaryof a possible schemefor rattng

noise producers tn a variety of environments.

Stmple numerical coding is used, to make comparisons easy.

Qualitative explanations of these numerical values are shown, ¢o

makethese values meaningful to the lay consumer.

Table 1-15

Exampleof Explanatory Part of Noise Label

NOISERATING EFFECT

i15AND ABOVE USE OF STANDARDHEARINGPROTECTION

INADEQUATETO PROTECTHEARINGDF OPERATOR

110-115 DAMAGINGTO HEARINGOF PERSONSEXPOSED

TO NOISEWHO ARE IN THE SAME (TYPICAL)ROOM

OR WITHINqSO FEET OF THE DEVICEOUTDOORS

_5-100 SAMEEXCEPT100 FEET

70-85 SAMEEXCEPT25 FEET

BO-7O INTERFERESWITHNORMALCONVERSATION

OUTDOORSWHEN DEVICEIS WITHIN4 FEET AND

INDOORSWHEN DEVICEIS INADJACENTROOM

50-60 INTERFERESWITH NORMALCONVERSATIONINDOORS

WHEN DEVICEIS WITHINSAME(TYPICAL)ROOM

50 AND BELOW (Seenote below)

Note: Determination necessary as to the capabi]l_ of products

to adverselyaffectpublichealthor welfare.
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SECTION 3: NOISE LABELING - GRAPHICS

The followingdiscussioncontains one possible set of solu-

tions, illustratedin Figures1-14, 1-15, and 1-16, to the problem

of designinga label systemwhich will alert and Informpurchasers

about the characteristicsof noise generatorsand noise attenua-

tors. It is an attempt to present the typos of considerations

necessaryin the developmentof the graphicalrequirementsassoci-

ated with productnoiselabeling.

The primaryobjectivein such developmentis to take the con-

cepts of noise ratingdiscussedabove,and to developthe graphics

for a labelingsystenwhich would be easily seen, identified,and

comprehended.

BACKGROUND

We are enteringan era of environmentaland safetylabellng.

Some labelswarn us of hazards, from the familiarradiationsym-

bol and skull and crossbones to the less ostentatious Surgeon

General'sstatementon a packageof cigarettes.

Other relatlvely famillar labels inform us - the various

shields of the departmentof Agriculture, for example, ere In-

tended to guide the consumer when purchasing meats, cheeses,

vegetablesand other foods.

Some labels are new and complex, providingthe public with

much neededInformationabout things like emissioncontrols,gaso-

llneconsumption,tiresafetyand energyconsumption.

All of these labels, as well as other useful information

which may appearon productsor packages,must competewith expen-

sive, extensivelyresearched,and well-designedmarketingoriented

graphics,and with the whole mass of visualmarketinginformation

used in the media.
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.o,e 64Rating
Refer tooperating ]nstruc. 60-75
tlonz b_forcuse. To main, May interferewith TV I]sten.
taLnthil rating product must ing in a room adjacentto the
b_kept Inrepair, device.

Manuf_tured by: CambridgeCorporation
Belfort, Moss.

i. i

Federatlawprohibits /t'="_'_'_ EnvironmentalProtection
removalof this label. _'_'_'_J Agency.

Figure 1-14

Noise Rating Label

Noise

Reduction 35Rating
i ,

Refertooperating instruc-
tIonzbeforeuse. To main-
reinthisrating productmuir.
bekeptinrepair.

Manufacturedby: CambridgeCorporation
Boron, Mau.

Federallawprohibits _"/'_,, EnvironmentalProtection

removalof this label. _k._ Agency.
=-- •

Figure 1-15
Noise Reduction Rating Label
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Noise Rating Guide
120 Jet at takeoff at200ft.

Oxygen torch.

110 Jet flyoverat 1,OOOft.Rock band

100 Inside a subwaytrainwithopen windows

90 Gas lawnmower
Newspaperprinting press

Central businessdlstrlct75 end Potentially damagingto J_/_
above hearing (daytime)

Garbagedisposal,food blender

70 Freeway at 50 _t. from
pnvementedge
TV-audio, vacuumcleanerat 3 ft,

60-75 May interferewitb TV listen- 60 Heavytrafficnt3OOft,
Ing in a room_dJncentto the Electric typewriter ot 10 fL
day]co,

45-60 May Interferewith TV listen- _0 Urban environmentingin a roomadjacentto the (nighttime)
device. A r cond Ioning un t at 16 ft,

45 and May interfere with quiet 40 Suburbanenvironment
below activities, assloop )nighttime}

Bird cells

EnvironmentalProtection
Agency,

• J

Pigure 1-16
Noise Rating Guide
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DESIGNCRITERIA

The first problem then, is to design a label system which

will stand out, overcomingvisual competition. This problem is

particularlydifficult in the face of the amount of information

and graphicsnow on packages,and in considerationof the diffi-

cultiesthat might be faced in causing packagersto significantly

alter their designs. The system,therefore,should be realistic

and practical.

The next problem to be consideredis the amountof informa-

tionwhich mustbe displayedon the label.

To begin with, the noise label would actuallyserve two sep-

arate but related functions, For noise generatingdevices, they

would have to announcea "noiserating". For noiseattenuators,a

"noisereductionrating"must be presented. For consistency,both

these functionsshouldbe accommodatedin a singlegraphicsystem.

A side issue,but neverthelessan importantone, is the ques-

tionof whethermembersof the generalpublicneed more information

than sophisticatedcommercialbuyers. Althoughmany purchasing

agentsor plantsafetymanagersmight have a betterunderstandingof

noise problems than the average shopper, a range of differing

considerationswould make a generalassumptioninvalid. Thus, we

concluded that the labeling system should assume almost total

ignoranceon the partof everypurchaser.

CONTENT

The first piece of information that the label system must

deal with is the announcement of wheCher the label deals with

noise generation or attenuation.

The next element of concern is the specificrating for the

itemin question.

'The question of what kind of rating system to use is, of

course,the major elementof the label. Let us assume that one

can use numerical ratings, ranging from 40 to 120, for noise
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generators, and 0 to 40 for noise attenuators. The numberswould

be clearlydisplayed,and with the properexplanation,may provide

an effective means for product comparison on the basis of Its

specificnoisecharacteristic.

The explanationwould includethe numbersused in tilesystem,

and an explanationof the meaning of each which could be under-

stood by the layperson. For example,the label mightexplainthat

"100 is the level of noise insidea subwaytrain". It may be true

that many people have never been Insidea subway train;however,

they are able to recognize that the associated noise is loud.

Including the rating explanatlon may not be a problem on

large packages,or on large devices,but It can be a problemwitil

mediumsize and smallerdevicesand packages. (Forexample,there

are noise attenuatorswhich are baslcallyear plugs,packaged in

containersbefittingtheir size,) Acceptingthe fact that 6 point

type - which is one-twelfthinches high - is about the smallest

readabletype, it would be impossibleto get all the information

we havedescribedon verysmallpackages.

As a result of varyingproduct sizes,considerationmust be

given, on a product specificbasis, as to the extentof the ex-

planationon the primary label and the possible inclusionof a

separate"NoiseRatlngGuide."

Several other items which may merit inclusion on a basic

label surfaceare (i) referenceto the instructionsheetor manual

that came with the product, explalnlngthat the rating assigned

to the product was based on It being in proper operatingcondi-

tion, as expressedin the instructionmaterial,(2) the name and

the location of the manufacturingplant and (3) an EPA Identi-

fication,and a statementprohibitingremovalof the label before

sale.
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DESIGNCHARACTERISTICS

The first design characteristicto consider is shape - the

informationwill have to be presentedon some kind of visualfield.

The shleld, for example,is commonlyused to project an image of

"officla1"communication.The problemis, however,that becausethe

shieldis so over-used,it has lostmuch of its effectivenessas a

distinctiveform, Starsor otherodd shapesco_eto mind as the kinds

ofvisual formatswhich mightattractattention, Such shapesare very

inefficientfor containinginformationwith the usable area being

onlya portionof the totalarea occupiedby the shape.

In llne with this, the label should be visually separated

from the product or package. It should have a high degree of

contrastso that it will be easilyseen, and not be confusedwith

the manufacturers advertisingmessages or other informationon

packages.

The size of the label, therefore, is relevant to both the

Information to be presented, and to the product or package on

whichit will appear.

Placement is anotherkey consideration.The design not only

deals with the labels themselves, but also the likely location of

the label on the package or product to insure that it will be

readily seen.

Next, there is the matter of color, Color can be an effec-

tive communications tool if used properly. It can help to estab-

lish contrast and visibility, and in certain applications, to

communicatein itself. A red trafficlight,for example,communi-

catesmainlythroughcolor,and is very effective.

Typography is an Importantfactor in any design, but it has

particularimportance in this situation. Whatever is done must

snakeuse of space most effectlvelywhile communicatingas clearly

as possible. Type selection,therefore,has to be very precise.
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All of these criteria, as well as the problems outlined pre-

viously, play key roles in the development of a label's design.

DESIGN DESCRIPTION

In many ways, we live in a rectangular world. The rectangle

is the most efficient shape there is in terms of information

handling. It can accommodate the maximum amount of type in the

minimum amount of space.

To add a slightnote of distinctiveness,to save frayed cor-

ners, and to make handling easier, cornersare generallyrounded

off.

To emphasize the shape and make the entire label a more self-

containedimage, a narrow border around the label can be added.

The next step is to place the necessaryinformationon the

field that has been created. The followingdiscussionrelates

to the developmentof the noise labels shownin Figures1-14 and

1-15.

In designingthe heading for a label,the questionwhich has

to be answeredis "how do you most effectivelycall attentionto

the purposeof the label?" Insteadof usinggimmicksof any kind,

the answer is to announcethe label's purposeas clearlyand sim-

ply as possible.

The terms "NoiseRating" for noise generatorsand "NoiseRe-

ductionRating"for noise attenuators,are simpleterms, Throughthe

uSe of Helveticatypeface,they are extremelyclear. It is a very

contemporarysans-seriftypestylewhich has come to be acceptedas a

standardof clarityaround theworld. I

The next major piece of information- perhapsthe most impor-

tant oh the entirelabel - is the ratingitself. This should be

displayedin very largetype - again using the same cledr and easy

to readtypeface.

Continuing with the design of the noise labels in Figures

1-14 and 1-15, rules were used to separatethe differentinforma-

tional elements. These rules add to the boldnessof the overall

image and, at the same time, alert the reader to the fact that

thereare separatemessagesto be read.
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After the rating number, there appears a brief statement

explalnin9the meaningof the rating appearingon the label. The

referenceto the operatinginstructionsmay be the next piece of

information.

The same standard typeface should be used to identify the

manufacturerand his location and probablya product identifica-

tion. The use of trademarkshere shouldbe avoided,since they

only add visual clutter to the label and create designproblems,

The EPA symbol is used along with the agency's identifica-

tion. It should be noted that the use of the symbolis not in-

cluded as a major componentof the labelbecause It might be mis-

leading. Although it is very pertinentto the natural environ-

ment, it does not telegraphanything relatingto noise or noise

control, and could thereforedistract the reader from the princi-

pal message,

Again using the standard typeface, the prohibition not to

remove the label prior to purchaseis placednear the EPA Identi-

ficationto add to the authori_ of the prohibition.

NOISERATINGGUIDE

The explanationof the ratingsystemmight appearin a separ-

at_ "Noisegating Guide"which may be requiredas a separatesheet

packed wlth the product, or as an inclusionin the instruction

manual, The variousratingsshould be prominentlydisplayed,and

their_anings and effectsclosely relatedto them, so that there

is no confusion as to what explanationsrelate to what ratings.

Copies of the noise rating guide might also be designedfor dis-

play a_ retail sales outlets. :

LABELTYPES

The label can be of several different types dependent on

whether It is to be affixeddlrectly to the productor its pack-

aging and whether it is to be permanentor temporary(to be re-

moved after purchase). The "stick-on"label is probablythe most
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common form, followedcloselyby the "hang tag" type. Labelscan

also be directlyprintedon the product packagingor moldedinto

the product itself,provided that the design considerationsdis-

cussedaboveare incorporated.

The label might appear in either white with black or black

with white type, dependingon which format provides the highest

measureof contrastwith the basic package.

For noise generatorswhich produce uncomfortablyor danger-

ously high levelsof noise,the label could be requiredin red and

white insteadof blackand white.

PLACEMENT

On packages,the noise rating label shouldappear on the main

(primary)displaypanelor panels.

To help wake sure that thfflabel is not lost on the panel,

it might be requiredthat it be lined up with at least one edgeof

the panel and that there be a distanceof no less than i/8thof

the label's height between the label and the edge of the panel.

Specificationson the size of the label with regard to the

overall panel size, should be determined on a product specific

basis.

EDUCATION

The system'sultlmate success, as would be true of any de-

sign, depends in great measure on the educationalmaterialsand

publlci_ywhich surroundits introductionand use,

Through posters,folders,advertisements,TV commercialsand

other public awareness programs, the public cam be alerted to

the use of noiseratings,
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SECTION 4: RATING SCHEMES FOR NOISE PRODUCERS

Certain restraints limit the range of choice for a rating

scheme to be used in connection with a Federal noise labeling pro-

gram. Some of these restraintsare determinedby the acoustical

nature of the kinds of equipment likely to be labeled; others may

depend on the noise ratings already selected by other groups, such

as the national or international standards organizations or equip-

ment manufacturers'associations.

This section considers (1) the nature of the noise sources

likely to come under Federal noise labeling regulations; (2) how

sound behaves in different kinds of space according to accepted

textbook acoustical theory, (3) typical user distances and label-

noise-rating categories and (4) some possibilities for a rating

scheme.

ACOUSTICCHARACTERISTICSOF PRODUCTS

We begin by lookingat the typicalnoise spectraof the kinds

of productsthat might be labeled. In particular,we are inter-

ested in which octavebands of frequency,for each type of pro-

duct, dominate the A-weightedsound level. We next consider the

acousticalcharacteristicsof the kind of space in which the pro-

duct is typicallyused,whetheroutdoorsor indoors,and if indoors,

whetherit is am acoustically"live"or "dead"room.

It turnsout thatthese mattershave a strongbearingboth on

the selectionof a noise ratingschemefor labelingequipmentand

on the procedurefor measuringproductnoise.

A recent study by EPA evaluatedvarious alternativestrate-

gies for noise abatement[4]. A numberof appliancesand other

householdproducts were assessed in terms of the noise exposure

for peoplewho use the product (primaryexposure)and for others

in nearby areas (secondaryexposure). On the basis of their
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effective Leq(24) certain products surfaced as potentialcandi-

daCes for labeling. These productsare listed in Table 1-16 to-

gether with the octave band of frequencythat dominates the A-

weighted sound level, the kind of space In which the product is

generallyused,and the type of acousticalradiationthat dominates

the noise of the device.

It can be seen that, partlybecausethere is strongdiscrimi-

nation againstlow frequenciesin the A-welghtingbut also because

the noise of many of these productsis intrinsicallystrongIn the

high frequencies,the A-weightedsoundlevels for these appliances

are determinedlargely by frequenciesof 500 Hz or higher. The

products are about equally dividedaccordingto the kind of space

In which they are typically used, and no one kind of acoustical

radiationis in the majority;a11 must be considered. (Monopole

sources tend to behave one way; dipolesand quadrupoles,another.)

HOW SOUND BEHAVES

SoundPowerLevel vs SoundPressure Level

Two basic properties of the noise from a source have been

proposed for use in rating schemes: sound power level and sound

pressure level. Since the use of each has advantages and dis-

advantages,the acoustic cmnmunltyis sharplydivided as to which

ismost appropriatefor productlebellng.

The advantage of sound power level as a noise rating for a

source, according to the "sound power" proponents, is that tt is

fixed and unchangeable. It is satd that, if the sound power level

for an appliance ts known, the sound pressure level at any loca-
tion can be calculated without much difficulty. However, this

"fixedand unchangeable"claim is validonly under certainllmlCed

conditions.

9O
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Table 1-16

Noise Characteristics of Indoor Household Products

Dominant Octavo Band Type

in A-weighted Where of

Product Sound Level Used* Source +

Humidifier 500Hz D D

FloorFan 500Hz D Q

Dehumidlfior 1000Hz L D

WindowFan 500Hz D Q

Air Conditioner 250-2000 Hz D D

Toilot 1000 Hz L M

Dishwashor 500Hz L M

Vacuum Cloaner 2000 Hz D D

FoodBlondor 2000-4000Hz L M

Electric Shavor 4000 Hz L M

Food Disposal 2000-4000 Hz L M

Home Shop Tools 2000 Hz L M,D

*L • Live room (A • 30 to 70 sabines): bath, kitchon or workshop;

+DM : Dead room (A = I00 to 400 sabines); living room or bedrooms.monopole (or almple) source,- D = dipole, Q • quadrupolo.

Note: The octave-band noise spectra for average examples of these
products are given in Appendix A (of Part I of this docu-
ment), along with the same spectra to which the A-weightlng
has been applied, in order to show which octave band
dominates the A-level. J5]
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The 'disadvantageof sound power level as a noise rating is

that the human ear does not respondto sound power,but rather to

sound pressure, It is possible,for example,to make up a table

of the effects of noise on people in terms of soundpressure (or

sound pressure level}, but not in terms of sound power, The reason

is that, although the sound power of a source may be constant, tile

effect of the noise on people depends on how close they are to the

source.* Near the source, the soundpressure is high and the effect

of the noise may be severe; as the distance from the source in-

creases, the sound pressure decreases and any adverse effects are

diminished; in fact, at great distances the soundwill not be audible
at all.

The principleadvantageof sound pressurefor ratingpurposes

is the directrelationthis quantitybears to the humaneffectsof

the noise, The disadvantageis that it is not a fixedquantity;

it depends on such factors as product geometry, use environment,

and distance from the product, ks an example, one manufacturer

may rate his product in terms of the sound pressure level at a

distanceof 3 it, and anothermanufacturermight rate his equally

noisy product with the sound pressure level at 4 ft and claim a

betternoise rating.

A posstole solution is to report the sound pressure level at

• a standard reference distance from the source, preferably a typical
user distance. The selection of a typical user distance for differ-

ent kinds of products, however, is currently a matter of consider-

able dispute among noise standards groups. The various arguments

that figure in this disputeare the backgroundagainstwhich the

choiceof a ratingschemefor labelingmust be made.

*Similarly, although the wattage of a light bulb max be fixed, the
brightness (which our eyes respond to} is greater closer to the
bulb than far away.
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Unfortunately,without a certain amount of technicalunder-

standing about the behavior of sound sources, seriously wrong

choices might be made. The following discussion presents the

essentialtechnicalpointsto be considered.

RELATIONBETWEENSOUND POWERAND SOUNDPRESSUREIN VARIOUS

SITUATIONS

SoundOutdoors

Sound power refers to the rate of generatingacoustic energy

- i.e., the total amount of acoustical energy radiated by the

sourceper second. It is measured in watts. Sound power level

(Lw)is the samequantityexpressedin decibels*(dB) with respect

to thestandardreferencepowerof 10-12 watts.

°lo loglo ololOglOlo.-=lologlo+12o (111Lw

where W is the sound power of a source in watts, and Lw is the
corresponding sound power level in dg re 10"12 watts. Doubling

the sound power increases both the sound power level and the sound

pressurelevelby 3 dB (see below).

The sound power accountsfor all the sound energy leavingthe

sourcein all directions. If we imaginethe sourceas suspended

in free space, the same amountof sound power would pass through

a 1-ft (imaginary)sphere surroundingthe source as through a 1O-

ft sphere. The power per unit area, however,would be less for

the larger sphere because the same amount of sound energy is

"spread thinner" over the greater surface area of the larger

sphere. The larger the sphere (i.e.,the farther away from the

source),the thinner the total energymust be spread. This pro-

cess accountsfor the decreaseof sound pressur.e(which ts what

*The decibel scale is a logarithmic scale that compresses the
enormous range of sound power and sound pressure values that
occur in the environment into a more conveniently manageable
range. The referencequantityshould always be stated to avoid
misunderstanding.
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the ear responds to) with increasing distance from the sound

source. Sound pressure is measured as a force per unit area,

usually in newtons per square meter (N/sq m). Sound pressure

level is the same quantityexpressedin dB but referencedto the

standardquantityof 20 N/sqm:

Lp = 10 ]Oql0 _ = 10 lOglO_0 = 20 log10p - 26, (i-2)

where p is the sound pressure at a certainlocationin N/sq m

and Lp is the corresponding sound pressure level in dB re 20

N/sq m. Doubling the sound pressure increases both the sound

power level and the sound pressure level by 6 dB.

Sound Source Out in Space

In free space (for practicalpurposes this means outdoors,

away from reflectingsurfaces), sound pressure level and sound

power level are related [6] as shown by line A of Figure 1-17.

Line A corresponds to the equation

PIt):(Wz)4 Qr, (i-3)

where W is the sound power of the source in watts, z is a quan-

tity called the characteristic acoustic impedance of the air

(400N'sec/m3)Q representsthe directivityof the source (I for

a point source,3 for a dipole in the axial direction),and r is

the distance in feet from the center of the sound source (assumed

to be small, essentially a point). The decibel equivalent of

Eq. 1-3 is

= Lw + 10'log104r--_-+ 10, (I-4)Lp

where Lp is the sound pressure level in dB re 20 N/m2 and Lw is

the sound power level in dB re i0"12 watts. The sound source

is assumed to produce a sound power of 0.01 watts, corresponding

(see Eq. 1-1) to a sound power level of 100 dB re 10"12 watts.

Note that the sound pressure level decreasesat the rate of 6 dB

for each doublingof distancefrom the centerof the source.
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Ftgure 1-17
Beh_ivtor of SoundOutdoors

SoundSource A_atnst a Reflec¢tn_ Surface
Supposethe source were resting on the hard ground (or against

a reflecting surface). Instead of up tn the atr. and were sttll
radiating an amount of sound energy W = 0.01 watts. The radlated

ener_ would be spread over only a hemisphere tnstead of an enttre

sphere. Thts change tn dJrecttvt_ of the source Increases the value

of q to 2 and doubles the value of p2 (£q. 1-3). corresponding to a

3-dB tncrease Jn sound pressure level (Eq. 1-4). This behavior is

shownby Ltne Btn Ftguro 1-17. The sounOpressure level agatn drops
off at 6 dB per doubllng of distance.

In fact, the sound energy radtated by tea] sound sources t._s

actually changed by the presence of a nearby reflecting surface,

such aS the ground [7,8]. Many real-life sources behave 11ke

"constant volum-veloclty sources" (meantng that the morton of

the vibrating surface of the equipment ts unaffected by the
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surrounding);for such sources,the sound power is doubledwhen

the source is moved directlyagainst a large, rigid reflecting

surface. In thiscase, the sourceand its reflectedimageexactly

coincideand the energyof the sourceis added to the energyof its

reflectedimage,exactlyin phase,so the sound poweris 0.02watts.

Therefore,in additionto the 3-dB increasein sound pressurelevel

due to the changeddirectivi_ of the sourcewhenplacedagainstthe

ground,there is another3-dg increase,becausethe presenceof the

grounddoubles the power output. This behavioris shownby Llne C

in Figure 1-17; Lp in this case is 6 dB higherat all distances

thanwith the source"out in space".*

If the source were moved away from the reflectingsurface,

the source and its image would not coincide and their two energy

componentswould combineless effectively,with a time lag, When

the source is more than about a sound wavelength away, the re-

flecting surface has littleeffect on the radiatedpower, This

is generallyreferredto as the "farfield."

Other types of sound sources (some kinds of fans, for ex-

ample), react to the presenceof a nearby reflectingsurfacewith

a decrease of output [9]; this change could effectivelycancel

the increase due to tiledirectionalityof the seund from the

source.

In general, then, it is clear that the sound power level is

not "fixedand unchangeable".

SoundIndoors

o SoundSource Out in Space

Sound from a Source out in the center of a room behaves, in

the region very close to the source, Just as it behaves outdoors.

The room boundaries are so far away that they do not influence

*An even greater change, both in sourcedirectlvl_Y(+6 dg) and
power output (+6 dB), occurs when the source is moved into the
rlght-angle corner between the ground and a large wall, and
still a greater change (+g dB in both cases), if it is moved
into a trlhedral corner (right-angle intersection of three
planes). Here, we confine our discussion to a single plane
reflecting surface,
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the local sound behavior. As the observation points move away

from the source, the sound pressure level decreases,just as it

does outdoors, at 6 dB per doubling of distance.

Indoors, however, tbe sound energy from the source is con-

fined by the boundaries of the room; if there were no sound absorp-

tive material at all in tileroom, the sound energy would continue to

accumulate Indefinitely, leading to higher and higher sound pressure

levels. In fact, however, some sound absorption is always present,

and the sound pressure builds up only to the point where as much

energy is being lost to the sound absorptive room boundaries as is

being supplied by the source. The more sound absorption in the room,

the lower the built-up sound pressure level.

The bebavior of sound indoors, thus, is different from out-

doors. Rear the source (the so-called "direct field"), the be-

havior is like outdoors;the sound pressure level is determined

by the sound power of the source, the directionality of the source,

and the distance of the observer from the source. The sound pressure

level decreases with increasing distance from the source (at 6 dB per

double distance), until it equals the level of the built-up sound

confined in the room. Beyond that "equalpoint", the sound pressure

level is no longer determined by the direct field, which continues to

decrease with increasing distance.

Instead, in the region beyond the equal-point (the so-called

"reverberant field"), the sound pressure level is more or less

the same everywhere; it is due to the accumulated confined energy

and is determined only by the sound power of the source and the

amount of sound absorptive material in the room, not by the dis-

tance from the source or the directionality of the sound from

the source.

This b_o-region behavior is illustrated in Figure 1-18 for

three rooms containing different amounts of sound absorption.*

*Sound absorption is measured in sabines: the symbol is A, One
sabine is roughly equivalent to 1 sq ft of open window through
which incident sound is assumed to pass and be lost to the room.
A 4-sq ft patch of material that absorbs just half the incident
sound energy is said to have a sound absorption coefficient of
0.5 and to contribute 2 sabines of sound absorption to the room.
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Figure 1-1_
Behavior of Sound Indoors, Sound Source Out in Space

The upper curve corresponds to a very "live" room, containing

only 30 sabines (units of sound absorption) which might be typi-

cal of a bathroom where the sound absorption might be 25 to 45

sabiees). The second curve is for a room with 70 sabines, typi-

cal of a kitchen where sound absorption ranges from about 50 to

75 sabtneso The third curve ts for a living room with 3DO sabtneso

Living rooms and bedroomsj which are usually more heavily furnished

with absorptive furniture and materials than other rooms, are rather

"dead", acoustically; typical absorptions range from 180 to 500

sablnes. The lowest curve represents the level of dlrect-fleld

outdoor sound, which is masked by the reverberant sound at distances

greater thao about 5 ft,
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The curvesof Figurei-1Bcorrespondto the equation

P r) = Wz + _ (1-51

The flrst term is the direct sound,already encounteredin Eq.

I-3 in the discussionof sound behavioroutdoors;the secondterm

accounts for the reverberantsound in the room. If the absorp-

tion in the room is very great, the second term tends to zero,

and the sound behaves as if it is outdoors;if the distancefrom

the source is very great,the first term tends to zero and the

reverberantsound dominates. The decibel equivalentof Eq. 1-4

is

oLw+lOlog + +1o (1-61Lp

Note also that the boundary betweenthe regionsof the directand

the reverberantsound fields, where the curve levels off, lies

somewhatnearer the sourcefor a live room than for a dead room;

when there is lots of sound absorptionin a room, the "outdoor

behavior"persiststo greaterdistances.*

o SoundSourceMountedin Hole inWall

Suppose now that the sound source (for example, a window

fan) is mounted in a hole in the wall, so that it radiateshalf

its energy outdoors and half indoors; in this case, there is no

reflectedimageof the source.

*Acousticstextbooks sometimespoint out the fact that in real
ro_s- the sound level is not alwaysso uniform as is indicated
by the horizontal portions of the curves at the right of Fig.
I-IB and 1-19. Indeed, it is true that for narrowbandsources
there will be fluctuationsof soundlevel (up to +5 dB for pure
tones) aroundthosecurvesas averages in the re_rberant sound
fleld. However, for broadband noise spectra, for which the
use of A-welghtedsound levels is appropriate,such fluctuations
are negligible. If pure tones, which would tend to increase
the spatial fluctuation of the sound level, are present, they
would also disqualify the use of the A-welghtedsound level for
rating the noise.
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Viewed from outdoors,the effectivesound power is half the

original total sound power: W = 0.005 watts, Lw = 97 dB. Be-

cause this energy is radiated into only half a hemisphere,the

directlvityis doubled(Q = 2), as when the sourcewas restingon

the ground in the example above; but halving the sound energy

correspondsto a decreaseof 3 oB. The net result is that the

sound outsidethe buildingbehaves just as in free space,accord-

ing to Line A of Figure1-17; the presenceof the buildingmakes

no difference.

Inside the room, the sound power is also 0.005 watts, and

Q = 2, so the directfield sound pressurelevel will be the same

as outdoors(Line A of Figure1-17) and also the sameas the lowest

curve of Figure1-18. However,halvingthe energyradiatedinto the

room decreases the reverberant sound pressure levels by 3 dB;

doubling the directiviV does not compensate for this decrease,

because the directivityof the sourcehas no effect on the rever-

berantsoundpressurelevelat values3 dB below the valuesshown in

Figure 1-18.

o Constant-Volume-VelocitySound Source on the Wall or Floor

If, insteadof beingmounted in a hole in the wall, the source

is entirely within the roan and againsta hard room boundary,the

radiationis once more into a hemisphere,so Q = 2; but now the

sourceagaincoincideswith its reflectedimage,and the soundpower

is doubled: W = 0.02wattsand Lw = 103 dB.

The direct sound field (indoorsor outdoors}behavesaccord-

ing to Line C of Figure1-17; it lies 6 dB above the curve for

"sourceout in space"at all distances.

The curves in Figure 1-18 of the reverberant field sound

pressure level for the three rooms now lle 3 dB higher,because

twice as much energy is being radiated into the room. This be-

havior for "constant-volume-velocltysource against a reflector"

is shown in Figure 1-19; this figure, for the "sourceagainst a

reflector",should be compared with Figure 1-18 for the "source

out in space."
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Figure 1-19
Behavior of Sound Indoors, Constant-Volume-

Velocity Sound Source on Reflecting Surface
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Again, for the two live rooms, the sound _ressure level equals

the sound power level within 2 i/2 dO, provided that the sound power
was actually measured with the source against a reflector, so that

the ener_Lvdoubling is properly taken into account.

o HOW Closeis "Close"?

The discussionso far has assumed small "point" sourcesand

the possibilitythat when a source is "on" a reflectingsurface,

it virtuallylies in the surfaceano coincideswith its reflected

image. This assumptionis the theoreticalrequirementfor hemis-

phericaldlrectlvltyand energy-doublingwhen a sourcelies against

a reflectingsurface. Actualnoisemakershavefinitesize, however,

and the effectivesourceof the soundcannotbe placeddirectlyon a

reflectingsurface. The questionthus arisesas to how close such

real sources must be to a reflectorin order to realize the in-

creaseddlreotlonalityand energydoublingdiscussedabove.

Figure 1-20 shows the variationin sound power output for a

single frequency, as Sound sources of various types are moved

away from a large reflecting surface. Figure 1-21 shows that

the behavior is not much differentfor broadbandnoise spectra.

These theoretical results have been experimentallyverified by

measurementsof the reverberantsound levels in a reverberation

room, Note that the power outputdrops off rapidlyas the source

moves away from the reflector: For monopole sources, when the

separationis I/4 of a wavelength(I/4), the power is down to

the "out in space"value;at about i/3-wavelengthseparation,the

power has fallenconsiderablybelow its normal value, When the

separationexceeds a wavelength,the sound power has essentially

its "outin space"value- i.e.,W/W0 = I.

The levels in decibels on Figure 1-20 refer to the sound

power level relative to the value with the source directly on

the reflectingsurface; the reverberantsound field in the room

would follow these levels, as the source is moved away from the

surface, For the reverberantsound pressure level to be within
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Surface. Not much changed by averaging over frequency.
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1 dB of the "source o11 surface" value, the source must be at a

distance less than 1/5-wavelengthfrom the surface. The direct

sound field, however, is affected by both the energy output of

the sourceand its directivity;the changesin direct-fleldsound

pressurelevelwould thereforebe twice as great. For the direct-

field sound pressure level to be within I dB of the "source on

surface" value, the source must actually be within 1/10 of a

wave-length of the surface.

Note that theseobservationshave implicationsfor the steady-

state test method that measures the absorption in a room by compar-

ing the nearfield sound pressure of a small source with the farfield

(reverberant)soundpressure,with the distancefromthe sourcefor

the nearmeasurementcarefullyfixed. The assumptionunderlyingthe

steady-statef_thod is that the differencebetween nearfleldand

farfield pressures depends only upon the amount of absorption in the

test room, once the method is calibrated by decay measurement of the

absorptionfor one room'sconditions.

We have just seen, however,that the dlrect-fieldand rever-

berant sound pressuresdependin differentways upon the distance

of the source from the nearest reflectingsurface. Therefore,

the nearfield-farfielddifference,for a given room absorption,

also depends on the distanceof the source from the reflecting

surface. Not only must the distancefrom the sourcebe carefully

controlledfor the near measurement,but also the distanceof the

source from large reflectingsurfaces must be kept the same as

for the calibrationof the method. The safest procedurewould

be to keep the source well "out in space", away from any room

boundaries.

Returningto the kinds of equipmentlikely to be subjectto

EPA labeling,it is of interestto determinethe separationfrofa

a reflecting surface corresponding to 1/10-wavelength for the

octave band that governsthe A-weightedsound ]eve]. Only if the

effectivecenterof the sound source of the equipmentis located

this close or closer to a surfacewill the hemisphericaldirec-

tivlty and the energy-doubling occur, Table 1-17 gives those
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Table 1-17

SeparationDistances"Close"to a ReflectingSurface

and "Out In Space". (ft.)

Product "Closeto Surface" "Outin Space"

Humidifier I.7 27

Floor Fan 2.7 27

Dehumidlfler 1.35 13,5

WindowFan Z.l 27

Air Conditioner 0.6 to 5.4 6 to 54

Toilet 1.35 13,5

Dishwasher 2.7 27

VacuumCleaner 0.6 6

Food Blender 0.3 to 0.6 3 to 6

ElectricShaver 0.3 3

FoodDisposal 0.3 to 0.6 3 to 6

Home ShopTools 0.6 6

separationdistanceswithin which power doubling occurs (Figure

1-19)as well as the separationsbeyondwhich the sourceis effec-

tively "out in space" (Figure1-18). It is clear that these pro-

ductswill hardlyever be used in suchcircumstancesthat hemispher-

lealdlrectivityand energy-doublingwill occur. Even in the case

of vacuumcleanersand lawnmowersthat necessarilyoperateagainst

a surface,the surfaceis highlysound absorptivein the frequency

rangethatgovernsthe A-weightedsoundlevel.

Noto that for low frequenciesit may be impossiblefor in-

door sources to get far enough away from the room boundariesfor

the energy-boostingeffect to disappearentirely, It is often

found that the low-frequencysound power output of a product is

substan tinily differentwi_enmeasured outdoors (or in an ane-

choic room) than when measuredin a reverberantroom. This dif-

ference representsa true differencein sound power output, due

to the reaction of the room upon the source, The difference

I05
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may be positive or negative,dependingon whether the source is

of the "constant-volume-velocity"type (more power indoors) or

"constantforce"type (lesspower indoors).

At high frequencies,however,where the wavelengthis small

compared to the room dimensions,so long as we confine ourselves

to broadbandnoise sources (no prominentsingle tones), there is

no significantroomreaction on the sourceat distancesmore than

a wavelengthor so from the boundaries. In other words,the acous-

tic impedance presentedto a broadbandsource, in a room whose

dimensionsare largecomparedto the wavelength,is the same as that

encounteredoutdoors.

o InherentDirectivitYof the Source

The discusslon so far has assumed a monopole ("simple"or

"point") source that radiates sound equally in all directions,

so long as it is "out in space";for such a source,the intrinsic

value of Q is I, and this value changesonly when the source is

near a reflector, Sound sourcesof higherorder (dipolesor qua-

drupoles,for example)have an intrinsicdirectivi_: for a given

sound power, the soundpressure at the user'sear dependson the

direction in which the source Is pointing;the reverberant-field

sound pressure, of course, is the same as for a monopole source
of the same power.*

For sucha soundsource, the horizontalportionsof the curves

at the right of Figure1-18 would alwaysbe the same,as shown,but

the direct-field portion of the curve would moveup or down, depen-

ding on whetherthe beamof the sourceis pointedtowardor away from

the observationpoint,

In practice, therefore,this differenceis of concern only

for equipment for which the typical user's location Is in the

direct field - i.e,t equipment that is hand-held or operator-

attended. Such products are typically moved about in use, so

*Gosele has studieda varietyof hand-heldproductsand has deter-
mined that the large majority represent source types between
simple monopoles and dipoles [i0].
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that the sound pressure at the user's ear is sometimesgreater

and sometimesless than the average. Thus, for noise-ratingpur-

poses, we can assume that the effective sound pressure, as it

affects the user, is approximately the same as for a monopole

source having the same sound power, and we can continue to use

monopolecurvessuchas thoseof Figure1-18.

o GeneralCurvesRelatingSound PowerLevel and
SoundPressureLevel

Figure I-IB is not a very convenientfom for general use,

because(in orderto simplifythe earlierdiscussion)it was plotted

for a specificvalue of sound power level,Lw = 100 dB re 10-12

watts, (The sameis true of Figures1-17and 1-19.) Therefore,we

have replottedFigure 1-18 in generalform in Figure 1-22, which

shows on the verticalscale the differencebetweenthe sound pres-

sure level and the sound power level. So longas tllesound power

level is measuredwith the product In a locationwith respectto

reflectingsurfacesthat are typicalof actualuses Figure1-22will

glve the correct sound pressure level. No assumptionIs needed

about the effect of nearby reflectingsurfaces on the relation

between sound power and sound pressure,becausethose effectscon-

cern only the direct field of the sound source; the sourcesfor

which the user'Sear will be in the direct field are not likely

to be used "close"to a reflectingsurface, as defined earlier.

TYPICALUSER DISTANCESAND LABEL-NOISE-RATINGCATEGORIES

We now considertypicaluser distancesfor the variouskinds

of productslikely to be labeled. Such products fall into three

categories:

A. Productsused on or about the head, such as the various

electricalgroomingdevices;

B. User-operated tools that are hand-held or controlled

withinarm's length;

C. Fixedequipmentthat Is not operator-attended.
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Behavior of SoundIndoors, SoundSource Out

in Space: {Difference Between SoundPressure Level
and SoundPower Level.)

For products in Category A, the user Is always In the direct

sound field; for Categow C, the indoor user Is practically always _n

the reverberant field, while the outdoor user ts usually far enough

ewW that the question of labeling is of little significance. For

Categow B, the Indoor user Is in the transition regton between

direct and reverberant fields; but, as can be seen from Figure 1-22,

at distances from i ft and an ann's length, tile sound pressure level

at the user's ear is nearly the same as tn t_e reverberant field,
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Further inspectionof Figure1-22 reveals that,so far as the

sound pressure at the user's ear is concerned, practically all

equipment falls into only two label-noise-rating categories:

I. Products for which the sound pressure level is about

equal (+_2dB) to the sound power level;this includesCategoryA

and all of Categories B and C that are used in "live" rooms, such

as baths, kitchens and workshops.

2. Products far which the sound pressure level is about

8 dB (+_2dB) lower than the sound power level; this includesall

outdoor products in Category B and all indoor products in Cate-

gories B and C that are used in "dead" rooms, such as living rooms

and bedrooms,

Table t-18 indicates the typical user distance category for

the kinds of products considered earlier and shows the label-

noise-rating category that would be appropriate.

For all productsin Label-Noise-RatingCategory 1, the num-

ber that appearson the labelwould be the sound powerlevel;for

equipment in Category 2, the number on the label would be the

sound power level minus 8 dB. The sound power level in question

is the value measuredwith the product in its typical location

withrespectto reflectingsurfaces.

In all cases, the numberof the label representsthe actual

sound pressure level at the typical user's ear; thus, it may be

usedto estimatethe human effectof the noise,in termsof speech

interference,annoyance,etc.

CONCLUSION

At first sight, the variety of product types and the com-

plexitiesof sound behaviorin differentkinds of situationssug-

gest formidable problems in formulating a meaningful noise rat-

in9 for labeling purposes. It turns out, however, that a con-

sideration of the manner and the locationsin which the product

wlll actuallybe used in practicecan lead to great simplification
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Table 1-18

Typical User Distance Category and Appropriate

Label-Noise-Hatlng Category

User Distance Label-Nolse-Rating

Equipment Category* Category

Humidifier C 2

Floor Fan C 2

Dehumidifier C 2

Window Fan C 1 (?)

Air Conditioner C 2

Toilet C 1

Dishwasher (Note i) C 1

Vacuum Cleaner B 2

Food Blender (Note 2) B 1

Electric Shaver (Note 3) A 1

Food Disposal E i

Home Shop Tools B I

*A - equipment used on or about the head; b - operator-attended
equipment, used at convenient working distance, less than an
arm's length; C - equipment that is fixed and not operator-
attended.

Note i: Includes clothes washers and driers.

Note 2: Includes all other portable food preparation equipment,
such as electrical mixers, slloers, grinders, etc.

Note 3z Includes all other personal grooming equipment, such
as barber's clippers, hair driers and stylere, electric tooth-
brushes, oral lavage, etc. Possibly, electric shavers should
occupy a special class, since they can he used very close to the
ear, and thus, according to the curve of Fig. 1-22, could impose
sound pressure levels that exceed the sound power level by 5 or
5 dB.
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It is, in fact,possiblefor a (single)numberon a label to relate

directlyboth to the sound power outputof the device and to the

human effectof the noise in termsof the sound pressurelevel at

the user'sear.

The consumerneeds only to be educatedto know that the num-

ber on the label relates to the typicalsound pressure level at

his ear, as he uses the product, Technicalpeople,who are likely

to findthe soundpower leveluseful,willknow fromthe textof the

labeling regulationhow to relate the number on the label to the

porrespondingsoundpower levelin each case.

The conclusions stated above are valid only to tileextent

that sound in real rooms in dwellingsbehaves accoraingto the

acoustical theory presented in textbooks/i.e., there exists a

"direct"soundfieldnear a point source,where the level diminishes

at the rate of 6 dB per doublingof distance,and a "reverberant"

field fllling most of the rest of the room, where the level is

almst uniform. In fact, however,most kinds of productsthatwill

be consideredfor labelingare large enoughthat withinthe direct

fieldSheyare nob "point"sources;the attenuationwith distanceis

more llke 3 dB than 6 dB per distance doubled. Moreover, at

distancesfar from the source, real rooms do not behave llke the

classicalreverberantroomsof theoreticalacoustics,but more like

lined ducts;--_ain,there is an attenuationof 3 dB per distance

(Ioubled_rather than a uniform sound level without significant

spatialdependence,

The behavior of sound in real rooms can be illustratedby

the preliminarymeasurementsshown in Figure 1-23. These data

come from typlcallyfurnished living rooms, bedrooms,bathrooms,

kitchens,and laundry rooms,only one or two in each case. The

same data are plottea in two ways: oncewith the sound pressure

levels for all the devicesnormalizedto be equal at i ft from

the source and then with the levels normalizedto be equal at 2

ft. Note that only for the electricshaver in the bathroomdoes

1_hesound behave llke that of a point source (6 dB per distance

(/ouble(1)and only in one of the bedrooms and the laundry room

does the sound level tend to a constantvalue at large distances.
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Instead, on average, there is, for most of the cases, a steady

attenuation of 3 dB per distance doubled at ell distances, Since

the power level of the sources was not known, It Is nat yet possible
to state a relation between sound power level and sound pressure

level similar to that of Eq. 1-3 or gq, 1-4.
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APPENDIX A: OCTAVE BANDS THAT DOMINATE THE A-WEIGHTED SOUND
LEVELS IN EQUIPMENT LIKELY TO BE LABELED
(DOMINATING LEVELS ARE UNDERLINED).

Table A-I

Octave Bands of Equipment Likely to be Labeled

Frequency

Equipment 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

Humidlfer 44 60 60 59 52 49 41

A-weighted 18" 44 52 56 52 50 42

Floor Fan 50 55 52 48 44 40 33

A-weighted 24 39 44 45 44 41 34

Dehumidifier 40 58 45 44 43 40 30

A-weighted 14 42 37 41 43 41 31

windowFan 57 65 61 58 53 50 44

A-weighted 31 49 53 55 53 51 45

Air Conditioner 52 70 63 58 55 54 48

A-weighted 26 54 5.55 55 55 55 49

Toilet (50) 60 70 68 68 66 60
A-weighted (24) 44 62 65 68 67 61

Dishwasher 63 68 66 63 57 51 45

A-welghted 37 52 58 60 57 52 46

Vacuum Cleaner 48 53 54 55 58 59 52

A-weighted 22 37 46 52 58 60 53

Food Blender 45 50 55 55 59 65 65

A-welghted 19 34 47 52 59 66 66

Electric Shaver 42 38 36 46 51 59 60

A-weighted 16 22 28 43 51 60 61

Food Disposal 60 72 58 53 55 55 55

A-welghted 34 56 50 50 55 56 56

Home Shop Tools 53 58 63 68 72 76 72
A-weighted 27 42 55 65 72 77 73

*A-weighting -26 -16 -8 -3 0 1 1
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PART II

DOCKET ANALYSIS



SECTION i: GENERAL ISSUES

INTRODUCTION

On June 22, 1977, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

published a proposed rule in the Federal Register (42 FR 31722)

to establish a product noise labeling program under the authority

of and as required by Section 8 of the Noise Control Act of 1972

(42 USC 4907).

At the time of publication, the EPA solicited written public

comment on the proposed general provision as well as all other

aspects of the proposed product noise labeling program. Public

hearings were not initially scheduled. The public comment period

for the proposed rule was originally set at 90 days with closing

scheduled for September 20, 1977. As a result of the large number

of letters received shortly after publication, the Agency decided

to schedule public hearings on the proposed rule and extended the

comment period to October 28, 1977. Hearings were held in Wash-

ington, D.C. on September, 16, 1977; in Cedar Rapids, Iowa on

September 20, 1977; and in San Francisco, California on September

22, 1977.

In all, the Agency received 735 written comments by the close

of the comment period. Ten additional comments were received

after the close of the comment period, but were pertinent, and

were considered in the analysis. The Agency took oral testimony

from 51 individuals, organizations and businesses at the three

public hearings. Over 600 of the written comments were from pri-

vate citizens.

The oral and written comments dealing with the proposed

general provisions were each assigned a "docket" number prefixed

by 77-8. For example, entry 77-8-415 refers to the 415th comment

received by the Agency. Numbers were assigned consecutively by
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time and date of receipt. Comments numbered 1 through 745 refer

to written comments, while comments numbered 901 through 955 refer

to those received at the public hearings. For simplicity, only

the last three digits of each docket entry are used in this docket

analysis.

The number in parentheses following each reference to a com-

ment or commenter is the docket number.

Appendix A of this Part identities the issues and statements

made by each commenter.

Appendix B of this Part is a complete index of all docket

entries, including the docket number, name of the person, and the

organization represented (if any).

i.I VOLUNTARY LABELING PROGRAMS

Several commenters recommended that the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (EPA) encourage industry to develop voluntary labeling

programs. Most of these recommendations came from manufacturers

or trade associations. The Briggs and Stratton Corporation (624)

supported voluntary programs, because of their minimum disruption

to the market mechanism, lower costs, and limited government in-

volvement. They felt that manufacturers would report noise

ratings as accurately as other product information. J. I. Case

Company (Case) (526) and Deere and Company (930) also urged

consideration of voluntary approaches, which they preferred and

would support. J. I. Case (924) testified that EPA enforcement

would not be necessary and neither would independent auditing of

test results. The company felt industry self-policing was suf-

ficient - at least in the case of his company's competitors. Case

also cited two examples where the company either received or

sent a letter complaining about the inaccuracy of noise-related

product claims. Kodaras Acoustical Laboratories (647) praised the

labeling effort but also opted for a program undertaken in the

private sector, recommending The Air Conditioning and Refrigera-

tion Institute's voluntary program as a model.
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The Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ARI) (729,

707, 901), emphasized the utility of the voluntary approach. ARI

suggested quite strongly that EPA should work with industry by

providing guidance for the development of voluntary labeling

actions and by offering a public education campaign to promote

understanding of the voluntary programs. Another recommendation,

offered as an alternative to mandatory labeling, was for periodic

monitoring by EPA of a voluntary industry sound-rating certifica-

tion program. ARI also explained the operation of its voluntary

labeling program.

The Home Ventilating Institute (HVI) (740) explained its

sound rating certification program at length, noting its wide

acceptance in both public and private sector circles. In HVI's

opinion, its linear scale and overall features achieve all of

EPA's major objectives for the labeling program.

The International Snowmobile Industry Association (ISIA)

(905), felt that voluntary industry labeling was the most effec-

tive means for achieving EPA's goals with a minimum of government

involvement. In order to stimulate voluntary industry efforts,

ISIA recommended various inducements: (I) dropping voluntarily-

labeled products to the bottom of the list of products subject to

mandatory labeling; (2) urging government to favor these products;

(3) providing-these manufacturers with access to EPA testing

facilities; (4) supporting joint EPA-industry financing of sound

control research; and (5) positive publicity for cooperative

industries. Other ISIA comments describe their current voluntary

sound emission certification program (611) and their recent adop-

tion of a new voluntary noise labeling program (548).

Comments made by the above parties - either submitted in

writing or in response to questions at the three public hearings -

point up certain problems affecting voluntary labeling actions.

First, spokesmen for ARI and ISIA indicated that certain manu-

facturers do not participate in their programs (902< 611), thereby
%

penalizing cooperating manufacturers and resulting in the disrup-

tion of the market forces which will hopefully result in quieter
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products. Second, several comments about the practices of inde-

pendent testing laboratories cast doubt on the overall credibility

of a labeling program that is not tightly enforced, or at a mini-

mum, monitored by the Federal government. The prevalence of

inaccurate test results due to fraudulent activities or manipu-

lated measurements was mentioned by acoustical consultants and a

public official in the noise control area (952, 953, 954).

A third problem in the purely voluntary approach is the pos-

sibility that manufacturers will provide noise ratings in bro-

chures that are not available st the point-of-sale (902) or will

not provide the specific noise levels on labels but merely state

that the product's noise emission does not exceed a certain level

(90S).

Response:

The Agency's intention to consider the possibility of volun-

tary labeling actions on a product-by-product basis is reflected

in two of the objectives of the labeling program, which are:

• "To provide accurate and understandable information
to consumers with minimal Federal involvement.

Minimal Federal involvement is to be achieved by
ensuring that the Federally imposed labeling
requirements are carefully analyzed and structured
so as to reduce the administrative, economic and

technical impacts of the Federal program as much as
possible."

• "To promote effective voluntary noise labeling ef-
forts on the part of product manufacturers and
suppliers with the anticipation that a concomitant

reduction in product noise may occur due to market
demands."

Section 8 of the Noise Control Act of 1972, however, makes

it clear that the Agency is required to promulgate regulations

designating and labeling ". any product (or class thereof)

which emits noise capable of adversely affecting the public health

or welfare" and " any product (or class thereof) which is

sold wholly or in part on the basis of its effectiveness in reduc-

ing noise." While the Agency will consider voluntary labeling

action as s potential alternative to the implementation of this

non-discretionary duty, s voluntary program would have to satisfy
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the Agency's important goals before it could be accepted as a

feasible alternative to Federally-mandated labeling. Lack of

label uniformity, noncompliance by a large segment of an industry,

Inter-industry variations in noise rating schemes, and the prob-

lems raised by commenters represent some of the possible limita-

tions of a voluntary labeling program as a vehicle to accomplish

the two other objectives of the program:

e "To provide accurate and understandable information
to product purchasers and users regarding the
acoustic properties of designated products so that
meaningful comparisons with respect to noise
emission or noise reduction can be made as part of
purchase or use decisions."

• "To promote public awareness of product specific
contributions to the environmental noise problem
and to foster an understanding of associated ter-
minology and concepts."

Nevertheless, the EPA continues to fully support the develop-

ment and implementation of voluntary noise labeling by product

manu{aoturers. The final rule encourages the development of

voluntary labeling programs and deliniates the minimal elements

that the Agency considers essential to any voluntary noise label-

ing program. These elements are not intended to be a comprehen-

sive outline for the structure of a voluntary program that EPA

would definitely accept as a substitute for Federal labeling.

Nather, the list presents the basic requirements that the Agency

believes should be in an effective voluntary noise labeling pro-

gram if it is considered as an alternative to Federal labeling.

_he Agency will consider a voluntary labeling program in lleu

of mandatory noise labeling requirements for a particular product

on a ease-by-case basis.

Major Elements of Adequate Voluntary

Noise Labeling Programs

i. Participation - Uniform participatio n by all manufacturers

or by a high percentage of the total market of a particular

product.
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2. Measurement Methodology - A uniform methodology which gives

accurate and meaningful data.

3. Acoustic Descriptor

A. Noise Emitting Products - Sound pressure in dBA at 1

meter in 1 dS increments (may be obtained by converting

sound power levels or sound level data taken at other

distances using a recognized standard method).

B. Noise Reducing Products - Meaningful numerical rating of

product's noise attenuating or absorbing capability.

4. Minimum Label Content

A. The term "Noise Rating" Or "Noise Reduction Rating"

B. Acoustic Descriptor

C. Comparative Information - supplied by the industry, com-

piled from manufacturer's periodic data reports (depend-

ing on the product)

5. Label Format and Graphics

A. Prominence of acoustic descriptor and the term "Noise

Rating" or "Noise Reduction Rating".

B. A label shape dissimilar to the EPA noise label.

C. An Industry-wide uniform label shape for a particular

product or class of products.

6. Label Placement and Size - Readily visible to consumers at

time of sale, taking into consideration various ways in which

the product may be marketed.

7. Compliance Program - Incorporating product testing and the

review of test reports, labels and associated marketing

literature, and provisions for rectifying improper labeling.

8. Reports - Periodic reports (depending on the product) to the

EPA which 'include the status and effectiveness of the program

and a compilation of the labeled values for all labeled

models.

9o Availability of Data - Availability to the EPA Of all data,

test reports, and other documentation related to the program.
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The EPA encourages product manufacturers or trade associa-

tions to communicate with us to discuss any aspects of voluntary

noise labeling, and will assist industry in developing those

programs.

1.2 STATUTORY AUTHORITY

1.2.1 Questions Concernin@ the Issuance of General
Provisions before Product-Speclfic Re@ulations

An industry (622) (General Motors), a trade association

(590), and a private citizen (621) questioned the appropriateness

of promulgating the general labeling provisions before the prod-

uct-specific regulations. One argument was that this sequence of

actions was illogical. The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute

(590) seemed to feel that both the general previsions and product-

specific regulations must be considered in tandem, and therefore

no useful purpose is served by issuing the general provisions

before the product-specific regulations. The commsnters wanted to

be certain they could comment on the General Provisions and also

on product-speciflc regulations, if the Agency proposed specific

product regulations affecting their industry. The General Motors

Corporation (622) indicated that its comments on the General

Provisions should be considered in future product-speclfic rule-

making. General Motors also claimed there were difficulties

in selecting a label format before deciding upon the product and

the relevant information to be included on the label.

One commenter (621) felt that the proposed standards create

confusion and procedural dilemmas when implemented for s particu-

lar product, since they neither apply to a specific product nor

to all products in general. Me also was of the opinion that each

product had to be considered separately in terms of its noise

emission properties, applicability to testing procedures, etc.

A second argument was that EPA had no authority to issue the

General Provisions. The commenter (621) maintained that Section

8 gave the Administrator authority to promulgate labeling regula-

tions onl_ with respect to products which emit noise "capable of
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adversely affecting the public health and welfare, or which are

sold on the basis of their effectiveness in _educing noise." He

asserted that until such product-specific regulations were pro-

mulgated, no authority exists to require labeling. A similar

position was adopted by a major industry (622), which thought

specific products had to be chosen before labeling requirements

were enacted.

Response:

The Agency believes that the issuance of these General Provi-

sions for product noise labeling is logical and advantageous both

to the general public and to industry. The Agency did not wish

to re-propose many of the same regulatory elements in each of its

product-specific labeling actions, and so it decided to propose a

set of labeling requirements that would apply to all products that

might be labeled in the future. Since a product-specific regula-

tion will clearly delineate any exceptions to the General Provi-

sions, there should be no confusion in using the General Provi-

sions and product-speclfic regulations in tandem.

The Agency's also intended the General Provisions to provide

guidance to the general public as well as to all potentially

affected parties as to the general nature and intent of the

proposed noise labeling program. The response to the docket

attests to the success in generating comments from the public and

numerous potentially affected industries. These comments have

helped the Agency to shape its overall noise labeling regulatory

program to be both effective and reasonable, and to anticipate

many of the technical problems that may occur in the development

of product-speclfic labeling regulatorles. At the same time,

product manufacturersand suppliers are afforded additional time

to prepare for possible Federal noise labeling action and to

consider the formulation of voluntary labeling programs.
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Another rationale for issuing the General Provisions concerns

the need for label uniformity in order for the program to be

effective. The Agency believes that consumers will be more likely

to notice the labels and to learn how to use them effectively if

they are similar in format and require the use of approximately

the same cognitive skills across different product classes.

Regulatory provisions that are not amenable to generalisation

across all products, such as testing methodologies, have not been

specified in the General Provisions and will be addressed in prod-

uct-specific regulations.

The General Provisions were proposed concurrently with prod-

uct-specific labeling provisions for hearing protectors. Both of

the proposed regulations appeared in the same issue of the Federal

Re_ister.[l] The General Provisions were proposed as Subpart A to

40 CFR 211, and the product-specific hearing protector require-

ments as Subpart B. The General Provisions were proposed and will

exist, therefore, as part of the regulatory requirements for the

labeling of hearing protectors.

The Agency's authority for their proposal and promulgation

clearly exists within the authority granted the EPA in Section 8

(a) and (b) for the labeling of products ".. . sold wholly or in

part on the basis of (their) effectiveness in reducing noise."

In the case of future product-speciflc regulatory actions,

industry and the general public will have the opportunity to com-

ment on all aspects of the regulation affecting a given product.

1.2.2. Determining if a Product is Cappble of Adversel_
Affecting the Public Health or Welfare

Several commenters representing manufacturers or trade asso-

ciations expressed different concerns about the process of deter-

mining what products were capable of adversely affecting the

public health or welfare.
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One comment appeared to reflect some confusion about what

kind of impact constituted an adverse effect on the public health

or welfare. The contention made by Deere and Company (Deere)

(930) and the Compressed Air and Gas Institute (CAGI) (910) was

that the legislative history of the Noise Control Act demonstrates

that Congress wanted to focus attention on those products poten-

tially damaging to health or hearing. Two auto manufacturers -

Renault and Peugeot (262, 278) - asserted that passenger car noise

does not constitute a health hazard, and thus the labeling program

can only be directed at the level of comfort of the occupants -

which is impossible to evaluate in relation to interior noise.

Other commenters reiterated this concern about the interpre-

tation of "adversely affecting public health and welfare." The

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM) (629) doubted

if Section 8 of the Act gave EPA the authority to require labeling

on a product which might constitute a hazard to hearing only when

evaluated "in the context of cumulative exposure," which it deemed

to be a vague phrase. AHAM, the Hoover Company, and Kirby Vacuum

Cleaners (629, 648, 906) - each claiming their products cannot be

shown to adversely affect public health or welfare - implied EPA

was overstepping its authority by requiring labels on products

which emit noise that is only occasionally annoying. Deere and

Company expressed a great deal of concern about the difficulty of

establishing the meaning of "health and welfare," and about the

possibility of EPA's selecting products for regulation when an

adverse impact could not be demonstrated. Deere maintained that

this latter situation requires factual evidence that a (product's)

capability for adverse effects exists (930). Deere (738) also

expressed concern that the language of the General Provisions

could be used to move beyond EPA's labeling authority in selecting

products. Deere urged that the Preamble be written to clearly

narrow EPA's product selection discretion.

Another question raised with respect to this issue area is

the type of proceeding required to make this determination about a

product. According to the Ford Motor Company (Ford) (907) and the
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Vacuum Cleaner Manufacturers Association (VCMA) (651), the deci-

sion about whether or not a product "adversely affects the public

health and welfare" requires a rule-making proceeding. VCMA made

reference to the Administrative Procedure Act, 42 U.S.C. Section

4905(m)(2) and 4907 (b), while Ford cited the statutory language

of Section 8 as the basis for this observation. In the opinion of

the Hoover Company and VCMA (648, 651), the outcome of any future

proceedings could be prejudiced by the negative publicity given to

vacuum cleaners in the public hearings and in EFA's published list

of appliances considered for labeling.

Response:

In accordance with the statutory language in Section 8

governing noise-producing products, the Agency will make a fac-

tually-supported decision as to the capability of a product's

noise to adversely affect public health or welfare before promul-

gating final regulations. The Agency will, in fact, make this

determination in a rule-making proceeding - namely, the notice of

proposed rule-making for each individual product.

In deciding whether or not a product is capable of affecting

the public health or welfare, the EPA will rely in part on the

factual evidence in the following documents published by the

Agency: "Public Health and Welfare Criteria for Noise," EPA

550/9-73-002 [2]; a,d "Information on Levels of Noise Requisite to

Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of

Safety," EPA 550/9-74-004 [3]. The Agency disputes the conten-

tion or implication that the public health or welfare can only be

adversely affected by noise at a level where hearing damage

is produced. It is evident that this definition of public health

and welfare is overly restrictive. The Agency believes a more

appropriate definition is afforded by the World Health Organiza-

tion, which states that health and welfare is " complete

physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence

of disease and infirmity." [4]
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Based on this definition and findings in the above studies,

it is clear that noise-induced annoyances, such as interference

with sleep, speech, and excessive cumulative noise exposure can be

considered adverse effects on the public health or welfare. It is

also evident from the statutory language in the Noise Control Act,

as well as its legislative history, that Congress did not intend

to restrict the labeling program only to products capable of

producing hearing loss.

The above claims as to whether or not the noise from a par-

tloular product is capable of adversely affecting public health or

welfare cannot be addressed at this point but will be considered

in any product-specific regulatory action taken with respect to

those products. Finally, the Agency does not agree that negative

comments made about a product's noise properties at the public

hearings unfairly prejudices future proceedings, because one pur-

pose of the public hearings was, in fact, to solicit the public's

feelings about what products disturbed them most. The Agency also

disputes any charge that its public information activities have

unfairly prejudiced the determination of a product's capability to

adversely affect the public health or welfare, since this deter-

mination will be made using objective health effects data and

studies.

1.2.3. Relationship Between Actions Taken Under
Section 6 and Section 8

Several commenters, representing major industries, made

assertions about the implementation of Sections 6 and 8 with

respect to the same product. Counsel for the Compressed Air and

Gas Institute (910) expressed the opinion that once a product fell

under Section 6 emission standards, it would be "inappropriate" to

proceed to Section 8 mandatory labeling, except in the cases of a

few products with high noise-emission levels. The Chrysler Cor-

poration (672) felt that labeling could not be required for prod-

gets designated under Sections 5 and 6, because they had already
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been rendered safe by the latter action - tbe mandatory emission

standards. The Ford Motor Company (907) expressed a different

concern that Section 8 could be used to impose regulatory

enforcement and to avoid the procedures for identifying a product

as a major noise source under Section 6. Deere and Company (738)

suggested that labeling under Section 8 would be appropriate for

products identified as major (Section 5) noise sources in the

event a noise emission standard (Section 6) was deemed infeasible.

Response:

There is no statutory language in the Noise C_%trol Act to

support the argument that Section 6 and Section 8 are mutually

exclusive with respect to EPA implementing regulations governing a

given product. The Agency believes the Act and its legislative

history demonstrate conclusively that EPAts authority to regulate

products under each Section is independent of the other. There-

fore, there is no reason to believe that a product cannot be

subjected both to noise emission regulations under Section 6 and

labeling action under Section 8. In fact, implementation of both

Sections might be quite rational for certain products where Sec-

tion 6 action (as limited by technological feasibility) lowers

the emission level to the point where the danger of immediate

hearing loss to operators is reduced but not eliminated. In these

cases, Section 8 labeling may be necessary to inform potential

purchasers/users that there i__sthis danger of immediate hearing

loss with use of the product. For this reason the Agency dis-

agrees with the assertion that the implementation of mandatory

emission standards under Sections 5 and 6 renders a product safe

and therefore makes labeling under Section 8 unnecessary. The

noise emission standards established under Section 6 are often

determined by available technology and the costs of product noise

abatement, and therefore the product may not necessarily have been

rendered safe and could still be capable of adversely affecting

the public health or welfare.
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1.2.4 General Criticisms of EPA for Exceedig__q its Authority

A number of industries (622, 671, 672, 745) commented that

the proposed General Previsions went beyond the authority set

forth in Section 8 of the Noise Control Act, and were in conflict

with the intentions of Congress. The Industrial Safety Equipment

Association (ISEA) (745) argued that the provisions were legally

unsound and may be unconstitutional under Section i0 of the

Administrative Procedure Act (5 USC 706) (2).

Response:

The statutory language in Section 8 of the Noise Control Act

of 1972 is fairly clear on the authority and the duty of the

Agency to promulgate regulations requiring the labeling of " . .

any product (or class thereof) which emits noise capable of

adversely affecting the public health or welfare" and " . . any

product (or class thereof) which is sold wholly or in part on the

basis of its effectiveness in reducing noise." The Agency feels

the proposed General Provisions are within the purview of Section

8 and are consistent with the intent of Congress as expressed in

the legislative history of Section 8.

1.2.5 Miscellaneous Issues

Three other issues were raised by comments from the Ford Motor

Company (643), the Compressed Air and Gas Institute (910), and

Deere and Company (930).

• Ford contended that Section 8 applies only to new prod-

ucts according to the Act's wording and its legislative

history. The Draft Background Document (EPA 550/9-77-

253) [5], however, stated that the product need not be a

new product.

Responses

The Noise Control Act includes definitions for the

terms "product" and "new product". Both terms are used

throughout the Act with apparent discrimination. Al-

though the prohibitions of Section 15 apply, with
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respect to labeling, to "new" (unsold) products (title

never transferred to ultimate purchaser), the language

of Section 8 explicitly uses the term "product" (any

manufactured article or goods or component thereof).

The Agency believes that its authority to require

labeling under Section 8, therefore, is not necessarily

limited exclusively to new products.

• CAGI considered it inappropriate for EFA to propose

noise regulations for those products that are exclu-

sively produced for use in environments subject to

existing Occupational Safety and Health Administration

(OSHA) noise regulations, preferring action under Sec-

tion 4(c)(2) Of the Noise Control Act.

Response:

The EPA has and will continue to coordinate its noise

regulatory activities with OSHA and other Federal

agencies so as to eliminate conflicting and redundant

actions. It must also, however, evaluate the need for

regulatory activity for particular products based on all

relevant factors, particularly those involving protec-

tion of the public health or welfare. It is the feeling

of the EPA, therefore, that it is totally inappropriate

for it to preclude consideration of a product, as is

suggested, based solely on the fact that that product is

the focus of another agency's actions.

• Deers and Company felt that EPA was over-extendlng its

authority by possibly justifying the selection of pro-

ducts on the basis of individual ('the public') percep-

tions.

Response:

Section 8 is quite clear as to the EPA's authority -

and nondiseretionary duty - to promulgate regulations

requiring the labeling of noise-emltting products

capable of adversely affecting the public health or
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welfare. Notwithstandin 9 the broad product selection

authority, the Agency must obviously use additional

criteria to determine which particular products, already

within the Agency's authority to label, should be con-

sidered first for labeling action. The Agency believes

that public attitudes toward a product's acoustic

performance definitely represent One of many important

product selection criteria affecting this decision.

1.3 PROLIFERATION OF PRODUCT LABELS

A number of commenters expressed concern about the prolifera-

tion of labels on products (197, 648, 940, 949, 622, 629, 621,

907). The General Motors Corporation (General Motors) (622) and

the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM) (629) were

particularly concerned about safety labels being over-shadowed by

noise labels. General Motors felt that individual products should

be examined prior to requiring that a label be placed on a product

to determine whether space is available for a noise label.

Numerous groups stressed the need for some coordination be-

tween different agencies' labeling programs (589, 590, 907, 949).

The Ford Motor Company (907) urged "EPA to become the le@d agency

in proposing and establishing a Federal Interagency Product Label-

ing Review Committee with responsibility for achieving the neces-

sary simplification and coordination of the assorted labeling

requirements for motor vehicles." Whirlpool Corporation (589)

wondered if the government would be able to coordinate and priori-

tize the total labeling effort.

Rgs_onse:

Aware of the problems that could result from different

Federal labeling actions affecting the same product, the Agency is

looking into possible labeling conflicts and the problem of label

proliferation. Of course, the seriousness of this problem is a

function of the particular product, and so the Agency's analysis
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of this matter will Occur on a product-by-product basis. Where it

is possible to avoid these problems without sacrificing the impor-

tant goals of the Noise Control Act, the Agency will include

appropriate language in the product-specific subparts.

1.4 AUDIENCE ADDRESSED

Comments concerning the intended audience stemmed predomi-

nantly from industry. Confusion was expressed about the use of

the words "prospective user" and "ultimate purchaser" in Section 8

of the Act. Certain industries seemed particularly concerned

about EPA's interpretation and its effect on subsequent regula-

tions. Deere and Company (738) offered the opinion that, since

the user is most often the purchaser, EPA can direct the program

at the purchaser without violating statutory language.

1.4.1 Question of Labelin 9 Individual Products Sold
in Sulk to Industry

Bilsom International, Inc. (380), felt that, with respect to

their hearing protector product, the label requirements repre-

sented a distortion of the intended audience since 95 percent of

their purchases are made by large companies who buy products for

their employees and not by the individual end-user. Thus it is

the company representative who needs noise information the most.

These persons tend to purchase ear protectors on the basis of

sales literature, consequently a noise label on the product would

be of relatively little use. Bilsom also argued in favor of re-

placing the word "label" in the regulation with the word "notice,"

allowing greater flexibility in how the information is dissemi-

nated.

In contrast, an official of the Environmental Noise Program

of Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (901) stated,

with respect to hearing protectors, that it was important to

educate both the purchaser and the user.
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Response:

The Agency realizes the need to relate its labeling require-

ments to the methods of marketing and distribution for a partic-

ular product. It is also fairly clear that there may be problems

caused by the applicability of certain labeling requirements to

products sold in bulk to industry. Therefore, the Agency may

adjust (on a product-by-product basis) labeling requirements for

a particular product or class of products in order to most effec-

tively use existing marketing and distributing procedures.

1.4.2 Imbalance Between Audience Sophistication and
Acoustic Information on Label

An acoustical expert (952) stated that present noise labels

showing laboratory derived ratings on certain noise attenuating

products such as construction materials are useless to engineers

or designers in light of the difficulties of rating the many

different products. An EPA developed unifor_ rating method would

certainly help (also see Section 3.2 of the Docket Analysis.) In

relation to some sound-reducing materials, the average homeowner

does not constitute a sizable portion of the market. He noted

that in some circumstances, such as ceiling tile, a single number

rating might, however, be beneficial to the individual consumer.

Response:

It is apparent that the information on the label, including

the noise rating, must be based on the nature of the audience and

the ability to convey useful information to the purchaser of the

product. These concerns will be of primary consideration in the

Agency's formulation of product-speciflc labeling requirements.

The Agency may at times require that notice of a product's noise

level be given to the ultimate purchaser in a form other than a

label, either in lieu of or in addition to a label. The Agency

is not interpreting the word "label" narrowly.
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1.4.3 Duration of Notice Requirement/The Case of Rental Equipment

The Chrysler Corporation (672) discussed the issue of the

thrust of the original Act with respect to the intended audience:

"It appears that the Act was not intended to cover noise labels

notifying prospective users for an indefinite period of time after

purchase by what may well be a third party." Their arguments are

that "prospective user" and "ultimate purchaser" are used inter-

changeably in Section 8, and that the only prohibited act pursuant

to Section 10(a)(4) is removal of the label prior to the sale of

the product to the ultimate purchaser. The noise label should

thus be necessary only for the ultimate purchaser. They also

asserted that EPA should not be allowed to require the inclusion

of maintenance information or "tampering" warnings with the pro-

duct, for the obvious reason of the label's limited duration.

The American Rental Association (552, 908) expressed similar con-

cerns with respect to the confusion of ultimate purchaser and

prospective user. For their products, the two terms refer to dif-

ferent persons. The equipment rental business is the purchaser,

but is the user only if such term refers to the use of equipment

as rental inventory. This is clearly an important issue in the

case of rental equipment, since this would affect the form a noise

label must take. Continued use of their products will lead to

label destruction. (Issue of temporary versus permanent labels

discussed in Section 5.2 of the Docket Analysis). Based on Section

10 of the Act, in which Congress only prohibited the removal of

the label prior to sale, they argue that Congress did not intend

for each prospective user to receive notice of the product's noise

level.

Response:

The EPA recognizes there is a need for further clarification

concerning the distinction between the "ultimate purchaser" and

"prospective user" as these terms apply to the intended audience

for the labels of certain products. The EPA believes that the

terms "prospective user" and "ultimate purchaser" were used with

discrimination in Section 8 of the Act, and that the Congressional
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intent was to require that notice be provided to the users of the

labeled product; users being those subject to the noise emitted by

the product, or those realizing the effects of the products' noise

attenuating capability. Recognizing this distinction, the EPA

will pattern requirements for label form and label placement on

a product-by-product basis, taking into consideration the possi-

bility that the ultimate purchaser and the prospective user may

not be the same person. Where this is the case for particular

products, labeling provisions may be specified which call for a

permanent label, to ensure that the prospective user is in fact

provided the notice intended by Congress in Section 8. In imple-

menting this policy the EPA recognizes the limitations present in

the prohibitions of Section i0 of the Act as to the responsibility

to comply with the labeling requirements, and the prohibitions

concerning removal of labels.

1.4.4 Distribution of Hi@h Noise Level Products

The Compressed Air and Gas Institute (910) also expressed

concern about the intended audience, particularly with respect to

products producing a high noise level but which are sold in very

few numbers.

Response:

The product population is one factor that the EPA will con-

sider in selecting products for labeling action. Of course, the

Agency's approach to a high noise-emittlng product of which only

a few units are sold is also affected by the number of persons

impacted. In cases where there are considerable thlrd-party

adverse impacts, emission regulations under Section 6 might be

more appropriate than Section 8 labeling action.
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SECTION 2: PRODUCT SELECTION ISSUES

This section addresses those comments to the docket which

directly or indirectly suggested criteria or considerations that

should govern the selection of products for the labeling program.

Of course, the statutory authority for noise-producing products

requires the Agency to determine the capability of a product's

noise to adversely affect public health or welfare. This separate

issue, though mentioned here, was discussed in Section 1.2.2.

This section explores comments about criteria or factors

that the Agency should consider in deciding which particular

products should be labeled first. EPA cited sixteen regulatory

decision factors in the Supplementary Information to the General

Previsions Notice of Proposed Rulemaklng (NPRM) [6]. Of the

nearly sixty separate comments in the public docket that are con-

cerned with product selection criteria, well over half could be

included within these sixteen factors.

Some individuals suggested specific products or product

classes for labeling action rather than objective criteria.

These comments are aggregated within the product-complalnt tabu-

lation shown in Section 9.2. Caution must be exercised, however,

in interpreting the results of that tabulation.

2.1 PRODHCT SELECTION CRITERIA

2.1.i Product Noise Level

Five comments were received on the use of the product noise

level itself as a criterion for including the product in the pro-

gram. A retired Bell system engineer and coauthor of a county

noise pollution ordinance (227) suggested that all products

emitting noise above 45 dB(A) be required to have noise labels.

Citizens Against Noise (903) recommended that louder products be

given priority for selection. A physician (950) at the Orange

County Hearing and Speech Center noted the special importance of
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considering the noise levels of products to which children are

exposed, since their threshold Of hearing damage is lower than

that of adults. General Motors Corporation (622) asserted that

actual noise levels rather than annoyance factors form the basis

for product selection, and AHAM (629) urged that the Title IV

report, "Report to the President and Congress on Noise", be used to

assist in product selection.

Response:

Considering the definition of health and welfare according.

to the World Health Organization [4] (complete physical, mental

and social well-belng and not merely the absence of disease and

infirmity), and the legislated requirement that the Agency desig-

nate and then label any product "which emits noise capable of

adversely affecting the public health or welfare", the fact that a

product emits noise means it may be considered for regulation.

The Agency intends to use the noise level of a product as an aid

in determining if a product should be selected for product noise

labeling.

The Agency will study the noise levels of products and the

health and welfare impact of these levels on a product-by-product

basis.

However, other factors such as usuage patternsa affected

parties, the numbers of products in use, and others, will be con-

sidered when selecting products for regulation which are capable

of affecting the public health or welfare. This is further dis-

cussed in Section 2.1.7 of this Docket Analysis.

2.1.2 Product Usa@e Characteristics

Characteristics of product usage received considerable atten-

tion from those commenting on product selection criteria. Pour-

teen respondents alluded to the duration and frequency of a prod-

uct)s operation as an important factor in the selection process.

Most of these comments suggested that products in use continu-

ously, such as refrigerators and heat pumps, be given priority for

labeling over products used only intermittently, such as vacuum
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cleaners and hair dryers. The UAW (540) recommended that EPA con-

sider industrial equipment because of the length of the exposure

to the individual. AHAM (629) emphasized that home appliances are

operated at the discretion of the family member, and "that a

direct interaction occurs between consumers and home appliance

manufacturers."

Four respondents cited the location of the product as a fac-

tor. Two of these mentioned the distinction between stationary

and movable products (456,953), while Congressman Elford A.

Cederberg (R-MI) (568) suggested that noise outside the home

rather than that of household appliances be the major target of

governmental activity.

A few comments referred to the number of people affected as

being a selection criterion. The Compressed Air and Gas Institute

(910) cited the low exposure levels of some of the products of its

members, and the Orange County Hearing and Speech Center (950)

emphasized concern with noisy products to which many children are

exposed. (Also see 59, 176, 235, 504, 529, 553, 633, 953.)

The Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (COG)

(901) also thought that the number of persons exposed to a prod-

uct's noise should affect product selection. In addition, COG

mentioned the noise level, frequency of use, useful life, and

product cost as other important factors. In other words, COG

feels the product which is used and heard by more people, has a

higher noise emission level, is used for longer periods of time,

will last a greater number of years, and is more expensive should

represent a higher priority for labeling action.

Response_

The Agency will consider product use characteristics such

as_ product location; extent of population exposure to its noise;

operating llfe and so forth, as aids in selecting products for

regulation under Section 8.

These factors all develop information that aids in determin-

ing the capability of a product to adversely affect the public

health or welfare.
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These factors, among others, are further discussed in Section

2.1.7 of this Docket Analysis.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the Agency uses the World

Health Organization [4] definition of health, and does not intend

to limit its regulation of produces to only those that may produce

hearing damage.

2.1.3 Effects of Noise Emissions

Comments regarding the effects of noise were frequently

raised relative to product selection. Most of these cenLe_ed on

the need for EPA to keep health and welfare matters at the fore-

front in its deliberations, with particular attention granted

those products which might have harmful noise levels. Respondents

in the health professions often voiced such concerns, noting the

need for health warnings on some products and pointing out the

secondary effects of chronic tension and psychological disturbance

caused by some noise sources (211, 579, 913, 927). (See Section

9-3.) A number of industry representatives including The Hoover

Company, The Kirby Vacuum Cleaner Company, the Vacuum Cleaner

Manufacturers Association (VCMA), the Home Ventilating Institute

(HVI), and the American Rental Association (648, 906, 651, 740,

908), argued that products they deal with had not been proven

hazardous to the public health or welfare; therefore, they should

not be included in the labeling program. Other commenters

stressed the need for EPA to focus on products having adverse

health and welfare effects (622, 910). Sears Roebuck and Company

(709) felt that only those products whose noise level is detri-

mental to health or welfare be included because of the undue

burden otherwise placed on the manufacturer.

Reponse:

This issue was responded to in Section 1.2.2.
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2.1.4 Public Attitudes

The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (OPEI) (590) directly

objected to the use of public attitudes toward product noise as a

selection criterion, contending that attitudes are too "emotional"

and "subjective." OPBI opted instead for scientific measurements

of noise levels. Deers (738) felt that the variability and sub-

jectivity of public attitudes would render their application as

a criterion difficult. The VCMA (651) expressed concern over the

negative publicity given to vacuum cleaners in the EPA public

hearings, fearing that this publicity would adversely affect

public attitudes on the need for noise labeling their products.

The Hoover Company (648) cited industry surveys showing little

concern with noise by prospective purchasers of vacuum cleaners.

Response:

Because the protection of the public health and welfare is at

the forefront of the noise labeling program, public attitudes and

reactions regarding the noise levels of products represent solid

and important criteria for EPA's product selection. EPA agrees

that product noise levels alone mean little when isolated from

their health and welfare effects.

2.1.5 Voluntary Actions by Industry

Several industries suggested that EPA not choose products

for mandatory labeling if the industry has an ongoing voluntary

labeling program or proposes an effective program for the future.

International Snowmobile Industry Association (ISIA) {905) and

The Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ARI) (902) each

explained their respective industry's voluntary noise testing pro-

grams which, they asserted, could serve as examples of adequate

voluntary noise programs with minimal EPA alteration and involve-

ment.

Response:

The Agency's position on voluntary labeling programs was

discussed previously in Section I.i.i.
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2.1.6 Third-Party Effects

Eight comments addressed the problem of product noise effects

on third parties as it relates to the choice of labeling a product

or regulating its noise emission properties. The Minnesota Pollu-

tion Control Agency (953) testified that EPA should categorize

products into those affecting: "the user only," "the receiver

only," and "both". Several citizens supported the idea that prod-

ucts whose noise significantly adversely affected third parties

should be subject to regulation rather than labeling (107,

344, 425, 504, 535, 935).

ARI (902), referring to the Draft Background Document for

Product Noise Labelin 9 - General Provisions (EPA 550/9-77-253)

[5], questioned whether its industry's products were considered

the type in Category C that might affect third parties and thus be

considered for noise regulation instead of labeling.

Response:

Since the decision on whether a product should be subjected

to noise labeling action or not-to-exceed noise emission regula-

tions involves a careful analysis taken on a product-by-product

basis, the Agency cannot state what products will be considered

for each type of action in the future. Therefore, the Agency

struck from this Background Document the erroneous generalization

included in the Draft Background Document (EPA 550/9-77-253) [5],

that "outdoor equipment in Category C . . is not a candidate for

labeling; if it were very noisy, it would be a possible candidate

for standard-setting regulation."

2.1.7 Other Considerations

This subsection summarizes a number of comments that per-

tained either directly or indirectly to the selection of products

for labeling.
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The Compressed Air and Gas Institute (CAGI) (910) argued

that no useful purpose would be served in individually labeling

products used in a work place already subject to OSHA standards

for noise at the worker's ear, a standard that incorporates the

whole work environment.

CAGI and ISIA (910, 905) urged EPA to set forth clear cri-

teria in the regulations for product selection. John Deere and

Company (930), while not specifying selection criteria, recom-

mended consideration of products on a case-by-case basis, Deere

(738) later urged the development of objective criteria, prefer-

ably quantitative, but it could not specify classes of products

appropriate for labeling. Similarly, an attorney (621) urged

individual consideration of products in terms of noise character-

istics, testing procedures and labeling susceptibility in lieu of

general criteria.

One citizen (247) took the broad view that all products with

electric motors should have noise labels. The Acoustical Society

of America (ASA) (333) suggested that products with sound-level

controls, such as TV's and stereos, should not be labeled.

Two academic hearing specialists, commenting jointly (405),

suggested that EPA delay labeling products with particular charac-

teristics, such as tonal components and intermittency.

Several respondents, mostly from industry, indicated that

products which are components of other products or which operate

in varying contexts or environments pose special problems and

should not be subject to noise labeling (660, 907, 922, 952). An

acoustical consultant (952) suggested a phased program of label-

ing, selecting the more easily-rated products such as household

appliances first, and moving on to complex and component products

later. An official from the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

(953) preferred a strong program with only a few products being

labeled to a weak one covering many products.
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Response:

The Agency's consideration of these and other product selec-

tion criteria does not involve questions of its statutory author-

ity. It is evident from Section 8 of the Noise Control Act that

the Agency has a nondiscretionary duty to designate and label

nois_-producing products found to he capable of adversely affect-

ing the public health and welfare, and any products sold on the

basis of their effectiveness in reducing noise. The original

16 factors cited in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) (42

FR 31723, published June 22, 1977) [6], and those suggestions

offered in the public docket, have been assessed, rewritten, and

augmented. There are now at least 20 criteria that EPA will use

in deciding which products it will consider for noise labeling

among all those products within its authority to label.

While the Agency will consider these and other factors in

selecting products for labeling action, there will be no firmly

established criteria. Since the decision to label could be made

on any one factor, a mathematically precise formula to determine

if noise labeling of a product will or will not be required is

virtually impossible. The Agency welcomed the above comments and

will give them due consideration in the process of determining

what products should be labeled first.

The following list represents those factors which the EPA

will use in deciding on the products it will consider for possi-

ble noise labeling regulatory action.

Criteria for Selecting Products as Initial Candidates

for Noise Labeling

(The order in which these factors are listed does not necessarily

represent their relative importance in the selection process.)

i. (For noise producing products) Is the product noise level

sufficiently high to be potentially capable of producing

an adverse health or welfare impact?

(For noise reducing products) Does the product have a noise

reducing capability and is the product sold wholly or in

part on the basis of this capability?
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2. Is the product used in a location or in a manner that makes

an adverse health or welfare impact possible?

3. Is there a potential for the product to be misused? (e.g.,

aerosol operated horns in a crowed, decorative ceiling tile

used as sound absorbing ceiling tile).

4. Does the product noise affect a large number of people?

5. Is the noise from the product likely to impact more non-users

(i.e., third parties) than purchasersusers?

6, Is the product used by the purchaser or household members,

and does the adverse noise impact of the product fall pri-

marily on the purchaser or household members?

7. Are there large numbers of the product types in use?

8. Are there large numbers of the product types being manufac-

tured/sold?

9. _s there a significant range in the acoustic performance from

model to model?

10. Is there a high frequency of purchase so that purchasers have

the opportunlty to Use the labeled noise information often

in making a purchase decision?

ii. Do the future trends in the product's population, design, or

use suggest noise labeling benefits?

12. Do purchasers desire a quieter noise producing or more effec-

tive noise reducing product?

13. Can the acoustic performance of some or all models of the

product be improved?

14. Is there currently a lack of acoustic information?

15. Would Federal labeling be a significant improvement on any

existing product noise labeling? !

16. Would labeled noise information be useful to purchasers/

users, and Federal, State and local noise ordinance enforce-

• ment organizations?
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17. Is it desirable for EPA to augment existing or planned noise

emission/noise attenuation standards by labeling a product

with noise information?

18. Are the acoustic data necessary to the development of product

noise emissionattenuation standards currently available?

19. Would the prospect of Federal labeling promote voluntary

labeling by manufacturers?

20. Is there a readily available measurement methodology for the

product types?

The EPA will conduct pre-regulatory studies to develop data

information concerning these factors for the products or product

classes that it selects as potential candidates for labeling.

2.2 NOISE-REDUCING PRODUCTS

Although nolse-reducing products are discussed in other sec-

tions in conjunction with various issues, there are certain

matters raised by commenters concerning these type of products

which are not addressed elsewhere.

Only a few commenters actually suggested noise-reducing prod-

ucts for labeling action. Products mentioned and the number of

respondents are listed below.

Acoustic tile (2)

Ear protectors (2)

Barrier devices (I)

Walls in new homes (i)

Wallboard (i)

Acoustical doors (i)

Aluminum doors and windows (i)

A number of commenters cited problems in developing a de-

scriptor, rating scheme, or testing methodology for specific

product classes. Manufacturers of acoustic tile, mufflers, and

fiberglass (641, 652, 631) - as well as acoustical engineering

firms (147, 952) - strongly emphasized the difficulties involved

in using a single descriptor to characterize the noise reduction
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capabilities of a product. One factor cited was the differences

between two descriptors presently used by the construction indus-

try, the NRC (Noise Reduction Coefficient) and the STC (Sound

Transmission Class) in the properties they described, and thus the

impossibility of choosing one over another. A new descriptor

would create more confusion considering the acceptability of these

two descriptors, according to one commenter (641); and one manufac-

turer (631) contended that the average purchaser could not even

judge the significance of these two common descriptors or the

noise isolation class (a single number rating of noise reduction).

A second factor mentioned as working against the concept of a

single descriptor is the interdependency between noise-reducing

products and their environment (743). A spokesman for Kodaras

Acoustical Laboratories (647) expressed serious reservations about

labeling a product whose acoustical performance can vary signifi-

cantly depending upon its installation. Owens-Coming Fiberglas

Corporation and Johns-Manville Corporation (631, 692) also stres-

sed the need to consider the total system in which the product is

fitted or used, and advocated the labeling of finished systems.

Walker Manufacturing and the Automotive Exhaust Systems Manufac-

turers Committee (AESMC) (652, 710), commenting specifically on

the implications of labeling their products, felt that a single

descriptor for replacement exhaust systems was impossible, because

each muffler is designed to be used with various makes and models

of automobiles - thereby resulting in varying noise reduction

capabilities. The Walker Manufacturing Company recommended a

"statute sound level" approach for exhaust system parts rather

than confuse the car owner with label information. Commenters

(610, 710) discussed other problems and prospective solutions

associated with exhaust system acoustic evaluation in great

detail.

While recognizing the shortcomings of existing noise-reduc-

tion ratings (due to manipulation of measurement methodologies

and the intervening environmental variables), a partner in an

acoustical consulting firm (952) admitted such information would

be useful for the individual consumer in the case of some products

(e.g., acoustic tile).
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Certain comments pertained to the measurement methodologies

employed in rating noise-reducing products. Accepted American

National Standards Institute and the American Society for Testing

Materials standards were recommended for testing purposes by two

eommenters (631,647), one of whom urged close consultation between

EPA and the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) regarding the

development of rating schemes and test methodologies. The spokes-

man for AESMC (652) maintained that muffler labeling could not

proceed until e test procedure for determining a noise reduction

rating was developed and agreed upon. The spokesman for the Noise

Control Products and Materials Association (743) noted that a

single number would not adequately describe its members products'

noise reducing properties. He urged EPA to consult with a number

of established associations in the field to develop suitable

rating methodologies.

A final comment relating to nolse-reducing products is the

assertion that the acoustic tile marketed today are in compliance

with the 1972 Noise Control Act, since they have labels providing

noise rating information (641).

Response:

These recommendations and observations will prove useful to

the Agency in its consideration of labeling actions for noise-

reducing products, of course, the issue of whether or not a prod-

uct is in compliance with the 1972 Noise Control Act is meaning-

less until regulations affecting that product are promulgated.
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SECTION 3: LABEL CONTENT

3.1 COMPARATIVE ACOUSTIC INFORMATION

The concept of including of comparative acoustic information

on the label elicited strong reactions, both negative and posi-

tive. Many private individuals and local government officials

expressed support for the proposed range data or some other com-

parative information, and several persons recommended revisions

or additional material to improve on the proposed format. A num-

ber of persons felt the comparative information was essential

to the label's success. In contrast, most industries expressed

serious reservations about the use of the range or any other

comparative information.

Persons supporting the inclusion of a range indicator usually

did so because they felt the noise rating could not stand by it-

self. Some sort of a scale was often considered necessary to give

meaning to the rating. Specific suggestions as to the exact

nature of this component of the label varied widely.

One recommendation entailed the construction of schemes uti-

lizing comparisons between dissimilar products (942) (although

most commenters endorsed the concept of comparing only within a

given product class). The Environmental Management Agency of

Santa Clara County (942) and a citizen eommenter (706) urged that

the noise rating be contrasted with the noise level of another

product with which the consumer is likely to be familiar (e.g., a

quiet refrigerator). The Secretary of the Illinois Department of

Transportation (198) and the President's Office of Consumer Af-

fairs (623) suggested the use of visual effects such as an actual

spectrum of noisy products with an indication of where a particu-

lar product falls, or the use of a color-coded description which

provides a range.

Both the Iowa Department of Environmental Quality (926) and

the California Department of Health (948) suggested that the

range be related in some fashion to the health and welfare of the
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consumer. The latter urged that the label cite the values at

which certain effects could be expected to occur. A private indi-

vidual (537) agreed with this, arguing that the level at which

speech interference occurs should be clearly indicated on the

label.

Recommendations on how the currently proposed range scheme

could be improved included (a) the addition of the average noise

rating to compensate for extreme values within a product class

(166, 623) and (b) the clarification of which pole of the spectrum

was "better," or quieter (198). Sears, Roebuck and Company (709)

urged that EPA establish a comparative basis fair to all manufac-

turers involved. The Department of Commerce (745) recommended

consideration of its comparative approach in the Voluntary Energy

Labeling Program, and suggested that EPA acknowledge its responsi-

bility for maintenance of range data.

Manufacturers and representative trade associations were for

the most part very opposed to the incorporation of comparative

information on the label. The Compressed Air and Gas Institute

(910), Chrysler Corporation (672), and the Motorcycle Industry

Council (713) objected to the provision of such information basic-

ally because they believe that the EPA has no statutory authority

to require the manufacturer to provide this information. The

Chrysler Corporation based this argument on Section 8(b), which

requires that notice be given of "the level of noise" the product

emits. They also felt the rating would force manufacturers to

advertise competitive products and could lead to antitrust expo-

sure in certain cases.

A number of companies expressed concern with the difficulties

in ascertaining what constitutes a product class. The Ford Motor

Company (907) indicated that EPA must establish "suitable" cri-

teria concerning what constitutes a product class before product

comparisons that are meaningful can be made. The Counsel to the

Power Tool Institute (PTI) (565), Black and Decker Manufacturing

Company (577) and the Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (OPEI)

(590) all felt that classifying products according to type was
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very difficult. 0PEI particularly stressed the importance of

defining the range so that it included products which were truly

comparable. The Computer and Business Manufacturers Association

(662) argued that all products in a class must have identical

functions. They felt they "would not be in a position to define

appropriate product classification within (their) industry because

of the complexity of product types." The General Motors Corpora-

tion (622) mentioned various problems with a noise range, such as

the lack of information about the distribution of products across

the range, the type of products being considered, the cost of

products, and the meaning of the size of the range.

Concerns were also expressed about the general validity of

noise information or the ability to update the information at the

rate that products are produced and altered. Hilti Fastening Sys-

tems, Inc. (671) stated that for their products, roughly "the

average time between major product class changes is about the same

as the average time for manufactured products to reach the con-

sumer," so that the information can never be up to date. The

International Snowmobile Industry Association (548) argued that a

range was inappropriate for their products because testing methods

are not precise enough and the range is really quite small. The

J. I, Case Company (526) felt that requiring a range on the noise

label would unnecessarily increase the cost burden on the manufac-

turer. Other concerns were varied with respect to the effective-

ness of the range on the consumer's ability to make decisions.

The General Motors Corporation (622) observed that the range gives

no indication of the distribution of the products within that

range, and Rapistan, Inc. (166) supported the inclusion of the

average value for the product classes for that reason. The J. I.

Case Company (924) and the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration

Institute (902) expressed concerns about the range as misleading

the consumer with respect to the availability of products in his

area and giving disproportionate weight to a factor (noise) not
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central to the product's function. Hilti Fastening Systems, Inc.

(671) stated that the range "will tend to mislead the unwary or

the lazy, who may use it as a crutch in making a poor decision,

ignoring more important factors...."

The General Motors Corporation (622) urged that space be left

on the label to allow for clarifications in cases where it might

be necessary, because "a noise rating set into a noise range will

not by itself convey an unmistakable message for all products."

Response:

EPA will retain the comparative acoustic information in the

program, although its exact format will be determined on a prod-

uct-specific basis. Inclusion of this comparative range is

essential for a clear understanding of the noise level rating and

EPA will endeavor throughout the program to provide the best

possible acoustic information to the consumer. Inclusion of the

comparative acoustic information lies within EPA's authority for

the program. The statutory language of Section 8(b) of the Noise

Control Act of 1972 sets forth the minimal requirements for notice

of the level of noise of designated products and, further, the

range information is considered implicit in such "notice." EPA

will address the issue of what comparative information is appro-

priate for a particular product or class of products at the time

EPA proposes andor promulgates a labeling regulation for that

product. Should the Agency require comparative information on a

label, EPA will provide such comparative information to the manu-

facturers and periodically update the information, generally

after monitoring and analysis of the non-proprletary data in the

report_ manufacturers submit as part of their compliance require-

_enta.

3.2 DESCRIPTOR

There was little criticism of the use of a descriptor on the

label or of its proposed location. However, a major trade associ-

ation (902), felt that the possibility of re-ratlng products fol-

lowing compliance testing made it potentially expensive to include
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the actual noise measurement on the product rather than in a

directory. Faseo Industries (197), argued for a warning on danger-

ous products instead of a rating.

The general characteristics thought to be important for a

descriptor among the respondents were uniformity across product

classes, simplicity, and understandability. One manufacturer

(924), thought that uniformity across product classes, because of

product differences, would be of little comparative value - though

he stressed the critical need for descriptor uniformity within a

class. Despite this agreement on characteristics, there were

different opinions as to the kind of descriptor that best fulfills

these requirements.

Several acoustic descriptors were recommended for possible

inclusion on the label. In some instances, the respondent (espe-

cially in cases of manufacturers) was basically concerned with the

descriptor to be used for his particular product, rather than the

general utility of a given descriptor. The suggested descriptors

are noted below, with the number of respondents suggesting each

one given in parentheses. It should be noted that in some cases

e.g., sound pressure level, the respondent is referring to the

acoustic parameter used to derive the descriptor rather than the

descriptor itself.

"Numerical" (5)

Decibels (i0)

Noise Power Emission Level in bels (3)

Product Noise Rating in decibels (i)

Sones (i)

Leq(2)

Rating scale, 1-5 or i-i0 (3)

Symbols (2)

Narrative descriptions (3)

Color code (8)

STC and NRC for sound-reduclng products (2)

Sound pressure level and sound pow@r level (I)

A-welghted sound power level (i)

"Perceived noise" decibels (i)
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The vast majority of commenters supported some type of scale

involving numbers which truly showed the capability of the prod-

uct. There was little support for using symbols, word descrip-

tions, or a i-i0 rating scale.

Response:

None

3.2.1 Decibels or dB(A)

The most popular descriptor seemed to be the basic unit of

noise measurement - decibels - with many persons suggesting the

A-weighted scale, or dB(A). Manufacturers and private citizens

alike were of this opinion. For example, ARI (729) suggested the

use of dBAs for hone consumer products (Sound Pressure Level at

1 meter), while the Power Tool Institute and Black and Decker

(565, 577) advocated the use of bels, the parameter being the

Sound Power Emission Level. The Chairman of the Subcommittee on

Noise Standards for the Acoustical Society of America (555) argued

in favor of the Product Noise Rating (PNR) expressed in decibels,

defined as the space average of A-weighted sound level at a dis-

tance of one meter from a noise souroe over a reflecting plane.

The Ford Motor Company (907), outboard Marine Corporation (660),

Sears, Roebuck and Company (709), and the Home Ventilating

Institute (740) felt the major disadvantage to using dB(A) (or

decibels) is the publio's lack of knowledge about this unit of

measurement.

Two audiologists (405), who suggested using sones, mentioned

a number of reasons why dB(A) should not be used as a descriptor:

• The A-weighted decibel is measured on a logarithmic

scale that would be difficult for the public to use and

understand.

• The A-weighted decibel captures subjective responses to

noise more poorly than other calculation schemes.

• The public will have to be further Educated about dB(A)

or any other rating system and thus a more appropriate

descriptor might just as well be used.
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• The consumer does not own a sound level meter and is

not directly involved in monitoring and enforcing regula-

tions - thereby making it superfluous to increase (their)

sophistication concerning dB(A).

• It would be difficult to incorporate in this (noise mea-

surement) unit refinements made in measuring subjective

effects of noise.

In contrast to these criticisms of decibels, there were posi-

tive points ascribed to their use. First, several persons men-

tioned that the public already knows about decibels, and any

public education campaign would be building on a foundation of

knowledge, albeit quite limited. The Chairman of the Acoustical

Society of America Subcommittee on Noise Standards (555) claimed

we are becoming "a noise conscious people, with frequent contact

with A-weighted sound levels of various devices and machines,

such as automobiles, trucks, aircraft, etc." An expert in the

acoustics field (909) stated that the public could learn to deal

with the logarithmic scale - the major problem area in using

dB(A)s. A professor commented that the dB(A) rating is already

meaningful and could easily be assimilated by the population and

that his students quickly learn how to use A-weighted sound level

in units of dB.

Second, a descriptor using decibels provides the uniformity

needed to permit consumers to learn from individual purchasing

experiences across different product classes, whereas a 1-10

rating system would presumably have different dB(A) ranges asso-

ciated with identical numbers in the case of different product

classes°

A third advantage was cited by individuals responsible for

enforcement at the state or local level (941, 953). They asserted

that having the noise level of a product printed in decibels on

the label would help enforcement officials, who need to know the

exact noise level and not the range within which the product is

located (as would be provided by a 1-10 scale or by symbols).
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A fourth advantage of using decibels is that the consumer

already knows the actual noise level of the product, albeit under

certain testing conditions. However, if another rating scheme

such as a 1-10 scale were used, the person would need to know the

mechanics of that scale to calculate the actual noise level.

Two people commented that the use of decibels by consumers

in their purchasing decisions would help in making them more

knowledgeable about noise and more noise-conscious (951, 731).

Another commenter (953) stressed the fact that ratings for noise

reduction products (e.g., Sound Transmission Class (STC) and

Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC)) can be translated to dB(A)

quite easily, and that environmental noise is measured with dB(A)

schemes (e.g., equivalent level sound (Leq) and day-night sound

level (Ldn)). Thus, use of the dB(A) can assist in furthering

knowledge about these other descriptors, as well as providing

greate_ flexibility in how the product ratings can be used.

Response:

None.

3.2.2 Color Code

The Office of Consumer Affairs (623), the Citizens Against

Noise (903, 940), and several persons speaking in a private capac-

ity suggested a color code for the label. A color scheme was

thought to be important to facilitate comparison shopping by

consumers, and was primarily viewed as an adjunct to a numerical

rating, such as in units of dB. One comment (952) referred to the

fact that a color scheme would communicate the "noise" message at

first glance, rather than requiring a thorough understanding of

noise. Several color schemes were suggested, each of which in

some way related to the "traffic-light" system of red-yellow-green

(928, 903, 940). Two schemes offered are noted below:

i. Red = +70 dBA

Yellow = 50-70 dBA

Green = -50 dBA
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2. Scarlet = +85 dBA

Orange = 80-84 dBA

Yellow = 75-79 dBA

Blue = 70-74 dBA

Green = -69 dBA

The advantages of a color code are implied in the above

comments - namely, the ease with which it can communicate the

message. Several commenters noted problems with a color code,

however. One person (940) said there could be a problem where two

ratings were needed - one at the operator's ear and another some

distance away. The Chairman of the ASA Subcommittee on Noise

Standards (555) criticized the use of any "disguised rating"

(i.e., color or I-5 scale) - at least when used alone - because

the public can and should learn more about noise measurement,

because any system using ranges penalizes products at the lower

end of the range for which a certain rating is given and unjustly

rewards the noisier product, and because the best available infor-

mation should be given. Disadvantages of color codes or other

categorised schemes cited by two experts in audiology (405) were

the loss of information, the lack of incentives for noise reduc-

tions within categories, and the multiplicity of color schemes

required for different product classes plus the resulting confu-

sion.

Response:

None.

3.2.3 Other Suggested Descriptors

Besides color codes, other categorized schemes recommended

were rating scales, symbols (though none were specifically men-

tioned), and word descriptions such as "loud-lrritating-quiet" or

"very noisy-nolsy-etc." (329, 451, 466, 475). The advantages and

disadvantages of these descriptors that were mentioned in the

docket were basically the same as those cited with respect to

color codes.
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Another possible descriptor mentioned was the sone (405,

740), which was recommended because:

• The scale is linear and absolute and thus avoids the

problem of consumer understanding posed by a logarithmic

scale.

• The measure is internationally accepted.

• It would promote understanding of direct measures of the

subjective effect of noise.

It was stated, however, that less is probably known about the some

than the decibel.

There seemed to be support from some industries for using

commonly accepted descriptors where possible. Thus, the Air-

Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (729 and 707) suggested

the SRN (Sound Rating Number) for unitary air conditioners, STC

(Sound Transmission Class) for construction materials, and NRC

(Noise Reduction Coefficient) for sound absorbing construction

materials, noting that consumers could understand s limited vari-

ety of descriptors. The Celotex Corporation (641), a manufacturer

of acoustic ceiling products, said that any new descriptor would

only add confusion in light of the use of accepted indicators. A

member of the Acoustical society of America (333) also gave in_us-

try acceptance as the rationale for using STC, NRC, and SRN.

Response

None.

3.2.4 Single or Multiple Descrlptor(s)

Besides the choice of a descriptor, another issue is whether

or not a single number (or symbol) will be sufficient to accu-

rately rate certain products' noise emission levels. The Automo-

tive Exhaust Systems Manufacturers Committee (652) commented that

a single rating for replacement exhaust systems was not possible,

because of the complex array of variables affecting noise reduc-

tion. The 0wens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation [631), a manufac-

turer of glass fiber sound control materials, said a single number
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would be meaningless for its products, without information on the

mounting and construction technique. He said there are problems

even when the standard descriptors, such as NRC, STC, and NIC

(Noise Isolation Class), are used because each describes a differ-

ent property of noise-reduction performance. Mercury Marine Cor-

poration (281) raised the same issue with respect to pleasure

boats. They wondered if a single rating would be based on

"passby" or "interior" noise.

In contrast to these specific references to products, an

acoustics engineer (909) described a general case where two

descriptors might be needed. He noted that the A-weighted sound

level is the most useful descriptor, but where noise exposure

would vary significantly depending on the product's environment,

the noise power emission should also be used and could be ex-

pressed in bels to avoid confusion. He mentioned a fire alarm as

a product where the sound power emission level would be a mor_

accurate indicator of loudness. Another instance where multiple

numbers may be needed is the case of variable speed products, such

as blenders, where the operating range may be important. Johns-

Manville Corporation (692) also recommended against the use of a

single indicator.

Response:

None.

3.2.5 Criticisms of Proposed Descriptor Format

Two other descriptor-related issues concern perceived limita-

tions with the proposed label. Two comments (147, 193) stated

that the label did not clarify whether a higher number represented

a more noisy or less noisy product. The Office of Consumer Af-

fairs (623) commented that the noise rating must be explained.

Two companies noted that the word "noise" on the descriptor label

has a negative bias (709, 740); the substitution of the word

"sound" was suggested.
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Response to 3.2.1 through 3.2.5

The Agency decided that as a matter of policy in implementing

the noise labeling program, it will use the A-weighted decibel

(dB(A)) as the acoustic descriptor for noise emitting products.

We believe that its current widely accepted use as a descriptor

for sound, coupled with other positive aspects such as uniformity

and the ease and accuracy of comparison, outweigh whatever unfa-

miliarity the public may currently have with this term.

An issue closely related to the acoustic descriptor is the

acoustical parameter that the decibel represents; that is sound

pressure or power level. Current Federal noise emission standards

are in terms of an energy averaged sound pressure level at a

designated distance from the noise source. While the A-weighted

sound pressure level is an accurate representation of the inten-

sity of noise as it is experienced by the human ear, it is gener-

ally unique to the location at which it is measured. The sound

power level of a product is the rate at which it releases acoustic

energy to the environment and is therefore independent of loca-

tion. Sound power is calculated from sound pressure measurements

at multiple locations around the product.

In keeping with the Agency's intent to provide uniform acous-

tic descriptors across all product lines, we have adopted sound

pressure level at one meter (approximately 3 feet) from the source

as the acoustic parameter for noise emitting products. However_

we recognize that there will be wroduct-specific situations where

a single value noise rating is best obtained under test conditions

which favor the determination of sound power and the subsequent

calculation of sound pressure. The Agency will determine, on a

product-specific basis, the most appropriate technique for obtain-

ing a single value product Noise Rating in terms of A-welghted

sound pressure.

The acoustic Parameter and descriptor that best characterizes

the noise reducing qualities of a product is very much design and

application dependent.
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Noise reducing products will, in general, be characterized

by different acoustic parameters and descriptors than those ap-

plicable to noise emitting products. Sound transmission loss and

sound absorption are two of the more widely used acoustic param-

eters. Their respective acoustic descriptors are the decibel

and the sabin. However, there are other possible acoustic param-

eters and descriptors that may be more suitable on a product-

specific basis.

The choice of a noise emission or noise reduction descriptor

is not specified as a regulatory requirement in the General Provi-

sions for noise labeling. However, there will be a Noise Rating

(NR) or Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) for every product designated

for noise labeling. The choice of the acoustic parameter and

descriptor will be included as a regulatory requirement on a prod-

uct-specific basis in future subparts to this rule.

One important aspect of the EPA noise label is that the

Noise Rating or Noise Reduction Rating is to be determined by a

Federally specified and uniform test method. In many cases, the

test methods will not be able to simulate the wide variety of

actual environments in which the products will be operated, and

therefore, the noise levels shown will not necessarily be those

which users will actually experience.

The levels will, however, provide an accurate indication of

the relative noisiness of similar products when they are tested

in a uniform environment that best reflects those important

aspeots of their acoustic performance.

The EPA believes that the positive aspects of this choice,

namely the uniformity, ease, and accuracy of comparison it will

afford, outweigh whatever unfamiliarity the public may currently

have with this term. _he Agency also believes that the use of

decibels will accustom the public to the concept of sound level

and the use of the decibel notation, the most widely accepted

descriptor for sound.
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3.3 MANUFACTURER AND PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

Eight comments were received from industry concerning two

general issues: the inclusion of any manufacturer in product

identification information and the form of the disclosure. Flents

Products Company (904), Industrial Safety Equipment Association

(697), Black and Decker Manufacturing Company (577), and Counsel

to the Power Tool Institute (565) all objected to requiring

identification of the manufacturer and product on the label if

it duplicated information found elsewhere on the product. Aural

Teqhnology (949) felt that duplication was no problem.

The International Snowmobile Industry Association (548)

objected to the inclusion of any of this information because of

the added expense this would cause in the printing end applica-

tion of the label.

Other docket entries raised the issue of whose name should

be on the label, the distributor or the manufacturer. The Associ-

ation of Home Appliance Manufacturers (629) suggested the use of

the brand reseller's name on the label. Aural Technology (949)

indicated that identification of the company introducing the

product into commerce was sufficient, since records kept by this

company could be used to locate the original manufacturer.

The Environmental Protection Officer for the City of Boulder,

Colorado (951) set forth the difficulties with this issue across

product classes. For motorcycles, where component parts such as

the exhaust system are manufactured separately, he differentiated

between stock items and after-sale items. For stock items the

name of the distributor introducing the product into commerce was

sufficient because his records could be used to trace the original

manufacturer. For after-sale items it would be necessary to

include the manufacturer's name, in addition to the name of the

manufacturer of the motorcycle for which the part was intended.

Hilti Fastening Systems, Inc. (671) expressed concern about

including more than one name on a label. Including both the

distributor and the manufacturer on the label would cause market-

ing problems, they felt, though in some cases the distributor's

name is more appropriate for a product.
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Two comments from industrial concerns (904, 910) raised

the issue that the pressnt Act's definition of manufacturer is

unclear. Imported products were cited as a problem area by one

person, who was concerned about the label format and the difficul-

ties that excessive information might cause. The other industry

representative suggested EPA designate a number code that identi-

fied manufacturers, so that only a number would appear on the

label. An alternative would be to hold the private labeler

responsible for the label, rather than the manufacturer, so that

private labelers would continue to have control over the label.

Response:

The Noise Control Act of 1972 defines "Manufacturer" as mean-

ing "any person engaged in the manufacturing or assembling of new

products, or the importing of new products for resale, or who acts

for and is controlled by, any such person in connection with the

distribution of such products."

For many products, there are diversities that occur in the

packaging, or perhaps even final assembly of the product from its

point of origin to the point of sale to the ultimate purchaser.

For all products that are required to be labeled under the author-

ity of Section 8 of the Act, the party labeling the product or its

packaging will be identified on the label and will be accountable

for the accuracy and completeness of information that is required

on the label. To the extent that normal commercial practices

apply, such as, another party tests the product and provides the

test information to packagers of the product, the packagers should

protect themselves through legally binding contracts or warranties.

3.4 WARNING STATEMENT ABOUT REMOVAL OF LABEL

TWO respondents dealt specifically with the location, format,

or existence of the warning statement: "Federal law prohibits

removal of this label prior to purchase." The Industrial Safety

Equipment Association (744) contended that there is no statutory

basis for the requirement that the label contain this statement

and maintained Congress would have stated it clearly if that were
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its intention. Sears, Roebuck and Company (709) feared that such

a statement might be read by the consumer to mean that other

labels on the product, such as warning or warranty statements,

could be safely removed.

Response:

It is the Agency's opinion that the warning statement is a

necessary and appropriate means to ensure that all parties in a

product's distribution chain are aware of the labeling require-

ment and to further the objective of informing prospective users

of a product's acoustical properties. The Agency believes that

the inclusion of this statement stands on its own merits and

should not be affected by the unjustified assumption that it will

affect consumer's removal of other labels. In addition, the

Agency notes that the Noise Control Act, in stating the EPA's

mandate in terms of giving notice as to a product's level of

noise, was simply setting forth the minimal requirements of the

program, and that the prohibition of section 10(a)(4) clearly

justifies the inclusion of such a statement.

3.5 LOGO

Six respondents dealt specifically with the EPA logo. One

industry (197) opposed the use of the logo entirely, stating

that they wished to promote their own company and not the EPA.

The Compressed Air and Gas Institute (910) suggested the logo

as one possible element that could be eliminated if the label

became too large. The Industrial Safety Equipment Association

(745) felt the Agency did not have the authority to require

information other than that needed to give notice of a noise-

reducing product's effectiveness in reducing noise.

Three of these docket entries noted the ramifications behind

use of the EPA logo. Aural Technology (949), for example, sup-

ported use of the loqo but observed that with its use the EPA was

implicitly endorsing the information on the label and the product.

A member of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (953) agreed

with this assertion, and suggested substitution of a statement

such as "for information purposes only" on the label, so that no

EPA endorsement was implied. If the EPA logo was included on the
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label, he stressed the importance of maintaining the accuracy of

tbe information on the label through the use of effective enforce-

ment procedures.

The French Laboratory (727) expressed the view that use of

the EPA logo was not justified if the EPA did not conduct the

tests.

Response:

Since the product noise labeling program implements a non-

discretionary statutory requirement that is imposed upon the

Administrator of the EPA by the Noise Control Act, the presence of

the EPA logo on the label indicates that the program is Federally

mandated and administered. Although the Agency does sot itself

test products and develop the data for labeling products, the

Agency does have clear responsibility for enforcing the overall

labeling program; consequently the logo must appear on the label

so that the potential purchaser/user will know that EPA is ulti-

mately responsible for the label. The logo lends authenticity to

the data on the label since consumers generally recognize that EPA

has the authority and procedures to compel manufacturers to ensure

that their labels are accurate.

In addition, the logo on product noise labels is intended to

inform consumers that the information provided on a label for a

specific product class is, in fact, uniformly applied to all prod-

ucts of the same class.

The logo does not imply that EEA prefers certain products,

for all labels will state that it is the Agency that requires that

a certain product or class of products be labeled.

In response to the concerns about EPA endorsement of the

actual 4evels indicated on the label, the label has been changed

to read "Label required by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency".

3.6 WARNING STATEMENT ABOUT THE EFFECTS OF NOISE

The docket contained some discussion of whether or not spe-

cific warnings should be included on the label, relating the level

of noise produced by the product to the health of the consumer.

Fasco Industries (197), the only industrial commenter, stated that

noise labels are only valid for products that exceed a certain
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level. Those products should not have a rating, but rather a

warning which indicates potential adverse effects.

A number of individuals generally supported the use of some

type of warning statement on the labels Of products whose noise

levels are dangerous (126, 159, 238, 255, 322, 929f 931 plus

those listed below). Five persons suggested a specific type

of warning, four of whom recommended the use of warnings similar

to those found on cigarette packages (273, 461, 927, 947). A

physician, Dr. Kos (927), stated his support of this alternative

due to the difficulty in predicting for different individuals

precisely when hearing is endangered. One individual suggested

that specific instructions be given in the warning statement, such

as "Caution: Hearing protectors should be worn when using this

product," if the product emitted noise above the danger level

(145).

Recommendations were made to put warning statements on spe-

cific products, such as stereos (947). An audiologist (950) ex-

pressed particular concern with the noise level of children's

toys. Infants, he maintains, are much more sensitive to noise

than adults. For children, hearing damage begins at 65 dBA, thus

noisy toys should be labeled with a warning to indicate that fact.

A rough example of a warning was given: "Beware of the fact that

infant's hearing is very sensitive and can be damaged by toys that

make a lot of noise, such as this one."

Other persons recommended the inclusion of warning statements

concerning the effects of noise on health, but felt this could be

accomplished through alternative means. A member of the Environ-

mental Noise Program of the Metropolitan Washington Council of

Governments (901) felt this could be done through educational

materials. A certified industrial safety consultant (399) urged

that warnings be included in an instruction booklet provided with

a product.

Response:

While EPA has not made a decision to generally include health

warnings on the noise labels, such warnings might be adopted as

part of the comparative acoustic information for products whose
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properties warrant it. This would be determined on a product-

specific basis as a particular need for a health warning was

ascertained. Among the factors to be considered by the Agency

in deciding on the need for such warnings are the product's noise

level and its use characteristics, particularly the degree of

likely exposure to those groups of individuals highly susceptible

to hearing damage such as infants.

3.7 ALTERNATIVE OR ADDITIONAL MEDIA

A number of industries did not explicitly reject the notion

of providing consumers with noise level information on their

products; but f_]_ _hat lah_]_ may not be appropriate media for

doing this. In such cases, they recommended alternative media.

Bilsom International, Inc. (380) indicated that Section 8

emphasized limited Federal involvement as well as limited adminis-

trative, economic and technical impact in the accomplishment of

the Act's goals. The label, they suggest, is too inflexible a

format to accomplish these goals. The form of this notice should

be contingent upon the nature of the market, the product, and

the consumer. The presently proposed labels, Bilsom observes,

are going to cause particular problems with respect to their

product, hearing protectors.

Whirlpool Corporation (589) and Amana (936) suggested alter-

native means of providing consumers with information on noise.

Amana stated that noise information for their air conditioners

is already available on the product specification sheets. They

assert this is sufficient for this particular product since the

consumer (who is usually a builder rather than a homeowner)

purchases the air conditioner through the specification sheet.

Whirlpool Corporation urged the provision of this information in

the Use and Care Guides rather than through a label.

Deere (738) expressed the opinion that a brochure format

might have greater value for the consumer than a fixed label,

since it could he carried while comparison shopping.
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Other industries argued that additional information about

noise was required, which would not be easily provided on the

present label due to space limitations. Bethlehem Steel Corpora-

tion (401) stressed the importance of environmental conditions, a

factor that should be mentioned in supplementary material provided

to the purchaser. They recommended that the label or some supple-

mentary material be required to contain information on how the

noise reduction ratings can be used to determine the actual noise

level resulting from specific installation conditions. Aural

Technology (949) suggested that additional information for their

products is necessary and could he made available through accom-

panying literature and a display ease at the store.

The Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturing Association

(662) emphasized the necessity of providing information on the

test procedures and installation conditions. They advocated keep-

ing this material on public record and referring to its existence

and location on the label.

The provision of additional information on noise ratings

for products was also advocated by six non-industrial respondents,

though there was no suggestion made among these respondents that

labels should not be used. Three of these respondents (520, 556,

943) argued that additional information is needed to explain to

the consumer the meaning of the ratings, the effect of various

noise levels on health, the methodology used to obtain the noise

rating and examples of dangerous cumulative noise exposure. The

California State Department of Health (948) recommended including

several noise ratings, such as s rating obtained near the source,

under specified installation conditions, and at a specified dis-

tance as well as ratings of similar products. All of these

respondents suggested that such information could be made availa-

ble through brochures.

Other suggestions were made regarding use of additional media

which would help to publicize the program. Hawaii Citizens

Against Noise (940) urged that noise information be required on
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-advertisements. The Environmental Noise Program of the Metropoli-

tan Washington Council of Governments (663) suggested that a list

of product noise ratings and manufacturers be published.

Two respondents suggested that other media be substituted in

place of the proposed noise label. One respondent (621) felt that

for products with many labels already attached, noise information

could be provided in a hang-tag or in the owner's manual. The

other expressed concern about the materials used in the construc-

tion of a label in terms of additional pollution of the environ-

ment. This person suggested that noise information be included

on the labels already present on the product (608).

Response:

EPA intends to attain the goals of the program in the manner

best suited to the particular acoustical, marketing, and distri-

bution characteristics of the products identified. In some in-

stances, this might involve giving notice of the product's noise

level through additional and alternative media. The Agency will

not become fixed on a single label content when circumstances war-

rant a more flexible approach, although maximum uniformity of

label format and information across product classes should rein-

force the program's acceptability and understanding with the

intended audience. EPA will closely consider the need for infor-

mation and/or formats other than those specified in the General

Provisions as it assesses those products that are potential candi-

dates for noise labeling.

3.8 OTHER ITEMS RECOMMENDED FOR INCLUSION

3.8.1 Maximum Noise Levels/Noise Standards

One individual (324) suggested that EPA recommend the maximum

noise level for all products in a class, indicating this level on

the label.

Four individuals either suggested or assumed that EPA would

establish noise standards for individual products which should

be referred to on the label. One individual (940) urged that the
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label include specifically an indication of that point at which

a hazardous threshold is crossed.

Response:

The appropriate provision of the Noise Control Act that

relates to the establishment of noise emission regulations is

Section 6. Under Section 8 the Agency has the authority to label

products but not to promulgate maximum noise levels. Therefore,

the EPA cannot reference emission regulations on the Section 8

label unless the product has also been the subject of action under

Section 6. Regulatory actions under Section 6 of the Act include

a labeled notice of the regulatory action taken, and the Agency

will carefully consider combining the labeling requirements into

a single format for those products identified under both Sections

6 and 8.

3.8.2 Test Methods/Records

Four eommenters suggested that some reference be made on

the label to the testing methodology used to arrive at the noise

rating. Rapistan, Inc. (166) urged that the label refer directly

to the parameter used. The Computer and Business Equipment Manu-

facturers Association (662) felt it was necessary to have public

records to back up the data on the label, and that the label refer

to the existence of such data. The J. I. Case Company (526, 924)

felt that EPA approval Of the testing methodology should be

clearly stated on the label. A state noise control official (953)

observed that inclusion of a statement on the label to the effect

that EPA stipulates the test procedures will lead consumers to

assume that the rating is certified by EPA. He expressed concern

for EPA's credibility. A member of the Acoustical Society of

America (333) made the suggestion, with respect to the testing

methodology, that distance factors be incorporated in the label.
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Response:

EPA believes that an important factor for the success of the

program is the simplicity and readability of the label. Inclusion

of references to the testing methodology could unduly overcrowd

the label while imparting information of little utility to much of

the consuming population. However, EPA also recognizes the impor-

tance of the ready availability of information on the testing

methodology used to obtain the labeled noise rating. The Agency

will insure access to such information through media supporting

the label or by reference to EPA offices. The exact format of and

means of access to this information will be determined by EPA on a

product-specific basis.

3.8.3 Effect of Repairs

Two commenters noted that repairing a product might change

its noise level, a factor that should be acknowledged on the

label. The French Laboratory (954) expressed particular concern

about this problem. They stated a change in the noise level of a

product due to repairs will most likely lead to an inaccurate

noise rating on the label.

Response:

The Agency believes the inclusion of information on the pos-

sible effects of product repair would result in a label containing

excessive information. Nevertheless, the EPA may find it neces-

sary in some cases to require such information, as for example if

experience shows a product's acoustic performance to be especially

vulnerable to repairs that occur frequently and soon after the

time of purchase.

3.8.4 Product Degradation

Several persons noted that the noise level of products is

likely to increase with age, either because of natural product

degradation or because persons have altered products intentionally

after purchasing them. The latter instance was mentioned in rela-

tion to exhaust systems. Several mommenters recommended that some
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sort of acoustical assurance period be given for the noise rating

(935). Two audiologists (405, 605), recommended that noise mea-

surements be taken after a specified period of use. Aural Tech-

nology (949) emphasized the importance of stating the likely

degradation of the attenuation capabilities of hearing protective

devices. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (953) recommended

that EPA bypass this issue at the present time, due to its com-

plexity.

Response:

The question of product noise degradation with time is of

particular concern to the EPA. Product noise emission regula-

tions, issued under the authority of Section 6 of the Act, specify

a minimum period of time that the product must continue to meet

the specified standard, provided it is properly used and main-

tained. This period has been aesignated the "Accoustlcal Assur-

ance Period" or AAP. In the case of labelinp, the manufacturer

is not required to meet a Federally mandated noise level. Thus,

the imposition of an AAP for labeled products, would require a

more complex compliance monitoring program by the Federal govern-

ment for noise labeled products than for Section 6 regulated

products due to the possible multiplicity of noise emlssion/reduc-

tlon ratings for a given product class.

EPA will monitor products selected into the program for the

possibility of unexpectedly rapid deterioration of the product's

labeled noise rating, in the event an individual manufacturer

might attempt to reduce a product's noise level only temporarily

to achieve a better noise rating. If this problem arises the

Agency will take appropriate actions to remedy the situation.

3.8.5 Frequency

The American Speech and Hearing Association (913) and two

other commenters indicated that the frequencies associated with a

product's noise level represents an important factor in determin-

ing its effect on persons (708) and should be noted on the label

(939)°
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Response:

EPA has found that inclusion of frequencies associated with

a product's noise level in addition to the noise level rating

would entail a technically complicated procedure and might result

in confusion on the part of the intended audience, as well as a

label with an excessive amount of information. The Agency will

consider, on a product specific basis, the need/benefit of requir-

ing frequency information and the most effective media for presen-

tation.

3.8.6 Installation Conditions

A number of docket eommenters observed that the noise level

is often affected substantially by installation conditions, but

the noise rating does not account for this. The California State

Health Department (948) suggested that this is particularly

siqnificant in the case of mufflers, and that some indication

should be developed to describe the total noise reduction when

products are used in combination. With products such as air

conditioners and pool filter pumps, he suggested a multiplicity of

ratings, including ratings in specific installation conditions.

The Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association

(662) suggested that the label indicate the installation condi-

tions conducive to less noise. Bethlehem Steel Corporation (401)

suggested that the label include information necessary to allow

the user to predict the noise level of a product once it was

installed.

Three commenters dealt with the personal use of noise attenu-

ation devices and the effect of how they are used on the noise

reduction rating of those devices, urging that information on this

topic be included on the label. The OSHA Division of the Kentucky

Department of Labor (414), the French Laboratory (954), and Aural

Technology (949) all suggested that the label on hearing protec-

tive devices contain instructions on the proper use of such

devices, as well as an indication that improper use will result in

poor performance. The French Laboratory also observed that con-

sumers often do not know what constitutes a proper fit.
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Response:

Because of the variation in noise levels for many products

under differing installation conditions, EPA cannot require

labels reflecting the noise levels for all possible installations.

Products within a class will be tested under specified uniform

conditions, so that valid comparisons of the noise properties of

similar products can take place. The Agency acknowledges that the

labeled noise ratings, while useful for such comparisons, are not

necessarily an accurate representation of a product's acoustical

performance under a limitless range of possible installation

conditions.
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SECTION 4: LABEL FORMAT AND GRAPHIC REQUIREMENTS

4.1 SPACE ALLOCATION

Though many suggestions and criticisms were submitted con-

cerning individual elements contained on the label, only a few

persons remarked about the general format of the proposed label;

that is, the general layout of the elements contained within the

label. General Motors Corporation (622) stated that EPA'S deci-

sion to allocate 65 percent of the space on the label to the

noise rating was impractical since no data was offered to support

this choice, while the Industrial Safety Equipment Association

(744) thought the amount of information proposed for the label was

"excessive." However, the overall layout and shape of the label

as proposed received general support from persons submitting com-

ments to the docket. An acoustical consultant (952) remarked that

"the proposed type of label is very well done."

Response:

In response to comments concerning the allocation of space

to the noise rating, the Agency believes that one of the primary

goals of any label is visibility of the key information. It was

on this basis that space was allocated on the proposed label.

4.2 GRAPHIC REQUIREMENTS

Industries were the principal commenters with respect to the

graphic requirements of the label. In general, the comments

expressed the desire of manufacturers to maintain control over the

packaging of their products. General Motors Corporation (622)

argued against the stipulation in the proposed rules that the

colors used in the label must contrast both with each other and

with the material surrounding the label, a practice which "does

not conform to usual label practices, and is restrictive of prod-

uct design." The Industrial Safety Equipment Association (745)

felt that contrast is unnecessary if the label is legible. Both
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Charles Machine Works, Inc. (627) and General Motors Corporation

(622) stated that the specification of Helvetica Medium as the

required character style is too restrictive and would increase

costs for manufacturers if they must purchase new type. The

Charles Machine Works, Inc., stated that other styles are equally

legible and almost indistinguishable from the specified style.

Response:

The Agency has concluded that the objectives of label visi-

bility and uniformity justify, respectively, the stipulation

about color contrast and the specification of Helvetica Medium

as the required character style. The Aqency has not received

evidence that these requirements will place undue burdens on manu-

facturers with respect to printing or packaging considerations.

4.3 SIZE REQUIREMENTS

Concern was expressed about the label size requirement by

Flents Products Company (904) and the Compressed Air and Gas

Institute (910). The Flents Products Company was particularly

concerned about the size requirements with respect to their prod-

uct, ear plugs; large labels would mean larger and more costly

packaging.

Both General Motors Corporation (622) snd the Compressed Air

and Gas Institute (910) felt that specification of the label for-

mat should be made on a product-by-product basis. General Motors

stated that "the general approach of a common label format for all

products to be labeled is desirable," but felt that this is not

possible at present. They requested that the format not be dealt

with in isolation from the message the label is to convey, a

decision, they believe, that must be based on the product choice.

Response:

The label size requirement will be considered by the EPA on

a product-by-product basis and with a conscious regard for the

manufacturer's interest in reducing costs. However, the Agency

believes it is essential that the label be readily visible and

readable. In addition, the consumer should be able to identify at
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a glance the presence of a noise rating; this is beet achieved

through the use of a common label format for all products. While

certain product characteristics may require some deviation from

the standard format, these cases are expected to be few in number

and can be handled in the product-specific regulations by excep-

tions to the General Provisions.
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SECTION 5: LABEL TYPE AND LOCATION

5.1 LABEL LOCATION

A number of commenters emphasized that the label should be

highly visible and generally preferred that it be affixed directly

to the product, rather than to the package (275, 901, 916). One

person (940) believed the label should be required in all adver-

tisements.

The requirement that labels for bearing protectors be affixed

to the individual devices or their carrying eases - though issued

in a separate Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) [7] - brought

forth a number of comments which were also germane to the docket

on the General Provisions. Flents Products (904), a manufacturer

of hearing protectors, objected to this requirement because many

of the firm's sales were to industry consumers, in which case the

protectors were shipped in bulk. The firm suggested that EPA dif-

ferentiate between protectors marketed for individuals and those

sold in bulk to industry, where the end-user has little choice

about the hearing protector he will use. In addition, Flents

objected to the double labeling that might be required in some

instances on both the packaging and the insert or its carrying

case.

Another hearing protector manufacturer, Bilsom International

(380), stated that since the Agency's labeling system seeks to

provide information to the average shopper and since the average

consumer of hearing protectors is the commercial purchaser and not

the end-user, the regulations should allow for flexibility in

the means of giving notice. They believed that for hearing pro-

tectors, the provision of information in sales literature would

have a greater impact on the real consumer and would be more

likely to achieve the statutory responsibility set forth by Con-

gress. Bilsom recommended substituting the word "notice" for

"label" in paragraphs 2_1.1.4-8.
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Response:

EPA has adopted a flexible position on the issue of the loca-

tion for affixing the label. The matter wi]l be addressed on a

product-specific basis with requirements that a label be affixed on

the product, its packaging, or both. EPA will designate the meth-

od(s) best suited to the product's marketing and distribution

features, given the goals of clear visibility, availability, and

readability of the label. Insofar as possible to maintain the

overriding goals of the program, EPA will give careful consideration

to the burden on the manufacturer such label placement may have.

5.2 LABEL PERMANENCE

Those commenters who addressed the question of label permanency

were a]most unanimous in favoring a permanent over a temporary

label. Commenting on the issue as it pertained to their large

agricultural and construction vehicles, the J. I. Case Company (526)

felt that "reasonably" permanent labels would make the noise emis-

sion levels of a product known to "employees," "operators," and

"potential purchasers". Several public officials involved in noise

control activities at the state and local level (915, 941, 951)

stressed the benefits of a permanent label for facilitating local

enforcement efforts, particularly with reference to mufflers and

construction equipment. In the case of products which last a long

time and are sold as used products, an obvious advantage is the

notice provided to the second-hand purchaser.

The permanent label did have one problem, according to one

commenter (901) who asserted that permanent labels may not be

practical for household app]iances, noting the cosmetic problem

associated with affixing permanent labels on kitchen appliances. A

second commenter (940) disputed this contention, however, by claim-

ing that most app]iances are only in full view during their"normal

operation and that there are plenty of inconspicuous places on a

product where a label could be affixed.
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One particular product thought to require a permanent label

is the automobile muffler, since this would assist enforcement of

local ordinances during vehicle inspections. However, the problem

of label life is especially acute for this product. One solution

mentioned by a local noise control official (941) was that the

label information be stamped on the muffler, with the numbers or

lettering protruding outward to foil counterfeiting. If a color

code was desired, heat-resistant paint could be used.

The Chrysler Corporation (672) felt the lifetime of the label

should be restricted to the time-of-purchase by using "prospective

user" and "ultimate purchaser" interchangeably in the regulations.

An equipment rental company (908) mentioned a major problem in

using a label to satisfy the Section 8 requirement that notice be

given to the prospective user. Because of continued use, repair

and rehabilitation, and'resale of certain tools, noise labels

would frequently be destroyed. He wanted assurance that rental

agencies would not be required to maintain the labels.

Counsel for the American Rental Association (552) further

articulated this concern, contending that the regulation is un-

clear about the difference between ultlmate purchaser and prospec-

tive user; that Section 8 gives the Administrator authority to

decide whether notice to the ultimate purchaser is sufficient; and

that Congress never intended to regulre notice to every person

who might operate a piece of machinery but only to the ultimate

purchaser. If notice to each user was required, then the label

would have to be a permanent, embossed metal label. "Periodic

reattachment" of paper or plastic labels by the supplier would be

impractical.

Response:

Section 8(b)(a) of the Act is explicit in its direction to

the Administrator of SPA to "require that notice be given to the

prospective user of the level of the noise the product emits . . "

The Agency will make a determination, on a product or product

class specific basis, as to the permanence of the required label.
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5.3 GENERAL COMMZNTS

One manufacturer (904) noted the lower costs entailed in

printing label information directly on the product or its packag-

ing, in contrast to pasting a separate label on the product. He

thought the proposed regulations and background information did

not clearly address this question.

Other comments concerned the type of label and its location.

A member of a regional planning body (901) opposed the substitu-

tion of a salesroom display for a label as a means of giving

notice about a product's noise properties. A spokesman for a

trade association (590) recommended that additional data (besides

the required label information) be provided on a hang-tag attached

to the product, while another industry representative (910)

believed the choice of label type should be determined on a case-

by-case basis. One individual (608) suggested using the existing

label, warranty card, or packaging for presenting the noise

information instead of mandating the production of "wasteful"

labels.

Response:

EPA will determine the precise type of label required on a

product-by-product basis, leaving options open for alternative

media where EPA finds them best for achieving the goals of the

program. In many cases, a label printed directly on the product

or package would be acceptable; for other products, a hang-tag

could possibly represent the preferred alternative. EPA will

carefully examine suggestions for label type on a product-by-

product basis and make allowances for special circumstances; it

intends to preserve the overall uniformity of the label type,

format and location insofar as feasible.
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SECTION 6: RATING SCHEMES AND TEST METHODOLOGIES

6.1 ACOUSTIC PARAMETER

One commenter (166) expressed concern about the product-by-

product analysis and the possibility of multiple acoustic param-

eters, claiming that one parameter for noise-emitting equipment

and one for nolse-reducing equipment would be sufficient. In his

opinion, product-by-product differentiation would cause difficul-

ties for both engineers and consumers.

Among the various possible acoustic parameters are sound

pressure level, sound power level, loudness and noisiness. The

first two parameters received the greatest level of support from

the public comments. Some individuals, the Acoustical Society of

America (333) and Rapistan, Inc. (166) suggested the use of either

parameter - i.e., sound power level or A-weighted sound level -

without articulating the conditions under which they should be

used.

Other commenters mentioned their advantages (and disadvan-

tages). The primary advantages reported for SPL (Sound Pressure

Level), when A-weighted, were (I) its simplicity of measurement,

(2) its relationship to the actual sound heard by the consumer,

and (3) its recognition and acceptance by at least some of the

public. Two disadvantages mentioned were (i) its inappropriate-

ness for products where exposure varies significantly because of

movement of the product, extremely different installation condi-

tions, or other environmental factors; and (2) the less than

desirable availability of testing labs with anechoic rooms (400).

Several commenters recommended using the PWL (sound power

level) (166, 333, 358, 400, 909). A representative of a testing

lab (400) stated that in contrast to SPL, the sound power measure-

ment would be more practical in terms of the availability of

testing labs, since the test can be conducted in a reverberant,

anechoic or semi-anechoic room. An acoustical consultant (909)
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suggested using the sound pressure level in most cases, but felt

both parameters would be needed if exposure varies significantly.

The two parameters could be distinguished on the label by expres-

sing the power emission level in bels and the SPL in dSA. In his

opinion, by using noise classes and a simple methodology with s

reasonable number of microphones, the sound power level can be

determined by manufacturers without excessive testing costs. The

Acoustical Society of America (555), is in favor of the Product

Noise Rating in decibels as the descriptor, which combines the

accuracy and reproducibility of a sound power measurement with the

"consumer relatability" of an A-weighted sound level measurement

in decibels.

Several commenters emphasized the importance of adopting

an acoustic parameter that incorporates in some manner the subjec-

tive quality of sound (946, 405, 940, 941). Loudness in sones was

suggested as a possible parameter (400, 4S5). Two audiologists

(405) recommended the following procedures for calculating loud-

ness: (i) American National Standards Institute Standard (ANSI

Std.) $3.4 (Procedure for the Computation of Loudness of NoiSe);

(2) Part B of the International Standards Organization Standard

(ISO Std.) R-532 (a Procedure for Calculating Loudness Level); and

(3) (ISO Std.) R507 (Procedures for Describing Aircraft Noise

Around an Airport). One advantage of these methods, according to

the comments, is their capacity for being refined to allow incor-

poration of subjective effects due to tonal components and sound

intermittenoy.

Two commenters suggested the use of dB(A) sound level read-

ings st a specified distance for most products (951, 953). Ac-

cording to two individuals, the NPRM was erroneous in implying

that dBA was a measure of sound pressu[9 level, which they said

was not contained in the weighting (953, 281). The advantage seen

by a local official (953) in using a "straight dB(A) versus dls-

tance scheme" is that enforcement officers can more easily use

that information and can help EPA in monitoring the accuracy of

• product noise ratings.
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Response:

The selection of an appropriate acoustic parameter, that is,

the quantity measured during testing (not necessarily the quantity

presented on the label, i.e., the descriptor), will be made on

the basis of that which best characterizes the acoustic properties

of the product and which can be determined reasonably by a simple

yet accurate test method. This parameter may vary from product

to product, but the labeled descriptor will be the sound pressure

level in "decibels" at 1 meter unless another distance, i.e., oper-

ator ear, is more meaningful to the userpurchaser of the prod-

uct. (See also the discussion of the related issue of descriptors

in section 3-2).

6.2 TEST METHODOLOGIES

Much of the commentary on test methodologies did not bear

directly on the General Provisions of the Noise Labeling Program,

but rather focused on product-specific considerations that would

become important, should the Agency decide to subject those prod-

ucts to labeling action. Rather than list all of these product-

specific comments, we have extracted from them general issues

pertaining to the program-at-large. The Agency will, however,

consider all other relevant methodological issues in the process

of formulating product-specific regulations.

6.2.1 Use of Standard Test Methods

There was overwhelming consensus among manufacturers and

trade associations that the Agency should adopt standardized

methods which have already been developed and are accepted by

industry and other knowledgeable parties. One industry spokesman

(631) appraised favorably the NPRM'S reference to American Na-

tional Standards Institute (ANSI) standards, recommended the

American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) as another source of

measurement methods, and urged close EPA-NBS (National Bureau of

Standards) interaction regarding rating schemes and test method-

ologies. Besides offering a similar suggestion about the use
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of consensus standards, Kodaras Acoustical Laboratories (647) con-

tended that specific product regulations should reference these

standards but not cite them as federal standards, so that they

can be kept current without necessitating amendments to the regu-

lations.

In a number of cases, commenters discussed specific standards

- either in the context of offering critical analysis or else

suggesting one of them as a suitable method for a particular

product class. Listed below are some of the products discussed

and the appropriate docket identifications. The particular com-

ments may be found in Appendix A.

Pleasure motorboats (281)

Lawnmowers (590)

Snowmobiles (548)

Automotive exhaust systems (424, 610, 652)

Hearing protectors (666)

Power tools (565, 577)

Small noise sources (555)

General - calculating loudness (405)

Response:

Establishing the test methodology to be used in determinlng

the required acoustical data and for compliance testing will be

accomplished on a product-by-product basis. In establishing an

appropriate test methodology, the Agency will give particular at-

tention to simplicity, accuracy, and repeatability. The Agency

will, where possible, specify existing consensus standards such as

ANSI, SAE, ASTM, etc. Where consensus standards are lacking or

inappropriate, the EPA will solicit the assistance of industry,

trade associations, standard setting institutes and other knowl-

edgeable organizations in developing an appropriate test meth-

odology.

6.2.2 Test Facilities

Two distinct issues surfaced in relation to the test facili-

ties, or laboratories, that will be necessary to obtain the re-

quired noise measurements. Kodaras Acoustical Laboratories (647)
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asked who would determine the acceptability of a laboratory, and

what criteria would be used in making that judgment. Kodaras

recommended the National Voluntary Testing Program and ASTM

Standard E548 (Recommended Practice for Generic Criteria) as

methods of evaluating testing agencies.

The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (OPEl) (590) was con-

cerned that manufacturers would have to use (only) EPA-designated

test facilities. OPEl suggested that manufacturers be allowed

to test products at either EPA-designated testing laboratories

or their own facilities, if certified by the Agency. Without

such flexibility, they feared excessive duplication of tests,

since manufacturers will still perform their own testa. Johns-

Manville Corporation and the Noise Control Products and Materials

Association (NCPMA) (692,743), raised similar concerns.

Response:

The EPA does not intend to certify test facilities capable

of conducting the required acoustic measurements. Rather, the

Agency is placing the responsibility for ensuring that the re-

quired acoustic data is generated in accordance with EPA-speeified

test methodology, on the manufacturers. Therefore, the manufac-

turer is free to use his own facilities or an independent testing

laboratory, as long as the Federally specified test methodology is

followed. The EPA will rely either on its own test facility or

designate an independent laboratory to perform Agency testing.

6.2.3 Simulation of Use-Environment and Related Problems

Two commenters (520, 197) urged that the noise rating reflect

the "in-use" noise level and not £he level emitted by the product

in a "special" laboratory environment. Other commenters (281,

647, 652, 902) cited difficulties in achieving this goal, due to

variations in product-use environments. For example, the labora-

tory ratings for sound reducing building materials do not reflect

the actual room environmentT and according to one expert (952),

they really cannot unless the entire system in which the product

is placed is known.
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Similar problems in achieving a realistic test environment

were mentioned by various industrial commenters. The Outdoor

Power Equipment Institute (590) questioned the feasibility of

realistically testing products with various attachments and

variable speeds (e.q., lawn and garden tractors). Additional

considerations pertaining to this product entail decisions about

what loads and operations would constitute a realistic test

environment for a multi-functional vehicle. OPEl cautioned

the Agency against a repetition of the problems involved in the

public's interpretation of EPA gas mileage ratings. Mercury

Marine (281) gave another example of this general problem, citing

the problem of rating the noise level of the engine, without con-

sidering the characteristics of the boat on which it is mounted

(outboards) or installed (inboards).

Response:

Where the simulation of the use-environment is deemed to

be critically important or when it is easily accomplished, the

Agency will specify the particular test environment. However,

the simulation of use-environment is not a primary goal of the

labeling program. The noise rating on the label is intended to

facilitate comparative shopping on the basis of products' acousti-

cal performance as determined through a uniform test methodology.

The Agency acknowledges that installation or In-use environments

can influence the acoustic performance of a product and therefore

the rating may not be totally accurate in describing the product's

noise-emitting or noise-reducing properties.

6.2.4 Incorporation of Subjective Noise Characteristics

A number of eommenters believed it was vital for the noise

rating to reflect other factors besides simply the noise emission

level. Such factors might be tonal components or duration of the

noise (see sections 3.8.5 and 6.?). Two audiologists (405)

discussed this issue and suggested that the labeling program be

delayed for products where these and other subjective factors

result in an extremely annoying noise source. They believe that
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there is presently not sufficient information to correct noise

ratings for temporal factors (duration and intermittency), and

tonal components. But they also note that because usage time is

often inherent in the product (e.g., washing machines) and all

products within that class require approximately the same time for

completion of the function, duration of noise is not really a

critical factor for labeling purposes, since the relative values

of products would not change appreciably.

Despite the methodological problems barring incorporation of

these psychoacosstic properties within the meaning of the noise

rating, the two audiologists recommended methods that capture the

subjective effects of noise. To inform the consumer about how the

noise will affect him or her, they feel the best approach is to

employ a "calculation system" which translates physical measures

of acoustic properties into reliable measures of the subjective

magnitude of sound. (See Section 6.1 for references to methods of

calculating loudness.)

Response:

The Agency will strive to use objective measures of a prod-

uct's acoustical characteristics. Where subjective factors pose a

significant problem insofar as the product's impact on the public

health and welfare is concerned, and where appropriate noise mea-

surement methods are available, the EPA will seek to establish a

methodology capable of capturing the relevant acoustic properties.

For example, tone corrections will be incorporated is the EPA-

specified method when tonal components associated with the noise

emitted by a product are considered significant with respect

to their capability to adversely affect public health or welfare.

6.2.5 Miscellaneous Issues

The question of how to arrive at a single value from a series

of measurements using different product samples elicited responses

from several eommenters. One manufacturer (924) believed that the

mean value should be used, with some indieation of anticipated

variation in acoustic performances. Other manufacturers (590,
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910) supported the establishment of a reasonable margin of error

in individual product compliance with the noise rating. On the

other hand, two commenters (940, 941) supported the use of the

maximum value of a series of tests so as to provide a margin of

safety, compensate for products displaying considerable noise

emission variability among units, and assist in local enforcement

of noise ordinances.

The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (590) criticized the

requirement that noise ratings be derived from product samples and

not from pilot production units. The charge was that this pro-

cedure would force expensive production delays, since the assembl-

ing and packaging of production units would have to wait until

testing was completed and labels were delivered. OPEI claimed its

members experienced a lead time of one to two months to obtain

labels and contended the delay would cause "severe disruption of

inventory and distribution systems."

One industry representative (910), expressed his opposition

to testing each product off the assembly line and his preference

for using a sample of products. Once the Agency has been satis-

fied that the test was conducted in an accurate manner, the Agency

should not be able to order compliance testing based on products

that appear to exceed the established noise level, unless there

have been changes in the production process.

Response:

Whether a manufacturer may use production samples or pilot

production units for determination of label noise levels will De

addressed on a product-by-product basis. To specify at this time

that a manufacturer may use one or the other, or both, would

restrict the Agency's ability to tailor the testing requirement to

the nature of the industry being regulated in future suhparts of

Part 211. The Agency will, of course, consider the OPEl (590)

comment when it promulgates regulations for specific products.
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The comment of the industry representative (910) is based on

the belief that each product off the assembly line must be tested.

This is not true. In the product-specific subparts of Part 211,

the Agency's present strategy will require limited testing (in

most cases, one test) to determine noise label values. However,

because it requires very limited testing initially, the Agency

must have the ability to monitor the manufacturer's continued

compliance with the regulation. This ability will be provided

in product specific subparts of Part 211 through the use of com-

pliance audit testing which is based on the testing of a statisti-

cal sample of production units.

6.3 TECHNIQUE OF RATING

Technique of rating means the manner in which the determined

acoustic information is transformed into the appropriate acoustic

descriptor. Because many comments that touched upon this issue

have been discussed in relation to other topics, such as the

translation of dB (decibel) values into color codes or the use of

maximum test values for rating purposes, there are few submissions

remaining that focus solely on the techniques of rating. Thus, no

major issues are identified in this particular section.

There were, however, comments to the effect (I) that differ-

ent rating techniques for different products would only confuse

the consumer (520); (2) that rating schemes using comparisons

between dissimilar products would be "worthless" (943); (3) that

descriptors based on collapsing decibel values into classes based

on ranges of decibels would achieve very little in terms of the

public's comprehension of the program, while costing consumers a

great deal in terms of lost information (405, 555); and (4) that

multiple indicators be used (692).

Response:

Although the Agency admits that different rating techniques

for different products may confuse the consumer, the broad scope

of the labeling program, and the incorporation of many different

products within its statutory reach, means that variations in
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rating techniques may be necessary. Likewise, while the use of

comparisons between dissimilar products may appear confusing,

certain situations can be imagined where comparative information

can best be conveyed in this manner. Finally, the Agency agrees

that the use of noise classes in lieu of the actual units of

measurement sacrifices a great deal of information and should be

avoided to the maximum extent possible. These matters will be

addressed in the product-specific regulations.
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SECTION 7: ENFORCEMENT

7.1 GENERAL ISSUES

Issues related to EPA enforcement of the noise labeling re-

gulations drew comments from citizens, noise-related interest

groups, federal and local government officials, and industry

representatives in particular.

Most of the citizen comments in this area called upon EPA to

strictly enforce the program and impose strong penalties on indus-

tries found in violation of its provisions. Nine comments lent

support to tight and rigid enforcement by EPA; none of those orig-

inated from industry sources.* In several of these cases it is

difficult to determine if the strict enforcement being endorsed

refers to the noise labeling program in particular or noise con-

trol in general, but the direction of the messages is unmistak-

able. The Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (COG)

(901) spoke to the need for government oversight of the reported

noise ratings, but did mention the possibility of industry self-

policing as well. Citizens Against Noise (903) urged that penal-

ties proportionate to the size of the audience affected be imposed

for violations of the labeling regulations. A Minnesota state

pollution official (953) opted for a strictly enforced program

with required labeling for a few products over a weak program with

labeling requirements for many products.

On the other hand, four commenters (64, 147, 629, 904) - two

from industry, one acoustical engineer and one physician - called

for EPA to implement and enforce the program slowly or cautiously

to allow sufficient lead time for easy industry compliance. The

J. I. Case Company (392) contended that strict enforcement by

EPA would not be necessary, since industry protocol and competi-

tion Would be sufficient incentives for compliance. They sug-

gested that EPA's involvement consist of occasionally checking a

*The entries not cited in the text are: 60, 77, 382, 384, 940.
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product's noise level rating. Johns Manville Corporation (692)

suggested that EPA work closely with industry in formslatin 9

enforcement rules.

The U. S. Department of Commerce (744) urged EPA to make ex-

plicit its intentions regarding effective dates of the provision

of the labeling program.

A professor of physics at Northern Illinois University (546)

suggested an enforcement method that would reimburse the purchaser

one-half the purchase price if a product subject to noise labeling

had no label or had an incorrect label. The Director of the Divi-

sion of Air and Hazardous Materials of the Commonwealth of Massa-

chusetts (637) believed that the Federal government should handle

noise labeling and emission standards, while jurisdiction over reg-

ulation of noise-emltting equipment should rest with the states.

A number of comments, predominantly from industry, addressed

some aspects of EPA's g6neral enforcement scheme as set forth in

the NPRM. Ford Motor Company (907) objected to much of the en-

forcement plan as similar to that of the "cumbersome" regulations

for medium and heavy truck noise, currently under litigation.

Ford expressed a preference for a more flexible certification pro-

gram for muffler noise such as those in the states of Florida and

California. Chrysler Corporation (672), also citing the truck

noise regulation litigation arguments, contended that EFA lacked

the authority for the proposed enforcement scheme, calling for

minimal EPA involvement under Section 8 of the Noise Control Act

of 1972. The Industrial Safety Equipment Association (745) as-

serted that the proposed enforcement provisions magnify the manu-

facturers' requirements as stated in Section 13 of the Noise Con-

trol Act, by requiring manufacturers to admit EPA officers to

various facilities, by permitting these officers to conduct in-

spections, and by requiring the submission of irrelevant data.

International Snowmobile Industry Association (905) suggested

that instead of going far afield with all-encompasslng regula-

tions, enforcement should focus on the manufacturer's capability

to perform the required tests, the results of the noise emission

tests, and the auditing of these tests.
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The Compressed Air and Gas Institute (CAGI) (910) expressed

the view that finding a single product in excess of its labeled

noise rating should not constitute a violation of the regulations_

and in a similar vein, The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (590)

asserted that EPA should allow a reasonable margin for error in

individual product compliance with its labeled noise rating. CAGI

preferred the approach in the EPA gas mileage program in which

each individual product need not attain its labeled value.

A final general comment was made in reference to the respon-

sibility for maintaining labels. A representative of a group of

retailers (591) contended that they should not be held responsible

for labels damaged in transit to their businesses.

Response:

Issues concerning specific areas of enforcement are addressed

in the following subsections.

However, to answer the above comments, in determining the

effective date of any labeling action, the Agency will consider

the lead time each individual industry needs to economically bring

their products into compliance with the labeling requirements.

Lead time adequate to assure product compliance with the require-

ments will be included in the effective date of an individual

labeling regulation, consequently, there is no need for additional

lead time preceding Agency enforcement.

The Agency will actively pursue enforcement of each product

labeling regulation. However, the Agency's noise labeling program

has been developed to use industry competition as an incentive to

manufacturers to comply with product labeling requirements for

their industry. EPA has, and will, work with industries being

studied for possible labeling action; and will study the effective

date, test procedures and enforcement provisions separately for

each regulated industry or product.

While the General Labeling Provisions are expected to apply

to all labeled products, the Agency will make adjustments within

an individual product regulation where a general labeling provi-

sion, in the Administrator's judgment, should not be applicable

to a certain product or industry.
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Once noise labeling regulations have been promulgated, the

Agency is required under the Act to enforce those regulations.

Section 10(a) of the Act makes it clear that the distribution of

"any new product . . except in conformity . . . " with the ap-

plicable regulation is a violation. The Administrator may initi-

ate court action for certain types of violations or may issue

administrative orders in other cases.

Concerning the comment about the Agency's enforcement scheme,

the basic enforcement plan for Product Noise Labeling is the same

as that of the medium and heavy duty truck and portable air com-

pressor regulation. It is focused to interfere as little as pos-

sible with the manufacturer's business and still give the Agency

reasonable assurance of compliance.

Concerning the comment about labels damaged in transit, the

person responsible for damage to a Federally mandated label is

responsible for tampering.

7.2 INSPECTION AND MONITORING

The inspection and monitoring aspects of the enforcement pro-

visions (Section 211.1.9) elicited a number of comments, including

fifteen from industry, one from an acoustical consultant, and one

from a Minnesota state official (953). The majority of these

comments took issue with EPA'S proposed inspection provisions,

deeming them unauthorized, unwarranted, or excessive in some

manner.

The Compressed Air and Gas Institute, Industrial Safety

Equipment Association, Chrysler Corporation, Ford Motor Company

and General Motors Corporation (910, 745, 672, 643, 622) each

stated that EPA lacked the statutory authority for the proposed

inspection and monitoring scheme. Both Ford and Chrysler (643,

672) cited their objections to the truck noise inspection regula-

tions under litigation, which they hold to be similar to those of

the noise labeling standards. Rockwell International (633) simi-

larly expressed doubt about the legality of the proposed EPA entry

for inspection of facilities and the requirement for shipping

products to a central test facility.
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Hilti Fastening Systems, Inc., and Bilsom International, Inc.

(671, 380) stated that the provision for on-site inspection of

facilities is unreasonable, the latter citing the proprietary na-

ture of the firm's products. Charles Machine (627) called for EPA

to limit access to manufacturer's facilities to areas relevant to

the investigation, with these areas to be specified in writing

prior to the inspection period.

The Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM), Fasco

Industries, and The Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute

(ARI) (629, 197, 902) each objected to the 24-hour notice require-

ment as unreasonably disruptive and requested a longer period of

notice. As far as the International Snowmobile Industry Associa-

tion (ISIA) (905) was concerned, their major concern with the 24-

hour notice provision was its failure to state specifically that

this period was to be one normal business day. ISIA also urged

that the provision be clarified to assure that oral notification

is used "sparingly" and only given to "responsible management per-

sonnel." Rapistan, Inc., (166) suggested that inspection without

the 24-hour notice should only be authorized by the Assistant Ad-

ministrator for Enforcement "if there is evidence that improper

manufacturing and testing procedures are being employed by a com-

pany." Motorcycle Industry Council, Inc. (713) also suggested

that reference to "oral" notice be deleted.

The Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (629) argued

that only finished products should be photographed and inspected

for compliance, while The Air Conditioning and Refrigeration

Institute (902) objected to EPA's photographing products alto-

gether because of the possibility of a competitor securing the

information through a Freedom of Information Act request. The Air

Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute also argued that a rela-

tively long notice period should be required when EPA informs a

manufacturer that a specific product is to be tested or that a

specific test facility is to be used for an EPA-monltored test,

because products may be "built to order." Other ARI objections

were directed at the tight scheduling of test facilities and the
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required retention of test records. The Industrial Safety Equip-

ment Association and the Motorcycle Industry Council also ex-

pressed their concerns about the recordkeeping requirements (745,

713). The Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (629)

expressed the opinion that manufacturers should not be liable for

the costs of EPA investigations of the test methods employed by

test facilities.

Bilsom International, Inc. (380) commented that Section

211.I.9(b) overreaches EPA's extraterritorial authority and sug-

gested that EPA need not enter foreign facilities to fulfill the

purpose of the regulations. Flents Products Company (904) com-

mented on the lack of clarity in the definition of "manufacturer"

for importation purposes (Sections 211.1.1 and .9). The question

posed was: Does "manufacturers" encompass "assemblers"?

A state pollution control official (953) opposed parts of the

proposed enforcement scheme, asserting they were too lenient. He

objected to both the 24-hour notice period before entering a manu-

facturer's facilities, and the need for a "substantial" infraction

before remedial action is taken.

Several comments related directly to the Administrator's

authority to order a manufacturer to cease distribution of certain

products in commerce - Section 211.1.9(f)(i). General Motors

Corporation (622) argued that this provision stands in conflict

with Section ll(d)(1) of the Noise Control Act of 1972, since it

does not limit the Administrator's cessation authority to orders

"necessary to protect public health or welfare". Ford Motor Com-

pany (643) expressed an almost identical position. Flents Prod-

ucts Company (904) suggested language be added to the cessation

section vestln 9 authority for a "cease to distribute" order

clearly and exclusively in the Administrator. Charles Machine

Works, Inc. (627) emphasized its belief that the Noise Control Act

of 1972 grants EPA no authority to issue a product recall even if

the product is in violation of the regulations. The Compressed

Air and Gas Institute (910) believes that the power to issue
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"cease to distribute" o_ers properly rests with the Federal Dis-

trict Courts and not with the Agency. The Outdoor Power Equip-

ment Institute (590) went further in calling for deletion of the

"cease to distribute" provisions, arguing that EPA lacked the

statutory authority to issue such orders. The Industrial Safety

Equipment Association (745) said the provisions may be unconsti-

tutionally vague, in that the grounds for a cessation order are

ill-defined and especially the term "substantial."

Response:

The inspection and monitoring scheme was authorized by the

inspection and monitoring provisions of Section 13(a) of the Act

and were included in the proposed Noise Labeling Standards -

General Provisions on June 22, 1977 (40 CFR Part 211). Both

inspection and monitoring provisions were based in part on the

legal interpretation of EPA that the Agency was not required to

obtain judicial warrants in instances where the manufacturers did

not willingly consent to the entrance by EPA enforcement officers

upon regulated manufacturers' facilities.

On May 23, 1978, the Supreme Court delivered a decision in

Marshall v. Barlow, Inc.,436 U.S. 307, (1978). In that decision,

the Court held that administrative agencies must ordinarily

obtain search warrants to enter private property for regulatory

purposes, absent consent of the property owner.

Accordingly, EPA has revised subsections (b) and (e) of Sec-

tion 211.1.9 concerning inspection and monitoring provisions to

make it clear that an EPA enforcement officer may enter a facil-

ity only upon consent of the manufacturer unless the enforcement

officer first obtains a warrant authorizing such entry. The

final rule also provides that it is not a violation of the Act or

the regulation if a manufacturer refuses entry to an enforcement

officer who does not have a proper warrant.

Provisions of the regulations which define the scope of the

inspector's proper investigation are retained, to assure the manu-

facturers that both eonsensual and judicially warranted searches

are subject to reasonable limitations.
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Another revision to subsection (e) clarifies the Administra-

tor's right, as contemplated by Barlow's, to proceed ex parte

(without the other party's knowledge) to obtain a warrsnt, with or

without a prior refusal by a manufacturer to permit entry.

Paragraph (c) (3) was revised to eliminate the mandatory as-

pects of consent. Those provisions in paragraph (c)(3) that ap-

plied to foreign manufacturing facilities have been eliminated,

since EPA no longer requires domestic manufacturers to consent to

entry. It is still incumbent upon foreign manufacturers, however,

to work with EPA to assure that the testing that is performed by

such manufacturers is performed in accordance with the regulatory

requirements. The EPA cannot satisfy itself of the validity of

manufacturers' tests if it cannot monitor them in some manner.

Subsection (f), which specified that the Administrator may

issue cease to distribute orders when EPA Enforcement Officers are

refused entry or denied reasonable assistance, has been removed

from the final rule. Should a manufacturer deny entry where the

EPA enforcement officer has obtained a warrant, the Act and this

regulation will have been violated, and the Administrator will

consider it an option to use the enforcement authorities granted

him in section ]I of the Act.

Regarding limited EPA access to manufacturer's facilities,

EPA has no interest in entry into developmental laboratory areas

or areas not concerned with a manufacturer's activities under the

Noise Control Act of 1972. The Director of the Noise Enforcement

Division, may request that a manufacturer subject to this Part

admit an EPA Enforcement Officer to examine records of tests con-

ducted on label verification products and on product tests under

compliance audit testing (CAT); to inspect areas where testing is

conducted, where regulated products are stored prior to testing,

and to inspect those portions of the assembly line where the

regulated products are being assembled.

The provision requiring 24-hour notice has been removed from

the regulation since inspections and investigations may only be

carried out with the consent of the manufacturer or under a war-

rant.
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The manufacturer concerned with how EPA's photographing of

either finished or unfinished products may affect his interests

will be able to file a request under section 2.203 of the EPA

procedures for Confidentiality of Business Information (40 CFR

Part 2 Subparts A and B). The Agency will determine at the time

of the request whether the information requires confidential

treatment. At this time the manufacturer is given the opportunity

to comment on why the material should be treated as business

confidential (i.e., proprietary).

As to a manufacturer's liability for inspection and investi-

gation costs, the EPA does not expect any major cost burdens to be

imposed on the manufacturers pursuant to inspections and investi-

gations carried out under the final regulation.

7.3 EXEMPTIONS

Of the ten comments that dealt specifically with the provi-

sion for exemptions (Section 211.1.10), nine came from industry

representatives and one from a noise-related public interest

group. All of these comments offered suggestions for changes in

exemption provisions or were critical of some aspects of the

proposed exemptions.

The Motorcycle Industry Council (713) believed this Section

lacked clarity and should be reworded or explained.

7.3.1 Products for Export_ Promotion r Demonstration r or Prototype

Both The Association Of Home Appliance Manufactuers (629) and

The Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (902) objected to

the exemptions to be granted for promotional, demonstrator or pro-

totype products r,ot intended for commerce (Section 211.1.10-1(f)),

because of improper use that could be made of such products in

advertising or display settings. Presumably, the promotional

abuse of such dntested products could lead to unfair competitive

advantages based on inaccurate claims about noise levels.
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A representative of the Hawaii chapter of Citizens Against

Noise (CAN) (940) testified in opposition to the exemptions for

demonstrator and training products, as well as products for ex-

port. CAN-Hawaii urged, in effect, that the program be imple-

mented at the early stages of product development.

The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (590) objected to the

requirement that industry apply for an exemption for prototype

products due to possible delays in the process. They suggested

instead that this issue of exemptions would be more properly ad-

dressed in the product-specific regulations. Similarly, Hilti

Fastening Systems (671) suggested an automatic exemption for all

qualified products not intended for general commercial use. Hilti

also believed that the exemption procedure needed clarification as

to whether a product under development must be exempted, and at

what stage in the development process an exemption must be ob-

tained.

Two eommenters (629, 902) objected to the exemption to be

qranted for promotional, demonstrator or prototype products not

intended for commerce because of improper use that could be made

of such products in advertising or display settings.

Response:

The only products that would require exemptions under this

section are those that are distributed in commerce. The manu-

facturer need not apply for exemption under these regulations

for products that are not distributed in commerce (i.e., do not

leave the manufacturer's premises), and need not fullfill any of

the requirements of Subparts A or other Subparts promulgated

pursuant to 40 CFR Part 211.

Manufacturers who request an exemption under these regula-

tions for promotional, demonstrator, or prototype products, to be

distributed in commerce, will be required to demonstrate suffi-

cient necessity, appropriateness, and reasonableness of the

request.

Any exemptions granted by the Agency for demonstrator or

training products are authorized by the Noise Control Act. The

Act specifically authorizes the Administrator to exempt products
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for the purpose of research, investigations, studies, demonstra-

tions, or training, or for reasons of national security.

The Administrator has the discretion to grant exemptions upon

such terms and conditions as he may find necessary to protect the

public health and welfare.

The Administrator is not given any discretion under the Noise

Control Act in granting exemptions for Droducts intended for ex-

Dort only. No request for exemption for such products is required

by the Act; however, they must be labeled or marked to show that

they are manufactured solely for use Outside the United States.

Application for exemption for prototype products should not

lead to delays. Industry need only apply for exemptions for

prototype preducts that will be introduced into commerce. If

prototype products are introduced into commerce by the manufac-

turer in the ordinary course of business for a valid exemption

purpose such as product developmentt assessing a production

method, or as a market promotion, no delays in granting the exemp-

tions should be expected. Where the program does not involve

lease or sale of the products, the manufacturer need only state

the nature of the product's use, number of pro4ucts involved and

demonstrate that adequate record keeping procedures for control

purposes will be employed.

At this time no automatic exemptions will be granted in the

regulations for any products distributed in commerce except for

products intended solely for export. The Noise Control Act

requires the Administrator to take into account the public health

and welfare in setting the terms and conditions of the exemption.

Therefore, it will be necessary for the Administrator to take

into account the public health and welfare considerations based

on information supplied to him by the manufacturer for the par-

ticular product under consideration. However, if the Agency finds

during the enforcement of this program that it is advisable to

grant an Industry-wide exemption for one or more purposes, this
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exemption and its terms and conditions will be set out and sup-

plied to all manufacturers. Only after gaining some experience

in administering this program will the Agency consider whether

to grant such an "automatic" exemption.

As to products under development, any non-complying product

requires an exemption when it is distributed in commerce. Manu-

facturers are in the best position to know the time of distribu-

tion, and should apply for an exemption at least a month in

advance.

7.3.2 Exemptions from: Labelin 9 vs. Testin 9

Ford Motor Company (643) suggested that an automatic one-year

exemption be granted a product should the Administrator fall to

respond to the manufacturer's exemption application within 15

working days. Ford and General Motors. Corporation (GM) (622)

urged EPA to eliminate the automatic retroactive rescission of the

export exemption (Section 211.1.10-3(c)) in the event the product

is introduced in domestic commerce. To realize this objective, GM

suggested that the cited paragraph be changed in keeping with a

proposed alteration in the Truck Noise Emission Regulation (pro-

posed amendments to truck regulation, Section 205,5-5(c): 42 FR

27622, May 3, 1977).

The International Snowmobile Industry Association (ISIA)

(905) beiieved that Section 211.1.10 should be rewritten to cover

situations where an exemption "from labeling" is warranted, rather

than an exemption "from testinga" since the regulations establish

"labeling" requirements.

Bils0m International, Inc. (380) also focused on the "label-

ing" versus "testing" exemption aspect of the provisions, suggest-

ing that EPA delete the condition requiring a label for an exempt

product "setting forth the nature of the exemption" (Seetion

211. 1.10-4(a)). _n their view, this labeling condition would

negate the value of the exemption, since the costs o_ label

preparation, which are high, would still have to be incurred.
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Response:

The condition requiring a label on an exempt product "setting

forth the nature of the exemption", serves a two-fold purpose.

First, it puts the consumer on notice that the product is not

required to be labeled according to its noise emitting or noise

attenuating characteristics, Second, it also notifies State and

local officials who may be charged with enforcement of labeling

provisions at the consumer level, that the product is not in

violation of as applicable EPA regulation.

7.4 TESTING BY THE ADMINISTRATOR

Eight industry spokesmen raised objections to some aspects of

the provisions for testing by the Administrator (Section 211.1.11).

Several of them were concerned primarily with the costs of the

required testing| others focused on the extent of the Administra-

tor's authority to mandate compliance testing.

In addition to these comments, a number of industries (e.g.,

the Compressed Air and Gas Institute (CAGI), ISIA, and Rockwell

International) (910, 905, 633) expressed concern about Section

211.1.11(a)(1) for requiring that products be shipped to a testing

facility specified by EPA.

Passe Industries (197) suggested that the regulation spell

out what direct and indirect testing costs would be reimbursed by

EPA, while Bilsom (380) requested assurances that EPA would bear

the cost of any testing required by the Administrator. CAGI (910)

desired full reimbursement of costs for shipping products to EPA

testing facilities.

The Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM) (629)

suggestgd that the Administrator be required to provide the manu-

facturer with sufficient advance notice of a decision of mandatory

product compliance testing under Section 211.1.11(a)(1) and (2).

Ford Motor Company (643) recommended a revision to limit the Ad-

ministrator's discretion to require manufacturers to provide prod-

ucts for testing, in keeping with a compromise reached in the

litigation on the truck noise regulation. Ford also felt that the
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manufacturer should be allowed to observe EPA testing and to con-

test an adverse EPA determination on the acceptability of the

manufacturer's test facilities.

Johns Manville Corporation (692) recommended the use of

industry facilities for testing purposes.

To avoid duplication, the Outdoor Power Equipment Insti-

tute (OPEl) (590) suggested that testing occur at either EPA-

designated facilities or at the manufacturer's facilities certi-

fied by EPA with the choice left to the manufacturer. In the

International Snowmobile Industry Association's (ISIA) (905) view,

Section 211.1.11 should be rewritten to oonform to statutory

language regarding the requirement to make products available for

testing; ISIA also doubted the legal authority of EPA-peraonnel to

operate a manufacturer's private test facility under Section

21].I.11(a)(2).

The Compressed Air and Gas Institute (CAGI) (910) questioned

the lack of clarity concerning testing of premarket products,

fearing that a requirement for EPA supervision of such testing

would impede new product development and introduction.

ResRonse:

The cost of required testing under Subpart B (Noise Labeling

Requirements for Hearing Protectors) (such as label verification

or compliance audit testing) or any of the other product-specific

Subparts will be borne by the manufacturer. The cost of testing

when it is conducted by EPA under section 211.1.11, Testing by the i

Administrator, will be borne by the Agency except:

i • When the EPA requires the manufacturer to ship products

to a particular test facility for label verification

testing, because the manufacturer has not label verified

within a reasonable amount of time. The amount of time

considered reasonable will be defined in the product

specific regulation;

• When EPA has reason to believe that products would not

pass at an EPA designated facility even though they pass

at a manufacturer's faeillty;
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e When a notice of nonconformance of the manufacturer's

test facility is effective until the facility has been

re-qualified; and

a Whenever EPA requires shipment of products to a desig-

nated test facility because the manufacturer refused to

allow EPA Enforcement Officers with a warrant to monitor

a test.

EPA will generally not specify a test facility under any

required compliance audit testing unless it has reason to believe

that products which pass at the facility used by the manufacturer

would not pass at an EPA designated facility. Under these clr-

cumstances, the Administrator will provide the manufacturer a

statement of his reasons.

When the Administrator designates testing is to be conducted

at an EPA facility (or facility under contract to EPA), EPA will

pay for all direct testing costs including personnel, equipment,

preparation, test site, etc. However, in most eases the manufac-

turer will be required to pay shipping costs of the produets to

the EPA designated site.

When testing under 211.1._I is designated to be conducted

at the manufacturer's facility, EPA personnel will conduct such

testing using Agency equipment. It is not expected that any

direct testing costs will be incurred by the manufacturer under

these circumstances.

A manufacturer is always allowed to observe any EPA testing

required by this regulation whether it be conducted at am EPA

facility, or at a facility under contract to EPA. A manufacturer

is also provided the opportunity to request that the Administrator

reconsider his determination on the acceptability of the test

facility, based on data or _nformation which indicates that

changes have been made to the test facility and such mhangss have

resolved the reason for disqualification.

section 211.I.11(a)(2), concerning the operations of EPA

personnel at a manufacturer's private test facility, has been
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changed to state that the Administrator, when testing at a manu-

facturer's test facility, will use Agency equipment.

Revisions limiting the Administrator's discretion in the

number of products to be tested under Section 211.1.11 of the

regulation are amenable to EPA. However, limits that will be

placed on the Administrator's discretion will be based on particu-

lar industry characteristics such as number of manufacturers,

total number of products distributed in commerce by manufacturers

and other characteristics which the Administrator may see as ap-

propriate. These limits will, because of their nature, be re-

quired to be placed under the individual product-speciflc Subparts

of Part 211. Consequently, Subpart A, section 211.1.11 will not

be changed at this time but may be amended in other Subparts.
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SECTION 8: ECONOMIC IMPACT

8.1 REQUESTS FOR FURTHER AGENCY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

A number of oral and written comments to the public docket

focused on the issue of the labeling program's economic impact.

Specifically, 41 commenters* were concerned about higher prices

for labeled products, or increased taxes due to administrative

COSTS.

Several individuals who suDported the labellnq program com-

mented on the topic of higher costs for consumers. One commenter

(919), a factory worker and union official, stated that he would

rather see these increased costs passed on to the consumer than to

the worker, since quieter machinery is a cost of production that

should not be born by the employee.

Several manufacturers (589, 590, 629, 907, 910) called for

extensive economic studies by the Agency to determine the labeling

program's costs to industry and consumers, in lieu of immediate

implementation of the program. The Ford Motor Company (907)

stated they could find no evidence in the Draft Background Docu-

ment [5] or in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) [6] that

the Agency planned to consider the increased costs to the consumer

in assessing the expected health and welfare benefits from the

labeling program. Therefore, Ford urged a comprehensive cost-

benefit analysis of each proposed product labeling action before

mandating such action. Ford contended that such an analysis

(of impacts on consumers) is required on the basis of Executive

Order 11821, as extended by Order 11949 and as construed by OMB

Circular No. A-tO7. Their concern seemed to result from their

reading of the NPRM statement that the economic analyses "will not

address potential market effects that may be produced as a result

of the information provided on the Federally required label .... ".

*(008, 027, 028, 029, 042, 043, 057, 068, 070, 072, 094, 142, 167,
214, 252, 253, 299, 301, 328, 356, 360, 370, 373, 404, 426, 454,
468, 572, 575, 592, 597, 603, 614, 621, 639, 681, 697, 914, 922,
923, 933)
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This concern was also expressed by the outdoor Power Equipment

Institute (OPEI) (590) along with the Compressed Air and Gas

Institute (CAGI) (910). In addition, OPEI thought the Agency's

analysis should consider recordkeeping costs.

The Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM) (629)

claimed the Agency should consider "potential market effects",

since the (labeling) program could have a serious adverse impact

on manufacturers who not only label their products but also make

then quieter. AHAM contended that all economic impacts should be

addressed before publication of any proposed rule-making.

General Motors (622) combined their concern about increased

consumer prices with several recommendations for minimizing costs:

"(i) keep the label simple; (2) avoid change in range reference

(if adopted), and (3) allow the manufacturer freedom in the label

design and application to his product."

A different approach to cost/benefit analysis was taken by

the Director of the Office of Consumer Affairs of the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare (623), who believes there should

be an experimental stage where a few products are initially

selected for labeling and cost/benefit analyses of these actions

precede further product selections.

Finally, an economist (955) turned the focus of attention

toward the costs of noise, arguing that on-the-job accidents,

employee disability claims, and general loss of productivity

due to lack of sleep, annoying work conditions, etc., represent

excessive costs to society that often can be attributed to noise

pollution. He also felt the problem of excessive noise was

increasing due to urbanization and that the labeling program would

help to make the market mechanism operate more effectively. The

overall implication was that the net costs of labeling might be

extremely small, or even negative, if noise is reduced through use

of the label information.
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Response:

The economic impacts of the Agency's Section 8 noise labeling

program will he addressed within the product-specific labeling

actions to be proposed in the future and not for the total pro-

grammatic effort. The intent of Congress to establish the label-

ing program and to require the labeling of noise-producing and

noise-reducing products is evident in Section 8 of the Act and

does not warrant a comprehensive cost/benefit analysis.

The analysis of the economic impact of the product-specific

regulations will entail a determination of the manufacturer's costs

is complying with the labeling requirements. The analysis will

therefore focus on testing costs, recordkeeping costs, and product

packaging/labeling costs.

In response to the criticism concerning the failure to ana-

lyze "potential market effects," the Agency reemphasizes that it

will assess the impact of the labeling requirements on manufac-

turers and product prices that result from the costs listed above,

but will not consider possible price increases or decreases due to

redesigning of products to attain a lower noise rating or to

market shifts produced by the information on the labels. The

rationale for this approach is that the noise labeling program

does not require any changes in products' acoustical performance

or in their markets but simply provides information that may

facilitate more informed voluntary market choices by product

purchasers.

Finally, the Agency does not believe that an experimental

stage is warranted nor permitted by the statutory language of

Section 8, which clearly assigns EPA a nondiscretionary mandate to

label noise producing and noise reducing products.

8.2 Submission of Cost Data by Industry

Though manufacturers expressed a great deal of concern about

the costs associated with the labeling program, very few
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submissions included specific cost data. Listed below are brief

references to these limited cost figures and the relevant docket

entry numbers.

• The American Rental Association (908) said a noise label

they developed for an air compressor costs $5.00 per

label.

• Outboard Marine (660) gave the following cost estimates:

Testing and certification = $3,000 per year

per model

One-time process engi-

neering changes = $2,000

Labels and application

costs = $9,000 per year

• Aural Technology (949) stated that a pressure sensitive

label would cost three cents per unit, while a sample

brochure with the label information printed On it would

cost 1 1/2 cents per unit. Costs for graphics and

preparation Of camera-ready copy were $10,000, of which

$7,500 were non-recurring expenses.

• Air-Conditioning & Refrigerator Institute (ARI) (902).

cited an estimated labeling cost of $i.00 per unit.

m The International Acoustical Testing Laboratories (400)

said the standard fee for conducting a sound power test

in accordance with ANSl SI.21 is $300 but this figure

would be reduced to $200 if fewer frequency bands were

taken. A single-number sound power level test would

cost around $150.

m Flents Products (904) said an (ANSI) attenuation test

costs about $2,000 and added that labeling would add 80

percent to the costs of some of their containers.

In relation to testing costs about which several manufactur-

ers complained, one acoustics expert (909) felt the labeling

regulations would eventually result in lower fees, given rapid

advances in technology induced by new economic incentives.
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Response

The Agency appreciates the submission of these data on test-

ing and labeling costs and welcomes any additional documentation.

These cost data will be given due consideration in the Agency's

product-by-product economic analysis.
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SECTION 9: CONSUMER ISSUES

9.1 PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED IN COMPARISON SHOPPING

The labeling program presumes that consumers will consider

the factor of noise in their purchasing decisions, if given the

opportunity to do so by having access to information on products'

noise ratings.

A number of commenters who were critical of the labeling

program maintained that they were capable of exercising their

own independent judgment when purchasing products.(a) Some

expressed the opinion that they could individually determine the

quieter product without noise level data on a label (122, 128,

217); while others felt the market mechanism was sufficient to

produce less noisy products, if in fact consumers desired such

products (113, 284, 356, 412, 434). One businessman stated that

consumers who care about the noise level of products can ask for

demonstrations at the point-of-sale (88).

A number of commenters were in disagreement with these

general positions. Many commenters supported the program on the

basis that it would permit greater consumer choice and would

facilitate comparison shopping.(b) Others asserted that they

would use the nolse-related information to comparison shop if it

were provided (448, 601, 617, 931, 943).

According to many commenters, information on product noise

levels is generally unavailable. Some persons cited cases where

they experienced difficulties in shopping for quiet products.(c)

Others (505, 564) stated that they would not have purchased cer-

tain noisy products if the package had contained a label indicat-

ing the noise characteristics. One aommenter (667) who had con-

siderable experience in the acoustics field, claimed that despite

(a)(43, 123, 177, 217s 364, 591, 923).

(b)(30,238, 363, 595, 730).

(m)(403, 456, 499, 534, 553, 609, 618, 638, 667, 669, 901,
903, 932, 937, 943).
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his expertise, he confronted major problems in comparative shop-

ping for quiet products. A consumer (943), who testified at the

public hearing in San Francisco, complained that she spent con-

siderable time trying to research the topic of household noise

but could not find information on the noise levels of certain

products. The Ford Motor Company (907) also admitted that, even

though the company's advertising in some cases stresses the quiet

quality of its cars, interior noise level data are not provided to

con@umers.

Another point brought out in the docket is that even where

industries have developed a voluntary noise labeling program, con-

sumers still are presented with obstacles hindering intelligent

purchasing decisions. For example, the International Snowmobile

Industry Association (611) explained that their certification

program does not, at the current time, provide consumers with

specific information about noise levels at the operator's ear.

Oral testimony given on behalf of the Air Conditioning and Refrig-

eration Institute (ARI) (902) indicated the problems a consumer

would confront in trying to determine the noise emitted by an air

conditioner certified by ARI. The ratings are provided in a

directory which costs several dollars. Since ARI'S address is not

on the label, most consumers would not even know where to go to

obtain the directory, if in fact they knew one existed.

Two commenters (431, 644), who expressed support for the

labeling program, suggested that merchants be required to demon-

strate products on the salesroom floor, thereby providing some

direct information about product noise levels. Other commenters

(470, 901, 937), however, mentioned the major problem in utilizing

this approach - namely, the unreliability of demonstrations due to

the effect of the storeroom environment on a product's noise emis-

sion properties. Besides noting the impossibility of realistic

product demonstrations in storerooms, a Program Manager for an

areswlde environmental noise program (901) mentioned that product

comparisons between stores are meaningless due to variations in

ambient levels and a person's inability to recall or remember the

precise noise levels of products he listened to previously.
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An issue related to the problems consumers face when compari-

son shopping is the extent to which there exists misleading

advertising about product performance with respect to noise prop-

erties. Complaints about misleading or false advertising were

made by a number of commenters (4, 41, 189, 403, 547). In addi-

tion, several professionals in the noise control or acoustic field

(952, 953, 954) claimed that some testing laboratories frequently

engage in fraudulent or unethical activities designed to cast

their clients' products in the best possible light with respect to

noise emissions. An acoustics consultant (952) commented at

length about the manipulation Of measurement methodologies by

testing laboratories and recommended that the labeling program

include as one of its objectives the elimination of false, unsub-

stantiated noise-related claims of manufacturers.

Response:

None required.

9.2 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF NOISE-RELATED
coMPLAINTS ABOUT PRODUCTS

Many eommenters,* in their letters or oral testimony, identi-

fied products which they consider noisy and which they believed

sho01d be labeled or otherwise regulated with respect to their

noise emission. A tabulation of these products is presented in

Table 2-1 for information purposes only. Excluded from this tabu-

lation were comments made on behalf of potentially affected indus-

tries or trade associations.

While it would be helpful to have an exact count on the num-

ber of persons who actually recommended that a certain product be

labeled, many persons simply listed a series of noisy products.

Consequently, the tabulation cannot be interpreted as an endorse-

ment for labeling the specified products. However, in most

instances the respondent who mentioned noisy products was support-

ive of noise control.

*Entries 687 through 720 and 731 through 745 were received too
• late for inclusion in this frequency distribution.
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Table 2-1

Number of Noise-Related Complaints
Made About Various Products

Household Appliances
Appliances 23(26)1 Floor polishers 2

kitchen appliances 1 Fluorescent lamps 5
applianceswith electric Freezers 2

motors 1 Garbage disposals i0
small appliances around Hairdryers 41

the face 1 Meat grinders 1
Clothes washers 25 Mixers 19
Coffeemakers/grinders 6 Refrigerators 71
Dishwashers 47 Sewingmachines 1
Electricbrooms 3 Trash compactors 1
Electric scissors 1 Typewriters 6
Electric shavers 1 Vacuum cleaners 106

Fans 14(22) Water softening device 1
electric table fan ii
exhaust or hood fan 5
floor fan ii
windowfan 1

Searing and Cooling Systems
Air blowers 3 Heat pumps 4
Air conditioners 2 77 Ventilation equipment 2
Dehumldifiers/humldifiers 3
Furnaces 2(9)

forced-alr heating units 4
furnace fan 2
heat blowers 1

Products with Sound-Produclng Function
Bird-frightening devices 2 Tape Recorders 1
CB radios 1 Televisions 16(30)
Musical equipment 3 commercials 14
Mussk I0 P.A. systems 2
Radios ii School bells 1
Stereos 16 Sirens 2

To_s
Air horns 1 Firecrackers 1

"Big Wheels" 7 Model boats/planes 3
Electric trains 1 Toys 3

iNumbers in parentheses represent the total number of complaints
for a product class, or the sum of the general product references
(e.g., fans) and the specific references (e.g., floor fan, exhaust
fan, etc.)

2Only five individuals specified central or room air conditions,
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Table 2-1 (Continued)

Number of Nolse-Related Complaints
Made About Various Products

Surface and Air Transportation
Airplanes 20(26) Passenger cars 46(68)

Concords 3 mufflers on cars 12

Military 3 horns 1
Bulldozers 1 foreign cars 3
Buses 13 hot rodsrace cars 6
Freight trains 5(9) Recreational vehicles 2(41)

Whistles 4 snowmobiles 16

Helicopters 1 motor/trail/minlbikes 21
Motorboats 8(15) dune buggies 2

outboard motors 6 Tires 1
Jet-ski 1 Tractors 5

Motorcycles 138 Trucks 41(48)
Mufflers ii garbage trucks/

compactors 7
Vans 1

Lawn and Garden Equipment
Blowers 5 Lawn edgers 1
Compost grinders 1 Lawnmowers 86
Garden tillers 2 Tree cutters 1

Hedge trimmers 1 Tree, llmb and leaf
Lawn and garden equipment 26 shredders 2

Power Tools

Chaln/power saws 36 Power tools 23
Drills 5

Buslness/Industrlal/Commercial Equipment
Air compressors 2 Highway construction
Bridgeport 1 equipment 2
Coding tower 1 Industrial equipment 5
Computerized cash registers 1 Jackhammer 2
Computers 1 Lathe 1
Construction equipment 4 Mill 1
Drop forge 1 Transformers 1

Miscellaneous

B_ectrie irrigation pumps 1 Pool filter pumps 3
Guns 2 Vending machines 1
Ice cream vendors 1

•\
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Other interesting situations were provided by commenters who

opposed labeling but supported noise emission regulations for a

particular product, and by the few individuals who complained

about a source of noise but opposed Federal action.

The particular products mentioned are grouped into several

general classes (e.g., household appliances, heating and cooling

systems, etc.). Some general product references such as appli-

ances were recorded in certain instances, but not in the case of

complaints about the noise of "trafflc," "urban life," or similar

qsnerallties. In the case of "motor vehicles," the complaint was

recorded under "cars" and "trucks." In many instances there were

general references to a product class (e.g., passenger cars) and

specific references to types within a class or components (e.g.,

foreign cars, hot rods, auto mufflers, etc.) Complaints were

tabulated separately for both general and specific references; the

total number of complaints for a particular class is shown in

parentheses in Table 2-I.

Although this list cannot be interpreted in terms of the per-

centaqe of the public supporting labeling of a product, it does

offer some guidance about perceived noisy products. Of course,

an intervening variable affecting the number of complaints about

certain products was the mention of possible candidates for label-

ing in the news stories that may have generated some of the re-

sponses. All such news stories, however, did not include refer-

ences to possible candidate products.

Response=
None required.

9.3 EFFECTS OF NOISE

The issue of determining whether or not a product is capable

of adversely affecting the public health or welfare is discussed

in Section 1.2,2. That discussion included a review of manufac-

turers' claims that their products did not have this capability

and--at their worst--could only be described as annoying. The
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comments summarized in this section offer a different perspective

in that they represent complaints about the effects of noise

pollution. Some of these comments refer to environmental noise in

general, while others cite specific products. (For a list of all

product complaints, see Section 9.2).

Of the approximately 45 mommenters who made reference to

the effects of noise on people, 35 cited some aspect of harmful

effects from product noise, either physical, psychological, emo-

tional, social, or some combination.*

The extent and variety of harmful effects attributed to noise

by these commenters varied widely as did the sources of noise

which they claimed to cause these effects. Six of the commenters

were from medical doctors, some of whom specialize in audiological

areas of medicine (64, 211, 579, 913, 927, 950). The physicians

noted such factors as chronic tension for those persons confined

to the home, caused by some noise sources, the possibilities of

hearing less (especially in the high frequencies), and the special

health problems noise can cause for the very young, the elderly,

the nervous and the sick. Several of the physicians--as well

as some non-medical commenters--also pointed out that different

people react differently to noise; what might be a harmful noise

level in some way to one person might have no harmful effect on

another. Two of the doctors (913, 927) cited the difficulty in

establishing a causal relationship between hearing loss and noise,

a point also made by an Iowa State University professor (922)

about physiological damage with respect to household noise. One

physician (927) stated, however, that experiments to establish

such relationships could be conducted.

*Relevant comments not cited elsewhere in the section are:

119, 262, 278, 281, 410, 471, 485, 502, 514, 529, 537, 556, 506,
589, 612, 645, 674, 675, 678, 680, 901, 903, 906, 916, 923, 938,
940, 944, 949.
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On the degree of the harmful effects of noise, a Kirkwood

Community College consumer education specialist (929) testified

that an estimated 14 million Americans have suffered some type of

hearing loss and that many of these cases might be attributed to

noise pollution. A representative of a local Iowa education

association (939) stated that 7 percent of their districts' stu-

dents had hearing problems, 40 percent of which are of the serious

high frequency type. He asserted that there is a direct relation-

ship between noise exposure and hearing loss in children. Several

commenters from the educational professions (485, 939, 916, 929)

cited the distracting effect of noise to students' study abilities

and its disruption of classroom activities.

Members of the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP)

(917) and various trade unions (742, 918, 919, 920), testified to

the dangers of factory noise exposure for workers. An AARP repre-

sentative (917) stated that between 20 and 30 percent of those

over 55 seeking employment through AARP have some degree of

hearing loss arising from factory noise exposure.

One individual (52) noted the very special effects of en-

vironmental noise on professional musicians, requiring adjustments

in playing style and in instrument tuning. Commenters (922, 937),

citing the harmful effects of noise, emphasized its less obvious

impacts of increased stress and tension in daily life.

A number of commenters (211, 471, 502, 514, 529, 645, 674,

675, 916, 938, 944) noted adverse effects attributed to particular

products, including air conditioners, refrigerators, dishwashers,

vacuum cleaners, office equipment and chain saws. Most of the

adverse effects noted consisted of annoyance or interference with i

conversation or thought, but possible physical hearing loss was

cited by physicians for operators of chain saws (913), snowmo-

biles, tractors, saws, diesel trucks (for mechanics), air compres-

sors and shredders (950).

Response:

None required.
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WRITTEN COMMENTS

Docket Number,Name,
Affiliation Comments

77-8-001 I. Askedto be notifiedabout time andplace of
LarryWoods, Attorney pubUabear/ass,

2. Susgestedstandardsbe set on interstatehishwcy
¢onl|tnlctionnoi_ andplannedtosuggest products
for labelingatalaterdate.

•002 I. Sui_estcd standardsbe set on motorcycles, _d
Icons and KarlWflhel/men snowmobiles.

2. Mentionedchainsawsand fawnmowersas
noisyproduc_

•003 I. Expressedcynicismabout publicleaders'com-
RichardGmnow mitmcnt to environments/protection.

.004 1. Sulfated ]abe_in8ofhaLrdryen,lDwnmowen;,
HoraceMacMshan window tans,wuhin8 machines,_frisoraton,

md aircondition_ andnoted mideadlnls
ndvorl_ni|claimsabout hobo.

2. Expre-cd supportfurprosram.

•005 1. Exprcncd _pport for prelim.
bin. P©tcrHullin

2. Expressed concernOVerlawnmowcrautH.

I. Exprc_d _pport forpro_nm.
RhondaDcmlcy

2. Exprcnod concernovernoise fromah"
conditionon.

.007 1. Exprcned oppodtionto prosrnmes an ca-
DuctFisher croachmcnton individualfreedom.
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Docket Number, Name,
Affiliation Comments

77-8-008 1. Expressedopposition to programandconcern
John Staffer over its cost.

-009 l. Expressed support for program.
Vann Ellis, Attorney

2. Expressedconcern over pesticidepollution
from Reserve Mining Corporation.

-010 I. Requested information on standards for road

Joe AJpitattc equipment.

-011 1. Requested information on pro$ram.
Jack Cirrnnclone

`012 1. Expressed support for noise abatement,
Ataltic Frank expecially freight trains, race cart, unmuffled

motors, and motorcycles.

4313 1. Expre_ed concern over motorbike noise and

Cheater and Edna D_"neU lack of local noise enforcement protection.

2, Included a letter fromTcxa* Environmental

Coalition on same problem.

•O14 1. Expressed concern over noise from motorcycles,
Mrs. W. W. Lynch tn_cka and cars, seemingly unrnuffled.

-{)IS 1. Expressedapprovalofprograrn.
Ivin. Arthur Klavam

2. Expressed aoncern over noise from rnu_cal
equipment, T.V., and t_cks.
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Docket Number, Name,
Affiliation Comments

77-8-016 I. Expressed approval of program,
Charles Wilson

2. Suggestedstandardsbeseton motorcyclenoise,

-017 I. Expressedconcernoverallformsofenvironmental

HelenWilliams noise,especieIlymotomycles,tracks,radiosand
stereos.

2. Expresseddisillusionmentwithgovernment

Inautimloverproblem.

•018 1, Suggested that raising public consciousness
Phyllis Roberts of the noise problem should be a first priority.

2. Suggested standards be set for air conditioners.

•019 1. Suggested we worry more about noise from
Charlotte Aaldcy factories than about lawrtmowers.

.020 I. Expressedoppositionto program.
Glecn Kirlnger

-021 I. Expmsmilconcernover noisefrommajorhighways,
ParlesLadd citingineffective mufflers.

.022 1. Suggested labeling and reducing noise from
Daryl Schrader motorcycles,

•023 I. Stated that except for motorcycles and heaw
John Cutshnll trucks, Augusta, Georgia is a quiet town.

2. Expressed disillusionmentwithlocallawenforce-

ment inactionconcerningmotorcyclenoise.
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Docket Number, Name,
AfFLllalion Comments

77-8-024 I. Expressedconcernover motorcycle noise.
.Ion Helberg

-025 I. Requested information on product noise labeling

Robert Northrop, Civil Engineer, rules
City of Trenton

.026 1. Exprn_ed interest in noise abatement and concern
Kenneth Piercy over local railroad noise, particularly horns on

dieselengines.

-027 i. While approving concept of program, expressed
Dennis Kortman opposition to noise labeling because of:

a, increasedcost to consumer,
b. increased government cost to implement

progmra,
c. educationalproblem of teaehinBpublic to

understanddecibel rstln_.
2. Expressed view that there are far more pres_ln8

problemsfacinBourcountrythaninformingcore

sumetsofprnductnoBe level.

.028 i. Expressedview that it isnot the product, but
Dodie Wheeler Hsus the um'earonablcuser that causesgreaternoise

pollution and no amount of labeling b going to
prevent the noBe problem. Also cited cosL_to
taxpayersand industry,

-029 1. Expressed opposition to program because of
.TamesMogan, Ted Richardson cost to taxpayers.

.030 I. Expressed support for program which would permit
Mrs. E. G. Koch consumer to weigh cost and nobe level when

purchasinga product.
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Docket Number, Name
Aff'flintion Comments

77-8.031 I. Expressed concern over noise from"computer"
Freda Bertaghali cash registers made by NCIL

-032 1. Expressed approvalofprogram.
Dan Olsen

2. Expressed concern over noise from motorcycles
and tracks, washing m_chines and suggested
labeling them.

-033 I. Expressed concern over motorcycle noise.
Ruth Jubach

-034 I. Suggested standards be set on motorcycle noise.
Edward Golick

•035 I. Expressed support of any noise abatement program.
Joseph Shepherd, Former Safety

Oasirman, Union and Management, 2. Expressed concern over auto horn noise, and
GAF Corporation, Linden, N.J. suggested EPA action.

3. Included newspaper articles on the subject.

-036 1. Expressedapprovalof program,
ThomasEvans

-037 1. Expressed approval of the setting of standards
Thomas Efldson for noise emission levels,

2. Suggested standards be set for motorcycles and
snowmobUes.

3, Expressed disillusionment over state of Minnesota's
delayinsettingnoise standards for snowmobiles,
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DocketNumber, Name
Afftliatton Comments

77-8.038 1. Requestedinformation on the program.
AllanCallauder, Material'sEngineer
AstrocomFaaetronius

-039 1. Expmssadconcern overmotomycle noise.
E. R.Mli.holen

.040 I. Expressedconcern overnoise from buses.
I. Pdsaaln

-041 1. Expressedapprovalof program.
Emmctt.loseph

2. Expressedconcern over noise frommotorc'/fles,
loud cars, and lawnmowers,which have mix.
leadingadvertisementsaboutnoise emission.

-042 1. Suggestedattention be foamed on nois=from
DisgustedCitizen airplanes,trucksand motorcycles, rath¢rthan

appliances.

2. Expresseddisillusionmentwith money spent
on progra..m,that are nevercarried out.

•0423 1. Expresseddisapprovalof program becauseof
A concerned, and over- cost to taxpayersand because he/she feels that
protectedconsumer he/she can makedecisions for his/herself.

9. Expressedconcern over truck and motoruycl¢
noise.

-044 1. Suggestedlabelingof vacuumcleaners,
Robs Roberts air¢onditionersand refrigerators.

2. Expressedviewthat majorsource of noise is from
motorcycles,eat* with double mufflersand
lawnmowers.
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Docket Number, Name,
AfFdiafion Comments

77-8-045 i. Suggested rapid passage of noise abatement
C. Schuster legislation.

2. Expressedviewthatmajornoisesourcesare

motorcyales_ lawllmowers arld vacuurrl cleaners.

3. Expressed"whole-hearted"supportforEPA.

-046 I. Expressed support for noise labeling and abatement.
W. M. Wilson

-047 1. Requested information about effective hearing
Mary O'Neal Broida protectors.
(Insert into Docket 77-5)

•048 I, Suggested attention be devoted to abating motor-
Frank Ecklin cycleandautonoise,ratherthanappliancenolsu.

•049 1. Expressed view that labels will not be effective.
Joe McCartney

2. Suggested enforcing noise levels after products
axesold.

3. Expressedconcernovermotorcycle noise.

.050 1. Expressed approval of program.
Larry Bemstein

2. Expressed concern over noise fromhaIrdryere.

3. Suggestedstandardsbesetformotorcyclenoise.
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Docket Number. Name
Affiliation Comments

77-8-051 I. Expressed approvalofprogram.
Morris Tenenbaum

flnsert into Docket 77-.5) 2. Expressed concern over noise from lawnmowers,
radios, stereos, "IV's, air conditioners, trucks,

motorcycles, autos, dishwashers, garbage dis-
posals,washers, and dryers, vacuum cleaners
and furnaces.

3. Noted a NILECJ, LEAA publication on ear
protectors on fu-ingranges.

-052 1, Expressed support for noise labeling.

lohn Cormolly
(Insert Into Docket 77.51 2. Expressed support for labeling of hear_B protector_

3, Noted effects of noise on profe_onal musicians.

-053 I. Requested ._nformafion.
Patrick Holychuck

•054 1. Expre_ed concernovernoise from outboard
3olin Race motors and ".let Ski."

•055 I. Expressed concern over lawnmowcr noise.
Robert Casper

•056 l, Expressed interest in reducing all noise especially
lack Rucfseaun that produced by motorcycles, cars and planes.

•057 1. Expressed opposition to ndise labeling because
Leonard Hernog it is costly and unwanted.

x
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Docket Number, Name
Affdlaflon Comments

77-8-058 I. Expressed opposition to program because it is
James Bogar "ridiculous."
(Insert into Docket 77-5)

2. Quesffoned procedurce.

3. Also opposed to labeling hearing proteatom.

-059 1. Suggested we look into the "M-4 Scum Away"-
Idre. David Buffer a machine that is designed to produce thunder-

clap explosions to drive away birds.

•060 L Su88ested penalties on manufaaturere of products

France Ledford that create nohc pollution. .

2. ExpmBed disbelief that noise can be controlled
on local level.

•061 1. Exprened support of noise abatement.
Anna Moss

2. Exprened ptrtianinr concera for loud'IV com.
merctais and loud ba_und noise on TV shows.

•062 1. Expressed concern ever auto noise.
Mn. R. A. McDonald

•063 1. Suggested cUminltico of scnerel din (e.g.,
Daniel Shoemaker lewnmowcre).

2. Suggested development of better mufflers

-064 1. Expressed appmvsl of noise lubelin8 ptogr&m.
Hunter Heathy, M.D. Although he believed there is too much sovem-
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn. ment regulation of private industry, he favored

noise labeling becausehis experience as a
physician made him aware of the effects of
nobe.
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Docket Number, Name
Affiliation Cummen_

??-8-064(Continued) 2, Suggestedimplementingrequirementsslowly
in order to avoid disruption of industry.

3. Suggested giving industry some incentive to
offer labeling on their own.

4, Suggested a 1-10 rating scale.

-065 1, Expressed support for the program.
Raymond Mahr

2. Suggested we concentrate on noise sources
most objected to by individuals, namely"
motorcycles.

-066 I. Su_ested noise labeling of motorcycles,
EarlBenh_'n i_'planes, lawr_owen, vacuum sweepcn,

mid power s_tws.

•06? 1. Suggested action be taken to lower noise level
E, A. P_flke of'IV cornmeralals.

•068 1. F.xpreued opposition to labeling bemuse of
_1 M_t_e_. co_¢.

2. Suggested abatingairplone and motorcycle noise
and enforcement of other pollution llws,

•069 1. Expretumdinterest in program and concern
Mn, Vernon WaLl over all nnvtronmental noise.
(liners Otto Docket 77..¢)

2, Requestedinformation on effective heating
protectors.

3. Ditcu_d ineffective hem'ingprotectors.
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Docket Number, Name
Affiliation Comments

77._-070 1. Expressed opposition to noise labeling because
J. E. Lilly of cost to consumers and because of belief that

public will not ondentand the ratings.

-071 I. Suggested action on auto and motorcycle noise.
Unsi_ed

-072 I. Expre._ed view that noise from appliances isnot
Lawrence Bates disturbing, but some auto mufflers and 1_ 17p_.

writer are.

2. Opposed the program because of increased costs
to the coniumer.

-073 1. Expreued approval of noise labolin&
Vehna Bredberg

2. Expressed concern over noise from her vacuum
cleaner and kitchen mixer.

•074 1. Suggested sttlct control of motorcycle noise.
George Chrtftenscn

•0?5 1. Express_l opposition to noise lnbelin&
John Bctzo

•-076 l. Su_estcd hhalins of: washers and dtynre, fanJ,
Dorothy Stewart vacuum cleaners, blenders, air conditinnen,

stereos,hand tools.

2. SuB_catod stronger action on noise from motorcycles,
trouha and bus_.

3. Expressed view that labeling will requite strict
enforcement by local authorities,

4, Expressed full support for noise program and for
EPA in general.
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Docket Number,Name,
Affiliation Comments

77-8-077 1. Expressedsupport for any efforts that will
Dr. AudreyOaks lowerenvironmentalnoise.
Oklahoma State University

2. Suggestedmore rigidcontrols than now in effect.

-078 l. Expressedsupport for noise abatementefforts.
Anita Rhein

2. Cited motorcytesand truck-mounted trash com-
pactors asnoiseoffenders.

•079 1. Expressedsupport fornoise labeling.
James Dickey

2. Suggestedlabeling of ca_, tru¢_, and buses.

•080 1. Expressedsupport for strictercontrolson motor-
Mrs. Alice Banner cyclenoise.

-081 1. Expressedsupport fornoise abatement.
Mary Zaehringer

2. Sugsestedloweringof televisionnoise.

•082 I. Expressedsupport forlabelingprogram.
Clifford Root

2. Su_ested labelingof: vacuumcleaners,air
conditioners, typewriters,clocks, fluorescent
U_t fixtures, powerdrillsand trows,electric
trains,blendersand dishwashers.

3. Suggestedhousing developers disclosethe noise
reducingcharacteristicsof tho wallsin now
dwellin$s.

4. Susgested public hearingsin Bin$hampton, N.Y.,
inside a shopping mallso consumers canparticipate.

5. Wantedto be kept informedon program.
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Docket Number,Name,
Affiliation Comments

77-8.083 1. Expressedsupport fornoise labeling.
Mrs. DouglasNook

2. Sug_astedlabefingofblenders.

-084 I. Suggestedabatementof highwaynoise.
E. M. Dunbar

-085
Unreadable Unreadable

-086 I. Expressedsupport of noise labeling.
I-IarinyReobe

2. Expressed¢oncefll aboutmotorcycle, power-
tool, lawn_d garden equipment,_ain saws,
andsnowmobilenobe.

3. Suggestedstrictnoisestandardson all above
namedproductswith strongpenaltiesfor
tamperingwithnoise control

-087 L Requestedinformationon theprogrmn.
B.M. Rathbun

.088 I. Expressedoppositionto nobe inbelingprogram
JamesV. Neely, President becauseit would increasecost of producu un.
JamesNeely NuclearPower necessarily.Suggestedthatconsumerswho are

Consultants,Inc. about noiselevelscan askfor a demonstration
of aproductprior to puschase.

.089 !. A_kedforhelpwith localairportnoise.
GeorgeMor_n
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Docket Number, Name,
Affiliation Comments

7%8-090 I. Expressed concern over noise from trucks,
EstherSchneider motorcyclesandcarsinsteadof household

appliances.

-091 I. Expressed concern over noise from trucks.
Marietta Smith teenager's cars and lawnmowers.

-092 I. Expressedviewthatnoiselabelsarenotneeded

PaulGrltche[ untilothernoiseandpollutionlawsareenforced.

493 1, Requested action be taken to abate noise from all
VioletTaylor d¢ctdcappliance,s,espedallyairconditioners,

refriserators and lawnmowers.

-094 1, Expressed opposition to program as a waste of
Iohn W. OriMtM time and money.

2. Suggested studying motorcycle noise.

-095 I. Expre_ed concernovernohm fromcarradiosand

Syma Talertig motorcycles.

2. Expressed displeasure at the existence of many
electric appliances,

"096 I. Expressedsupportfornoiseabatementoffore,

PhilipRelttcr

2. Suggested that highway ooisebe abated by:
a. appropriation of more funds for noise

research efforts;

b. adoption of apolic'/ that all Federally
funded highways be designed with noise
control as a major construction
priority; and

c. reducing the speedlimit for trucks,
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Docket Number, Name,
Aff'diation Comments

77-8-097 ]. Suggested adoption of dBA as tile noise rating
Dr. Stephen Konz measurement.
Professor of Industrial Engineering
Kansas State University 2. Included two articles on appliance noise.

•098 1. Expressed support of program.
Sam Earl Esco, Jr.

2. Requested aI_yaction to quiet neighbors' lawn-
mowers and air conditioners.

•099 1. Expressed disillusionment with local law enforce-
Uoyd Doyle ment'a lack of action to quiet motorcycles and

sa_.

-100 1. Expressed support for "all kinds of noise abatement."
Sherwth Wood

2. Expressed concern over noise from air blowers
on his g_ farnace, chain saws, ice crearo vendors,
and lawnmowsn;.

-101 1. Expreased the view that the Agency wasnot
Lestcr Moore au_od2cd by law to establish noise regulations.

•102 I. Expressedtheview that noise from motorcycles,
GeorgeHinadale hotrods and mirdbikasshould receive_'.ater

attention than household noise.

• 103 1. Expressed approval of noise labelias.
Mrs. Herbert Layman

-104 1. Requested that the Agency influence manufac-
L. C. Vctcrscher tutors to produce quieter motorcycles, RV's,

chain saws, lawnmowcrs, dishwasher_, powerboats.
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Docket Number, Name,
Affiliation Comments

77-8-105 I. Commented negatively about the proposed
Unsigned labeling program.

-106 I. Suggested that motorcycles be considered for
Eilean Brain labeling.

'_. Requested more rigid standards for all types of
pollution in order to protect her fights.

-107 I. Suggested that the dividing line between what should
Femanda Curth be labeled and what should be regulated is

whether the noise has third-party effects.

2. Suggested standards be set on noise from lawn and
garden equipment.

-108 1. Requested strongernoise abatement action.
Norman Qulnn

2. Supported noise control projects.

-!09 1. Expressed approval for noise labels.
Phil Brown

2. Requested action on railroad horn noise.

-110 1. Suggested labeling of rofrigerators with particular
Laola Edgcrthn reference to an Amana model.

-111 1. Expressed support of noise labeling and suggested
Mildred Guinessy labels on air conditionen, ]awmnowers, and vacuum

clannen,
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77-8-112 I. Expressedconcernovernoisymufflersand
Mrs.Clark officenoise.

-1 13 I. Expressed opposition to noise labeling in the
Joseph Anderson belief that the market place will take care of

noise standards.

-114 I. Expressedconcernover noisefrom cars,motor-
Margarette Gtdlagher cycles, and the kitchen in herretirement hotel.

-115 I. Expressed Hew.that concern over the noise
A. Mauk lards of dishwashers and air conditioners is

MichiganState Police r_tpicking.

2. Suggested action to quiet motorcycles, snow-
mobiles, outboard motors, chain saws, trucks,
drop forges and _drpl_cs, in that order.

-I 16 1. Asked if motorcycle and R.V. noise has been
Molds Barnes considered.

-11 "/ 1. Expretsed concern over noise from a local factow
Albert Maste¢ and disillusionment that local pollution control

center will take no action.

-118 1. Expressed view that noise labels are ludicrous
l_ul DIet, Editor in light of motorcycle noise.
Outdoor=Masizine

-119 1. Expressed support for the program.
Sally Ann Hutton

2. Noted deleterious effects of noise on the quality
of life.
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77-8.120 1. Requested information on program and Office of

David Benforado, Supervisor Noise Abatement and Control,
Enviornmental Legislation and

Regulations, 3M Company

-121 I. Suggestedhairdryers b labeled.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Miller

-122 1. Expressed opposition to noise labelLngbecause
C. B. Link of bureaucratic waste and belief that consumers

can now buy quiet produ, ts using their own
intellisenco.

-123 I. Expressed opposition to all regulations because
Kenneth Young he is now capable of nsaldng an informed decisinn

in the maxkctplaca and because noise level of
products m_ca no difference.

-124 1, Suggested noise labeling oflawnmowers and
Susan Bdtt blowers.

2. Asked what can be done on the local level about
noLql._.

•125 1. Expre_ed dLsillus_onment over local government
William Hez'Lng unwillingneu to do anythin8 about motorcycle

and chain saw noise.

-126 I. Expressed support for noise labelin&
Mrs.Norman Solomon

2. Expressed view that manufacturers should control
noise or put warnin_ on products,

3. Requested correspondence about noise issues
with the Agency.
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77-8-127 l. Expressed support for noise labeling,
.Tohn CritcMey

2. Requested action be taken to quiet: motorcycles,
snowmobiles, outboard motors and hot rod cars.

-128 I. Expressed view that consumer can now decide
HarryFreeman noiselevelsofproductsandthatenvironmental

protectionshouldbelimitedtocontrolofen-
vh'onmcntal conditions over which individuals
have no control,

-I 29 I. Expres_d opposition to noise labeling.
Dorothy (Illegible)

-130 I. Expressed support for noise labeling.
Theresa WriBht

-131 1. Suggested that motorcycle noise bc abated.
Mary Neumsn

°132 1. Requested information.
M. L. Bmbaker

-133 l, Expressed concern over motorcycle noise.
Arthur Simpson

-134 I. Expressed belief that nothing can be done about
HarryRocco thenols¢problembecauseitisa localproblem

and localgovernmentiscorrupt.

-135 1. Inquired if the proposed requirements will apply
F. Schoelich to instruments used by rock bands,
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77-8-136 I. Expressed approval of noise labeling.
Mrs. J. O'Brlen

2, Suggested greater control of noise from hi-fi sets.

-I 37 I. Expressed approval of noise labeling,
Kathleon Canzaro

2, Expressed concern over neighborhood noise, such
as lawnmowera and motorcycles.

-138 1. Suggested that air conditioners be labeled.
Marc

-139 I, Suggestedlabelingonrefrigerators,airconditioners,
John Gardner, M.D. central air conditioning unlta,and forced air

heating units.

2, Suggested that ratings be in decibels.

3. Suggested that label state whether product meets
EPA's noisestandards.

-140 1, Expre_cd support for noise control and labeling.
Mrs. George (illegible)

-141

Butt Collins 1. Requested information on a wide vnrlcty of
Lt. Col. USAF (Rot.) noise matters.

-142 1. Expressed opposition to noise labeling prosram
Ray Chapman because of cost to consumers, and his disbelief

that it would be of aid to consumers.
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T}-8-143 1. Expressed support for noise labeling.
J. M, Freiburger

2. Expressedconcernovernoisefromroom
airconditioners.

3. Suggestedlabelingofthenormalnoiserange

of operation and of the max_num decibel
level.

-144 I. Expressedconcernaboutnoisefromairplanes,
Anne Belas airconditioners(Ch_slerAirtempand Emerson

Quiet Kool), Iawnmowers, motorcycles and
back_oundmusic.

2. Requested Agency take some action to abate
noise.

•145 1. Suggested that labels carry a warning "Caution:
Robert D. Barnes Hearing protectors should be worn when using

t_s product,"ifthedB(A)I_elexceeds90.

2. Commented that the noise labeling program is s
8and idea.

-146 1. Requested that existing noise laws be enforced.
R. L. Hastucau

-147 1. Commended the Agency for prcpodmg noise
Alien H. Shiwer, P.E. lslieling progxam,
Shiwar Associates

Acoustical Enstneers 2. Suggested that the labels say whether higher
numbers are quiet or loud.

3. Suggested that the lubelthg program be imple-
mented with caution.

4. Su_ested labeling of wallboard.

5. Noted the interdependence of acoustical systems,
e.S., ceilinB tile or mufflers.
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77-8-148 I. Requested information.
Lee Nolte

2. Expressed concern over noise from her neighbor'
air conditioners.

-149 I. Requested information,
Rodger Ringham,
International Hart,ester

-150 Transferred to Hearing Protector
Docket: 77-5-37

-151 1. Requested information as to whether outboard
G. Ballle motors are labeled.

DepuW Director of Environmental
Health, Cotswood Dht. Council

Glouster, Enaland

-I$2

Mrs. Hush McKenne Illegible.

-153 I. Suggested the ABency label acoustical doon
H. W. White, President for sound transmission loss and include the
Overlay MrS. Co. words "Nobe Reduction Rating" on the label•

2. Expressed support for the proem.

-154 1. Opposedprogramasan insult to intelligence.
Undgned

-155 1. Requested Agency abate law_mower noise.
Hazer Spitzi

2. Expre_ed support.for noise labeling.
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7%8-156 1. Expressed support for noise abatement including
Louise Green the Concord¢.

2. Expressed concern over noise from motor bikes,
inwnmowers, chitin Saws_and mof_erlc_s C_I_,

•157 1. Requested noise standards be set on appliances,
Dorothy Brohe particularly vacuum cleaners and room air

conditioners.

-158 I. Expressed support of noise control efforts.
Henry Hayes

-159 1. Expre._ed complete support of noise labeling,
Mary Deyshcr in the belief that it would induce greater compe-

tition in developing quieter products.

2, SUe_estedwm'ning labelsbe placedon products
whose repeatedusecoulddcmas¢a person'shearing
such as power tools, lawn equipment, chain saws,
outboard motors, motoreyelc_, and

3. Request_ info_atlon about public hearinBg.

-lfi0 1. Expressed concern over nobc from television
Thelma Smith commercials.

-161 Omission due to misnumbedns.

-162 1. Expressed concern about fire dmns (stelionar/
Joanna Garoty emergency dgnellinl_ devices) in reaidentiel areas.

2, Wanted infonnstlon on this problem.
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77-8-163 1. Expressedsupport fornoiseabatement efforts.
Mrs.AlbertHaber

-164 1. Expressedconcern overnoise from c_]dren's
M_. Anne Plucks tricycles that have plasticwheels (apparently

"big wheels" type).

-165 |, Expressedsupport far noiseabatement..
M_. D, Fisher

2, Expre_edconcern overnoise frommotomycles.

-166 I. Suggesteduse of one parameterfor noise emitting
E. J. Koamin_. equipmentand one for noisereducingequipment,
NoiseAnalyst ratherthanchoosingparameterson product-by-
Rapisttn,Inc. productbasis.

2, Sound powerlevel, or soundpress_e level at a
specifiedposition, or loudnessin sonosat a
specifiedposition couldservem a measurefor
nolo: emitters, while transmissionloss ornoise
reductioncoeffiCientcouldbe used asa measure
of noise reductioneffectivene'-'L

3, Criticizedlabel'slackof reference to rating
parameterused.

4. Suggestedthat labelincludeaveragevalueof all
product_in the elm beins labeled, in addition
to the range. OtherWiSe,rangeinformationis
n'_eadinS,

5. Su_ss_:d that inspectionwithout 24-hournotice
shouldonly be nuthorlzcdby riseA._stant Admini-
stratorfor enforcement"if there is evidence
that impropermanufacturingand testing pro.
ceduresarebeingemployed by n company."
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77-8-167 ]. Expressedoppositionto noisecontrolefforts

R, J. Roney as a waste of tax money.

-168 ], Expressedconcern overmotorcycle noise.
M_. W. Marshall

-169 1. Expresseddisapproval ofnotselabeli_gbecause
M_s. RogerBalgard therealready is.too much government Inter-

ference inher life.

-170 l. Requested that lawnmower and blender noise be
Lucille Wdliamas abated,

-171 1. Requested regulation ofnob'y applianc,_ and
Mrs. Hcf'nan LaDay lawnmowerL

-I72 I. SuggestedthatdBA tatingbousedonlabels,

MichaelPercy becausethe'consumerwillbeconfusedbyn
Senior UrbanPlanner separate number system which would rr.qu/m
C"i_,of M0untain View, CA referral to additional charts and in fo_nation
(Insert also Into Docket 77.3) for interpretation.

-173 I. Requested control of noby appllancas.
Gtha Powell

-174 1. Expre_d d_sapprovalofnoLselnbelinBbcaaule
PaerJlisKoszeur_l of its'burden on industry andbecause the Bovem.

ment isre_ahingthto crew aspectof daily life.

-175 1. Expressedconcarnabout noisefrom a local
Kathrine Rudolph mining industry and the localzonlnBboard'sun-

wlilingne_ to help her with it. Requested that
the Agency lend her a noise meter so she ran race.
sure the soundlevelshe is exposedto and show the

• zoning board.
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77-8-176 1. Suggested that noise labeling priority be given to
Willard Stingler constant noise sources in the home (i.e., central

air blowers, refrigerators) instead o£ intermittent
sources (i.e., vacuum cleaners).

-177 1. Expressed disapproval of noise labeling because
Ellen Taylor the government is taking responsibility for aspects

of life that individuals should take responsibility for.

-178 I. Supported noise labeling ofhouseholdappliances.
lane Lautt

-179 1, Expressed opposition to noise labelingbecause
I. A. Romboush it is unnecessarygovernment control.

-180 1. Letter on compressors. Referred to proper
W_rren Gut, President docket.
G_t MrS.Co.

-181 1. Urged approval of noise labeling regulations.
Virainia StIlo

-182 I, Expressedsupportforanythingthatwouldreduce

Mn. M. B.Commons noise,particularlythatproducedby motorcycles,
cars,modelairplanesandvacuumcleaners.

-183 I. Requested that the Agency do whatever it can
Ultreadabln t_ _ontrol noisein thehome.

-184 1, Expressed support ofnoiselabeling.
Mrs.J. Crlpa
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77-8-185 1. Expressed support of noise labeling.
B, E. Patterson

-186 l, Expressedconcernovernoisefrom lawnmowors,
Stella Olekra refdgeraton, noisy can, air conditioners and

wind.up clocks.

-187 1. Requested the Agency abate noise frommotor-
Unsigned cycles and tracks rather than lawnmowers and

appliances.

2. Expressed opposition to appliance labeling

-188 I. Expressed support for noise labeling and noise
Jeanne Allen pollution control in general.

-189 1. Expressed support of noise labeling program.
Mildred IGaobloch

2. Expressed p_z'doular concern over lawnmower
noise (Lawnboy).

3. Mentioned anoisy floor fan.(incor.
tectly advertised as quiet) andstove fan.

4. Also conc¢medwithTV eommercdalloudness.

-190 I. Expressed concean over noise from refrigerato_=
Mrs. Frank Nulmer and U. $. motorcycles.

-191 1. Expressed support ofnoiselabeling.
Draza Klinn

2. Expressed concern over noise from motorcycles
and foceis_ can,
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77-8-192 I. Expressed support for noise labding.
Nei Jones

• 193 I. Expressed support for noise labeling prepare,

Edgar L/on
Planning Director 2. Suggested the labels indicata whether a high
Lafayette, CA number b_dlcates a greater or lower noise level

to facilitate public understanding.

-194 1, Suggested that motorcycle noise receive attention
,V_. Walter Kruger before household noise abatement.

-195 I. Requested abatement of loud television commercial.(

Evelyn Kaye

-196 1, Informed us thai motorbike noise is the only

IL S. Morgan noise that he Fundsirritating.

-197 1. Based on reading of Section 8, proposed that only
A. Gerald R¢iss products that exceed a certain threshold noise
Director of Corporate Administration level be required' to contain a label which has no
F'asco Industries rating but that warns the user of potcnti£ adverse

effects.

2. Criticized proliferation of labels.

3. Opposed use of EPA logo on label,

4. Suggested that simulation of "use environment" be
a primary objective in setting standards, For exompl
noise from air conditioners is not extremely

annoying if eye.one has windows closed.

5. Suggested that the regulation state what testing
costs, direct and indirect, wBl be reimbursed by the
Agency.

- 6. Requested alongqr notice period for admitlanco
to manufacturer's premises.
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77-8-198 1. Suggested that the labeI contain avisual scale
John D. Kramer showing the range in noise ratings and indicating
Secretary of the Illinois the "quiet" and "noisy" poles of the spectrum,

Department of Transportation

-199 1, Expressed concern with a number of household
Vlrginia Smith appliance noise levels, citing lawnmowers,

refrigerator, airconditioner, dishwasher, sweeper,
electric con opener, blender, hair dryer, TV and
outside motors.

-200 1. Expressed support of noise labeling.
Sarah Leach

2. Requested action on TV commercial noise.

3. Requested information

-201 I. " Suggested that the labels contain accurate and
David Rankin understandable information.

-202 1. Expressed concern over airplane and RR noise,
Until;ned and lack of concern about bus and truck noise.

-203 1. Requested information.
Margaret Lockner

-204 1. Requested that the Agency take a stronger
George Hunt stand against industry and act as the people's
(Replaced by 77-8-329) advocate,publicizingthe issue.

-205 1. Requested the Agency regulate the Carbide
Richard Bolin Cannon, a noise gun that scares away birds.

2. Suggested use of color scheme in labeling and
a 1-10 scaie.
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77-8-20ti 1. Expressed approval of noise labeling but
Harry Harter requested that the Agency abate noise from

Department of Fine Arts outside tile home as well.
Maryvilie College

-207 1. Expressed support of noise labeling.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rorda

2. Informed us that their city council will not
consider the model noise ordinance because

of industry pressure and wants a mandatory
nationwide noise law.

-208 1. Expressed concern over noise from blenders and
Helen Pratt vacuum cleaners.

•209 I. RequestedthattheAgencyabatelawnmowcrnoise.
FlorenceKumichi

-210 I. Suggested that motorcycles be considered for
John Brubaker the first product labeled.

2. Proposed that any rules include penalties for
modification of noise control devices.

-211 I. Expressedapprovalofnoiselabeling,particularly
Irving Rank, M.D. refrigerator%vacuum cleaners, water softening
Rosanne Prank, RN devices and exhaust fans, because they create

ckronic tension in the individual who it cont'mcd
to home.

2. Requested that the noise level of music in restauran t'
and other public places, where the general public it
a captive audience, be restricted.

3. Suggested educational efforts to minimize the risk

involved in exposure to "raucous rock music."
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77-8-212 1. Requested abatement of noise from lawnmowers
Phillistt Rosenthal and grass blowers.

-213 1. Requested control of noisy auto mufflers,
Glovcr Weiss

-214 l. Suggested that this inflationary project b¢
Robert Bogan dropped unless the EPA is able to demonstrate

some clear economic benefit in ex_ss of the

potential costs.

o215 1. Expressed support for noise abatement, partlcul_ly
D. McAndrews of electric lawnmowers and motorcycles,

-216 1. Suggested any action which could abate household
Mrs. Eusanc Emerson noise.

-_ 17 I. Expressedopposition to noise ragulation because
Mat. William Person of burden on manufacturers and because she

believes that consumers should exercise discrimi-

nation in purchasing.

•218 1. Expressed support for noise labetin$.
Mrs. Arthur Smith

2. Expressed concern about truck noise.

•219 I. Suggested labeling of appllanoes.
Sylvia White

2. Requested information.

-220 1, Expressed conc¢m over a looal swimming pool nois¢
Michael Saija enforcement problem.
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77-8-221 1. Expressedsupport/or noise abatementespe-
S, PeUetier cially on appliances.

-222 I. Requestedany action to abate appliance noise,
Joanne Ploek

-223 1. Expressedsupport for noise labeling.
R. Lan&y

-224 1. Requested information.
Dawn WeBs

-225 1. Expressedsupportfor noise labeling,eapoct_y of:
Lea Bradley di._hw'ashem, washingmachines,dryers,blendem,

hW dryem,vacuumclcanen, radioand "IVre-
ceivers,electricpowerdrills, lawnmowcn and
typewriters.

2, Requestedsomeother nois_abatement effort to
controlgarbagetrucks,tree limband leaf _rcddem,
Jack hammersand nit condtfloncn.

-226 I. Expressedconcern overnoise from_ nc_thy
Rachel Riley factory.

-227 1, Suggestedthatallproductsabove45dBA list
HaroldTaylor theirnoise level.

428 1, Expressedsuppo_ fornoise labeling.
Bob Londergan
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77-8-229 1. Expressed support for noise labeling, particularly
DavidSullivan ofblendersand lawnmowers.

-230 I. Expressedsupportfornoiselabeling,especially
W.Cox oflawnmowem.

-231 I. Expressed concern over motorcycle noise.
John Moore

-232 I. Expressed concern over noise front her garbage
Mrs. D. E. Coward disposal, dishwasher and kitchen fan.

-233 I. Requestednoisefromautosandmotorcyclesbe
Mr.and Mn. TheodoreAdams abated.

-234 I. Stated that noise standards ate past due and that
Prof. Richard Moore noise is one environmental areathat has been

Kansu State University ne$_ected.
Dep_tment of Family Economics

-235 1. Expressed support for noise labeling, especially
WllhclmtA Smith of "continuous noise" products such as fans, air

conditioners and refrigerators.

-236 1. Requested thatmore be done to eliminate noise
E. Careen from vacuum cleaners, electric brooms, air con-

dit/oners, hair dryert, lawn_owers, refrigerator
motors and blenders,

-237 1. Expressed concern over household noise, including
E. P. Ganuque lawnmower_.
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77-8-238 1. Stated that noiselabeling is a positive action
Tom Meshan because consumers need to make an informed

decision,

2. Suggested standards be set on household products
in addition to labeling,

3. Suggested hbcls that stat=a health warning.

4. Me_stionc:dproducts wllich subject consuracr to
"harmful levels" of noise: Vacuum cleaners,
air conditioners, shop tools, bl=nders, hair
dryers, washing machines, lawnmowcrs, and other
household appliances.

-239 1. Expressed support for noise labeling, particularly
Kathleen Johnson of vacuums, air conditioners, and lawnmowers.

-240 I. Expressedsupportfornoisecontrol.
"I'a¢ImaCorcn

-241 1. Expressed support for noise labeling.
John D, Hopkins

2. Expressed disapproval of Federal action to limit
motorcycle noise because he believes that motor
vehicle muffler laws can be improved on the state
level.

-242 1. Expressed concern over noise from pipes and
Mr=.D. Klompus heaters in her apartment.

-243 1. Expsessed concern over bus noise and wanted
Laurance Conti information on controUlng it.

-244 I. Expressed support for noiso labeling.
Mr, and Mrs.Mike Main
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77-8-245 I. Expressed concern over noise from motorcycles
Joseph Famulary and hot rods.

-246 1. Expressed support for noise labeling with particular
Lois SeRal reference to vacuum cleaners,

•247 I. Suggested that any item powered by an electric
Michael Ramage motor have a noise label indicating the operating

decibel level,

2. Suggested that radio and "IV have volume limits.

3. Expressed support for the program.

-248 l. Expressed support forlabeling of air conditioners.
Mrs G. Miller vacuum cleaners, refrigerators and lawamowers.

2. Suggested that Agency control noise level of
television.

•249 I. Expressed support for noise labeling.
H. ShiUon

•250 I. Expressed concern over noise of huge garbage
Unreadable vehicles, grocery delivery trunks, lawnmowers,

vacuum cleaners,airplanes,and power tools.

-251 1. Informed usof a local "rock band" noiseproblem
_alte Pichette growing out of zoning.
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77-8-252 I. Expressed disapproval ofnoiselabelingbecause:
Gabor Usbsu a. It is an attempt at people control.
Mechanical Engineer b. It would add another level of bureaucracy,

c. It would increase prices, red tape and aggravatic
d, Take away business freedom.
e. It would waste tax dollars.

-253 1. Expressed disapproval for noise labeling because
HelenVon Ehrenkrook consumerprotectioncostsconsumersmoney.

-254 I. Requested information.
Ms, Kuniko Sato

EnvironmentAgen_
Tokyo, ]span

-2SS 1. Expressed rapport for noise labeling, including
Mrs. Pavia Schrdner hea.lth hazard warnings,

-256 I. Expressedconcernovernolsefromahostof

Unrsadable sources,Includingvacuum cleaners,dishwl.shers,

motorcyclesand "IV commercials.

-257 I. Expressedsupportfornoiselabeling.
Chuck Howell

2. Suggestedproductsforlabeling,includingall
"electrical equipment."

3. Requestedinformation.

•258 I. Requestedinformation.

Mr.andMrs.HarryOldinburg

•259 l, Expressed concemover motorcycle noise.
Priscilla and Eugene ChaUed
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77-8-260 1. Expressed support for the labeling program,
Mrs. John Simoni

-261 1. Requested copies of proposed rules and any
Zan¢ Saunders, M.A. other relevant information.
Director, Speech Pathology and

Audiolol,_
Newington Children's Hospital

-262 1. Commented on automobile noise standards.
Francois Louis

Manager, Safety and Environmental 2. Stated that interior passenger car noise is a comfort
Regulations, Renault, USA consideration rather than a health matter, and

the level of comfort is hard to measure in an

objective fashion.

-263 1, Expressed support for the program.
Dorothy Shannon, Ph.D,
Chief, Speech and Hearing 2. Requested filrther information bsyond the
Sinai Hospital of Baltimore summary of the notice of proposed rule making.

-264 I. DeVal, a manufa_:turer of high performance
F. W. Hetman aluminum windows and doors, expressed the
President opinion that all window systems should have
DeVal, Inc. sound transmission ratings.

2. Enclosed other letters and articles in support
of this view.

-265 I. Expressed support for the labeling program,
Jane A. Baran, Director ns outlined in both the general labeling provisions
AudiologyAural Rehabilitation and labeling standards for hearing protectors.
Indianapolis Speech and Hear/rig Center
(lnsert also Into Docket 77-5)

•266 1. Requested the information on local community

The Rev, Henry M. Biggin noise standards as described on the today show,
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77-8-267 1. Requested copies of proposed rules.
Mrs. Lester Wiggins, Chairman
Oklahoma Health Committee

-268 1. Requested the opportunity to testify at the
Roy W.Muth Washington, D.C. heating.
Director,Technical SerJices
International Snowmobile Industry

.4_o_lation

-269 1. Requested information on theWad'dngton,
Beth A Brown D. (2, heating and related publications.
L"/eadnghouse Manager
Aspen SystemsCorporation

-270 1. Expressed full support for the proip'am.
Mr. and Mrs. Lan'y Pinkston

-271 1, Expressed support for tile program.
Maria Henesah

2. Suggested labeling of electric fans, air conditioners,
and refrigeratorL

-272 I. Expressedthcopinionthatnoiselabelingisa

Raymond F.Anderson "lostcause."

2, Sueeesteda Meal noise abatement publid_
effort through bumper sticken and mailing labels.

-212(Mlsnumbered) I. Citedtheworthinessofinvestigatingnoise

Michael E.Paul, Sr. labelln&

2. Suggested warning labels us appear on ¢l_rette
' packages.
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7%8-(2)73 (Misnumbered) I. Expressed full support for the program, especially
All Ragle with respect to shop tools and garden equipment.

-(2)74 (Misnumbered.l 1. Expressed concern over lawnmower noise.
David and Eileen Garland

-275 l. Expressed interesI in home noise abatement and
EloiseCYossman support for labeling program,

2. Suggested noise labels affixed to packages or

prefe_blydiractiy on appliances.

-276 1. Expressed support for noise labeling, cspecial/y of
Judith Sclilager dishwashers and lawnmowers.

-277 I. Suggested that noise control efforts be dlreat_l
Mahlon E. Sipe at motorcycles rather than household appliances,

-278 I, Commented on automobile noise standards.
M. Grossman

U. $, Factory Representative 2. Stated that inter/or passenger carnoise is a cOmfort
Peugeot consideration rather than a health matter, and the

level of comfort is hard to mcuure in _ta obJ_tivc
fa,_lon.

-279 1. Expressed support for noise abatement for
Mrs. Roy Higdon all household equipment, lawn care equipment,

air conditionen and transportation vehiedcL

-280 I. Expressed support for noise abatement for
Martha Mathews all household equipment, lawn care _uipmant,

air conditioners and transportation vehicles.
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77-8-281 I. Commented on EPA'snoiselabelingstandards

JoeSwift asappliedtomalineenginesinpleasureboats.

ExecutiveDirector,EnvironmentalAffairs
Mercury Marine 2. Suggested use of dB(A) for measurement and

stated this is a measure of sound level and

not sound pressure level as EPA document stated.

3. Noted that SAE J34a and SAE JXXX must be

used for measuring pleasure motorboat

sound levels, with Leq being the most logical
descriptor.

4. Cited need for a testing facility for comparative
measurement (reverberant rather than anechoic),
or alternatively, the SAE "standard boat approach."

S. Wondered if a single rating number would be based
on "passby" or "interior" noise, and doubted that
pleasure boats constitute a noise health hazard,
yielding passby noises in the 70-80 dB(A) range.

6. Expressed the opinion that the motor can be
rated only in combination with the boat, posing
measurement problems.

•282 l. Mantioned her intention to testify at the
Donna McCord Dickman,Ph,D. Wasidngton,D. C. hearing.

Metropolitan Washington COG

-283 1. Requested a copy of the Ringelmann Chart in
Lt. ]fm Andor_on connect/on with development of local exhaust
Traffic Dlv_on noise level ordinance.

Rapid City Police Department

-284 1. Expressed opposition to the program, preferring
Richard M. Snyder to rely on the free enterprise system.
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77-8-285 I. Expressedgeneralsupportforabatementof

GeorgeM. Gonnan environmentalnoise.

-286 1. Requestedthat priority be given to control
EmmaNiemarm of motorcyclenoise.

-287 I. Requestedopportunity to testify at the
John P. Reardon Washington,D. C. hearing.
Directorof GovernmentAffairs
AirConditioningand Refrigeration

Institute

•288 1. Stated that noise levels of motorcyclesshould
M, L Downs be reduced.

-289 1. Expressedconcern overnoise frombulldozers,
G. C. Simpson trucks,motorcycles and buses.

•290 1, Requested availablereportson the subjectof
Sue Vogclsenger noise pollution.

•291 I. Cited anattachment from the Philadelphia
Jules A, KaBer Inquirer.

•292 1. Expressedsupport for noise abatement for
F. K.Fo=ter all householdequipment, lawn care equipment,

air conditionersand transportation vehicles.

-293 1. Expressedsupportfor noiseabatement for
I.¢lla Alken all householdequipment, lawn care equipment,

air conditionersand transportation vehicles.
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77-8-294 l. Suggested noise labeling of motorcycles, chain
Winston L. (Illegible) saws and trucks.

2. Suggested federal maximum noise levels.

-295 1. Expressed concern over loud background music on
Esther MaryLippa_d "IV.

-296 1. Requested further information.
Toshio Kltamura

Deputy Director of C-ChoralAffairs Div.
Machinery and Information Industries

Bureau

Ministry of ln'_maflonal Trade and
Industry

Japanese Government

-297 1. Suggested that radios, PA systems, televisions,
1".J. McCann and music amplifiers bc included in the program.

-298 1. Complained of two noisy bulk flour pumps located
Vincent Atgondezal near his residence and requested a source of relief.

-299 1. Expressed opposition to the program bccausa
G. M. Hoah of possible inflationary effects.

-300 1. Expressed support for the program, citing
Mrs, Arthur Klavans noisy air conditioners in particular.

-301 1. Exprcssad opposition to the program because of
James P. O'Donnell increased costs to consumers.
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77-8-302 11 While generally approving of EPAactivities,
Jerry Boyle requested that more time be given before the
President, Honda of PJqua (Ohio) setting of noise standards.

-303 1. Expre_ed concern over motorcycle noise.
James E. Wingert

-304 I. Because of industry and user lack of concern,
John R. Race suggested that snowmobile, chain saw, outboard

boat and trail bike noise be abated rather than
labeled.

-305 1. Expressed approval of action under Section g of
John J. Hughes the Noise Control Act and suggested motorcycles
State Lobster Hatchet and Research be given priority.

Station (Massachusetta)
2. Suggested a flyer describing dB(A)'s and their

measurement for public education.

-306 I. Announced intent to attend San Francisco
Gerald E. Starkey, P.E. hearing.
Noise Abatement Specialist
County of Santa Clara '_. Requested further information _ it becomes

available.

-307 1. Suggested the iabeling of ali motor vehicles with
F. E. Powers, Jr. standards for sports cars and motorcycics.

2, Noted that skateboards and escalators need
not be labeled.

-308 I. Suggested labeling of household equipment, lawn.
i Leona and Karl Wilhelmsan mowers and shop tools and abating the noise

of motorcycles and snowmobiles.
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77-8-309 1. Expressed support for the program,
Emmett Joseph

2. Suggested noise regulations be set for motorcycles,
lawnmowers and power saws,

-310 I. Requested information on the program and the
L. K. Lepley opportunity to participate.

-311 1, Questioned if the public were aware of the
Ronaid Junck, President increased consumer cost that the program would
PrJnco Manufacturing Corporation cause.

-312 1. Expressed support of program for simple
John G. New, Chairman comparative noise labeling of power shop tools,
Biology Department powered garden equipment, vacuum cleaners,
SUNY, Oneota mixers, dishwashers, air conditioners, and electric

shavers.

2. Wished to see motorcycles, snowmobiles and
off-lrai/vehicles covered also.

-313 1. Expressed opposition to the program because of
Butt B. Fid_er .excessive government interference in citizens' lives,

-314 1. Suggested tha¢ computer equipment be included
L. F. H_nddcks in EPA noise abatement efforts.

-315 I. Correspondent, a hearing protector manufacturer,
Stuart M. Low requested the opportunity to testify on the general
Flent's Products Company provisions at the Washington, D, C, hearing.

-31t5 1. Requested information on the submission of
Lang D. Woods written comments on behalf of clients.
Woods and Woods Law OfHces
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77-8.317 1, Requested abatement of general street noise.
Lan Pazavis

-318 I. Suggested abatement of motorcycle noise,
A, C. Koller

-319 1. Expressed concern with appliance noise, such as a
Hope Nissenbaum blow hairdryer and a blender.

-320 I. Expressed support for the program.
Mrs.C,craldtne Graf

2. Included two newspaper articles, one by the
correspondent on the subject of environmental
noise.

-321 1. Expressed support for the program.
Imm M. Bennet

-322 1. Expressed support for noise control and
biarjoria Ack¢rman, RN labeling of vacuum and rug cleaners, hair dryers,
and andiom¢tflst and electric mixers, and all tools and machinery.

2. Suggested that the labels carry a health warning
aswell as the decibel level.

3, Suggested that the label note that repairs would
increase the stated decibel lewl of the product.

4. Suggested that steroos be labeled with a green-
yellow-red color scheme,
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77-8-323 I. Expressed opposition to theprogramasa

E. S, Molt "consumer _Sp-off,"
Mott Corporation

2. Suggested that bureaucrats be required to have
5 years of practical experience in private industry.

-324 1. Expressed support for the labeling program and
R. Lowens suggested the inclusion of attic fans, heat pumps,

refrigerators, washers, dryers, vacuum tools, and
powered lawn and garden equipment.

2. Suggested the EPA establisha recommended
maximum noise revel to be indicated on the
label.

3. Suggested EPA enter the field of airplane
noise levels because of FAA and CAB's inaction.

I

-32_; 1. Expressed support for the program.
Ruth Jabach

2. Expressedconcem 6vet motorcycle noise.

-326 1. Suggested that motorboats and outboard
S, .1.Alton motors be considered.

-327 1. Expressed concern with noise from: children's
Gloria J. O'Reilly street toys, amplified "music," lawn care machines,

home care machines, blenders, vacuums, mixers,
can openers, refrigerators, floor polishers,
electric shavers, hair blowers, air conditioners,
fans, and motorcycles.

-328 1, Expressed opposition to the program because of
Robert Z. Breakwell increased costs to the consumer.
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77-8-329 1. Requested his cruller submission, 77-8-204, be
George H. Hunt replaced with thls correspondence.

2. Requested information on opportunities in the
field of noise pollution.

3. While favoring the labeling program, suggested
use of direct language instead of nodes or numbers.

4. Suggested a seal of approval for low-noise products.

5. Cited a number of major noise polluters.

-330 I. Requested abatement of motorcycle, air conditioner
Betty Jacques refrigerator, and general appliance noise.

-331 I. Expressed support for the program and concent
Mrs. MaW E. Neumann over motorcycle noise,

•332 1. Requested labeling and abatement of motorcycle
Norman O. White noise.

-333 I. Suggesteduseofexistingrating"labels,"e.g.,

Richard J. Pnppin STC, NRC, SRN, because of industry acceptance.
VitBtnia Regional Coordinator
Coordination Committee forEnviron- 2. Suggested that labelsincorporatethedistance

mentalAcoustics factor,especiallyfor"outdoor"products.

Acoustical Society of America
3. Suggestedthat productswith sound-controlling

devices (e.g., TV's and radios) not be labeled.

4. Suggesteduse of the sound power level and the
A-weightedsoundpressurelevelforratingpurposes.

5. Requested to bekeptinformedofdevelopments
in the program.
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77-8-334 I. Expressed wholehearted support for the program.
Marcia Macdonald

2, Requested stricter enforcement of motorcycle
noisecontrol.

-335 I. Expressed support for the proga'am.

Robert S. Jackson M.D.
A_istant Commissioner

Department of Henlth
Commonwealth of Virginia

-336 1. Expressed concern overseveral sources of neigh.
(Mrs.) Frances Oatley borhood noise including air conditioners, lawn-

mowers, sirens, tree-cutters_hi-fi's and
garbage tnzcks.

-337 1. Requestedthe opportunity to testify at the
William J. Stcphem Washington,D. C. headns.
General Counsel
Amedcan Rental Association

-338 I. Requestedcurrent information on standardsand
Kathezine M. Rellly, M.D. requirementsrelated to Docket" 77-5 and 8,
AudinloBist, Matin General Hospital

-339 1. Requested complete information on No, 77-8.
Mrs. M. L. Branchuud

•340 1. Expressed concernovershootingranso
Anthony Kelly activities andsuggestedsuchnoisebe abated.
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77-8-341 1. Expressed support for noise control.
Mr.and Mrs. William Woodhouse

2. Expressed concern over noise from a neighbor-
hood tavern, motorcycles and snowmobiles.

-342 1, Commented thatlevels of 50.55 DB's for

A. H. I_eg, President industrialproductsere unre_Iisfic,
Widder Corporation

2. Noted that noise reduction would have an advene

impact on efficiency and thus on energy con-
sumption.

•343 l. $u_ested that traffic noise be OvenpriofiW over
Mn. E. K. Swartz appliances.

•344 I. Expressed support for the program but prcferred
Mr. John G. Kover,h max/mum levels.

2. Noted the problem posed by involuntary third

party listencra for the labeling projecL

-345 1. Exprefacd conc.crn over loud 'IV and radio
Mn. Henry Koyo commercials.

•J46 I. Expre.cd concernovernoisy mufflers, foreign
Florenceshorter can andmotorcycles.

-347 I, Exptc_ted _trong support for the program and
RlcJlardJ. Pepph_ suBgested the lohnli_g of air conditioners, power
County AcousticalEnOneer tools, lawnmowen, power boats, ceili_ tiles,big
Montilornery CountY, Maryland wheel bikes, and mlniblke/off-road vehicles.
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77-8-347 (Continued) 2. Noted use of the NRC for ceiling tile
but cited its lack of indication of transmission

loss capability.

3. Requested the results and summaries of the hearings
when available.

-348 l, Expressedscrlousconcernwith local motorcycle
Roy Ruuska noise and requested aresponse.

-349 I. Expresseddoubtsaboutthepossibilityof

Mayda L.Lyons controllingavarietyofenvironmentalnoise
sources.

-350 I. Requestedacopy oftheproposedregulations

Singapore Institute of Standards and and to be kept informed of further, developments.
Induatrinl Research

(Also 77.5.021)

-351 I. Requestedallavailableinformationon Nos.

DavidFishken,Ph.D. 77-5and 8.

DeparlmcntofPsychology
Northeastern Onlve_ty

-352 1. Expressed concern over air conditioner and

Joseph P. Fiori motorcycle noise.

-353 I. Expressedsupportfortheprogram.

Mary DaveySchamb0ch
Technical Coordinator
John L.Price andAssociates

Enviromnental Analysis and Consultation
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77-8-354 1. Expressed support for noise inbo]ing if cos_
Marilyn B. Noyes could be kapt low, but expressed opposition to
Family Resource Management mandatory restrictions on noise levels.
Cooperative Extension Service
Utah State Univemity

°3.55 I. Expressed opposition to the program because
LeRoy J. Pahmiyer individuals can taka more effective action through

direct contact and the courts.

-356 1. Expressed opposition to the program because
Leonard Feuerstnin of the ineffectiveness of existing regulations

which are not enforced, increased cost, and
effectiveness of competition.

-357 1. Expressed support for the program, citing

Mrs. Sylvia L. White blenders, air conditioners, cake mixem, and
vacuum aleaners,

-358 I. Requested further background _.nfom_.tion,

Rudolf Donninger particularly on the choice batwccn the noise
Ostateichisehes Normungsinstitut power |eve| or thenoise pressure level for

labaling purposes.

2. Suggested usa of the noise power level of the
International Standards Organization for ratings.

3. Noted that Austria intendsto issuet,imliat t_gu-
lationsand thuswishadto bekept informed.

-359 1. Expressed support for the program and corn-

Joseph P. Shephord, It. mented on general environmental noise.
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77-8-360 1. Expressed opposition to the progTambecause of
Kenneth Young increased costs and excessive government meddling.

-361 I, Requested copies of the hearings.
Mr. W..L Pemey

-36:2 I, Suggested decibel labels on the volume controls
(Dr.) Bessie Chronald of radios, TV's and stereos.

2. Suggested control of sounds from "Muzak" in
public places becaUSe of its "escapist" qualities.

-353 I, Expressed support for the program to allow
A. Stephan Bozun, Jr. for comparative shopping on noise levels.

2, Noted the noMness of vacuum cleanen, dishwaahcre
and lawnmowers.

3, Suggested that the labels be kept simple and that
the decibel leveL'_be designated.

-364 1, Expressed opposition to the program because of
James M. Fan'ell the capability of consumers to make their own

decisions.

2. Suggested that EPA's efforts be confined to requestt
from local government.

• -365 l, Cited aWashington State EcologY Department
R. A. Mahr survey showing citizen concern for control of

motorcycle noite.

-366 l, Expressed concern over motorcycle noise.
David W.Clark
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77-8-367 1. Noted that, with a scale A meter, a Kitehenaid
Larq, J, Hall, M.D. PSC dishwasher generated 80 dB at six feet and a

Westinghouse heat pump generated 70 dB at throe
feet from an air duct. Levels deemed to be
det_'imental by the writer.

2. Expressed concern with 12.S. Navy ship noise
and suggested that Federal agencies be requiJ'ed
to lead the way in noise abatement.

-368 1. Suggested noise cbntrol and Jabellng of all
Martin Bing items, such as refrigerators and tracks.

-369 1. Accepted invitation to testify at theWashington,
W. E. Schw/eder D.C. hearing,
Ford Motor Company

-370 l. Expr*ssed opposition to the program became
Melvin D. Furman of lack of public undemanding of dBA levels and

because of increased costs to consumers.

-371 1. Expressed concern owr barking dogs and loud
Mrs..l. Lamb music during the night.

-372 1. Expressed general support for the labeling program,
Joi Anne Garrett

-373 l. Expressed opposition to the program because of:

W. A, Hyland (a) increased costs and inferior products,
, (b) public satisfaction with currant noise locals,

(c) adverse effects on the economy, asin the
recent "dgpressian" caused by EFA's auto-
mobile emission standards,

(d) lack of clarity of proposed noise level labels,
(e) decrease of individual freedom.
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77-8-374 I. Requested the opportunity to testify on behalf
Charles V, Anderson, Ph.D. of the American Speech and Hearing Association
Associate Professor of Audiology and the Iowa Council on Speech, Hearing and
University of Iowa Language Disorders at the Cedar Rapids hearing.

-3'75 I. Requested information on the Cedar Rapids hearing.
Kenneth Truce

•376 1, Expressed disagreement with an editorial in
Constance (Mrs. George) Bell Morristown, N,J. Daily Record which opposed the

program as excessive governmental regulation
(included copy of the editorial).

2, Expressed concern with general envh'onmental
noise makers such as lawnmowers, chain saws
and vacuum cleaners (Kenmom).

3. Noted use of noise from fans and air conditioners to

drown out mum irritable noise and requested
that these products remain loud.

-377 1, Expressed support for the program, citing the
Patrick C. Welsh noise of blenders; hairdtyers and trash compactors.
Principal Environment al Specialist
Municipniity of A.nchorage, Alaska 2. Suggested that glass or steel packed mufflers be

bannedfrompublicuseunlesstheyemitless
: than 76 riB(A) at 2S feet after 500 hour_' use,

3. Requested placement on the mailing list for
further information on the program.

-378 I. Requestedtheopportunitytotestifyatthe

.lamasW. Kllmes CedarRapidshearing.
Product Safety Department

'.:Decre and Company
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77-8-379 I. Expressedoppositiontotheprogrambecause

Dick Almy of ]ack of concern with noise if the product
performs satisfactorily.

-380 I. BUsom International, amanufacturer of
Roland Westerdal personal hearing protective devices, noted that
President,BilsomInternational,Inc. theproposedlabelsareaimedtooheavilyat
(Insert also into 77-5) the end user rather than the purchaser of the

product, distorting the intended audience.

2. Suggested greater flexibility in the means of
giving notice beyond affixing a standardized
label, and suggested substitution of the word
"notice" for "label" in paragraphs 211.1.4, 5,
6, 7, and 8.

3. Suggested that reference to labeling conditions
be deleted from paragraph 21 l.l.10-4(a) to
preservethe value of the testing exemptions.

4. Asserted that the provisions ofparaB_-aph21 l.l.9(b)
overreached the agencies authority for extra-
territorial jurisdiction and suggested that EPA
need not enter foreign facilities to fulfill the pu_ose
of the re_laflon_.

3, Expressedthe opinion thattheinspectionand
monitoring provisions for access to facilities were
unreasonable in light of the proprietary nature of
the firm'sproducts, and suggested accordingly
{hat subsection b(1X3) of 211.1.9 be deleted. In
addition, subsectionc should be amended to
allowinspectionand monitoringnoisetestingwhere
conductedin the U. S.

6. Suggested changesm wording to assure that
EPAbears the cost f_r any testing required by
the administrator.
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77-8-381 1. Expressed concern over highway noise near
Chet Pitek his residence and asked for remedial suggestions

for abatement of this noise.

-382 I, Expressed (a) the opinion that government should
John E. _tshall regulate private industry and (b) support for gov-

ernment effort to regulate noise.

-383 I. Expressed concern for the enforcement of mufHer
Mrs.Josephine (Illegible) laws for motorcycles.

-384 l.. Expressed concern over noise, especially that of air-
Unreadable planes and trucks, as a cause of social disorders.

2. Expressed support for the program and for strict
enforcement of EPAregulations in general.

-385 1. Expressed concern over halrdryer noise and
Jenny L. Armour wanted such products tested for noise

levels.

2. Requested information on the results of the
hearing.

•386 1. Expressedconcern overnoise from motorcycles,
J, C. Cornelius small cars,and trucks,especially U. S. Postal

Service trucks.

-387 I. Expressed support for the program.
Lois (M_. Robert S.) Green

2. Expressedconcern overenforcement of noise
controlson motorcycles and hot rods,which
shouldbeat a higherpriority than abatlnBnoise
from construction equipment.
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77-8-388 1. Suggested the noiselabeling of vacuum cleaners
Clay Gerken and dishwashen,

-389 1. Expressed rapport for nobe abatemenl efforts.
Elea L. (Mrs. John) McCamith citing noisy roffi'gerators, chain saws and

Jawnmoweea.

-390 1. Requested the opportunity to testify at the
Theador¢ Befland Washington, D. C. hearing.
President, Citizens Against Noise

•391 1. Noted the San Francisco headnS and requested
(Name is Illegible) more information on the subject.
MacMurray Pacific Wholese]e
Builders' Specie]ties

•392 1. Informed EPA of Caserepresentative to testify

Darrell E. Wolbcrs at the Cedar Rapids hearin&
J.I. Case, Tenneco

-393 I. Expressed concern over the loud multic at
High School Students parties and wondered what could be done,

-394 1. As a manufacturer of nameplate and label,S
H. J. Wise products, requested copies of propased reguhztio_

W. H, Brady Company for their review _nd comment.

•395 I. Expressed support for the program, citing
Dlanne gpossard vecuum cleaners and blondes, in order to mak©

tntelJisent choices,

•396 I, Expressed concern overnobe from blenders,
D_lnne Davis mixers, r©frigeraton, motorcycles and snovanobiles,
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77-8-397 l, Expressedconcernover noise from newer
Mrs. Lilllan E. Bums appliances (e.g,, a refrigerator, a mower, and

cars) relative to older, more noise-free
appfianaes,

=398 1. Expressed support for the program, citing
Churi¢ Larson lawnmowers, vacuum cleaners, washers, motor-

cycins, and piped in music at shopping centers
and restaurants.

-399 1. ExpreSsed concam over chain saw, lawnmower
Charles E, Bpeiser and "weed eater" noise, which he has measured
Certified Hazard Control Manager at 106 dB(A) and strongly suggested labeling

of these products.

2. Suggested instructions on the ]abe] or in sales
information which advised user of above products
to wear hea_g protectors,

,.400 1. Exprassed support for the Inhaling program.
Richard O. Thomalla

International Acoustical Tasting 2. Discussed his company's sound rating procedures
Labol_tofles) Inc. and specific costs, Standard fee for conducting a

sound power test in accordance with ANSI SI.21 is
$300 but cost could be reduced to $200 or less if
fewer frequency hands taken, while a single number
sound power level test would cost around $150,

3. Suggested that cost of testing and lab availability be
major considerations when devising a rating scheme,

4. While simplest rating would involve a sound
pressure reading, avaifibility of testing labs with
anechoic room is less than desirable. A more
practical approach is a sound power measurement,
because sound power data is corrected for whatever
environment it is measured in.
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77.8-401 1. Criticized lack of requirements for providing infor-
David M. Anderson motion on how "noise reduction ratings" can be used to

Bethlehem Steel Corp. determine the actual noise levels when the product
is installed in a specific environment.

2. Asserted that a small additional amount of informa-
tion could allow user to predict resulting noise level
when installed,

3. Suggested inchlsion of requirement that this
information he included on the label or in

supplementary material provided to purchaser.

-402 1. Expressed suppor_ for noise control program.
Pearl Michacls0n

2. Listed noisy appliances: dishwasher, washing
machine, clothes dryer, refrigerator, lawnmowor,
air conditioners, and garbage disposal.

-403 1. Complained about noise of a new air
Louis H. Bieler conditioner.

2. Noted that the manufacturer, when contacted,
had no concern about the noise level.

3. Suggested that there had been false advertising.

-404 1. Expressed opposition to the noise labeling program,
Fred C. Worthington suggesting that it is a waste of taxpayers' money.

-40S 1. Suggested rating based on a computationalpmcc-
Rhone Hellman dure instead of aweighted physical measure such as a

Dept. of Speech Pathology and Audiology dBA, because the former includes subjective psycho-
Boston University acoustic methodology, provides a linear measure,
and allows for incorporation of tel'moments relating to

, Bertram Sehart" tonel components and sound intermittcncy, and
Auditory Perception Laboratory involves costs that are lower than those reqUired
Northeastern University for standardized sound-level measurements.
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7%8.405 (Continued) 2. Mentioned calculation systems: (I) American
National Standard $3,4 Procedure for the

Computation of Loudness of Noise; (2) Part B
of R-532 of file International Standards Organi-
zation (a Procedure for Calculating Loudness Level);
and (3) 150 R507, Procedures for Describing Aircraft

Noise Around an Airport.

3. Discussed technical and cost-related advantages
and disadvantages of dB(A).

4, Mentioned that although tile public is aware of deci-
bels, sound ratings could not easily be related to them,
and any rating system will be new to the public

anyway. Also, increasing public understanding of
dB(A) would not be of great benefit, since con-
sumers are not involved in monitoring or measuring
noise levels.

5. Argued in favor of using sones as a means of
expressing noise level on the label because:
a. The scale is linear and absolute.

b, The measure is intemationally accepted,
o. It would promote understanding of direct

measures of the subjective effect of noise.

6. Supported numerical ratings versus categories,

7. Commented on problem of taking into account
aging of noise-producing product, suggesting an
average ofmeasurementstaken after a periodof
simulated use.

8, Mentioned problems associated with temporal
factors, including overall duration, intcrmittency,
and tonal components; and recommended a delay
in labeling products whose noise qualities reflect
these problems.

9. Advocated the creation of a federally-sponsored
but independent laboratory which would test
products, advise manufacturers, and perform
relevant research.
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77-8-4.06 1. Requested information on the hearings, indicating
Charles W. Hyer that he wished to attend and offer comments.
The Marley Corporation

,407 1. Expressed concern over television noise.
Mrs. Gregory Brill

,408 l. Expressed concern over noise from trail cycles.
Lewis g. Hosfeld

-409 1. Requested information on proposed noise labetlng
CanadaSh_ standards.

Japan Machinery Federation

,410 1. Expressed support for noise labeling program.
Frances J. Babon

2. Suggested that her fomily's health is adversely
affected by noise.

3. SugSested products to be labeled: Hair dryet_,
vacuum deanen, food blenders, shop tools, lawn
and garden equll_ment, chain saw,s, remote con-
trolled airplanes and boats,

-411 I. Expressed opposition to noise labeling regulatory
Arable L. Spratt program, especially as applied to roobtop
Instamatic Corporation air conditioners on RV'e due to:

a. htgh cost of testin8 procedures,
b. lack of public complaints about noise of

their products,
¢. the fact that noisereducing features will

reduce efficiency.

-412 1. Expressed opposition to the program, statin 8
H. F. Renneber8 that the market mechanism is suMcirat to solve

the noise problem, If it exls_t.
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77-8-413 I, Expressed support for noiselabelingprogram,
Melvin W, Talbott mentioning cats, trucks and vans as prime

candidates for labeling,

2. Expressed concern about loud traffic noise.

-414 I. Suggested that on the labels of noise reduction
I,arv/Potter products, it should be stated that the attenuation
Kentucky Department of Labor values are affected by improper fitting or wearing,
Occupational Safety and Health and that these values are determined under ideal
(Insert In Docket 77-5) conditions.

-41S 1. Expressed concern about the noise of kitchen
MIs. F..1., Hammond blender.

-416 I. Expressed concern about traffic noise,
SCanDudek

-417 1. Suggested that labeling will not solve the noise
Thomas A.Dobbelan¢ problemand thatregulationisnccessawbecause

people like noisy products.

2. Complainedabout noiseofchain saws,lawnmowcrs,

trailbikes,motorcycles,cars,TV commercials,
and motorboats.

.418 I. Expressed support for labeling program.
Dr. and Mrs, Ronald L Hall

2. Suggested these products for labeling: air conditioners
(window units), hair dryers, fans,dishwasherJ, and
VaCUumcleancl_$,

•419 i. Expressedconcernaboutthe noiselevelofHoover

Alberta J. MeAlarney vacuum cleaner and motorcycles,
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77-8.420 1, Expressed support for labeling program.
Le Ann Price

2. Listed noisy appliances: stove exhaust fan,
hand mixer, lawnmowem, hair d_en, vacuum
deanen and reffigeeaton.

•421 1. Expressedsupport for thenoise tabulation
EdwardJ. Roilly program.

2. Complainedabout the noiseof public transportation
vehicles and can,

-422 1. Expressed support for noise re_datton pro_ara.
William C. Lea8

2. Noted that vehicles, patliculady trucks, axe
excessively noisy.

3. SuRsested that faetofles should not be located
in roddantial areas.

-423 1. Expressed support for noise labeling program.
France= Szablawaki

2. lasted nois'y appliances:dishwar_er, wt._tnll
machine, lawnmower, coffee grinder, vacuum
cleaner.

-424 1. In connectionwith possiblenolBelabelingof
FrancoisLouis vehiclesand mufflen, sugSestedmcthoddo_y
Renault, USA for mcasudnffcertainnoises associatedwith cart,
(b_ert in Docker 77.9) spacifictliy exhaust noise, cosine noise, exterior

and interior noise, attd difficulties _ocisted with
¢.achtechnique.
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7%8-4"5 I. Expressedsupport fornoise labelingprog_am.
P. D. Southgute

2. Suggestedthat in thecaseof products when a
thirdpartyis affected, labeling isnot sufficient
and regulationis needed,

3. Suggestedthat state regulation isnot sufficient
when a productis nationallymarketed,but Federal
regulationis necessssy.

-426 1. Expressedopposition to the labeling of household
L.LamaxBlack appliances.

2. CriticizedBPAactionsbecause of increasedprices
forconsumers.

3. Assertedthat manufacturersare capableof regulating
themselvesthroul_competition

-427 1. Complainedabout thenoise of a factorynear
RachelCorhinRLley her house.

.428 1. Expte_aedsupport fornoise abatement prosram.
Mr.and Mrs.John iv,._eeloy

2. Listednoisyappliances: vacuum cleanevJ,chain
saws.powermowerl, disBwashotL

•429 1. Requested informationconcerningIchellngprogram
RobertJ. Entwi£o andspecificproducts that wlil requitelabels.
AutomaticSwitch Company

.430 1. Requestedassistancewitha specificnoisy appliance,
M. F. Crabtteo an airburningfurnacein their mobilehome.
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77-8-431 I. Expressed support for labeling program.
Mrs. Marie S. Griffin

2. Suggested that merchants be required to demon-
strate their products in the storeso that consumers
ran hear the nobe level,

3. Expressed concern about the noise levd of
dishwashers, in addition to lawnmowors and
television commerciais.

-432 I. Listed noisy products: vacuum cleaner, hand and
Mrs. James H. Watson large mixer, electric razor, ]awamower, hand

skill saw, gas driven saw, hair dryer.

•433 1. Expressed support for the labeling program.
Mrs. Dorothy Chapin

2. Suggested that the noise level of electrical pumps
used for irdgatinn be _e_flated.

•434 1. Expressed oppodtion to the labeling prosram,
Win'on/_. Gust stating that it is unnecessary and will not influence
Gust Manufacturing Corp. purchasers'decislom.

2, Expressedthe opinion that ascoasumet_begin
to look for quieter productS,manufacturers will
make quieter products,

.435 1. Expressedconcernabout the noiselevels of
Mrs. Buddy1:. Arbuc]de dishwasherand hoodfan.

•436 I. Listed noisy products: vacuum cleaner,
Mrs. L J, MoNelll, 3r. hand-held hair dryer and vehicle motors.
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7%8-437 1. Listed noisy appliances: garden tillers, garbage
Family Finance Class disposals, lawnmowers, blenders, hair dryers,
Fotdland High School, Missour_ electric mixers, washing machines, dryers, vacuum

cleane_, refHgerutors, sewing machines, air
conditioners, fans, telephones, dishwashers.

2. Suggested a rating scale from 1 to 10.

-438 1. Suggested that trucks do not obey current noise
Andrew Altken regulations, and that noise checks be integrated

with speed checks conducted by the state police

2. Suggested that trail bikes be made so that mufflers
cannot be removed since enforcement of resu/atiom
in that case i$virtu._llyimpossible,

-439 1. Expressed support for the labeling pto_'_n.
Theonin Ltimore

2. Suggested that retailers who soil noisy appliances
aisosellhearingprotectors.

-440 1. Expm_ed concernaboutthe noiseof a vacuum
S. Ditz cleaner.

•441 1. Listed noisy products: vacuum cleaners, air
Helen M. Schmidt conditioners, kitchen vent fans, mixe_, tele-

visions_ ]awomowerr, power tools, motorcyo]as
and trucks.

2, Susgastedthat by requiting labeilns,manufactutetl
will be forced to think about noise.

•442 1, Suggestedthat motorcycle noiseshould be strictly
Eunice B. Ch/lds regulated, with heavy Frees for violations of noise

ordinances.
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77-8-443 l, Listed noisy products: vacuum cleaner, refrlgerator,
Louise Wilson and central heating unit.

_AA. 1, Indicated that sound attenuation of custom molded

K. O. Tucker, Pres. ear protectors will vary from one individual to
Plastlc_t Laboratories, Inc. another depending on stiffness of ear tissue
(Insert In Docket 7;.5) and other factors. Tests have indicated attenu-

ation varying from 18 to 22 decibels in the range
of 300 to 1000 Hertz and from 28 to 35 decibels

in "the range of 3000 Hertz and beyond.

•445 1, Expressed support for alabeling program,
CarolSeamon

2. Suggested fllat mandatory noise limits be set for

vacuum aleaners, lawnmowers and shop tools.

3, Suggested that a numerical ralLng system be used,
rather than symbols,

•446 I. Listed noisy products: vacuum cleaners, hair
Unsigned dryers, electric mixers, lawn mowers, chain saws.

motor cycles,

,,447 1. Listed noisy appliances: hair dryer and vacuum
The Ver_'a cleaner,

,448 I. Listed noisy products:Lawnmowers,motorcycles,
Sam and Laura Robbins air conditioners, pool fdter pumps, indoor and

outdoor vacuum cleaners, autos, tracks, hair
dryers,

2. Requested information on the noise level of
different pool faltersand vacuum cleanerseothat :
they cancomparisonshop,
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77-8-449 1. Listed appliances needing ]abels: vacuum
Max O.Bilfft cleaners,refrigerators,airconditioners,hair

dryers,heaterblowers,shoptools,dishwashers,

exhaustfans,washingmachinesanddryers,
powerboats,toys,

-450 I. Expressed concern about the noiselevelof
J.C. and Dorothy Kenyon boats and trucks.

•'451 I. Rank-ordered noisy products: lawn and garden

Unsigned equipment, shop tools, air conditioners, vacuum
cleaners and floor waxers, dishwashers and
washing machines, blenders, hair dryers, and
electric fans.

2. Suggested use of symobls for noise rating descriptor.

-452 1. Expressed support for labeling program.
Eleanor Culberson

i 2. Mentioned need for quiet dishwashers, vacuum

cleaners,and washing machines.

-453 1. Complained about danger of vacuum claaner's
Allison Titus retractable cord.

.4.54 I. Opposed labeling program viewing it asa
Unsigned waste of money.

-455 1. Complained of noise emitted by a vacuum
Mrs. A. William Euticr cleaner.
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77-8.456 1. Complained about neighbor'sairconditioning
Mrs,Bill Joe Austin ano heat pump system.

2, Suggested heat pump, because of stationary

position and continuous use, be givan priority
for noise control.

3. Emp,_asized that neighbor was not informed about
noise level at time of purchase.

.457 1. Complained about noise of refrigerator
Mrs. Ralph Moffet

•458 1. Requested placement nn mailing list for product-
Roger D. Smith specific regulations.

2. Asked if regulations exist coveting laboratories

that provide compliance testing services,

.459 l, Expressed support forlabeIingpmgram.
Yvnnne Bmnstad

.460 1. Complained about noise emitted by vacuum
Elizabeth McC'utchen cleaner.

-461 I. Expressed support for noise abatement program.
Mrs. A. P. Lovato

2. Suggested a warning be placed on labels and ads
similar to Surgeon General's cigarettc-smokthg
warning.

.462 I. Believed labeling of motorcycles and exhaust
John L. Warner systems will beineffective but supports maXimum

noise levels and fines for altering the system.

x
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7%8-463 1. Complained about noise of vacuum cleaners,
Mrs. R. J. Gelhar hair dryers, and washing machines.

-464 1. Expressed support for program.
Geraldine Greig

2. Referred to computers and business machines
as a source of noise.

-465 l, Expressed suppor_ for labeling program.
Shirley W. Valin

2. Sources of noise mentioned as annoying are
vacuum cleaners, shop tools, power mowers and
gardening equipment.

-466 1. Expressed support forlabelingpragmm.
Murid Cowing

2. Referred to vacuum cleaners as major noise source.

3. Preferred symbols to numbers as noise rating
descriptors.

-467 1. Expressed support for labeling program.
Ann Smith

2, Stated that numerical rating would be better
than a symbolic system.

3. Requested intbrmation on different types of
noise pollution (e.g., Coneorde, rock music),

•468 I. Opposed program due to increased costs and

Unsigned restrictions on individual freedom.
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77-8..469 1. SONIC EAR VALUS and SONIC II protectors
Frederick G. Crocker, Jr. cannot be tested using ASA STD 1-1976/ANSI
Vice President and General Manager Sec. 3.19-1974 and thus cannot be assigned an
Safety Products Division NRR number.
Norton Company
(Insert lnto 77-5) 2. Commented on Sec. 211.2.5 concerning

exceptions to rating system.
a, Second sentence should be limited to

devices not already on the market. Alter-
native procedure should be used for those
products already on the market. Application
process for a "suitable alternative rating
system" should allow c year after promulga-
tion date to run tests and to prepare appll_tion.

b. "Suitable" is not defined in phrase"suitabhl
alternative effectiveness rating." Submitted that
a "suitable" alternative rating system for a
device for which NRR is not an accurateindi-

cator can be independent and unrelated to
NP,R system.

c. See. 211.2.5(c) does not define what const/tmes
"conclusive scientific test data" (suggested language)

3, Changesproposedare designedto permit continued
marketing during testing and processing of application.

-470 1. Complained about noise of vacuum cleaner.
Mrs. Don i.. Van Meter Model $3073).

2. Noted that demonstration on sales floor did not

effectively indicate true noise level in home,

-471 1. Supported noise labeling program.
Mrs,George W. Moor

2. Complained about air conditioner's interference with
speech.
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77-8.472 ]. Supported abatement ol'noiseemitted by appiiancus.
Mrs. Carl Bosrick

2, Noisy products listed include vacuum cleaners,
fans, food mixers, blenders and powered lawn and

gatdc_nequipment.

-473 1. Complains about noise emitted from air conditioner,
Shirley K. Jensen vacuum cleaner, hai_ dryer, food blender, dishwasher,

and coffee grinder.

-474 1. Complained about "canned music" in various
Mm. Bill MaoLeaa publla places.

.475 1. Expressedsuppoa for labeling program.
Mn. David L Lukens

2, Commented onexcessive noise of washin_
machine.

3. Supported a rating scheme which uses descriptions
of "very loud," "loud," etc.

.476 I, Complained about noise emitted by blender,
Vera Kurkus meat grinder, vacuum cleaner, hair dryer, and

lawn mower.

,477 L Claimed that two extremely noisy products am
R. L _mlth vacuumcleaners and ltasoI/ne-powemd lawnmower_,
Pearl Hm'borSurvivors Association

•478 I. Supported noise abatement program,
_. H, N. Kelly

2. Mentioned a vacuum cleaner, exhaust fans,

and school bells as extremely noisy products.
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77-8-479 1, Supported noise labeling program.
Mrs.Gretchen Ogh:

2. Commented on excessive noise emitted by a
vacuum cleaner.

"480 1. Supported noise labeling program.
KalhrynKennedy

2. Citedgarbage dispos',fl, electric broom, and
vacuum cleaners asnoisy appliances.

-481 I. Complained about noise emitted by "Big Wheel"
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony P. Bucasz tricycles.

-482 1. Recommended making illegal any modification
Roy C. Patrick of automobile or motorcycle ©xhsust system
Hearing Aid Consultant that produces greater noise emission.

•483 1. Considered household applianae labeling as un-
Mrs,Anthony IL Manera necessary but supported noise abatement actions

directed at lawnmowe_, motorcycles, and blowers.

.484 1. Complained about noise of a hair dryer,
Unreadable

-485 1. Complainedabout disruptions in her elemental3,
Phyllis A. W..hmison school classes caused by aircraft baaed at Oceana

Naval Air Station.

•486 1. Listed noisy products: hairdryer, diswasher, oven
Laurence B. _tter fan, washing machine, and electric workshop toola.
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77-8-487 I, Supported strong emission regulations for
Paul L. Young motorcycles and especially trail bikes.

2. Expected EPA to notify him of its position and
action.

-488 1. Commented on excessive noise produced by a
Ursula Stanton dishwasber.

-489 1. Supported noise abatement controls for a vacuum
Eliaua Wood ford cleaner, blender, and hair dryer,

-490 1. Supported labeling of electric appliances, men-
Unreadable tioning dishwashers and vacuum cleaners.

-491 1. Supported noise abatement actions targeted at
W, L, Boly_rd motor bikes, heavy duty tracks, and chain saws.

-492 1. Mentioned major noise offenders: vacuum
Mrs. Albert E, Montague cleaners, refrigerators, dehumidifier% 'IV

commercials, motorcycles, and lawnmowcrt.

-493 1. Complained about noise emitted by lawn and
M. M. Walker garden equipment, vacuum cleaners, and

household appliances in general.

-494 1. Complained about noise emitted by a vacuum
Ms, Olive H. Kennedy cleaner.

-495 1. Supported product noise labeling for electric appli-

Mr. Allen D. Slater ances, especially yacuum cleaners, hair dryers, dish-
washers, and air conditioners (window units),

2. Preferred a numerical rating system.
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77-8496 I. Expressed opinion that ONAC should focus
Margaret Carrico on TV commercials.

-,497 1, Supported noise h_heling program.
E, C. Blackburn

2. Mentioned w_cuum cleaner, digital clock, radios,
and hair dryer as major offenders in his home.

-498 I. Commented on excessive noise emitted by a
Mrs. Vernon Alvord refrigerator.

-499 1. Complained about noise ofa hairdryer.
S. Smith

2. Mentioned that he had not been aware of its

noise emission qualhi¢s at time of purchase.

i -500 1. Complained about noise emitted by a vacuum
Unsigned cleaner and reftigerator.

-501 I. Suggested that many household productsare
Mrs. R. LcRoy Rollins too noisy.

2. Listed noisy appliances: vacuum cleaner,
air conditioner, and food processor.

-502 1. Stat¢d that noise invades his privacy.
E. BaUly

2. Listed noisy prodwets: st_os, radios, televisions,
tapc recorders, CB radios, PA systems, vcht_¢ ex-
haust systems, lawnmowers, power saws, motor-
cycles, aircraft, recreational vehicles such as dune
buggies _d snowmobiles.

3. U_cd Shut national regulation is neoossary rather
than state control.
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77-8-503 1. Expressed support for thelabeling program.
Mrs. Delbert ChHstiansen

2. Complained about the noise level of a refrigerator,
central air conditioner, a vacuum cleaner and
refrigerator,

-504 I. Stated that local police have been no help in
Dr. Sharon L. Scholl keeping down the noise level of motorcycles,

thus it is necessary to get manufacturers to
reduce noise,

2. Listed noisy products: air conditioners, vacuum
cleaners, garbage disposals, blenders, electric scissors.

3. Noted the importance of such factors as duration
of use, as is the case with air conditioners, and
cases where one is not controlling the source of
noise, as is the case with motorcycles.

-505 1. Complained about the noise of her vacuum
Pat Newport cleaner.

2. Stated that a label containing noise level information
on the vacuum cleaner would have altered her
purchase decision.

-$06 1. Expressed support for noise control program.
H, Malcolm Lewis

Westside Building 2. Urged action on the noise of cement tracks,
Materials Company several of wlflcb are located in a plant next to

their showroom,

-507 1. Listed noisy products: an air conditioner and
D, Roman an electric bromo.

2. Observed that her 10-year-old air conditioner
cools faster and Is quieter than her new one,
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77-8-508 1. Complained about the noise level of her coffee
Mrs. Herbert Bergam maker.

-509 1. Disagreed with idea that products need to be
W.A. Hyland noise level labeled. Manufacturers will try to

harvest lowest noise levels and end up pro-
ducing inferior products costing more.

2. Stated that labeling will increase cost of products.

3. Felt that the proposal numbering of noise
levels could be confusing to people.

-510 1. Requested information on response to
G. A. O'ltrien Docket #77-8-011
Representative,
17th District, Illinois

-5! 1 I. Stated that equipment to be noise labeled
M, D. Furman is not used by people who understand decibels;

(labeling) is stupid and costly.

-512 1, Requested information on noise regulations.
H. Hoffman
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77-8-S13 I, Expressedannoyanceaboutthesmallmotorcycles
Mrs..i., V..Iohnson ridden by children as well _s the full-sized motor-

cycles.

-514 I. Expressed support for noise abatement legislation.
Mrs. Thomas Williams

2. Stated that their fights ar_ being infringed upon by
lawnmowers and motorcycles operated by others,

-515 I. Listeddisturbingproductswhosenoisecomes

HarryHughes fromtheexhaustpipes: automobileswith
"HighPerformance"mufflers,motorcycles,jet

aircraft, propeller drivenplanes, helicopters
with rotor slap and diesel locomotives,

2. Stated that noise pollution is,as much of ahea.lth
hazard as exhaust fumes.

-516 I. Urgednoiseregulationsforlawnmowers.
WilliamAndersen

2. Expressedtheopinion that boththe olderand
the newer lawnmowces have the same noise level.

-517 I. Expressedsupportfornoisere_lationofmotor
A ConcernedCitizen bikes.

-518 I. Complainedaboutthemilitaryaircraftthat
Thomas R.Houck constantlyflyoverhisvacationhome inSouth

Carolina.
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77.8-S19 I. Comph'dnedabout the noise that issuesconstant/y
Allen O. Kundtson from tile boiler smoke stacks of a packing plant

in Wisconsin.

2. Suggested that this noise drowns cut olher
undesirable noises.

-520 1, Expressed support for the labsling program.
F. Macenko, Chief
Noise Control Division 2. Stated tire opinion that labeling, if used in
Environmental Protection of Canada conjunction with an adequate public information

program, can help to minimize public exposure to
excessive noise.

3. Urged that the Noise Rating number reflect
"in-use" noise rather than noise in a free running
state.

4. Urged the use of Leq to help facilitate comparisons
between products on the part of the consumer.

5. Noted that the use of different rating schemes for
different products would be of minimal use to
the consumer.

6. Suggested that products which have a similar
function be given comparable noise ratings (such
as a hand saw and a power saw).

7. Suggested that either u label or l/yet be included
with the product to explain the purpose and meaning
of the label and the rating, as well as containing

examples of noise exposure which mould not be
exceeded during the average day.

-521 1. Complained about the noise of her hair

Marilyn Wtlkins Sumuelson dryer.

2. Expressed support for labels on all appliances with
deetdc motors.
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77-8-521 (Continued) 5. Suggested that noise levels be expressed in decibels.

4. Suggested that measurements be taken at the
distance of six inches or less,

-522 1. Listed motorcycles and stereos as being excessively
Ruth Lynn noisy.

2. Suggested that "reason and sense" be exercised
in noise control actions.

-523 I. Stated that the Air Transport Assoa]atJon has no
Edwin W. Abbott comments about the genera] provisions of the
Air Transport Association of America product noise labeling regulatory program.

•524 1. Complained about a recreational flying club near
Mrs. Grace Norris her home.

-523 I. Expressed supportfor noise abatement.
Mrs. Richard Frazak

2. Expressed support for noise labeling of vacuum
cleaners.

-526 I. Supported reasonable labeling of products.
LawrenceH.HodBes

Vice President 2. Viewed labeling as a "viable alternative" to unneces-
I. I. Case Co. sary and unreasonable noise emission standards.

3. Commented on proposal:
a. Recommended permanent label.
b. Opposed use of label information on range

of noise labelsfor a product class,duo to costs,
importance of other factors in purch.ter'l
decision, and possible regional differences in
product availability.

¢. Suggested that statement about measurement

• methodology be plaEed on label,
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77-8-526 (Continued) d. Recommended a noise rating in dB(A) versus
an acoustic rating descriptor.

e. Preferred manufacturer's self-certification.

4. Submitted letter from Case to Dawes and Moore

with respect to noise abatement (in order of
preference): ( 1) voluntary labeling, (2) man-
dated labeling without noise standards; and
(3) mandated labeling with minimal noise standards.

5. Submitted into record "Comments to Dawes and

Moore regarding Labeling Noise Levels of Wheel
and CrawlerLoadersandDozers,"which:

a. Expressedsupportforvoluntaryproduct]abel-
trigas a viable alternative to emission standards.

h. Described University of Nebraska information

on tractor noise and how the publication of
rids data supposedlyproduceda demand for
quieter vehicle=.

c. Pmposcdsan_plelabel for wheel/crawler
loader/dozers which contains a maximum
noise level certification.

-527 1. Expreued support for noise labels on appliances.
Mr=.CharlesKoofmans

2. Listed noisyappliance=', vacuum clsanem, holt
dryer, exhaust fan, air conditioners, can and traetorJ.

-$28 1. Expressed support for noise labeling program.
Kelly Bri_t

2. Noted loud noise level of a vacuum cleaner
andblender•

3. Observed that noise level is not necessarily related
to efflelsncy.
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77-8-529 1. Expressed support for noise labeling program.

Bruce Nordquist
Public Health Environmentalist 2. Listed noisy appliances he is aware of due to

his field experience: air conditioner, workshop
tools, powered lawn and garden equipment.

3. Noted that the danger of the above stems from
the long periods of use.

4. Noted that industry has improved many products
by solid construction, better balanced motors

and muffler exhaust systems.

5. Listed other noisy productS: children's toys such
as tricycles with hollow plastic wheels, vacuum
cleaners, dishwashers, hair dryers, clothes washers
and dryers, and food mixers.

-530 1. Expressed support for labeling programs.
Mrs. Elizabeth Adamson

2. Listed noisy applianaes: avacuumcleaner,
hair dryer, garden and shop tools.

3. Stated that her dishwasher is extremely
quiet.

-531 1. Expressed support for the labeling program.
Mrs. Patdcla Cole Blake r

2. Suggestedthat federal actionIs necessaryfor a
successful fight against noise as local police
and health departments ate powerless or dldntertated.

3, Suggested that cars and motorcycles need to be labeled,
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77-8-532 l, Statedthat both brandsof refrigeratorsshe
Nada Yanshak Brillante owns are quite noisy.

2. Urged that refrigerators be considered for
labeling even before dishwashers, because
they arecomtantly running.

3. Stated that for her, the noise a refrigerator
makes is of greater importance than its price,
size or features.

•533 1. Listed noisy appliances: a vacuum cleaner
Mr. and Mrs. R. Robert Welts and electric lawn edger.

2. Questioned why products couldn't be manu-
factured to operate more quietly.

-$34 1. Complained about the noise of their rafn-
William Sorber, Sr. gerator, stating that it keeps them awake

at night,

2. Stated that they have received only negative
responses from the manufacturer, who is un-
sympathetic to noise complaints.

-535 1. Complained about noise pollution in general.
Greg Serafma

2. Argued that power lawn and garden equipmant
are the worst offe_ldera befause they ageused
outdoors and are more easily heard by others
(third party disbenefits).

-536 1. Expressad support for controlling the noise level

Fred Koeni8 ofmotorsycles, which are louder than Jet planes
near his home.
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77-8-537 1. Suggested that a comparative noise level standard
Mrs. Ruth L. Levine be developed, so that personal or phone conver-

sation can be carried on in the same room, or a
doorbell or telephone ring can he heard from
another room.

-538 1. Suggested appliances forlabelingprogram: air
Mrs. J, W. Hunter conditioners, vacuum cleaners, mixers, blenders

and anything with a gas or electric motor. Mentioned
specifically her own refrigerator.

2. Suggested that quieter appIiances of the ,same
type were made in the past. stressing her experience
with refrigerators.

-539 I. Expressed support for noise control; stating that
Charles S. Carlyle noise is as much of a problem as air or water

pollution.

2. Expressed the opinion that labeling Is not a useless
idea, but should have low priority.

3. Observed that it is not possible to lggislata the
sensitivity of one's neighbors.

4. Complained about the noise of barking dogs and
recreational vehicles, partinuinzly snowmobilea
and trail hikes.

S. Suggested that the solution is to tax luxury
vehicles, in addition to regulating them.

6. Stressed the greater importance of reducing the
noise levels of rural areas as opposed to urban areas.
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77-8-540 I. Stated that the UAW receives mare complaints
Douglas A. Fraser, President about noise than any other occupational hazard.
Intematinnal Union, UAW

2. Expressed support for labeling and noise regu-
lation program.

3. Emphasized the importance of regulating the
noise of industrial machinery, because of
length of exposure fur the individual.

4, Suggested that it is easier to reduce the noise
level of industrial machines at the time of pro-
duction, rather than using OSHA or labor contract
procedures on a plant-by-plant basis.

-541 I. Listed noisy applianaes: alrcompressorsand
Autella Worreil air conditioners.

-S42 I. Complained about the noise level of television
Mrs. W, M. Bingham commercials and previews,

2. Listed products that need labeling: lawn mowers,
vacuum cleaners, garbage trucks, and railroad tracks.

-543 1. Expressed support for noise rating program.
Mary Wright

2. Requested the noise ratings of heatnrs, electric
fans and air conditioners.

-544 1. Expressed support for noise labeling program.

Ruth Kuper Levine
2. Noted the particularly high level of noise in

urban areas.
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77-8-545 I. Suggested products for labeling; fans, air con-
Tim MuelJer ditioners, dehumidifie_, humidifiers, dishwashers,

refrigerators, freezers, clocks, mixers, stove

exhaust fans, vacuum cleaners, can openers, lawn-
mowers, chain saws, hedge trimmers, and motor
vehicles.

2. Suggested using a decibel level as a rating scale,
along with a comparison to _ve the rating meaning.

-546 1. Expressed support for noiselabelingprogram.
Thomas D. Rossing
Professor of Physics 2. Suggested labeling aUpowered appliances, including
Nor'hem Illinois University power tools, fans and pumps.

3. Suggested an enforcement method whereby a
purchaser would be able to recover one-half of
the purchase price if the product had no label or
carded an incorrect label.

-547 1. Complained about the noise level of an air
Mrs. C. E. Lighter conditioner.

2. Stated that this air conditioner is advertised as

quiet.

3. Stated that the air conditioner they have is
also noisy.

-548 This entry included:

M. B. Doyle, President
International Snowmobile Industry I. List of average sound emissions of all 1977

Association model snowmobile produced by seven participating
manufacturers, tested by United States Testing
Company, Inc.

2. OperationalSound LevelMeasurementProcedure
forSnow Vehlcles-sAEJI161and SAE J19_.
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77-8-548 (Continued) 3. Samplecopy of the Snowmobile Safety and
Certification Committee Sound Rating Label.

4. News release issued by the International Snow-
mobile Industry Association on September 19, 1977.
a. Announced the adoption of a voluntary sound

emission labeting program for all new snow-
mobiles.

b. Discusseda labelthg procedurewhereby each
snowmobile will bear a label showing its
sound rating.

c. Noted that the industry had achieved a
94 percent reduction in sound emissions of
snowmobiles since 1968-a voluntary reduction
due, in part, to EPA's actions.

5. Document describing tile labeling program, which
discusses the emissions standards.

a. Noted that the emission rating consisted of two
parts, a maximum sound emission at wide open
throttle and a typical sound emission at IS mph.
A good deal ofvadation between these two
measures can be present due to size of machine.

' b. Observed that variations in temperature, humidity,
elevation and surfacn conditions can produce a
sizable error in measurement, which is compen-
sated for by a 2dB(A) tolerance in the measure-
ment.

c. Indicated that it would be inappropriate to
include the range of snowmobile ratings on a
label,because of the lack of precision in the
measurement and the clustering of all models

around a single sound level.
d. Suggested that it is difficult to produce a range

of aaowm obile ratings untJ/the end of the
yearsince snowmobiles are producedall year,

e. Recommended against putting the manufacturer
and model number on the label, statina that such
action mez_nt added expense and logistical prob-
lems, since other procedures ate available to
guard against misus,: of labels.

f. Provided details of labeling process.
x

?
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77-8-549 1. Expressed support for noise abatement.
F.llsabeth G. Garrison

-SS0 1. Suggested e "numbering system"as an eppro-
Rhea A. Bshlion prlate noise level rating as it would be easy to

understand.

2. Listed noisy appliances: shop tools such us skill
saws, jigsaws, dectrio drills, mills, bddgeports and
lathes; garden tools such as tillers and lawnmowers;
dishwashers, blenders, electric coffee grinders and
refrigerators.

3. Suggested that attention also be directed to heavy
tracks, motorcycles, snowmobiles and chain saws.

•551 1, Listed sources of noise: b]owarsinpublicrestrooms,
Mrs. FJizabeth E. BaleRs vacuum cleaners, cars, motorcycles, airplanes, plumbing

in the walls.

•552 L Encouraged careful consideration of the economic
Roy IL Morris, representing impact that any action might have on a product's
American Rent|fl Association-- manufacturer or the purchaser, particularly for

supplement to oral testimony by small manufacturers,
Howard W. Bumett, in Washington,

D. C. on September 16, 1977 2. Expressedsupport for the deterrrdastion of the
feasibility ofthe regulation, specifically, can the
noise level of a product be meardnghiiy and
accurately measured?

3. Urgedconsideration of the utility ofnotselabeling.

4. Su_ested that noise labeling is of little utility, as their
members have noted little, if any, demand for "silenced"
equipment, especielly if tide makes it more expensive.

5. Noted that the labeling noitco reBllatlon is unclear and
ambiguous with respect to the differences between "ulti-
mate purchaser" and "prospective user" (S¢c. S), e factor
nmieularly pertinent in the case of rentcl equipment.
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77-8-552 (Continued) 6. Noted that the regulations (Section 8) cull
for notice to be given to the prospective user and
g_ve the Administrator authority to decide whether
notice to the ultimate purchaserts sufHcient or
whether notice should be given to the prospective
userin some other manner.

7. Held that Congress neverintended to require

notice tO every individual who migh;,operate the
equipment, but only to the ultimate purchaser.

8. indicated that to require notice of noise to be given
to each user a permanent label, such as are stamped
out of rueful, would be necessaryto withstand the
types of repeated use their products perceive.

9. Indicated that periodic reattachment of paper or
plastic labels by a rental supplier would be totally
impractical.

10. Suggested that the regulations be amended so
that the requirements are _tisfied when notice

is provided to the ultimate purchaser (the rental
company) at the time of sale, rather than to each
Bent.

.553 I. Expre_ed support for noise abatement in homes.
Mrs. Hilbert L. Norton

2. Listed noisy appliances: washinB machines, m/xers,
dbhwashers, vacuum eJeaoei_ and ral'flleraton.

3. Noted that rafrigeratora are a unique case tn house.
hold appliancee, since they must ran comtantly.

4, Complained in particular about her own refri-
gerator, stating that it is much louder than her
old one,

• S. Stated that she has contacted the company and
the regional dbtributor andwas ignored.

6. Stated that talesmen in two sales rooms told her

there was no such tMn$ as a quiet refrigerator.
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77-8-554 1. Expressed support for EPA programs and actions
Carl E. Curet in genera].

2. Complained about traffic noise, specifically tractor
trucks, motorcycles, motor bikes, garbage trucks
and diesel buses.

3. Suggested that manufacturers should be regulated,

4. Suggested that elected city officials should be held
responsibin for enforcement of noise regulations.

-555 1. Discussedthe Society's scale for expressing the

R. S. Gales,Chairman noise of small noise sources, specifically the
Subcommittee on Noise Standards Product Noise Rating (PNR) in decibels-the
Acoustical Society of America space average of A-weighted soared level at a dis-

tance of one meter from a noice source over a

reflecting plane (ASA Std. 4-1975; ANSI S3.I 7-1975).

2. Argued in favor of this method, as it combines the
accuracy and reproducibility of a sound power
measurement with the consumer relatability of A-
weighted sound level in decibels,

3. Noted that tiffsmeasurement Isparticularly
appropriate for home appliances, as it gives the
level in a room with absorbent walls.

4. Argued that a scale in decibels will be useful to
theconsumerasitispossiblefortheconsumer
tobecome familiarwiththescain.Mentionedthat

we arebecominga noise-conscioussociety.

S. Opposed use of I to 10 rating scheme on a symbolic
scale.

6. Indicated that the best information available should

be presented to the consumer. In other words, use
the actual dB value rather than employing SdB
steps asclasses.
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77-S-555(Continued) 7. Enclosedreprintofhispaper"TheRoleof
ANSI 53-47(SI)inCoordinatingNoiseStandards"

presentedattheProceedingsofNOISE-CON 75,
pages259-266,1975.

-556 I. SuggestedtheuseofdBA orsome deelbelrating

Ervin Poduska on a label, as it is an absolute standaxd that is
Professor at Kirkwood already meaningful to many which could be

Community College assimilated by the rest of anciety with a minimum
of public education.

2. StatedthathisstudentseasilylearndB(A)measurement.

3. Suggestedthatacousticaltile,earprotectorsand
barrierdevicesbelabeled.

4. Suggested that the meaning of noise ratings for
appliancesandtheireffecton one'shealthbe

published,butnot neceasa_yon thelabel.

-557 I. Complainedofnoiselevelsofarefrigerator,

Mary'Hoehman noting that sales representative told them It was
normal.

2. Stated that consumers have a right to be aware of
noise levels for refrigerators.

3. Arguedthatmanufacturersshoulddesign

quieter refrigerators.

-558 1. Complained about her neighbor's power saw.
Eiinor M. Bowman

-559 Sameas Docket Entry 7%8-540.

Douglas A, Fraser, President
InternationalUnion,UAW
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7%8-560 1. Suggested consideration af automobilas and

Unreadable motorcycles under new regulations.

-561 1. Suggested reducing noise on cars, as well as
Earl Hardage school bus brakes.
Mrs. Irene Hardage
Celia Turner
Fred Salter

-562 1. Expressed support for the noiselabeling program.
Dr. Joan Stephens
Audlologist 2, Stated that she would base her purchase decision

in some eases on noise levels.

3. Suggested labeling ear defenders, vacuum cleaners,
dishwashers, gardening equipment, blenders,
garbage disposalsand air conditioners.

-363 I. Enclosed comments hc presented at the San
Gerald E. Starkcy, P,E. Francisco labeling hearings on September 22, 1977.
Noise Abatement Specialist
County of Santa Clara 2, Included a list of devices which have caused noise
Environmental Management Agency complaints, as requested by a panel member.

3. Expressed support for the labeling program.

.564. l. Complained about the noise level of an electric
Anonymous hair di_,er.

2. Stated that it"the noise level had been stated on
the package, she wouldn't have purchased it.
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77-8-565 1. PTI recommended that the acoustic rating
Webster and Chamberlain descriptor be Noise Power Emission Level

Counsel to Power Tool Institute (PTI) expressed in bels, or described in ANSI S 1.23,
1976. The ANSI standard applicable to the
product being labeled should be used for the
measurement, and if no standard is available,
EPA should work with manufacturers to

develop one.

2. lrrl suggested tile comparative acoustic rating
information be deleted due to impracticality
and resulting inequities.

3. PTI recommended that company name,.location,
and model number need not be on the label if they
appear elsewhere on the product.

-566 I. Requested extension of public comment period
John P. Reardon to November 28, 1977, to permit ARI to
Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration incorporate an ARI meeting on November 16

Institute in its Supplementary Statement on the Background
Document.

.567 1. Requested information about "noisy appliances."
MelvinF.Kuhn

-S68 1. Expressed skepticism about EPA's concern over

Hart. Elford A. Cedesberg household appliance noise, when it Is the outside of
U. S. House of Representatives the home that should be targeted.

2, Requested explanation of EPA's activities, especially
astohow theywillassistconsumer'spurchasing
decisions.
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77-8-569 1. Requested the information on surveys which
James M. Farretl led to the statement that "the American home is

(letter forwarded by Sen. Griffin; becoming increasingly noisy," as quoted in the
reply requested) September 1977 issue of Appliance Manufacturer

(copy attached).

2. Requested information on the size of the pro-
gram's budget and on "the number of noise com-
plaints that have been received by government
agencies that has causad governmental action."

-570 1. Complained about noise made by motorcycles, cars,
Ivlrs. D. D. Fisher and power saws, but asserted that labeling would

be ineffective because many products arc made
noisier after being purchased.

2. Proposed that a strong noise nuisance law be
passed and strictly enforced.

-571 I. Complained about noise level of frost-free
Mrs. H. Stovall reffigerator.

-572 1. Expressed opposition to the labeling program
larry F. Stikelcather, Ph.D. because of increased taxes and increased prices.

-573 1. Recommended that railroad trains (and their

James Egger whistles) be given major attention by EPA in
its noise abatement program.

-574 1. Praised efforts being made toward noise control.
Jean C, Prcssler

2, Complained about the loud music that is broad-
cast in ahopping establishments and asked for
information about possible solutions.
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77-8-575 I. Expressedoppositionto the noise labeling
David P. Reed program due to increased costs,higher taxes,

limited effectiveness of similar regulations and
re]ativa quietness of household appliances.

-576 I. Requested that EPA "do something about"
Mrs.Evelyn Banunas the following noise offenders: motorcycles

and motorbikes, "Big Wheels," carswith

bad mufflers, power lawnmowers, large trucks,
automobiles, and vacuum cleaners.

-577 I. Black and Decker suggested that acoustic rating
John L. Bennett descriptor always he Noise Power Emission Level
Safety Assurance Manager expressed in bels as described in ANSI S 1.23.1976,
Black and Decker Manufacturing Co. Method for the Designation of Sound Power

Emitted by Machine and Equipment.

2. The NPEL should be measured in annordanc_

with the ANSI standard applicable to the type
of product to be labeled, and if an ANSI
standard does not exist, EPA and manufacturers
should develop one.

3. Black and Decker suggested deletion of
comparative acoustic rating information.

4. Recommended that company name, company
location, and model number not be required
on label If they appear elsewhere on the product.

-578 l. Complained about the "waste of taxpayer's money"
Haywood Clark Smith on various EPA programs.

-579 1. Expressed support for labeling program, noting its
Claude A. Frazler, M.D. value for penons with small children, nervous

disorders, orsick people in the house.

2. Referred to article in Ashevllle Citizen and

requested reprints onNoisePollution.
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77-8-580 1, Suggested hoist standards for motors on appliances,
M. P, Novotti fans, and the baffles on florescent lights.

2, Stated that homo has become noisy and that
emphaseson costsand "miniaturization"have

brought about a noisy environment.

3. Compl_ned especially about products which
do not operatefor short periods of time (e.g.,
refrigerators, air conditioners, and fum=c_ f_ns).

-581 1. Compi _a_nedabout noise emitted by neighbor' all"
Nora Priest conditioners and expressed support for meaningful

noise control in this area.

-582 1. Complained aboutnoL_ emitted by tools used
Mrs. Helen M. Butter by gardeners.

•583 I, Expressed concern =bout the nobe level of
Illog/ble mufflers.

2. Indicated that _he thought thepro_xanlwas
a waste of time.

-584 I. Expressedsupportforeffortstoreducethenoiso
EnidM..fohnson levelofhouseholduppllanc¢s.

2, Argued that mandatory labeling would rssult in
long-run noise reduction because of competition.

-585 I. Exprsssed support for the labeling program.
Edward I, Wolf

2. Expressed support for usinBdo¢ibels for the
noise Isvol rating.
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77-8-586 I. Statedthat noisewaspainful for many persons.
Anonymous

2. Expressedsupportfor labeling products.

-587 I. Suggested terminating the noise labeling and
Don W. Robinson regulation programs.

2. Expressedobjections to federal interference
in the llfo of the individual

3. Enclosedacopyofanarticlewhichargues
againstnoiselabeling.

-588 I. Expressedsupportforthelabelingprogram.

Anonymous
2. Stated that noiselevels_ excessiveand can

beeliminated.

•$89 I. Indicated a shared concern with EPA about the
Wh_Ipool Cat, oration potential danzage caused by noise.

2. Urged EPA to research the effects of noise in
the home as well as the economic costs of labeling
to consumers and manufactuxers.

3. Indicated that the market#ace willadequately
dictate the manufacturer's responses to the needs
of the consumer.

4. Questionedthelackof'hard data on theadverse

impact of home noise levels.

5. Noted the consumer'sbelief that sound

and properly functioning equipment are equated.

6. Observed that both dishwashers and vacuum cleaners

f-'tllwell below (65 to 67 dBA) the OSHA standard
of 90 dBA.
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77-8-589 (Continued) 7. Emphasized the short duration of use of
dishwashers (1.14 times per day) and vacuum
cleaners (1 hour per week),

8. Noted that theconsumercanchoosewhen he

wishestorunan appliance.

9, Heldthatthewelfareofaconsumerisbest

protectedby hisown logical,diseretlonnr/use
ofappliances.

I0. Expressedconcernwishtheplethoraoflabeling

programs and wish the government's ability to
coordinate and prioritize the total labeling effort,

11. Maintained t hat the cost of a labeling program
may negate any value the label would have as a
purchase variable,

12. Incloded several early coat estimates, $trestin$
the large cost of retooling productioa facUlti_.

13. McntionedaconmmersurvcydonebyBetter
Homes and Gardens in which "noise wea ranked

seventh out of ten product priorities. Product
durability, less costly repairs, ener_, efficiency,
price, ease ofcleaning and easier operation were
ranked ahead ofnoise."

14. Suggested EPA recommend she inclusion of sound
informationinthemanufacturer'sUseandOtto
Guides.Suchinformationwouldincreasecon-

sumerawareness of noho.

15. indicated that their toll-free phone line had
receivedfew callsabout normalproduct
noise.
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77-8-590 I. OPEl pret'crreda mandatory federal labeling
Roderick T, Dwyer standard to a mandatory noise level standard
Director of Government Relations for lawn and garden equipment, though
Outdoor Power Equipment they" still have criticisms of tile proposed program.

Institute (OPEl)

2. OPEl objected to use of"public attitudes" as
product selection criteria,

3. Criticized issuance of general provisions before
product-speclflcregulations,sincebothmust
be considered in tandem.

4. Suggested that manufacturers be allowed to
test products at either EPA-dasi_ated test
facilities or their own facilities (if certified by
EPA). Otherwise there: will be excessive dupli-
cation, sinca manufacturers will still perform
their own tests.

.5. Suggested use of Section 8 of ANSI B71.1 Safety
Standard as test methodology for lawnmowtrs,
OPEl recommends that EPA either adopt an
existing, well-accepted standard or develop simple
test procedures acceptable on an international
basis.

6. Concerned {hat EPA's economic analyses will not
extend to the impact of the regulations on the
marketplace or, possibly to the costs of recordkeeping.

q. Emphasized the need for EPA to look at labeling
programs which may be in conflict with noise
labeling.

8. Strongly suggested use of the dBA for testing and
rating system.

9. Recommended that label or brochure contain

information about test methodology.
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77-8-590 (Continued) 10. Mentioned problems of labeling law_ and
garden tractors (which have various attachments
and variable speeds) and simulating realistic test
environment. Other test methods include SAE
XJI 1-74 and SAE XJ11-75.

11. Raised questions about the feasibiliW of Com-
parative Acoustic Rating Range, though OPEI
thinks it is a good concept.

12. Commented on need for aggressive consumer
education campaign and suggested provision
of additinnai data on a hang-tag.

13. Ctiti_zad requirements pertaining to testing
exemptions forproducts not meant forgeneral
sale.

14. Indicated that there should be a reasonable margin
for error in individual product compliance with
noise rating.

15. Criticized severely the requirement that label

verification be based on product samples. OPEl
noted that this proved-re would force delays
in assembly and packaging of produation units
an_ testing and labelproduction wascompleted.

16, Suggested that the "cease to distribute" provisinn
be deleted. OPEl does not believe the Nobe
Control Act gives such authority to the Adminl_
trator.

17. Recommanded periodia internal evaluation of
the program as to its effectiveness in changing
consumer behavior.
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77-8-591 1. Expressed obposition to the labeling program,
C. F. Newburg which represents an infringement on freedom
Chairman, Government Affairs of choice.

Committee

National Association of Truck 2. Complained that sections of the proposed regu-
StOp Operators lations are directed at retailers (e,g., truck stop

operators), who should not be responsible for
the acts ofmanufacturers, He mentioned that

retailers should not be responsible forlabeis
damaged in transit.

-592 1. Expressed opposition tolabeling program as a
Sidney L Flock waste of tax dollars.

-593 1. Expressed support forlabellng program and
Mrs. Susan Alperin mentioned a lawnmower, hairblower, blender,

vacuum cleaner, dishwasher, and motorcycles as
major noise offenders.

-$94 1. Complained about noise emitted by freezer
Mrs. (2. L. Mercer and fluorescent light fixture.

-$95 1, Expressed support for labeling program as a
Walter Bmkwinskl means of permitting greater consumer choice tn

the marketplace.

-596 1. Expressed support for labeling program and noise
Ruth Moses abatement efforts.

2. Commented on excessive noise level associated

with a washing machine, barking dogs, stereos,
and especially background music in public places.
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77-8-597 I. Though upset with the noise from aircraft.
Elbert O. Schlotzhauer traffic, and power tools, he asserted that the

labeling program is a waste of money because
most people would still purchase the cheaper.
but noisier product.

2. Commented on the problems associatedwith
aproduct requiring a new muffler.

-598 I. Requested advice on what legal action he or
.]'ames W. Butler EPAcould take against the manufacturer of a

tractor, which produces an excessive level
of noise for the operator.

-599 I. Expressed support for labeling of household
Constance M. Gibson appliances and for direct noise abatement.

2. Gavevacuum cleaner md mixer asexamples

of noisy products,

-600 I, F.xpre_sed support for a requirement that mane-
Charles Painter facturera disclose information on product noise

levels•

,601 I. Expressed support for the labeling program,
Mn, Forrest M. Sullivan noting that the consumer would welcome the

opportunity to make a choice based on product
noise ratings,

-602 I. Stated that manufacturers should make noise
Mr. Evan A. John;on measurement data available to the consumer.•

(Remarks made in phone conversation He cited his bad experience with a refrigerator.
with EPA's NoBe Represantativa,
Re_ion II, as described by the latter,)
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7%8-603 I. Expressed opposition to the labeling program
H. Bruce Prl/laman because it w_l result in higher costs, will not be

effective in changing consumer preferences, and
is concerned with a problem that is compara-
tively unimportant.

-604 1. Expressed strong support for the labeling program.
Margaret House

2. Complained about the noise produced by anO"

frost refrigerator and the difficulty of comparing
the noise qualities of different models at the _e
of purchase.

-605 1. Suggested that EPA require labeling on all products
Mars Gralia, D.Sc. (but not specific noise level); that the measurement

be taken where the noise is greatest and after 20
percent of product's estimated life; and that EPA
consider both air- and structure-borne noise.

2. Expressed support for immediate implementation
of a labeling program.

.606 1. Expressed interest in having quieter household
MissS. Victoria Krusiewski appliances, especially vacuum deancre, dish-

washers, and blenders.

.607 1, Complained about noise of television.
Martha Murdock

•608 1. Stated that labels on appliances would have detri-
Kathleen C. Harnigan mental effects on the environment (due to u_

of paper, ink, eta.) without having compensatorY
benefit.

2. Suggested possibility of conveying information
on packaging, warranty card, or existing label.
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77-8-609 1. Expressed support for product noise labeling.
Mrs. Charles Ladenberger

2. Complained about noise emitted by refrigerator
and failure of store to have demonstrator models

in operation.

-610 1. Submitted two reports that he authored:
Lan7 J. Erikssan
Vice.President, Research a. Power or Pressure-A Discussion of Current
Nelson Industries, Inc, Alternatives In Exhaust System Acoustic

Evaluation;

b. Discussion of Proposed SAE Recommended
Practice S]1207, Measurement Procedure for
Determination of SIleneee Effectiveness In
Reducing Engine Intake or Exhaust Sound
Level.

2. First paper (a) discussed various procedures for
evaluation of exhaust system performance, con-
sidered both analytical and experimental techniques,
compared these approaches by using measurements
on actual engine noise, and rank-ordered them on b
basis of accuracy and cost.

a, Mr. Eriksson discussed different modes on

approaches to rating mufflers-i.e., using
the actual level of noise or the difference
between silenced and unsilenced levels.

b, Mr. Eriksson emphasized the importance of
determiningwhether soundpressureorsound
poweroffersamore meaningfulmcesuremcnt.

He suggested the sound power level, if the lo-
c_tionof affected persons cannot be alcerly
dethleated.

c. Mr.Erikssonmentioned varioustradeoffs

associated with the selection of a Birch tech-
nique and said that Final muffler evmuation
usually demands an actual engine test.
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77-8-610 (Continued) d. He ranked evaluation methods according to
their accuracy as follows: (l) actual engine',
(2) standard engine, (3) simulated source,
(4) analytical model, and (5) parameter evalu-
ation. Tim ranking based on costs, with the
least cosily first, was: (l) parameter evaination,
(2) simulated source, (3) analytical model,
(4) standardengine,and (5) actual engine,

3. Secondpaper (b) ootlined vadousconsldcrations
and limitaUons associatedwith the proposedSAE
recommended practice XJI207. Two limitations
are the "lack of a direct correlation to other overall

pass-by tests" and the "lack of specification of the
subjective quality of the exhaust or intake noise."

-611 I. In this statement, Mr. Muth expanded on his
Roy W. Muth remarks given orally at the WashinBton hearings
Director of Technical Services and provided information in response to requesta
International Snowmobile Industry from EPApanel members.

Assocbtlon

2, AcknowledgedthatatthepresenttimeISIAdoes
notinformtheconsumerofthesoundlevelsat

the operator's ear.

3. Statedthatbecauseofanti-trustconstraints.ISIA
does not become lavolved in m_ufacturers'

warrantyprogTams.

4. Mentioned other enclosures submitted into the

record which describethe field audit performed
by the Independent test laboratory (or the
purposeofassessingsafety standardsofsnow-
mobiles. Manufacturers in the SSCCsafety
standardsprogrammusttestevery modelpro-
duced every year.
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77-8-611 (Continued) S. Asserted that no information was available
on the costs of snowmobile sound level test.

6, Enclosed a paper explaining the snowmobile
industry's voluntary sound emission labeling
program and several problems affecting snow-
mobile labeling.

a. Noted that most 1977 mowmobilcs have

a noise level falling within a 6 dBA margin
of error around the maximum emission
level 0f78 dBA.

b. Expres*ed opposition to the range information.

a. Said that six of the seven manufacturers of

snowmobiles producing more than 500 units
annually have uSa'ted to participate in the
voluntary prod-am.

d. Outlined the pro_dut_ followed by the
independent testing company rospon£blo
for auditing and monitotha&

•612 I, Complained about nohe produced by the butines_
A. F. Berber, Jr. and household appliances which his company
Town Office Supply h_dlet,
Hendenonville, North Carolina

2. Expremed support for whatever actionis needed
to correct these conditions.

-613 1. Expressed support for labeling pro$ram.
Joyce Pacer.

2. Complained about noise emitted by vacuum
clconet_, lavcnroowet_, tr_e._s,iliadlnixem,

3. Commented on health hazards presented by
noise-makem in the work place.
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77-8.614 1. Expressed opposition to labeling program, and
Pete Sirois in particular to tile labeling of shop tools which

he uses in his occupation. He complained that
the prograra would raise the costs of these
tools.

.615 1. Mentlonedvarlousnoise complaints: (1) military
Patricia H. Robinson aircraft from Subic Bay Naval Base; (2) construction

noise; (3) noise in military exchanges; and
(4)motorcycle and automobile noise.

2. Requested information about noise regulations
for exchanges, about controls on ears and motor-
cycles, and regulations pertaining to noise at
Subic Bay.

-616 I. Complained about noise of refrigerator.
Illegible

-617 1. Exptessed support for the labeling program.
Peggy W. Nords

2. Mentioned that she would use the information

to "comparison shop."

3. Suggested that some way was n_cded to describe

the high-pitched noise made by televisions.

-618 1. Complained about noise emitted by frost-free
Ms. Areta Powell refrigerator plus the fact that she was not

informed of the product's annoying noise
emission properties by the salesman.

-619 1, Expressed support for thelabeiingprogram,
Edith Mitchell since there is no way to teat products before they

are purchased.
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77-8-619 (Continued) 2, Suggested including on the label the decibel
level us weIl as certain frequencies such as the
starting and stopping frequency in the case of
refrigerators,

3, Mentioned her noisy refrigerator.

-620 1. Complained about the noise of her washer
Mrs, d. C. Brown and refrigerator and her central air

conditioner.

-621 I, A.,_ued that the proposed standard creates
E.Bruce Butler unnecassary confusion and difficult procedural
Attorney _ues when implemented for n Farticular product,

since it neither applies to a specific product nor
is necessarilyappropriate to all products.

2. Further argued that the noise regulations are
useless because each product must be con-
sidered individually in terms of its noise charac-
teristics, testing procedures and labeling suscapti-
bi/iW.

3, Noted labeling difficulties in the instance where

an eng_e is manufactured separately from the
rest of a product.

4. Noted the absence of generally accepted noise
standards forsomeproducts.

L Suggested the inclusion of noise information on
hang-tugs or in the owner's manual in those
instances where many labels ate already on a
product.

d. Urged the use of cost-benefit analysis, we|ghing
the cost of testing and labeling a product against
the consumer's desirefor noise information.

7. Stressed the need to examine individualproducts
according to the nature ofthe product, the
existing testing procedures, and the existing
labeling requirement.
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77-8-622 I. Held that EPA is exceeding its authority in the
E. G, Raterin8, Director proposed Noise Labeling Standards and wanted its
Vehicular Noise Control general comments considered in future product-

General Motors Corporation specific role-making action.

2. Noted that specific products must be chosen
according to the designated criterion before
the noise labeling requlrenrents are established,

3. Stated that labeling requirements cannot be
established for the purpose of consumer
information unless limited to products capable
of adversely affecting public health or welfare.

4. Suggested that labeling will increase cost, which
will ultimately be absorbed by the consumer.
Made specific suggestions to keep costs down.

5. Expressed concern about labels required by other
programs.

6. Held that Sac. 211.1.9, inspection and monitoring,
and See, 211.1.1 l(a)(I), testing, exceed EPA's
statutory authority and violate constitutional
principles,

7. Made specific suggestions for clarification of
Sec. 211.1.1 O-3(c) on expot_ exemptions.

8, Indicated that Sac. 211.1.9(13(1) and See,
211.1. i I(b)(2) which concern the EPA's
authority to issue "'cease distribution" orders
are in conflict with See. 1 I(d)(I) of the
original Act.

9. Insisted that products be selected on the basis
of actual sound level data and not according to
annoyance levels as expressed in comments for
the public docket,

10. Noted the difficulties involved in selecting a label
format prior to selection of a product and selection
of the signitqcant information for that product.
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77-8-622 (Continued) 1l. Made specific recommendations for the label
regarding format color, contrast, and type.

12. Referred to specificproblemsth_ consumermight
have in understanding tim noise range on the label,
arguing that information is needed to give
meaning to the range.

-623 1, Expressed support for the noise labeling and
Frank E. MeLaughlin regulatoW program with qualifications.
Acting Director

Office of Consumer Affairs 2. Suggested use of a pilot program to help determine
DHEW the degree to which price is affected by the regula-

tions, allowing the costsand baneHtsto be
evaluated.

3. Criticized the model label in terms of two compo- .
nents: the acoustic rating descriptor and the
comparative acoustic rating information.

4. Stressed the necessity for additional acoustic

information on the label to foctiitate comparisons,
such asa color codedsystem.

5. Suggested including not only the range of informa-
tion, but the average value for products of that type.

6. Urged the development of a consumer information
program consIslimz of radio and television spots,
magazine feature articles, and brochures so that
explanatory infon-natinn is widely available,

-624 I. Expressed support for a voluntary labeling program,
Igor Kamluldn which would establish consumerinterest, allow
Vice President operation of the market mechanism with a minimum
Environmental Product Engineering of disruptionandkeep costsand governmentinvolvv-
BriBgaand Stratton Corporation ment to a minimum.

2. Argued that manufacturers would report noise
ratings as accurately as other product informstinn.
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7%8-624 (Continued) 3. Urged EPA to establish and standardize a method
of measuring, rating and reporting the noise of a

product.

4. Suggested that noise reduction should be achieved
with minimal government involvement and minimal
cost to the consumer.

-625 1. Brought to EPA's attention their Pilemaster
A, K. Forbes Machine which, according to the enclosed article,
PL!emasterManager has only a 62 dBA noise invel.
Terresearch Limited

Foundation Engineers and Contractors 2. Included several articles on the machine as well as
a series of dBA measurements under construction
and nonuonstruction conditions.

-626 1. Expressed support for the EPA's noise control
George Mosher program.
President

National Baaincss FurnitUre 2. Argued *.hatconsumers axe willLngto pay for
noise control.

3. Stated that quiet can be related to a positive per-
ception of a product, as it has been in cars.

4. Complained about cat mufflers, vacuum cleaners
and lawnmowers as sources of noise.

-627 1, Suggested that EPA consider labeling in lieu of
Gerald A. StanSl, Ph,D. regulation where possible, allowing the market
Do_ga Engineer to operate to reduce noise.
The CharlesMachineWorks, Inc.

2. Urgedthedevelopmentand useofacommon de-

scriptorand rating scheme.

3. Suggested the use of a multi-sided average of sound
pressure rating at a particular distance and operating
mode for mobUe outdoor equipment.
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77-8-627 (Continued) 4. Indicated that EPA's access to manufacturers'
facilities should be restricted to those areas

relevant to the specific investigation.

5. Urged that the areas to be investigated by EPA be
identified in writing prior to the specified time
period.

6. Recommended against specification of character style.

7. Emphasized that the Noise Control Act of 1972 does
not give EPA the authority to require a product

recall even ifa product does not comply with the
standard.

-628 I. Stated that amplified record players. $uitan and
Miss B. L. Duncan "rock" music create more noise than household

appliances.

2. Stated the city officials do nothing about this problem.

-629 1. Indicated that the noise labeling of home appliances
Guenther Baumgart it inappropriate and uanecza_ary, as shown by the
President data reported in the Title IV report.
Assodatlon of Home Appliance

ManufacturerS 2. SuSgasted that the EPA use the Title IV report-
"Report to the President and Congreu on Noise"
(Doe. No. 92-63, 92nd Congre_, 2nd S_alon,
Feb., 1972)-to assistin product selection.

3. Doubted if Section 8 gave EPA the authority to
require labeling on a product which might consti-
tute a hazard to hearing only when conddered
"in the context of cumulative exposure"-a vague
pbare.

4. Included Table 2-19ofthe nbovc-mentlonedreport,
which divides home appliances into ¢atesotie_
according to the effects of their noise levels and
the average conditions of exposure.
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77-8-629 (Continued) 5. Indicated that home appliances are different than
sources of community noisebecause they are
operated at the discretion of family members and
are products that must meet consumer acceptance.

6. Observedthat only 3 percentof the complaints
received by the Major Appliance Consumer Action
Panel in 1976 concerned noise.

7. Maintained that nolte labeling may detract from
more important labels involving safety precautions
and energy.

8. Emphasized the importance of a study of market
place effects, since the labeling program could have
a al_ficant impact on certain manufacmren,
These costs include the tax dollars spent on
program administration.

9, Cautioned against the use of comparative acoustic
r=tin8 information, because of problems with uP-
dating data and because there is the problem of
different product capacities within the same product
class.

10. AHAM su$Bested EPA publish a detailed doanment
specifying what information was used in deciding
upon products for labeling and describing rite
mt/onale behind the finai decision.

11. Held that EPA has not shown that noise

from household appliances advenely affects the
public health or welfare-a necessary determination
before labelbtg action is taken.

12. Suggested using the brand name reseUer's name
on the label (See. 21 l.l.4(d)).

13. Stressed the need for interagenc3' coordination of
labeling programs. (21 1,1.5).
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77-8-629 (Continued) 14. Suggssted a longer pedod of notice bdore EPA
could inspect factory facilities, because of likely
disruptions (See. 211.1.9(b), (e)).

15. Argued that only the Finished product should be
photographed and inspected by EPA to determine
compliance (See. 211.1.9(c)(l)(iv)).

16, Argued that the manufacturers should not be liable
"for the expense of investigation" by EPA of test
methods employed by the facility (See. 211.1.9(c)(2)).

17. Expressed concern about EPA's authority to prescribe
where a manufacturing plant is located (21 I, 1,9(3)).

lS. Objected to the exemption of products used for
market promotion and demonstration, unless pro-
visions are developed which insure truth in adver-
tiring (See. 211.1 I0-1(0).

19. SIated that the AdminBtrator should be requllcd
to give the manufacturer sufficient advance

notice of the decision to require that a product be
submitted to EPA or that it be tested at the manu-

facturer's facility. (Sec.21I.I.IICa)Cl),(2))

20. SuggestedEPA shouldgiveadvancewarningof

productschosenforlabelina andshouldutilize
measurement methods already available.Sufficient

leedtlmes should be granted for manufacturer's
compliance with the regdat_on.

-630 1. Desen'bed ISMA's efforts in developing industrial

E. J. Halter _ silencers test pro_dures.
Chairman

Industrial Silencer Manufacturers 2. Enclosed a publicity release desfribin8 ISMA
Association (ISMA) and a copy of u journal article on their redpro-

caring engine silencer test procedures.
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77-8-631 1. Owens Coming commented with respect to its
William L. Krentz glass fiber sound control materials that it has

Director, Public Affairs undertaken extensive testing of the sound abate-
Owens-Comlng Fiberglass Corporation ment properties of these materials.

2. Owens Coming suggested that private sector
laboratories be accredited by' EPA to cari'y out
needed testing under the program,

3. Cited its participation in a voluntary testing facility
accreditation program offered by the Department
of Commerce through the National Bureau of
Standards.

4. Urged EPA to focus on noise-labeling of fmithed
systems rather than individual materials.

5. Noted that a single noise descriptor is meaningless
without having information on the mounting
method and construction technique of the test
also on the label.

6. Suggested close consultation by EPA with tho
National Bureau of Standards regarding the deveb
opment of rating schemes and test methodolosies.

7. Reiteramd its desire for EPA to consider the total

system including installation technique, in noise-
labeling its products.

8, Endoned EPA's citation of ANSI standards
andcommended ASTM asa sourceformeasurement

methodologies.

9. Notedthecomplexityoftheavailablenoisereduc-
tiondescriptors, contended that the averagepar-
chasercould not Judgethe alSnificanceof ratinl_
suchas the noisereduction coefnclent, the sound
tmnsmisalon class, or the noise isolation class.
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7%8-632 1, Objected 1o motorcycle noise and increased
hfr. and Mrs. D. W. Pfeifer volume in TV commcmlais.

-633 1. Expressed the opinion that product noise reduction
W. C. Painter, Manager could bc accomplished only at the loss of other
Product Safety and Certification valued performance parameters, i.e., energy
Rock.veil Intemationni Power Tool efficiency, cost, weight, productivity, international

Division marketability, rendering the focus on noise counter-
productive and wasteful.

2, Considered the noise range deficient because of
difficulties in policing and in takthg account of new
products.

3, Expressed doubt about the legality of the proposed
EPA entry for inspection of facilities and of the
requirement for shipping products to a central teat
facility.

4. Expressed opposition to the program as misdirected
and unjustifiable in light o fits likely effect on other
characteristics of products.

-634 1. Expressed support for the program, desiring
Caroline Jenclowski (?) reliable i_formatlon on the noise characteristics

of products she buys.

-635 1, Expressed concern over the noise from electric
Miss Marjorin L Coates table fans, window air conditioners, stove fans

and forced air gas furnaces.

2. Wanted information on the noise lords and other

properties of portable non-window unit air
conditioners
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77-8-636 I. Expressed support for the prod'am as an excellent
E. Linn idea long overdue, citing noisy vacuum cleaners

and air conditioners.

-637 1. Expressed support for noise labeling because it would
Anthony O. Cortese, Sc.D. provide needed data for the state's noise regulatory
Director, Division of Air and Hazardous program. It would form a basis for comparison, and

Materials it would provide an incentive for production of
Commonwealth of Massachusetts quieter equipment.

2. Suggested the noise labeling of transformers, air
compressors, coolingtowers, mufflers, domestic
and commercial air conditioners.

3. Expressed the opinion that the states should retain

the jurisdiction over regulation of noise-emitting
equipment while the Federalguvemmenf should
handle labeling and emission standards.

-638 I. Discussed difficulties in shopping for a refrigerator
Mrs. Robert G. Rinehart on the basis of noise levels and duration of motor

operationresultinginthepurchaseofa unitwhich

ran80 percentofthetime.

2. Suggested that a label indicating running time ofn
refrigerator would be more informative than one in
decibels or kilowatts.

-639 1. Sugsested that EPA's efforts be directed at abate-

R. H. Alexander ment oftheamplifiedpublicnoiseofmodem music

instead of labeling appliances.

2. Expressed opposition to the program, which will
increase product costs.
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7%8-640 1. Callad for noise abatement or labeling of motors,
Joan L. Mills including those in dishwashers, clothes washers,

dryers and inside and outside air conditioners,

-641 1. Celotex, a manufacturer of acoustic celing products,
Michael G, Garland, Manager expressed opposition to EPA labeling of acoustic
Technical So.ices Department tile because: (a) the acoustic tile marketed today
The Celotex Corporation are in compliance with the 1972 Noice Control

Act in providing noise rating information (NRC)
as shown in attached labels. (b) Any new

descriptor would be confusing in the light of accepted
usage of the NRC and STC, and a single number
descriptor would be midtadlng.

-642 1. Expressed concern over noise from his refri-
Everett A. Plaster gerator and dishwasher.

-643 I. Included text of Washington Hearing statement
W. G. Schwicdsr and corrected transcript,
Ford Motor Company

2. In supplementing previous comment.s, included
its initial and reply briefs for Ford Motor Company
v, Environmen tat Protection ,Agency, docket No.
76-1582, in reference to the inspection and monitoring
provisions.

3. Suggested a revision to Sec. 211.1.10-1, to allow
an automatic one-year exemption in the event the
Administrator fails to respond within fifteen working
days.

4. Suggested that Sec. 211.1.10-3, paragraph c be revised
to eliminate automatic retroactive rescission for

an export exemption breach.
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77-8-643 (Continued) 5. Suggested that Sec. 211.1.11 herevisedto
reasonablylimit the Administrator'sdiscretion
to requiremanufacturers' to provideproducts
for testin& in keeping with a compromise
reached in the trucklitigation; that the menu-
facturerbeallowed to observeEPAteatins, _hat
paragraphb allow the manufacturerto contest
anadverseEPAdeterminationan IB test facilities,
and that a "cease" orderbe basedonly on a finding
of necessity for protectionof the publichealth end
welfare.

6. Indicated that Section 8 of the NoiseControl
Act applies only to new produc%based on legal
interpretation of the Act's wordingand analysis
of its legialativehistory.

-644 I. Commentedon excessivenoiseproducedby
John M. Co,raft motorcycles, powerboatsand furnace fans.

2. F.xpreasedsupport for nnise abatemant.

-645 1. Ms.Saltzman, a teacher of the deaf,stated that
DebroSaltzman the noise of householdappliancesisboth

annoyins and damasin8 to the ear.

2. SheasRedEPAto cite the negativeeffects of
noise fromvacuumcleaner'.,dlshwa_ers, and
blinders In the standards or regalat/onspromulgated.

•646 I. Expressedinterest in noise reductionin the
PeSgY1ankin home and commented on the loudnoise emitted

by a grinder/salad makerand a vacuumcleaner.
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77-8-647 1. While praising EPA's effort, ETL believes such
Michael W. Blanak a program is best undertaken in the private
Manager, Acoustical Division sector. M.r.Blanak referred to ARI's voluntary pro-
Kodaras Acoustical Laboratories gram as a model for EPA to follow.
Division of Electrical Testing

Laboratories, Inc. 2. Asked: "Who will make the decision as to the
acceptability of a laboratory and what criterion
will be used in determining this?"

3. Recommended National Voluntary Laboratory
Accreditation Program (FederalRe&tster, Vol. 41,
pp. 8163-68, 2/25/76) and ASTM Standard 1/548
Recommended Practice for Generic Criteria as

methods of evaluating testing agencies.

4. Sugsested use of consensus standards for ttsring
purposes (i.e. ANSI and ASTM). Specific
product regulations should referencestandards
butnotcitethem asfederalstandards,$o that

theycan bekeptcurrent.

5. Expressed concern about labeling a product
whose acoustical performance is dependent

upon its installation and can vary sigrdficanfly,
i.c., gypsum board.

-648 I. The Hoover Company criticized EPA's publishing
FredTabacchi a llst ofappliancesconsidered for labeling,

President and Chief Operating Officer when it has not yet been establi_cd that they
The HooverCompany emltnoisecapableofadverselyaffectingthe

I_orthCanton,Ohio publichealthandwelfare.

2. The Hoover Company felt that vacuum cleaners
and clotheswashers cannot be shown to adversely

affect public health and welfare. In _m, they
believe "the EPA is vastly exceeding its authority
to require noise labeling on products that emit
noise which is merely occasionally annoying."
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77-8.648 (Continued) 3. Criticized the highercostsresulting from noise
labeling and the proliferation of labels in general.

4. Mentioned Hoover and ASTM surveys which demon-

strate that noisereceives very little consideration
by prospective purchasers of vacuum cleaners,
who are more concernedwith durability, weight,
cleaning ability, eta,

•649 I. Expressedsupportforthelabelingprogram,which

.lohn L. Phillips be regards as a weak, but politically feasible,
.alternative to mandatory emission limits.

-650 I. Complainedaboutnoisefromkitchenrangefan.
MadelineBolbol

•651 I. VCMA expressedoppositiontolabelingvacuum
Gcorlie P. Lamb, Jr. cleaners.
General Counsel

Vacuum Cleaner Manufacturers 2. VCMA felt it is extremely difficult to devise
Association (VCMA) a rational formula for selection of products for

labeling. Mr. Lamb expressed concern that the noise
made by vacuum cleaners, though extremely short
in duration, might beviewed in isolation and deemed
a justification for labeling in itself.

3. VCMA does not feel that improper labeling of noi_
characteristics represents the kind of danger
Justifying inspections,The Associationbellecas

that theinspectionand enforcement provlsions-
taken at a whole-are much "too harsh."

4. Mr. Lamb indicated that the determination of whether

or not a product "advarsely affects the public haMth
or welfare" is a decision which must lie mada

through an orderly mlemaking proceeding. (Reference
ismade tothe AdministrativeProcedure Ant, 42 U.S.C.
Section 4905(c)(2) and4907(b).) He asserted that the
negative publicity given to vacuum claaners in the
public hearingscouldprejudice the outcome of thean
proceedings.
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77-8-652 1. Speaking on behalf of an independent trade
Ralph W.Van Demark association of automotive exhaust systemmanu-

Executive Director facturers, he commented on some of the impli-
Automotive Exhaust Systems cations of the proposed general provisions for re-

Manufacturers Committee placement exhaust systems.

2. indicated that it was not feasible to develop
a single number or rating which could guide the
consumer in a meaningful manner, since them

are many complex va/-iables relating to replacement
exhaust systems.

3. The major problem seemed to be that replacement
exhaust systems are designed to fit a number of
makes and models, so that nationwide distribution
is possible. The process of compromising physical
dimensions is termed "consolidation." He claimed

that a singlenoise rating was impossible since the
noise level resu.hing from a replacement system
would vat/depending on which make and model
vehicle it was installed. A single number indicative
of the noise reduction capability of the muffler
would not surmount the problem of confusing
theconsumer,becauseamufflerwouldstillbe
noisier on one vehicle than on another due to make
and modeldifferences.

4. Finally, he maintained that muffler labeling could
not proceed until a test procedure for deteP
mining a noise reduction rating was developed and
agreed upon,

5. Expressedsupport,however,forregulationof
excessive noise.

6. Subml_d copy,of AESMC's Recommended Sound
Level Standard and Measurement Procedure for
Vehicle Exhaust Noise.
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77-8-653 !. Expressed support for labeling program and
Ms.Patricia H. Robinson general noise abatement.

-654 _ Expressed support for labeling program, or any
Mrs.Earl B. Hampton other means ofidenti_yingo measuriz_g, or

"quieting" various ap:,liances.

2. Complained about a noisy refrigerator.

-655 1. Expressed opposition to labeling program.
Theodore J. Fister

-656 I. Commented on the excessive noise emitted by a
Lucy D. Strickland refdgerator.

-657. 1. Complained about noise produced by a refrigerator.
Gene Boyce

-658 1. Listed noisy products: heavy tracks, tires, motoP
Gordon Tapper cycles, dune buggies, lawnmowers, other garden

equipment, refrigerators, washing machines, auto-
mobiles, and buses.

-659 1. Expressed support for the labeling proSram, which

Mrs.Gerald N. Plotk.in will permit comparison shopping.

2. Commented on excessivenoise produced by a
vacuum cleaner,electric drills, and blenders.

3. Stated that noise was the f'L_t factor he considered
when shopping for a vacuum cleaner.
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77-8-660 1. Expressed opposition to labeling program, because
Richard H. Lincoln consumers will not use the information on the

Manager, Environmental Engineering label but will continue to purch_e items on the
Outboard Marine Corporation basis of brand names,

2. Criticized promulgation of general labeling pro-
visions before product-specific regulations.
Whorl the need to label has been established, then
regulations should be developed which deal only
w/th that product-and which arc not preceded
by more general provisions.

3, If EPA decides to label products, even though
there is no need to do so, only the end product
should be labeled and not the components,

4, Emphasized the importance of an understandable

rating scheme but criticized dBA, Leq, and a
"1 1o 5'° scale {which would not encourage noise
reduction for products rated with a "1").

5. Felt that EPA was not giving enough atten-
tion to costs, which he calculated to be about
$11,000 per year, and that his marketing research
demonstrated a lack of public concern about noise,

-661 1. Expressed support forlabeling program but hoped
Steven K. Allsbmek it would be more accurate and understandable

than EPA's gas mileage ratings.

-662 1, Recommended the A-weighted sound powerlevel,
Vico E. Henriques re 1 picowatt, of the product as the best acoustic
Computer and Business Equipment rating descriptor,

Manufacturers Association
2, Emphasized the importance of using and/or de-

veloping stimdarRized test procedures.

3. Opposed comparative acoustic ratings because in
some cases products within a class do not have
identical functional characteristics and because of

the problem of updating the range data.
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77-8-662 (Continued) 4. Suggested the need for other information on the
label such as the test procedures used and the
installation conditions conducive to loss noise.
Since the label will norcontaln much additional

information, he suggested making this data part
of the public record and having areference to it
on the label

-663 1, In response to a request forinformation from
Donna McCord Dickman, Ph.D. EPA officials at the Washington Hearing, she
Program Manager reported that the Noise Technical Committee recom-

Ateawid© Environmental Noise Program mended the following products for labeling: small
Healthand EnvironmentalProtection appliancesusedaroundtheface,poweredgardening

MetropolitanWashingtonCouncilof tools,home workshoptools,andkitchenappliances.
Governments

2, Recommended apublishedlistofproductnoise

ratingsasameansofeffectivelypublicizingthe
program.The listswouldbedevelopedforeach
productlabeledandwouldalsocontainthenames
ofmanufacturers.

•664 1. Expressed support for thelabeling program.
Mn. R, H. Pfluger

2. Suggested requiring demonstratiom of productsin
the store, so that consumers can hear the appliances
in operation.

3. Complained about the noise produced by a dish-
washer.

-665

Arthur L, Herold Duplicate of 77-8-565
and James L. Wilson
Law Offices: Webster and Chamberlain
Counsel to the Power Tool Institute
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7%8.666 I. Expressed support fur labeling bearing protectors.
Dr. G. L. Cluff
Director 2. Suggested that the "R" value associated with a

Tri-Utility Hearing Conservation particular heating protector be used as the "single
Progr'am number" attenuation rating for that product.

(Insert Into 77-5)
3. Based upon tests he has conducted with hearing

protectol,s (data attached), he recommended that
a negative per octave slope of about -6 to -12 dB be
adopted as the standard slope for the determination
of the "R." value. The slope of the noise spectra
significantly affects the "R" value, and the above
slope was chosen because it generally represents the
worst performance of a personal heating protector.

-667 1. Expressed strong support for the program,
Dal D. Nesbttt wishing it were stronger and had come sooner.

Mechanical Engineer
2. Noted difficulty as a mechanical engineer trying

to dasisn quieter products and being ordered by
management not to invest funds on noise.

3. Noted problem he faced as a consumer, despite his
experience in the field, in comparative shopping
forquiet products.

.668 1, Expressed support for the program within "reason."
BernardBalmar

2. Suggested labeling appliances and "noisy machines,"
including those used in industry.

.669 1. Expressed support for appliance labeling or
_, E. Dale Petite noise control, citing difficultl¢_ in purchasing a

quiet refrigerator..
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77-8.670 1. Expressed concern over noise from a refri-
EHeene M. Young gerator, which runs too long with an irritating

"hum."

-671 1. HILTI recommended that the "comparative

David A. KZoepper acoustic rating"be deleted from the label because:
ServiceEngineeringManager (a) categoriesof productscannot be suitablydedg-
HILTI Fastening Systems, Inc. mated; (b) it will cause some consumers to ignore

more important factors; (c) updating will pose
difficulties for EPA; (d) the individual noise rating
wi_ suffice for consumer choice.

2. Suggested use of the Noise Power Emission Level
in bels under the ANSI Standard SI.23-1976 for

the descriptor.

3. Recommended that either manufacturer or distributor
be identified on the label to ensure fairness,

4. Expressedconcern overusurpationof powerby
EPA in the enforcement provisions, including on-
site inspection of factiities and production and
testing requirements,

5. Expressedthe need for clarifying thecircumstances
for granting a testingexemption under211.1.10-1 and
suggested an automatic exemption for products so
qualified.

6. Objected to the concept of Section 8 as an improper
functionof a "government offree men" and because
noise is of little importance to buyers.

7. Formally requested EPA to (a) modify the Pro-
posed Rules as su_ested and (b) submit the objec-
tions to the concept of the NoiseControl Act to
Congress.
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77-8-672 1. Expressed the opinion that the Proposed Rules
G.L.Terry" areamockeryoftheintentionsofCongressthrough

Vice/h'esident a broad expansion of the power to be exercised
Public Responsibility and Consumer in most areas,

Affairs

Chrysler Corporation 2. Strongly objected 1o the program as "maximum
Federal thlrusion" and an over-broad interpretation
of the Section 8 mandate.

3. Expressed the opinion that labeling could not
apply to products designated under Sectio_ 5
and 6, since these have been rendered safe by
the mandatory standards,

4. Expressed the opinion that "prospective user"
should be used interchange, ably with "ultimate pur-
chaser," limiting the lifetime of the noise label to
the time-of-sale.

5. Stated that EPA lacked the authority to require
thecomparativenoiseinformation,contending
that it would be misleading, outdated and
inaccurate.

6. Indicated that EPA lacked the authority fur the

proposed inspeation, entry and enforcement pro-
visions, citing the truck noise litigation arguments,
andwanted minimal EPA involvement under

Section 8.

.673 I. Expressed concern over the excessively high
Marcus D. Mantalia noise level of two products, an electric drill

and a dishwasher.
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77-8-674 I. Expressed concern over noisy kitchen appliances,
Mrs. Pauline Wanker citing a dishwasher as especially noisy and

disruptive of conversation and thought.

-675 1. Expressed concern over a noisy dishwasher

Frank _. [illegtblel which interferes with conversation,

-676 I. Urged EPA to do anything possible to reduce
Allan M. and Joyee G. Krell the noise levels of mechanical devices.

-677 1. Expressed support fox"mandatory noise labeling
WilliamG.Hal_ ofhouseholdappliances,butobjectedtoFederal

mandatow norsestandards,

2. Noted thatlabelingcouldleadtoconsumercompari-

sonand reducednoiselevelsthroughcompetition,

endorsingdish-and clothes-washersfortheprogram.

3. Pointedoutthecomplexityofnoiserafin_mggestlng
useof"perceivednoisedecibels"ratherthanjust
"decibel"units.

-678 1. Cited a noisy no-frost refrigerator and a
Alice G. Heinz noisy tank vacuum cleaner, both of which

are disturbing.

-679 1, Expressed support for the program as allowing
lll©gibl¢ consumer knowledge.

2. Expressedconcernovermotorcyclenoiseand
calledforitsabatement.
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77-8-680 L Mr.Blyth (who attended the Cedar Rapids hearing)
C Rodger Blyth noted the noise reduction in the development of
Technical Assistant Maytag dishwashers over time.
Research and Development
The Maytag Company 2. Explained Maytags efforts at lowering dishwasher

noise, but noted the company will not participate
in a voluntary labeling program run by AHAM.

3. Expressed the opinion that noise labels will not
improve consumer satisfaction since it will provide
a distorted picture of performance characteristics.

4. Noted that dishwasher noise doesnot consitute a

health hazard but rather an annoyance.

5. Expressed Maytag's opposition to noise-]abel/ng
of dishwasher-which is Hewed as misleading to
consumersconcernedwith over_ performance.

-681 I. Expressed opposition to the program as raising
Unsigned business costs, and suggested EPA turn to other

matters.

-682 1. Expressed concern over the noise from a grill
Mrs, Joseph J. Doyle range fan.

-683 I. Expressed support for the program as a first step
Mrs. Joan Mundel in reducing noise levels, and wanted to know the

resolution of the question of nniSa label[n?.

-684 1. Expressed support for the program, citi_ a
Mrs, Marlin Knight refrigerator and a dishwasher as particularly

noisy.
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77-8-685 1, Expressed support for the program, citing noisy
Mr. and Mrs, Raymond Peeters, refrigerators and freezers and the possibility of
Mr, Christopher Peeters, Miss Pamela hearing impairment,
Peeters, and Mrs. Andrea Peeters Hunt

.686 1. Expressed concern over the noise from a
Helen (Mrs. Thomas) Moon refrigerator.

.687L I. Complained about noise from
Mrs. B. G. Perrin refrigerators.

-688L 1. Complained about noise from his refrigerator,
Mrs. Geovanna Gesaiti dishwasher, garbage disposal and heat pump,

as well as motorcycles.

2. Expressed support for a noise abatement program.

3. Suggested manufacturers be required to advertise
decibel levels emitted during product operation.

.689L 1. Complained about noise from his refrigerator, dish.
Charles M. Fisher washer, garbage disposal andheat pump,

as well as motorcycles.

2. Expressed support for a noise abatement program.

3. Suggested manufacturers be required to advertise deci-
bel levels emitted during product operation.

.690L 1. Expressed support for noise labeling pro_xm.
Mrs. James C. Warren

•691L 1. Complained that kitchen appliances are too loud.
Eva Shun Kwiler

-692L 1. Expressed approval for the intent of the EPA
John S. Autt3, program, but suggested that EPA utilize the

Vice President and Director of expertise provided by corporations such as theirs
Public Affair and by the National Bureau of Standards.

.Iohns-Manville Corporation
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77-8-692L (Continued) 2. Recommended that industry laboratory facilities
be used for testing purposes, that finished systems
rati_er tllan individual components be considered in
determining labeling requirements, and that arating
system utilizing more than one indicator be used.

3. SuggestedthatEPA work closelywiththe

industryindesigningenforcementroles.

•.593L 1, Expressed support for noiselabelingprogram.
Robert Kauffman

2, Complained about a rotary-action airless paint
gun.

-694L I. Complainedaboutnoisecreatedbyleafblowers

WflDam E. Leuchtenburg and leafmachines.
ProfessorofHistory

ColumbiaUniversity

.695L I. Complained about noise and television interference
Mrs. Edward L, Weimer from her refrigerator.

-696L I, Complained of noise createdby freezer.
R, Wood

-697L I. Expressadopposition to thelabelingprogram,
George M. Lcanan, M,D, specifically as applied to electrical appliances,

becauseofexcessivecosts.

-698L I. Complained about noisefrom electric fans and
June Wooder air conditioners.

-699L 1. Complained about noise made by his freezer
Robert Hume which can only be reduced at considerable

expense.

2. Expressed support for regulation of noisy
appliances.
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77-8-700L 1. Complained of noise created by gas engine
Benedict G. Breitung lawn mowers,

-701L 1, Complained about noise and inefficiency of an
Ira M, Edwards incubator.

Biology Storekeeper
Southern Oregon College

-702L 1. Complained of noise made by her refrigerator.
Phyllis I. Lundquist

-703L I. Complained about noise made by her dishwasher
Alinda Heath and refrigerator

2. Supported the noise labeling program.

-704L 1. Complained of noise made by her refrigerator,
Marcella L Nickerson dishwasher, washing machine, d_er as well as

other small appliances.

2. Requested that some action be taken to reduce
noise levels of appliances,

-705L 1. Complained of noise created bylawnmowers,
Ross Buhrdorf dishwashers and air conditioners.

o706L 1. Expressed support for the noise labeling program.
Robert Schneider

2, Recommended that labels compare noise levels
with those of commonly used "gadgets ') aswell
as reporting decibel levels.
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77-8-707L I. Submitted a Supplementary Statement on
John P. Reardon proposed noise IabeIing-general provisions,
Director of Government Affahs

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 2. Expressed the opinion of ARI that with due
Institute consideration EPA need not identify unitary

air-conditioners under either Section S or 8
of the noise control act.

3. ARI believed that it should be considered as a

pioneer in the development of industry certifi-
cation programs, obviating the need for EPA
involvement.

4, The ARI Sound Certification Program,'itins
procedure is based upon an effective auditing by
ARI a_:,_cezlififation by manufacturers including
a taclmieally sound numbering system determined
throug'_ a methodology acceptable to EPA.

5. The AI_.[Sound Rating Number (SRN) descriptor
is ba._C _:pona numerical tingle number rating
clas_:: ".:_[on scheme which serves as an accurate
mea:_ ,_ :tiffcrantiate the noise emitted from

simile, !,Lecesof equipment.

6. The Sound Committee was concerned with subjec-
tive noise levels so it developed a means of including
a penalty for cquipment that may have a putt
tone at one or more one-third octave band levels,

7. In ARI'a opinion, the alr-conditioulng and refrigera.
tion industry has an effective viable certification
program that could be readily approved by EPA.

S. Stated that. with additional public information by
EPA and the industry) the current certification
program voluntarily operated by the industry could
become aviabletoolforuseby the individualcon-
sumer incomparativeshoppingandby noiseenforce-
ment officers in states and other municipalities (as
has been done in Cerritos, California) that have noise
ordinances.
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77-8-707L (Continued) 9, Strongly suggested that the EPA give thorough
consideration to using a variety of noise descriptom
that may already be in effect for various products.

10. Expressed the opininn of ARI that a limited variety
of descriptors could be meaningful to the consumer
because the consumer is sufficiently educated in
his own area of concern to know the differsnces in

the various descriptors.

-708L 1. Suggestedchecking the frequency as well as the
David Owens dB level on the Sunbeam Challenger vacuum cleaner,

-709L 1. Scars, Roebuck and Co. expressed the opinion that
Sears, Roebuck and Co, the noise labeling pro_am should be used to provide

the consumer with noise level data only on those
productswhichcouldbedetrimentaltohisorher
healthorwelfare.

2, Felt that "labeling appliances which do not produo¢
noise levels which are detrimental would add undue

burden to the manufacturer, inevitably increase the
cost of the product to the consumer, create a negative
image of the product to the consumer and yet provide
no additional valuable information."

3, Stated its belief that the "intent of Section 8 of

the Noise Control Act of 1972 [should] be complied
with by objectively stating the product's noise level
or its effectiveness in reducing noise as its 'sound
rating' or 'sound reduction rating,'" because of the
negative bias in the term "noise."

4, Expressed concern over possible consumer confusion
about the logarithmic dBA scale.

5. Recommended that a method for comparative
acoustical data or inl_omlatinn which is fah" to aU
manufacturers be established.

o
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77-8-709L (Continued) 6. Suggested that EPA should use existing standards
for testing and rating appliances presently used by
the induatts' affected.

7. Believed that the overall effects of this program
will be to increase the cost of the product due to
the cost of the testing programs and the labeling
requirements. Tl_s does not even include addi-
tional cost resulting from governmental funcfs for
noise reduction programs.

8. Expressed the opinion that the labelstatement,
"Federal law prohibits removal of this label prior
to purchase," is unwarranted and may lead the
consumer into believing that other labels on the
product, such as the warning or warranty ]abels,
etc., may be removed at will since them is not a
prohihitionary statement on them.

-710L 1, The Walker Manufacturing Company expres_d
Robert A. Heath agreement with the Agency's basic noise proEram.
Director of Government and Comumer

Affairs 2, Asserted that automotive parts are in a different
Walker Manufastur=mg category than complete assemblies, such as

mixers or vacuum clnaners.

3. Encouraged a program that would operate under
statute limitations like the federal interstate truck
law.

4. For convenience and cost effectiveness to manu-

facturers attd cortsumers, mufflor designs on smaller
vehicles are consolidated which means that one

muffler can be used in many ways giving different
acoustical results.

$. Noted that consumers do not usually buy a brand
of an automotive part but rely on a repair shop to
select suitable products, making it more practical
to insist that these parts meet legal levels,
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77-8-710L (Continued) 6. The "running changes" made in parts during a

model year also present a problem ill determining
which part, often with varying frequency ranges,
should be considered tile best or standard.

7. To date, Walker has not seen nor do they
know of a practical bench test procedure.

8. Stated that: "In order to enact a practical con-
sumer product noise labefing regulation (I) an
informed population must exist which can make
practical decisions from either dB or relative
noise levels, (2) the public would have to be ad-
vised of a range and able to compare levels of all
competitive products, (3) for an auto parts manu-
facturer to know the noise level of his competition,
aU manufacturers would have to test all products-on
all carsand installations-a formidable task, (4) com-
petition among manufacturers to reduce noise levels
must be allowed to develop."

9. Concluded that: "A regulation presentinga noise
level on the label of each automotive part for optional
consumer choice, purchase and installation will have
less effect In the automotive world than regulations
to a statute level."

-711L I. Complained about "tree grinding equipment."
Mrs, Brewstcr R. HemInway

-712L l. Complained of noise caused by her vacuum,
Mr,'.,L. G. Ginver, Jr. washer, and old-time cutting saws.

-713L I. Recommended that the provision requiting "the
Wayne Marcus range in noise ratin_ of other products of [the
Teahnical AnaJyst same] type" be deleted, because such notice
Motorcycle Industry Council, Inc. exceeds authority in 1972 Act.
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7%8:/13L (Continued) 2. RegardingSection2l I, 1.9 (a) (Inspectionand
Monitoring) the word "properly" is undefined and
superfluous;therefore, M!C urgedits deletion
from the provision,

3. Suggestedthat "oral" be deletedfrom Section
21 l.l.9 (b) in relation to notification, becauseit is
subject to misinterpretation.

4. A "Standards" requirement for the maintenance
of records, not in the Act's requirement, is beyond
the scope of the authority granted by the Act.
T,_¢_ fore, the wording of rids provision (211.I.9
(c)(l)) should be changed,substituting"and" for "or."

5. In Section 21 l.l.9(e) exception is again taken
to oral notification and it is recommended that

entry without 24-hour notice should be avoided
except in cases of blatant circumvention of the
re_latJon.

6. MIC felt that Section 211.1.10.1 (Testit)gExernptIon)
lacked clarity and should be reworded or that
an explanation be developed.

714L I. Complained of noise created by forced air circu-
Harold W. Wolf lation systems.

•71 $L 1. Suggested that EPA at_y out of the noise abatement
Eliot Grab areacompletely, leavingit to the consumer to deter-

mine which productsarc not acceptablet_gardinll
nolR.

•716L I, Complained of noise nmde by her freezer and
Mrs. Ed Reynolds, Sr. refrigerator.

•717L 1. Suggested that noise level be numbered so that tile
W, A. Hyland higher the noise level, the noisier the product The

numbering system couldhavesome direct correla-
tion to decibels.
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77-8-718L I. Complained of noisemade byher refrigerator.
Mrs. T, J. Brooks

.719L 1. Complained of noise made by chain saws,
Howard Schwartz motorcycles, hairdryers, electric razors and

vacuum cleaners.

2. Expressed support for Agency action directed
at reducing product noise and labeling products
for noise emissions,

.720L 1. In a perannal visit requested information on chain
gubin Heimin saw project.

-721L 1. Expressed support for the program, citing health
Karla L. Yeagrr concerns and suggesting standards for high decibel

levels.

-722L l. Expressed concern over a noisy refrigeratorand
LuciBe (Mrs. Herman) Haarer noted the purported availability of a $50 kit to

abate the noise.

2. Expressed cautious support for the program.

-723L 1. Reported findings of a survey of 150 women
Suzanne Badenhop regarding importance of consumer information on
Department of Consumer Sciences labels for vacuum cleaners.

and Retailing
2. Noted that only 24 percent of the sample con-

sidcred noise levels as important information for
a label, ranking it 10th of 11 factors, while 30.7
percent stated noise level information was not
important, ranking it second out of 11 in least
importance.

3. Expressed the opinion that consumers accept
noise as a "given" in vacuum cleaners, considering
cleaning performance of much greater importance.
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77-8-724L I. Requested any available information on noisclabeling.
Julia A. Morse

725L 1, Expressed opposition to the program as
Mrs, Charles W. Disbrow, Jr, "bureaucratic nonsense."

-726L I. Urged that the labels should be easiJy understood
Janice F. Olson and that an educational program on harmful noise

effects be adopted as well.

-727L I. Expressed concern that, if inadequately policed,
Delores Crozier the program could lead to corruption to the
French Laboratory" advantage of large over small businesses.

2. Noted that improper testing associated with the
°'government seal of approval" could have damaging
effects on a small business.

-728L I. Expressed interest in the issue of home appliance
Allen Nelson noise,

2. Desir¢d EPA response to the suggestion that
garbage disposals have motor casings more
resistant to noise.

-729L 1. Noted that EPA need not identify unitary air
John P. Reardon conditioners under either Section 5 or 8.
Director of Governmental Affairs

Air-Conditioning and RefHgaration 2. Referring to an article by Mr. Elkins in the
Institute (ARI) appliance manufacturer magazines, emphasized ARI's

voluntary certification pr0gzam using the gRN
and a pure tone correctiontechnique as a model
industry voluntary program.

3. Suggested that a number of descriptors might be
used in different product classes, such as the
SRN for unitary air conditioners, STC for construc-

tion materials, NRC for sound absorbing construc-
tion materials and dBfA) sound pressure at one

meter for home consumer products.
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77-8-729 (Continued) 4, Suggested that ARI's voluntary program could be
an effective consumer shopping and local noise
enforcement tool v,'ith public education by EPA.

5. Suggested that EPA work wlthindustry to provide
guidance for voluntary noise programs, combined
with public education by EPA.

-730L 1. Expre.'sed support for the program as providing
Caroline Purdue the opportunity to buy the least noisy appliance.

-]31L I. Requested the opportunity to clarify his oral
Daniel Queen testimony.
Daniel Queen Associates

2. Restated earlier suggestion about maintaining
reliance on logarithmic designators (decibels and
bels), and reiterated his feeling that if given time,
consumers will become accustomed to relating the
designator to the stimulus.

3. Submitted a corrected version of his testimony
$_ven before the noise labeling hearings,
September 16, 1977.

-732L 1. Complained of noise made by vacuum cleaner.
Sher_e Sink

•733L I. Complained about noise made by her vacuum
Mrs. BettY Westlund cleaner.

2. Expressed support for noise labeling program.

-734L 1. Complained about excessive noise from stereos.
Patricia Moran

2. Expressed support for regulations which would
reduce the noise made by stereos.
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77-8-735L 1. Complained about noise made by a wall ryp,
Margaret Monji gas heater.

-736L 1. Complained about noise made by leaf blowers.
Elizabeth Bottomly

-737L 1. Submitted report to substantiate recommendation
Gordon L. Cluff, Ph.D, that a single number rating system for personal
Director, Tfi-Utility Heating hearing protectors be adopted.

Conservation Program

o738L 1. Submit'ted responses to questions raised at the
flames W. Klimes noise labeling hearing, September 20, 1977, as
Product Safety Department well as additions to testimony given at that time.
IL E. Anderson

Law Department 2. Expre_ed concern that the noise labeling
Deer* and Company Gener_ Provisions Preamble may be written in

such a manner that it could later be used to direct

broader application of labeling raquirementa beyond
those cases where products are capable of adversely
affecting public health and welfare,

3. F.xpected that EPA would fred it difficult to use
"public attitudes" as one of the "additional"
criteria listed on 42 FR 31723 (Column 1), slnea
public attitudes are constantly changing.

4. Expressed disbelief that public attitudes without
adequate factual support could act as the primmy
stimulus for an EPA regulatory (labeling) action.

5. Expressed concern about the productslisted as
"likely to be labeled" in the backgrounddocument
for the General Provisions proposal. It reflects such
a broad interpretation of EPA's authority that the
scope of labeling requirements could be carried to
rather frivolous and costly ends.

-x
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77-8-738L (Continued) 6. Suggested that EPA redraft the General Provisions

preamble to more clearly indicate that,the supplementaP/
or "additional" product selection criteria m'e intended
to narr.>w the range of products potentially subject
to labeling _gu]atlans.

?. EPA should develop well defined, objective product
selection criteria which can be stated quantitatively.

8. Commented on the inability to identify classes of
products for which noise IabeUng would be appropri-
ate due to the lack ofa defmitinn for "adverse affect

capability."

9, Expressed the feeling that R was the intent of the
language of Section 8 that notice be given to the
prospective user and thus the prospective user
would be the principle beneficiary of labeling.

I0. The opininn was expressed that most produc_ are
purchased by the ultimate user, thus even though
the intent of the statute is to give notice to pro-
spective users, EPA can proceed with a labeling pro-
gram which Impacts more directly on the purchaser
without violation of Section 8.

l I, Understood that if a product has been identified as
a major sourceof noiseunder Section 5, regu]ation._
can be promulgated under Section 6 only if the
Administrator feels such regulations are feasible.

12. Expressed the feeling that determinations of feasibility
shouldbebasedoncostormarketingfactorsaswell

astechnology.

13, Feltthatevenifanoiseemissionstandardwasfound

not tobefeasible,EPA couldrequirelabelingunder
Section 8.
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77-8-738L(Continued) 14. Stated: "Begirmingin197S, John Deere has
included aspart of the Canadian Motor Vehicle
Safety Standards compliance for snowmobiles, a
statement as to a "not-to-exceed" noise level.
(Illustrations were attached.)

15. Painted out that John Deerc agriculturni tractor

advertising brochures included data on operator
ear noise levels of Sound Gard body equipped tractors.

16. Expressed the feeling that "brochure labeling" may
have more value for the potential customer because
the brochure information can be taken with the

customer Mlowing _m to make meaningful, accurate
comparisons.

17. Uniessrequired,DeereandCo. wouldlikelynot

modify its practice of labeling snowmobiles upper
dBA level rather than actual noise level for the

following reasons: (1) because of strict regulation
there is littin difference in measured dBA levels of

_owraobilea and (2) because of the experience of
manufacturers who attempted to market "quiet
snowmobiles"and found that consumers appear
unwilling to accept the performance effects of
noise reduction.

-739L 1. Expressed a desire to testify at the Wmthington, D.C.
Richard Gimer hearings on the general provisions of the labeling pro"

gram,

-740L I. Commented that '"l_e HVI standards program for
Arnold W. Rodin rating and labeling its membet_' products' sound
Home Ventilating Institute emission has a well established standing among

consumers,thetrade and building standardsegenuies."

2. Noted that, '*HVIhas required since 1971 that all
household range hoods and indoor exhaust fans in
its certification program he labeled with both air
delivery and sound ratings, as determined in ind_
pendent laboratory testing at Texas A&M University
under HVI test procedures."
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77-8-740L (Continued) 3, Pointedout that,"The U, S, Department of
Housingand UrbanDevelopment in its Minimum
PropertyStandardsrequiresthat all kitchen and
bathroomventilatorscam/sound as well as airratings
as tested under HVIprocedures. The International
Conferenceof Building OfficialsrecognizesHVI
as a Quality ControlAgencyfor certified ratings
of homoventilators for soundand air."

4. HVI labelsstate sound ratingsin sones, which
follow alinear scalerathor than a logarithmicscale
asdodacibels.

5. Stated that: "Consumers,builders, contractors,
dealersand salesmenhave found HVI sonosratings
useful in the selection and installation of literally
millionsof ventilators.*'

6. Exp_sscd the opinion that the HVIstandardsmeet
the essence of EPA'sfour objectivesfor the noise
labelingprogramIn the FederalRegister.

7. Pointedout "that the HVIsound testingprocedure
simulatesuse-environment,which yournotice says
willbe consideredwhereappropriatethough not a
primaryobjective,"

8. ExpressedHVI'sopposition to a dBA ratingfor
productsbecauselogarithmsaredifficultforcon-
sumors,contractors,andsellerstohandleinmaking
co_lparisons.

9. UrgedEPAto adopt the anneas the'common sound
measurement forall labolingstandardsbecauseof
these marits: "(1) Simplicity in understanding and
use (Iinoarscala, low numbers, relevanco to actual
experience). (2) Accuracyand appropriatenessof
uniformlaboratory testing. (3) Provenworkability.
(4) Widefamiliarity.'°
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77-8-740L (Continued) 10. Expressed the opinion that minimal Federal
im'olvement would be best for home ventilators

by letting the HVI program continue to operate
on its own,

II. Took issue with the assumptinn that home
ventilators pose any problems of health or welfare
to justify inclusion under EPA regulations.

12. Expressed the opinion".,, that the consumar or
other purchaser needs no new information or new
protection than presently provided [since] the
sound of range hoods and exhaust fans isstated so
that the desired degree of quietness may be selected;
sound ratings come under specified limits set for HVI
certification and compliance to HUD standards; and
existing sound levels pose no health or welfare threat
to occupants or neighbors."

13, Offered its cooperation in developing the EPA
program, particularly in directions compatible with
the HVI program.

14. Suggested that "sound labeling" is a more accurate
and appropriate general term than "noise labeling"
since"noise" has subjective negative connotations,
whereas the word "sound" is objective.

.741L 1. Suggested that advance planning and involvement
Charles WitWer prior to issuance of regulations was an advisable
The Morley Organization, Ins, approach for affected panics.

2. Requested noise labeling program information.

-742L 1. Observed that UAW receives more complaints
Douglas A. Frazor, President about noise than any other single occupational
International Union, UAW hazard. Therefore, UAW takes great interest in

EPA's intent to regulate noise at the time a product
is being manufactured.
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77-8-742L (Continued) 2. Expressed approval of a noise regulation program
and strong support for EPA's proposal to require
labeling of noisy products.

3. Expressed the hope that the program's major
focus would be on industrial noise sources, with
regulation at the point of manufactura a more
effective technique than workplace noise level
standards,

77-8-743L 1. Commended EPA "for its efforts to raise

FrankS.Fitzgerald public.awarenessandunderstandingof

Executive Vice President noise reducing properties of products and

Noise Control Products materialsat the marketplace." #
and Materials Association

2. Stated that inadequate technical data will
however only confuse the purchaser and
frustrate the program's objectives.

3, Recommended that laboratories conduct-

ing tests pursuant to the regulations be ac-
credited by the American Association for
Laboratory Accreditation (AALA) and
commented on the Commerce Department's
national valuntary laboratory accreditation
program.

4. Stated that the establishment of public
testing facilities would be "a duplication
of that (above) effort and a needless ex-
pcnditur*."

5. Believed the regulations for product selec-
tion shouldfocuson thelabelingoffinished

systems and not parts of those systems.

6. Stated that "a single uniform rating system

for all products will not provide the consumer
with meaningful information."
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77-g-743L (Continued) 7. Requested that in developing rating schemes
and test methodologies, EPA consult the
Noise Control Products and Materials Association,
American Association for Laboratory
Accreditation, American Society for Testing
and Materials, American National Standards
Institute, Society of Automotive Engineers,
American Acoustical Society, Institute of
Noise Control Engineers, and tile National
Bureau of Standards.

8. Noted the need to consider sound reducing
parameters for the whole system rather than
individual parts and to present some parametem
as "a function of frequency, not by a
single numben"

9. Stressed the problems in communicating
meaningful information to the consumer
through the use of a simple number or descriptor.

10. AssertedthatEPAshouldconsideratechnique
of rating only for end use productsand
systems.

11. Expressed hope that the Agency would consider
current trade practices emphasizing a systems
approach in marketing and the availability
of testing facilities in their formulation of a
Final Rule.

-744L 1. Recommended dlanges in the proposed regulations.
William V. Skidmoro

Assistant General Counsel for 2. Recommended that EPA discuss the Agency's
Legislation intention with respect to timing of the effective

Department of Commerce dates of product.specific regulations in the
preamble of the Final Rule for the General
Provisions, so that manufacturers have some idea
of the minimum time allowed for compliance.
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77-8-744L (Continued) 3. Recommended tbat when EPA develops proposed
regulations for specifying rating procedures and
ranges pursuant to Section 21 l.l.4(b)and (c),
it considers the approach employed by tile
Department of Commerce in implententing its
voluntary Energy Labeling Program.

4. TileCommerce Department approach provided for
submission to the Department of measurement
data developed by manufacturers or generated by
independent test laboratories or national certification
programs, Then proposed ranges were published in
the Federal Register for comment; comments were
then considered and final ranges were established
and published in the Federal Register.

S. Submitted the following documents:
I. 15CFR Part 9 (38 FR 29574, October 26, 1973)

Procedures for a Vohmtary Labeling Program for
Household Appliances and Equipment to Effect
Energy Conservation (Tab A);

2. 40 FR 32415 (August 1, 1975) Voluntary
Energy Conservation: Testing and Labeling;
Specification No. 2075, for Refrigerators
(40 FR 32415 et seq.); Specification No. 3-75,
for Combination Refrigerator-Freezers
(40 FR 43427 et seq.); Specification No:
4075, for Freezers (40 FR 32440 et seq.) (Tab B)

3. 40 FR 37063 Voluntary Labeling Program
(proposed ranges) (Tab C); and

4. 40 FR 58673 Voluntary Energy Conservation;
Testing and Labeling (final ranges) (Tab D).

6. Recommended "that EPAacknowledge its respon-

sibility in the genera[ provisions for compiling rating
figures, establishing the limits of the range, and duly
specifying the range in published regulations pur-
suant to Section 21 l.l.4(c)."

7. Expressed the opinion that "Tills responsibility would
include periodic updating of the range as the extreme
high and low ratings change because of product modi-
fication, model additions and deletions and the like."
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-745 I. Maintained that the amount of information pro-
Frank E. Wilcher, Jr. posed for the label is excessive and that EPA
Executive Director should design a label that would not require re-
Industrial Safety Equipment Association design and enlargement of the product package.
(From 77.5.038)

2. Gave examples of redundant label information,
sucll as company name, location, and product
model numbers.

3. Felt that contrast is unnecessary if the label is
legible,

4. Quoted Section 10of the Administrative Procedures
Act, 5 U.S.C. $706(2) and suggested that the pro-
posed regulations were legally, as well as technically,
unsound,

5. Suggested that regulations concerning specification
of label content, EFA's inspection authority, and
recordkeeping requirements of manufacturers
exceed the authority conferred on EPA by Congress.

6. Pointed out that Section 8 of the Noise Control

Act of 1972, 42 U.S.C, See. 4907(b), requires
only a label giving notice of the hearing protector's
effectiveness in reducing noise and not items (d)-
(h) of 211.1.4.

7. Stated that there is no statutory basis for the require-
ments that the label contain information beyond
the noise-reducing effectiveness notice such as
the EPA logo and especially the removal prohibition
statement noting that Congress usually expressly
specifies such requirements,

8. Suggested that the proposed enforcement provisions
magnify the manufacturers' requirements as stated
in Section 13 of the Noise Control Act.
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77-8-745 (Continued) 9. Cited spedfics in the proposed rulemaking
which exceed the requirement of Section 13 by
requiting manufacturers to admit EPA inspection
officials to their private facilities for inspection
and monitoring activities.

10. Pointed out that the proposed regulations may
be unconstitutionally vague, noting that the
grounds for a cessation order are ill.defined,
particularly the term "substantial" [21 l.l.9(a)(2)].
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PUBLIC HEARING TESTIMONY

WASHINGTONHEARING ,

77-8-901-WH Oral Statement
Dr. Donna Diekman
Program Manager 1. Dr. Dickman expressed concern overlack of
Environmental Noise Program of public awareness of noise problem and the

the Metropolitan Washington public's limited access to information which
Council of Governments; and might assist their decision-making, Sheurged
American Speech and Hearing that the adopted labels be easily understandable
Association and highly visible. (14-15)

2, She expressed general support for the programas a means of providing information to the
public and for the inclusion of rangedata on the label. (15)

3. Dr. Dickman suggested an extensive public education effort be associated with the program,
including mass media exposure and pamphlets readily available in public places. (15-16)

4, Factors that should affect identification of products forlabeling art number of persons
exposed, noise level, frequency of use, useful life and product cost, (16)

5, Dr. Dickman endorsed the selection of hearing protectors for labeling. (17)

Responses to Questions from EPAPanel: Mr.Thomas

6, Dr. Dickman suggested that a uniform descriptor be used for labeling all classes of nols_
emitting products to avoidpublic confusion and to promote learning, and expressed the
opinion that use of the range data is more vital than the choice of descriptor. (19-21)

Mr. Feith

7, When presented with possible alternative methods of providingcomparative information, Dr.
Dickman opted for a label which allowed comparisonsbetween products within the same claSS.
However, the educational program should address physiological andpsychological annoyance
effects of differentiated noise levels. (23-24)

Mr. Elkins and Mr.Faith

8, Dr. Dickman cited the kitchen, repair,and lawn.care areasof her household as particularly
noisy. (23.24)
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Mr. Ricei

9, Dr. Dickman suggested clearly visible labels attached to the product so as to catch the
consumer's attention, and opposed presenting rating information via displays. 1.26-28)

Dr. Shutler

10. Dr. Dickman suggested that, in light of the fact that consumers do not test products

for sound levels, a procedure for confirming a purported noise level on a label must have
been employed before the consumer buys the product. Government oversight is the
procedure Dr. Dickman had in mind, although she mentioned industry self-policing as
well, (28-30)

Mr. Kozlowski

11. Dr. Dickman indicated that the public educational program must convey the fact that
the noisier product is not necessarily the more powerful or more effective product. (31-33)

12. Dr. Diekman noted that, from her observation and work with the Council of Governments,

consumer concem for quiet products is on the increase, generating the need for an educational
program directed not only at the consumer but also at the salesperson. (33-34)

Mr. Elkins

13. Dr, Dickman commented about inability to get noise information from salespersons. She
felt that even if the salespersons were educated to noise levels, the consumer could still
face difficulties because realistic demonstrations of some products to check noise levels
(e.g., dishwashers) are impossible to perform at the point-of-sale, and noise level compari-

sons between stores are meaningless because of ambient variation and memory loss. (35-36)

14. She expressed support for warning the consumer of possible health hazards of noisy
products through the educational program and not on the label itself. (37-38)

15. Dr, Dickman suggested that education for the hearing protector labeling program must
reach both the ultimate user and the purchaser of the defico. (38-39)

Mr. Thomas

16. Dr. Dickman mentioned the practical cosmetic problem associated with permanent, visible
labels on household appliances. (40-42)
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77-8-902-WH OralStatement
John Reardon

Director of Government Affairs I. ARI believed the EPABackground Document
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration for Noise Labeling indicated EPAhas deter,

Institute mined that it w'tfi not initiate a noise labeling
program for outdoor equipment even though
Table 4-3 mentions air conditioners. (45)

2, ARI questioned whether or not the above document includes central air conditioners or
room air conditioners or both in the category of outdoor equipmen t, especially since
page 4-24 states that "outdoor equipment of Category C... is not of interest for labeling
purposes;if it were very noisy, it would be regulated ratiler than labeled." (45-46)

3, Mr. Reardon discussed ARI's history of involvement with the issue of noise and ARI's
aevelopment of sound-rating technology and relevant testing for its member's products.
(46-50)

4. ARI indicated a preference for a voluntary program. (50-53)

S. ARI suggested that comparative acoustic data, or range, t_r a product not appear on the
label because of updating problems and becauseregionally exclusive products may not
be available. (53-55)

6. ARI considered the 24-hour notice for access to facilities as unreasonably disrt_ptiveand
harm ful to proprietary interests (211.1.9(b)(2)). (55°56)

7. He believed noise enforcement officer should not be given the authority to photograph
a manufacturer's product, since the information could be given to a competitor under
the Freedom of Information Act. (56)

8. Mr. Reardon indicated that relatively long notice period should be required for EPA's informing

a manufacturer that a specific product is to be tested or that a specific test facility is to
be used foran EPA-monitored test, because many products may be "built to order."
(211.1.1 l(a)(l) and (2)). (57)

9. ARI objected to,the exemption granted for prototype products because of the improper use
that could be made of them in a display or demonstration setting. (56-57)

lfl. Mr. Reardon also opposed tight scheduling of test facilities, proferring the alternate proposal
set forth in 2112.12(l)(d) of the hearing protector regulations. (58)

I 1. ARI suggested that labeling regulations permit advertising claims, beyond EPA's required

rating, to reflect differing actual use conditions, possibly supplementing the standardized
EPArating point with different rating points. (58-59)
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12. ARI saw no reason for the retention of test records mandated by 211.2.9(a)(2).

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: Mr. Cerar

13. Mr. Reardon indicated that noisy air conditioners do not cool better, but the units can be

altered by reducing their thermodynamic capabilities to be quieter. (68)

Mr. Feith

14. Mr. Reardon explained that an SRN number on a condenser unit would not provide a
comparative rating beeanse of the variance in sound pressure level caused by installation
conditions and distance from the unit. (76-78)

15. Because of the possibility of rerating product noise level based on complaint testing, it
would be costly to include sound rating number on product label rather than in directory.
(78)

16. _,lr. Reardon'a response to questions indieatd the difficulty that an average consumer would
have in determining tile level of noise emitted by an air conditioner, because of (1) lack

of knowledge about ARI coupled with lack of address on label; (2) price of directory
listing ratings; (3) salesperson's ignorance about ratings, etc. (80.82)

Dr. Shutler

17. Mr.Reardon indicated that ARI's concern with entrance to test facilities by EFA rested
primarily with regard to tests on models not intended for commercial use. (93)

18. Mr. Reardon indicated that some small manufacturers do not enter the voluntary noise
certification program because of the prohibitive costs of in-house testing facilities, but
the manufacturers areallowed to use independent laboratories to conduct the tests. Mr.
Reardon could cite only two such laboratories capable of performing the indicated
testing. (94-95)

19. Mr. Reardon described the process by which ARI, through Electrical Testing l..aboratories,
randomly selects the specific units era manufacturer's model line for testing, He
noted that the unit is generally selected from a warehouse rather than the aSSembly
line, and the designated unit is sealed to prevent alteration prior to testing. (96-97)
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Mr. Kozlowski

20. Mr. Reardon was not ab]e to provide precise infomlation on the numb:r of produets
tested by tile manufacturers, tested by ARI, or tested and failed. (97-100)

21. Mr, Reardon stated that a gradual drop in noise ratings had occurred since the beginning

of their voluntary certification program, although consumer interest in either energy
efficiency or sound ratings has not appeared high. (106-107)

22, Mr. Reardon suggested that periodie monitoring by EPA of a voinntary industry sound.
rating certification program would be a more effective use of EPA resources than would a

full EPA regulatory program. (108-109)

23. Mr. Reardon responded affirmatively when asked if a voluntary souud.rating certification
program would be feasible for window-urdt air conditioners also. (109-1 I0)

Mr. E/kins

24. Mr. Reardonexpressedconcemoverthepossibllityofgovemmentpaperworkandred

tape that could result from a full EPA labeling program, as well as the additional cost
of tile hlbeling itself, which might run, be bad Ileard, ;IS illg_las S1.00 for each unit's
label. (110-i 1.3)

Donna Diekman (audience question)

25. Mr. Reardon responded atTJrmatively when asked if tbe idea of a noise range for a produet class
might be "saved" by indicating at tile point-of-sale that models of certain values were not avail-
able in a given area (tee point No. 4 above), but "administratively" he still felt the range

information would have little practical shopping value tbr the consumers. (114-I 15).
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77-8-903-WH Oral Statement
Theodore Befland, President
Citizens Against Noise I. Mr, Beriand expressed support for the

program with criticism of some points and
catalogued environmental noise through a typical day's exFosure, (i 17-I 19)

2. Mr.Berland suggested that EPA consider "products" for the program in the broadest
sense of the terra, including not only household appliances and tools hut also mercantile
office and factory equipment, and further suggested that the program be aimed at a
broad audlence beyond the Immediate consumer. (119A-119C)

3, Mr.BeHand suggested that the label include a decibel rating and an indication of possible
harm such as "loud, 70-85 dB(A)" and "irritating, 60-70 dB(A)." This could possibly be
associated with an appropriate color codingand reflective surface such as a red label for
"dangerous" and yellow for "irritating." ([ 19C-119D)

4. Mr. Berland urged a stronger, more articulated testing and enforcement plan for the
program. (I 19D)

Responses to Questions from EPAPanel: Mr.Thomas

$. Mr. Berland responded negatively when asked if could see any evidence of industry concern with
noise levelsof their products or efforts to inform the public about noise (120-I 21)

Mr. Feith

6. Mr. Berland expressed the opinion that he would pay what it costs for a quiet environment
noting that $1.00 for a noise label on an air conditioner is "pretty cheap." (121-122)

Mr. Ricci

7. Mr. Berland suggested that louder products, such as airplanes, motorcycles and kitchen
appliances, be given priority in product selection for the labeling program. (122-123_

Dr. Shutler

8. Mr. Berland urged that penalties proportionate to file size of the audience affected be
Imposed for violarions of the labeling regulations. (123-124)
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hlt. Elkins

9. Mr. Berland agreed that one objective of the program should be the establishment of
the noise ratingsas an aid to enforcement of distinct local noise ordinances. However,
local use ordinances must address the problemof alteration of the sound qualities of a
product. (124-126)

Audience Question-Mr. Morris,American Rental k_ociafion

10. Mr.Berland contended that the costs of a qaiet environment must be decided in the
courts,andthepublicmustbeeducatedtotheharmfuleffectsofnoise.(126-127)
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77-8-904-WH. Also 7%5 OralStatement
Mr.Stuart Low

president I. Mr. Low objected to the handling of Subparts A
Flents Products Company and Bby EPA with particular reference to the

lack of distinction given them by EPA and the
time obstacles for comments on Subpart B, directly affecting his firm as a manufacturer
of hearing protectors. (129-130)

2, Mr. Low indicated that labeling for retail hearing protectors would not be effective
because of the small size of the devices, the public's lack of awareness and the public
eoneam with comfort rather than a technical acoustic rating descriptor. (131-133)

3, Although Mr. Low had no objection to ASA 1-1975,per se, he did urgecaution about the
use of such a relatively new procedure. (134-135)

4, With reference to 211,1,_ a_ld._ Mr. Low noted that the tlefinition at 'manufacturer"

for the purposes of importation remains unclear; does "manufacturer," e,g., encompass
"assembler"? In addition, rules for importers have yet to be articulated. (135-137)

5. Mr. Low suggested allowances for sufficient lead time in the implementation of the
labeling program to account for importation and manufacturing difficulties, (137-138)

6, Referring to 211.1.4, Labeling Content, Mr. Low pointed to excessive information
requirements for earplugs, much of it duplicating contents on the product's packaging,
and also objected to the larl_ size of tile proposed labels, requiring largerand costlier
packaging for the earplugs. These requirements, Mr. Low concluded, are unduly
burdensome to the Industry, given the low cost of making ear plugs,

7. Referring to 211.1,5-,8, Mr. Low objected to the requirement to affix labels on each
individual product, since many of his firm's sales am in bulk lots in cast-saving packages,
Mr. Low also expressedconfusion overwhat could be pasted as opposed to less costly
procedure of printing the label. (141-143)

8. Raferring to 21 I, 1.9, Inspection and Monitoring, Mr.Low objected, in light of unpleasant
experiences with New York State regulations, to the "extraordinary" inspection powers
afforded to EPA, and suggested two paragraphs (pp, 146-147) be appended to the regula-
tions circumscribing EPA'sorders for cessation of production. (144-147)

9, Mr. Low objected to the lack of hearings on the hearing protector proposals, Subpart B,
and urged a dialogue with EPA and his industry leading to a more voluntary program.
(147-149)
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Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: Mr. Thomas

10. Mr.Low commented that he did not pppose the new ANSIstandard test but rather was
concerned about its relative novelty for testing purposes. (15(3-i56)

11. Mr. Low expressed concern over placlng rating labels on both his product's packa#ng
insert and on the box itself, which he felt would be a costly procedure. (156-158)

12. Mr. Low suggested that EPA consider the differences for labeling purposes in hearing
protectors marketed for individuals versus those sold in bulk packages to industry.
(159-164)

Dr. Shutler

13. Mr. Low suggested more highly articulated enforcement language in the regulation, vesting
cessation-of-production authority clearly in the Administrator and thfonning enforcement
officers of the limits of their discretion. (16-5-168)

Mr. Kozlowski

14, Mr. Low pointed out differences in costs, marketing and packaging between ear muffs
and ear plugs but preferred to defer to Industrial Safety Equipment Association comments
on the ear muff matters. (188-170)

Mr. Ccrar

15. lqr. Low expressed concern over possible delays in implementing Import Section 9 through
Treasury Department regulations, which have yet to be issued. (171-173)

Mr, Feith

16. Mr. Lowpointed out that a 12-422 attenuation test costsamund $2,000, andlabeling
might add 80 percent to the costs of some of his firm's containers. (175)
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77-8-905-WH Oral Statement
Roy W. Muth
Director of Technical Sezvices I. Mr.hluth noted that snowmobile noise

International Snowmobile emissions have been reduced from approximately
Industry Association I02 dB(A) in the late 1960's to 78 dB(A) currently

through industry efforts. (178-179)

2. ISIA endorsed the goals listed in "Toward a National Strategy for Noise Control" and the
NPAM's Supplementary Information and suggested voluntary industry labeling as the most
effective means for furthering these goals with a minimum of EPA involvement. (1"/9-182)

3. ISIA suggested possible EPA inducements for industry to undertake effective vohmtary
labelin8 programs: a) dropping such voluntarily-labeled products to the bottom of
the mandatory priority list; h) urginggovernment agencies to favor such products;
c) offering EPA testing facilities to these manufacturers; d) agreeing to joint EPA-
industry financing of related sound control research; e) EPA applauding of such in-
dustry programs. (182-184)

4. Commenting on Part 211 of Title 40, ISIA suggested that EPA product selection criteria
be spelled out in the regulations, thus encouraging manufacturers of such products to
develop voluntary programs. He mentioned various criteria. (184-185)

5. RefertinS to Sections 211.1,2(0 and 211. 1.4, ISIA called for clarification of the admini-
strator's statutory authority for required label information-such as the rating scale-and
for some inspection and monitoring activities, such as the 24-hour notice. (185-187)

6. I$IA sussested generally that EPAenforcement focus on a manufacturer's capability to
perform the requtred tests, the results of the tests for noise emission, and auditing of
the testS. (187)

7. I8IA could not see the purpose in 211.1.10 and suggested that it grant an exemption from
labeling rather than from testing and further suggested tl]at 211.1.1 i be changed to con-
form to statutory authority with respect to requiring the manufacturer to ship products to
EPA and allowing EPA operation of private test facilities. (I88)

Responses to Questions from F-.PAPanel: Mr, Thomas

8. Mr. Muth explained that industry labels on snowmobiles state that the product meetS
the standards of the Snowmobile Safety and Certification committee on brakes, lighting
and noise, the last of which is 78 dB(A) at full throttle and 73 dB(A) at 15 miles per
hour, both "pass-by" tests, (192-193)
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Mr. Feitb

9. Mr.Math noted that the ISIA would support dissemination of information on operator
noise levels bat had not yet approved a plan for doing so, (197-I 99)

Dr, Shutler

10, Mr. Muth pointed out that an independent laboratory realties noise ratingsusing snowmobiles
taken from the production line or channel of distribution. (203)

II, Mr. Mutbexplainedthat, wbenamodeifailstomeetindustrystandards, themanufaetarers
must remove the label from all its models until all are in compliance. Everymodel is tested
every year, but none have failed. (204-207)

Mr,Kozlowsld

12. Mr. _duthpreferred not to suggest what would be an acceptable level of Federal involvement
in the industry's voluntary program, and reiterated the advantages of a voluntary program,
(208-210)

Mr. Elk.ins

13. Mr. Math expressed the belief that noise level isnot a major marketing factor for snow-
mobiles. (213)
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77-8-905-WH Addendum to Responses to Questioning from
Roy W. Muth EPA Panel
International Snowmobile

Industry Association 1. On the question of a volunteer noise labeling
program in the snowmobile industry, Mr. Muth

added that the Executive Committee of the ISIA had decided to adopt a voluntary program,
with details tObe available the following morning.

i
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77-8-906-WH Oral Statement
Emest Scott

Kirby Vacuum Cleaners 1. Mr. Scott stated that labeling of domestic
vacuum cleaners for noise is not needed

since they are not hearing hazards, but rather most complaints refer to them as only
annoyances. (190)

2. Mr. Scott suggested that a noise label might be incorporated into an overall perforn|ance
label on vacuum cleaners being voluntarily developed in cooperation with the FTC.
(190-191)
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77-8-907-WH Oral Statement
Wesley E. Schwieder
Executive Engineer 1. Ford did not wish Section 8 of the Noise
Environmental and Safety Control Act to be used to circumvent Sac-

Engineering Staff tion 6, avoiding noise impact studies. (217)
Ford Motor Company

2. _,h'.Schwieder suggested that EPA spearheadwith
a movement to clarlfy and simplify burgeoning

Richard Genik labeling requirements through a "Federal Inter-
Noise Control Planning Manager agency Product Labeling Review Committee." (218)

and 3. Ford noted that the public education effort needed

Herbert Epstein to convey the labeling program will be "virtually
Senior Attorney impossible," suggesting an understandable 1-5

scale instead of decibel levels. (218-219)

4. Ford suggested that no automobile components already covered by noise emission regulations
be subject to Section 8, strongly opposing inclusion of vehicle exhaust systems in the plan
as undue interference with final design. Further, Mr. Schwieder stated that Ford felt that
labeling of replacement exhaust systems would not reach the consumer, would soon
become illegible and would have to be labeled for multiple applications. Rather, Ford
preferred a certification program as in Florida and California, (219-223)

5. Ford suggested use of thedB(A) rating as the most appropriate acoustic parameter. (223-224)

6. Ford expressed opposition to much of the enforcement scheme for the program as being
basically like that imposed for medium and heavy trucks. (224-225)

7. Mr, Schwieder stated that Ford could not f'md evidence that EPA had considered increased

costs to the consumer as a result of the program in the NPILMor Background Document.
(22S-226)

8. Ford questioned the authority for comparative range information on the labels, (226-227)

Responses to Questioning from EPA Panel: Mr. Cemr

9, Mr.Schwieder explained that. in the event of a running change during the model year. a
labeled component part would have to be retested for assurance of its compliance with
the regulations, (228-229)
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10, Mr. Epstein pointed out that under the "economic impact" Executive Order 11821
extended by 11949 and as construed by OMB Circular A-107, EPA is required to.por|_rm
a cost-benefit analysis of tile economic impact of the Section 8 labeling prograra.cat
consumers as well as on manufacturers. (229-232)

Mr.Kozlowski

11, Mr, Schwieder stated that Ford'sobjections to labeling of mufflers center on analogies
to the "cumbersome" enforcement scheme for the heavy truck noise regulations.
Ford preferred the more flexible pro_ams of Florida or California. (232-233)

12, Although Mr. Schwieder could not comment directly on the applieability for Ford of
voluntary noise programs such as those described by the air conditioning and snowmobile
industry representatives, he pointed to Ford's voluntary compliance with passenger car
dB(A) levels under the SAE 96A procedure and alluded to the saleability of quiet cars,
(233-236)

13, Mr, Schwieder contended that compliance for amu filer-noise-labelingprogram's
enforcement schemes similar to that for heavy truck noise would result in substantial
costs, while the more flexible examples of rite California and Florida program would not
entail "painful. costs." (237-238)

Mr. Thomas

14, Mr. Schwieder indicated that Ford'sadvertiaing for the quiet quality of its ears includes
eomparLsonswith other makesbut not noise levels themselves. (238-240)

15. Mr. Schwieder commented that high performance, noisy automobiles do have an appeal
to certain segments of the market,but Ford has vacated that kind of market. (240-242)

Mr.F__dm

16, Mr. Schwieder offered the oplnion that a noise-level labelwould not be the influencing
factor in consumer choice. Heagreed the consumer might not perceive small dB(A)
differences through test driving, (242-246)
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Mr. Feith

l'/. Mr. Schwieder explained that Ford's concern over the comparative acoustic rating centered
on the difficulties of establisliing the range, in light of the EPA fuel economy rating
problems. (248-250)

18. Mr. Schwieder raiterated Ford's opposition to labeling original component parts but
withheld assessment of labeling replacement parts until seeing a detailed proposal.
(250-251)

Mr. Thomas

19. Mr. $chwieder noted problems with noise labeling the ori_nal tiras for a vehicle, such
as conflicts with braking regulations. However, Mr. Schwieder deemed replacement
tires worthy of consideration for labeling, (251-254)

Mr. Elkins

20. Mr, $ehwiederexpressed Ford's concern that Section 8 could be used to impose regulatory
enforcement and to avoid the steps for identifying a product as a major noise source
under Section 6. He preferred the Section 6 step be undertaken first. (254-257, 260)

21. Mr. Epstein speculated that Section 8, by its statutory language, might requirea rule-
making decisionto designate a product as falling witllin its purview, unlike Section 6.
(257-259)

(Also see DocketNo. 77-8-643 for corrected hearing transcript and additional comments.)
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77-8.908-WH Oral Statement
Howard W. Bumett, Officer
Rent-lt Center, Inc. I. Mr. Burnctt, speaking as a businessman, stated
Representing,the American Rental his opposition to product noise-labelingas it has

Association (ARA) been pressente_l,citing lack of consumer under-
standing andincreasedcost to tile consumer.

with (263)

Roy Morris
Attorney. ARA 2. Mr. Burnett expressed concern overEPAnoise

regulation of tools of procluctionsuch as 250
horsepower crawlertractors, since the public does not come in contact with such items
and alterations could lower productivity. (264-265)

3. Mr. Barnett noted a problem with continued use, rehabilitation and resaleof tools of
production leading to destruction of noise labels. (265.256)

4. Mr. Barnettpointedout an aircompressornoiselabel developed by ARA at a cost of
$5.00 per label. He noted cities' generalsatisfaction with a sound level of 80 dB(A)at
50 feet, and felt that a workercan sustain 90 dB(A) for 8 hours. (266.267)

5, Mr. Barnett expressed the opinion that noise abatement of two cycle engines suchas
those in chainsaws,could have adverseconsequencesfor safety. (267-270)

P_pon._ to Questionsfrom EPAFanal:Mr. Cerar

6, Mr. Barnett emphasized his perspectiveas a safety export by suggesting that products
lackinga potential for hearing loss (such as vacuum cleaners) or health damage need not
be noise-labeled (272-275).

Mr, E.Ikins

7. On the issue of the needto maintain the noise labelafter purchase of tile prodaet,
Mr. Barnett and Mr.Morris raisedthe problem of Section 8 notice beinggivento the
prospective user rather than the purchaser of the product. (276-279)

Mr.KozJow_Jd

8. Mr.Burnett accepted Mr, Kozlowski's criticism of the 90 dB(A) 8 hour tolerance:level
for workers. (279-280)
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77-8-909-WH Oral Statement
Daniel Queen
Daniel Queen Associates I. Mr. Queen suggested that the A-weighted sound

pressurelevel is the most useful descriptor,
but exposure varies in different settings necessitating the additional use of the noise power
emission to judgn the noise in a given setting. (287-288)

2. Mr.Queen noted that noises occurring under relatively constant circumstances, such as
interior carnoise, should be measured by A-weighting, but for sources varying in surroundings,
sucli as vacuum cleaners, the power emission measurement should be used as well (288-289)

3. Mr.Queen expressed the opinion that the public could easily learn the meaning of power
emission levels,particularly if Belsare used for the power umissiou level to distinguish
its magnitude from SPL. (289-290).

4. Mr. Queen cited the examples of the mechanical ;,ersus electronic sirens and of the smoke
detector horns to illustrate his point that a sound pressure level measurement alone does
not adequately reflect the sound performance and effectiveness of the devices, He
pointed to the need for the power emission measure as a supplement. (290-293)

5. Mr.Queen suggested that the measurement problems of the sound power emission could
beovercome by useof noise classes. (293-295)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: Mr.Thomas

6. Mr.Queen indicated that the promulgation of noise-labelingregulations could bea factor
in itself in lowering costs o f the required measurement methodologies, given rapid advances
in thestate ofthe technology. (295-299)

Mr. Faith

7. Mr. Queen expressed the opinion that the public could learn to read and use a logarithmic
scale aswell as a linear one. He urged that the common dB(A) scale should not be dis-
carded, and concluded that achieving a scale-type rating might not be possible given the
need for both pressure and power measures. (299-302)
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77-8-910-WH Oral Statement
Richard Gh'ner

Compressed Air and Gas 1. CAGIurged that clear criteria be set forth by
Institute (CAGD EPAfor determining what products might be

subject to reg|datory action. (306-307)

2. Mr, Gimer expressed CAGI's opinion that, once a product fell under Section fi standards,
it would be inappropriate, with few exceptions for high dB(A) products, to proceed to
Section 8 mandatory labeling for that product. (307-308)

3, CAGI integrated the intent of Congress in the Noise Control Act to focus on products
potentially damaging or injurious to health in the products' noise emissions. (.?.09-31O)

4. CAGI considered it inappropriate for EPA to propose noise regulations for those products
exclusively subject to existing OSHAnoise regulations, preferring action under Section 4 (C)
(2) of the Noise Control Act. (310-312)

.5. Mr. Gimer stated that CAGI could not determine if a single product with a value about its
established noise-rating scale would be considered a violative product, preferring the
approach in gas mileage in which every product need not attain its labeled value. (312-315)

6 CAGI objected to the comparative rating on the noise label, believing industry would
have to develop the scale and that such a requirement falls outside the statutory mandate
of the regulations. (314-316)

7 CAGI indicated that the requirement that the model number appear oa the label
poses the problem of increasing label costs (316-317)

8. Mr. G/mer expressed CAGI's concern over the size of the label on a small product, suggesting
that some elements, such as the EFA logo, could be removedin such cases and wished
the choice oflabd type to he determined on a case-by-case format. (317-318)

9, CAG! objected to the inspection and monitoring provisions of the proposed regulations,
holding these unauthorized by the statute, unnecessary for the program and likely to lead
to litigation, (318-319)

10. CAGI expressed the opinion that the power to issue "cease to distribute" orders properly
rests with the Federal District Courts. (319)

I 1, CAGI felt that EPA should not require products to be submitted for testing at remote
sites, without full reimbursements and raised concerns over EPAsupervised testing of
new products intended for commerce. (320-322)
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12. CAGI objected to the absence of economic analyses in the program, contending that
EPA has the burden of assessing the impact of the proposed regulations. (322-323)

Responses to QuesHonsfrom EPA Panel: Mr.Carat, Mr. Elkins, and Mr. Thomas

13. Mr,Gimer urged that competitive considerations be taken into account in Sectinn 8,
economic analyses. (323-326)

14. Mr,Gimer expressed the view that finding an item in excess of its labeled noise rating
should not be cause for deeming the product violative of the regulation. (327)

15, On the issue of the intended audience for the regulations, Mr. Gimer saw some confusinn
in addressing the regulafionto either the purchaser or the user, referring particularlyto
high noise, low sales product outside a broad public audience. (328-33 l)

Mr. Cerarand Mr.Kozlowski

16. Mr. Gimer saw no useful purpose in individually labeling products used in a work place
with an OSHA noise standard at the worker's ear, a standard that addresses the whole
workenvironment. (331-333)

Mr. Koalowski

17. Mr,Gimer stated opposition to noise tssting each product off the line and preferred an
"appropnate number" of the products be tested to establish the sound level, leaving
aside the mathematical questions involved. The number would remain with the product,
barringmanufacturing changes. (333-337)

18. On the meaning of the manufacturer's obligation to supply products for testing under
Section 13(a)(3), Mr. Gimerexpressed concern over a testing program similar to that
of the compressor regulations and expressed concern about requirements for shipping
products to a central testing facility. (338-341)
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19. Mr. Gimer suggested that the manufacturer identification should be required on the label
only if it does not appear elsewhere. (342-344)

Mr. Feith and Mr. Elkins

20. On the issue of protecting the health and welfare of the general public or of tile product's

user, over cases involving a small number of products, Mr. Gimer indicated concern.
(346-348)
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CEDAR RAPIDS HEARING

77-8-911-CH Oral Statement
Bruce Anderson

representing I. Mr. Anderson observed that noise is a serious
Senator Dick Clark problem that "deserves more attention" (9)

2. Mr. Anderson expressed support for the noise labeling program, and noted that the
success of the program is partially dependent on educating consumers about the seriousness

of the problem. (10)

3. Mr. Anderson urged EPA to utilize existing Federal, state, and local consumer protection
agencies and other consumer advocate groups to help educate consumers. (10)

Response to Questions from EPA Panel: Mr. Elkins

4. Mr, Anderson indicated that regulations, if sensible and to the point, would not be
burdemome. (11)

77-8-912-CH 1. Ms. Boyse observed that noise is a serious
representing problem, though a subjective one. (13)

ConsresamaaMichael Blouin

2, Ms. Boyse commented positively on the Agency's "good-faith effort" in developing
labeling standards. (14)

3. Ms. Boyse urged the use of common sense and sound judgment, as well as careful con-
sideration of economic costs, in the enforcement of noise regulations. (14)

Response to Questions from EPA Panel: Dr. Shutler

4. Ms. Boys¢ supported the use of a maximum noise rating on the label. (16)
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77-8-913-CH Oral Statement
Dr. CharlesAnderson
American Speech and Hearing 1. Dr. Anderson noted the increase in the level

Association of noise and its negative impact on communi-
cation and general health. (20-22)

2. Dr. Anderson stated that it has been the clinical impression of audiologists that the inci- =
deuce of tdgh-frequency hearing loss is on the icnrease. Such hearing losses are subtle and
very difficult to detect. (23-24)

3. Dr. Anderson dted concern among consumers about the effects of noise. (24)

4. Dr. Anderson expressed support for noise labeling and regulation and suggested that
noise labels also include the frequencies involved in the noise level, since these frequencies
have a differential impact on hearing loss. (24-25)

5. Herecommended a public information program which would serve to enlighten the consumer
about the value and usefulness of noise ratings. (25-26)

Re_nng.s to Questiom from EPA Panel: Mr. Thomas

6. Dr. Andersonindicated that heating loss is not the only health hazard that results
from noise exposure, but that studies have shown high correlations with peptic ulcen
and hypertension. (27)

7. He m_ntloned that it is not easy to establish a causal relationship between hearing lossand
noise and discurred the problems causedby the complexity of people's habits and their
tendency to change their behavior once they are aware they arebeing tested. (28)

Mr.Kozlow_l

8. Dr. Anderson suggested certain criteria for choosing the products to be labeled: level of
noise, number of peopl0 affected and the frequency with which a product is replaced.
(29-30)

Mr.Thomas

9. Dr. Anderson supported a uniform noise measure forall products to facilitate comparisons.
(31-32)
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10. He felt that eventually a maximum rating was desirable in addition to the average
rating. (32)

bit. Rieet

11. Dr, Anderson recommended use of the mass media to help educate the public, in addition
to utilizing the service organizations that exist to help spread materials. He indicated
that based on hisexperience, people will respond when provided with information. (33-34)

Mr.Elkins, Mr. Kozlowski, Mr,Thomas

12. Dr, Anderson mentioned a ease in the University Hospitals' files where permanent hearing
loss followed the usa of a chain saw. (34-35)

Mr. Fellh

13. Dr. Anderson cited the high incidence of health problems among persons livingnear airports
as an example of a noise related health problem. ('36)

Mr. Ropes

14. Dr. AndersonlJstedtheSERTOMAC]ubandthe_onsC]ubasserviceorganizations
willing to help with the noise problem. (36)

77-8-914.CH Oral Statement

Representative .loan Lipsky
Iowa C-¢neralAssembly I. Ms. Lipsky expressed her concern for noise

pollution and her belief that it should be sub-
ject to regulation. (38-39)

2. Ms. l_psky expressed her opposition to the noise labeling program, because persons are
consumed only about the noise levelsof machines operated by others. (39_0)

3. She felt that lowans do not want federalnoise control, but appreciate EPA's assistance
tn developing state and local programs. (40-41)

4. Ms. l.,lpskymaintained that labeling will increase costs to the consumer while confusing
about their meaningand bringing no relief from the noise made by others. (41)
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5, Ms, Lipsky asked for the EPA'sussistance in drafting noise legislation that lsenforceable
and constitutional, in developing an enforcement mechanism, and indeveloping training
programs for enforcement personnel. (41-42)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: Dr. Shutler

6, Ms. Lipsky expressed her interest in the current EPA program to train police officers to
enforce noise regulations. (44)

Mr.El_ns

7. Ms. Lipsky disputed the utility of the labeling program,mentioning that it is difficult to
account for environmentalnoise. Enforcement ofnolseregulations, sheargued, will
reqhire technically trained persons. (46)

Mr, Faith

8. Ms. Lipskyrespondedaffirmatlvelywhenaskedifsheadvocatedtheestablishmentof
environmental noise levels rather than specific product regulations. (47-48)

9, She observed that consumers don't usually pay attention to the ingredients labels found
on food. (48)

Mr.Ropes

10. Ms. Lipsky expressedher appredation for EPA'sassistance with information in the past. (49)

77-8-915-CH Oral Statement
Larry Dupre
IllinoisEPA 1. Mr. Duple expressedhis support for the proposed
Noise Technical Operations Center regulations because they would increase public

awa_ness and spur competition among manu-
facturers to decrease the noise level. (53)

2. Mr. Dupre suggested adding a footnote to the label to explain the scalebeing used, (53)

3. He recommended the use of consistent measurement techniques within each product
category. (53)
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4. Mr. Dupre expressed support for the regulationof mobile noise sources anchas off-road
motorcycles, motorboats, snowmobiles, lawnmowers,chain sawsand powermodel
vehicles aswell as stationary products, suchas resident air conditioners andventilation
equipment, that affect third parties. (54)

5. Mr.Dupre suggested labeling consumer productssuch as hair dryers and vacuum cleaners,
in addition to labeling products such as mufflers which are sold on the basisof noise
reduction effectiveness. (54)

6. Mr. Dupm expressed his belief that the proposedEPA standards will assist the lllinois
noise control program by aiding enforcement and increasing public awareness. (55)

Respomes to Questions from EPAPanel: Mr. Kozlowski

7. Mr.Duprc mentioned that noise level ratingson products being regulated would help
enforcement of the regulations. (55)

Mr. Faith

8. Mr. Dupm responded affirmatively when asked if the Illinois EPA receives requests from
consumers for information on the noise levelof products. He indicated that the infor-
mation available is limited. (56)

Mr. Rlcci

9. Mr.Dupm indicated that the most important time to have a label is at the time of purchase.
A permanent label would be beneficial in someeases, such as on a muffler, since it could
be incorporated into an auto inspection. (57)

Dr. Shutler

10. Mr. Dupm indicated that at the present time nlinoin has no regulations regardinghousehold
products und would be unable to enforce them. (59)

Mr. Elklr_

11. Mr.Dupre suggested a ratingscale for each category of products. (59)
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77-8-9! 6-CH Oral Statement
RichardWorm
EnvironmentalCoordinating !. Mr. Wormspokeaboutproductswhosenoise

Association levels have been a source of irritation for him'.

his neighbor's air conditioner, lawnmcwers,
motor vehicles, the ventilation system at the school wherehe works, office machines such as
typewriters, coffee machines and blowers. (66-71)

2. He discussed the notion that attitudes toward noise develop when one is quite young.
(71-72)

3. Mr. Worm expressed support for the product noise labeling program. (75-76)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: Mr. Ricci

4. Mr. Wormsuggested that labeling would help to educate the public. The public is not
totally economy-mineded. (78-79)

5. Mr. Worm supported the idea of a label affixed directly on the product. Persons arc not
inclined to put much worginto purchasinga product so information must be easily
available to the public or it is not likely to be widely utilized. (79-80)

Mr.Rope_

6. Mr. Worm, as a 9th gradeteacher of Earth Science, responded positively when askedwhat
he though of a modulo concerned with educating children about noise. (81)

77-8-917-CH I. Mr. Kamps indicated that between 20 and 30
Vern Kamps percent of the persons over 55 for whom hie
American Association of association attempts to f'md employment have

Retired Persons some degree of hearing loss. Most of these
persons were exposed to excossivenoise levels
in factories in the past. (82)

2. Mr. Kamps spoke about the button factory in which he has been employed and the high
noise level in that factory. (82-83)
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Responseto Questionsfrom EPAPanel:Mr. Ropes

3. Mr. Kampsstated that he values quietness in a product, indicating a noise label would
affet:t his purchasing decision. (83)

4. In response to a question, Mr. Kamps indicatedthat persons exposed to factory noise
really neverrealized the danger. (84)

5, Mr. Kamps indicated that he was unawareof anyone from the federalgovernment, such
as OSHA, enforcing any sort of noise regulationin his factory, (85)

Mr. Faith

6. Mr. Kampsstated that no one in his factory had wornheating protectors. (85)

7%8-918-CH OralStatement
WillisLueders
Transparent Film WorkersUnion 1. Mr, Lueders spoke at length about the hearing

protection programin the Dupont factory where
he is employed, He mentioned the managemant'sefforts to cut down on the noise level by
installation of carpetingand acoustical tiling,a yearly physical which includes an audiogram,
clear indication of the instances in which one must weara hating protector, the methods for
monitoring exposure time and the use of muft'lsrson machines, (86-93)

Respor_es to Questiom fromEPA Panel: Mr.Kozlowski

2. Mr. Lueders thought that unions could and should "sell" the idea of the needfor quieter
equipment to their members. (93-94)

Mr. F.lklns

3. Mr. Lueders mentioned the importance of good communication between the employees
and the management. (95)

Mr. RopeS

• 4. Mr. Lueders mentioned a take-home safety programthat also existed in theirplant, (96)
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77-8-919-CH Oral Statement
Pat Dillan
United Auto Workers 1. Mr. Dillan seemed to feel that the law should

address itself to preventing noise in products
as they are manufactured rather than just mandating protection for employees. (100-104)

2. Mr. Dillon described the difficulties involved in getting compensation for a workman
who has suffered gradual but permanent hearing loss. (104)

3. From his e:_perience,Mr. Dillon noted that excessive noise, even if one's ears are protected,
can lead to such health problems as indigestion, nervousness and migraineheadaches. (105)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: Dr. Shutler

4. Speaking as a consumer, Mr. Dillonsupported a public education program through the
media in addition to a labeling program. (108)

Mr.Kozlowski

5, Mr, Dillon indicated that increased costs should be passedon to the consumer and not the
worker, since quieter machinery is a cost of production. (108-109)

Mr. Feith

6, Mr. Dillon indicated that very little attention was paid by some plant workers to noise
warning signs placed in the working areas, (111-112)

Mr. Ropes

?. Mr. Dillan indicated that his union local would be delighted to assist in an educational
campaign. (112)

77-8-920-CH 1. Mr.Harwick discussed methods other than
Ed Harwick replacement of machineswhich could help
United Auto Workers to reduce noise in a factory. Hesuggested
mechanical changes as well as better maintenance. (114-115)

2. Employees in his factory complained about the uncomfortableness of all three hearing
protectors they were issued by the management. (116)
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77-8-921-CH Oral Statement
Ed Ryan
American Association of 1. Mr. Ryan argued that most of American

Retired Persons industry does not care about "people problems."
(l 17-120)

2, He expressed support for a labeling program, particularly if there was an educational
program to back it up, (120)

77-8-922-CH I. Mary Hckett stressed the fact that household
Mary Pickett appliances should be studied in the environ-
Iowa State University Faculty merit in which they are used as well as in

isolation. (125-126)

2, She indicated that studies have shown that noise can beannoying and can produce stress,
but that no studies have demonstrated that physiological damage is related to interior
environmental noise. (126)

3. Related to this concern, Mrs.Pickett observed several'factors about the average American
(_nsumer_

a. Middle and low income fatuities arenow being forced to buy cheaper dwellings
made from less expensive materials that vibrate more easily. (126-127)

b. Because of economic constraints, these families are more concerned about the
house than the appliances found in it. (127)

c, In addition, persons have different levelsof sensitivity to noise. (127)

4, Mrs, Pickett stated her concerns about the cost of labeling, noting that the nest increase
will be passed on to the consumer who uses price as his parameter for purchase
decistonmaking. This has already been demonstrated with the energy-efficiency ratio
labeling which the consumer does not use because he does not understand it. Further.
more, the constuLlerstill buys the cheaper product. (128-129)

r 5. Hrs. Pickett urgedencouragingthe building industry to consider house design in
terms of the appliances in the house. (130)

: 6. Mrs,Pickett felt that persons who serviceand install household appliances should be
i educated to consider the surroundings of the appliance. (130-131)
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7. Mrs. Pickett observed that manufacturers are in the best position to do noise level
research, so that their support is needed. (131-132)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: Mr. Thomas

8. Mrs. Picket expressed her concern about the estimated one to two percent increase

in price that a labeling program would cause. (141)

Mr. Elkins

9. Mra. Pickett's response to a question indicated that if she was given data to support the

fact that noise from household appliances causes physiological damage, she would not
question the 1% increase in prices that could be caused by the program. (142)

10. Mrs. Pickett urged that attention be focused on the effeetive management of appliances.

77-8-923-CH Oral Statement

Tanya Wesley
Student 1. Ms. Wesley expressed her reluctance to pay

for the noise abatement program. (I 43)

2. Ms. Wesley argued that the quieter products are higher in price and are not being purchased
by the consumer. (144)

77-8-924.CH 1. Mr. Harris expressed the Case Company's
John Harris support for "reasonable labeling of products
J. I. Case Company as to noise levels." (I 52)

2. Mr. Harris suggested several factors he considered to be important for the success of the
program: the necessity for educated consumers who are aware of the noise program, a
uniform and repeatable product noise measurement procedure and a situation in which
manufacturers are allowed to develop quieter products competitively. (152)

3. The Case Company recommended that a reasonably permanent label be attached to the
product, the range of noise levels for a product class not be included on the label, the
test methodology be included on the label, and that the rating be expressed in dB(A)
and not an acoustic rating descriptor. (153-154)
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4. Mr. Harris cited the successful Nebraska program for testing noise emission levels of
agricultural tractors. As a result of the program,quieter products were produced through
competition. (155)

5. Mr. Harris felt that a uniform noise descriptor acrossproduct classes would be of
little comparative value, whereas a uniform descriptor within a product classis a
necessity. (15%158)

6. Mr. Harrisindicated that EPA enforcement wouldnot be necessary; industry ean police
itself through competitive testing among manufacturers. (I59)

7. Mr. Harris suggested that noise reducing products should not be labeled. (160)

Responses to Questions from EFA Panel: Mr. Elkins

8. Mr. Harriselaborated on the Nebraskaprogram, emphasizing the positive impact of a
uniform standard. (161-162)

Mr. Thomas

9. Mr. Harrissuggested that if a noise range must be included on the label, it should be
related to price range. ( 167-168)

10. Mr. Harrisexpressed opposition to providing a noise rangeon a product label. Such
information would be deceptive as faras the availability of all products. Comparative
shopping in an area would be more effective. (169-170)

Mr. Felth

11. Mr. Harrispointed to the market placeas an effective mechanism for def'mlngthe
manufaeturer's responsibilily for the label. (171)

Mr. Rlccl

12. Mr. Harrisexplainnd that consumer surveys used in the Nebraska program initially
indicated apreference for noisy tractors, but the availability of test results created a
demand for quieter tractors. (17._-176)
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Dr. Shutler

13. Mr,Harrisasserted that industry protocol and cross industriaItesting providea sufficient
incentive for compliance with EPAdirectives, (177)

14. Mr,Harris advocated the use of tha mean valueof the noise level and not the maximum
value. (183)

Mr. Kozlowski

15, Mr.Harris favoredvoluntary action on the partof indust|V and utilization of the market
place toobtaia compliance. (185-186)

77-8-925-CH. Oral Statement
Eldon Colton

Safety Commissioner 1. Mr.Colton elaborated on the experiences his
City of CedarRapids office has had with noise regulations. Cedar

Rapidshad adopted and attempted to enforce
a noise regulation for motor vehicles that wassubsequently struck down in court. This action
was taken because there was no legal authority for local regulation of noise. (192)

2. Mr.Colton stated that his office lacks effective means of enforcement under present
legislation. (192-193)

3. Mr.Col¢on thought there would be pucliusupport for a comprehensivenoise ordinance
in CedarRapids. (195)

Response to Question from EPA Panel: Mr. Rlcci

4. Mr. Colton stated that a labeling programwould provide standards that their department
could use to enforce legislation. (196.197)

77-8-926.-CH 1. Mr.Bach expressed support for noise abate-
IowaDepartment of ment programs, particularly the labeling

Environmental Quality program. (199)

2. He stated that a label should contain enough information to allow a consumer to dodde
whether the noise level of a product should Influence his purchase decision. (199)
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3. The noise level rating should also be somehow related to the consumer's health and
welfare. The inclusion of such information would enable the consumer to educate

himself over a period of time. (200-201)

Response to Questions from EPAPanel: Mr. Cerm

4. Mr.Bach mentioned a curricula on environmental education that is being developed for
statewide use, but stated therewas no program to educate adults. (202-203)

77-8-927-CH Oral Statement
Dr. Claire Kos
Executive Director 1. Dr. Kos indicated that he was not speaking
American Academy of Ophthalmology officially for his organization.

and Otolaryngology
2. Dr. Kos noted that increased longevity means

that more persons have hearing impairments.
(210)

3. Hearingloss is gradual and incremental;once it becomes apparent it is too late to recover
what has been lost. (211)

4. Dr. Kos stated that excessively loud noises may compound physiological weaknesses. (211)

5. Dr. Kos noted that, accordingto sdentists, the level of sound found damaging to the
carsvaries due to differences found in human ears. (213)

6. Dr. Koa urged the adoption of warningssimilar to those present on dgamtte packages
since it is not possibleat the present time to predict whose hearing willhe impaired.
(215-216)

7. Dr. Koa felt that it is impossible to guarantee consumers' safety from products, and
that the public must be educated to understand the limitations in regulatory judgment.
(217)

Responsel to Questions from EPAPanel: Mr.Elklna

8. Dr. Koa noted that the problem of noise in children may have a delayed effect. (219)
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Mr. Feith

9. Dr. Kos though that intermittent noise could cause fatigue in the ear muscles and
eventually, hearing loss. (221-222)

10. As a consumer, Dr. Kos felt that the amount of anise produced by a product is not as
important a consideration as the quality of the product. (223)

77-8-928-CH Oral Statement
NielVan Hoof
Iowa Speech and Hearing Association 1. Mr. Van Hoof expressed his support for the

proposed noise labeling standards. (226)

2, Mr, Van Hoof argued that the media, advertising, and other groups have confused the
public with respect to noise measurements. Efforts need to be made to standardize
noise measurements. (226-227)

3, Mr, Van Hoef suggestedcolor-coding the acoustic desciptor on the label. (227-228)

Rcspottse_to QuestionfromEPA Panel: Mr. Elkins

4. lt4r.Van Hoof suggested the u_ of a sound-meter as a good means of educating the
public about noise and sound intensity. (232)

$. Mr. Van Hoof observed that It is impossible to know what other noise levelsa per,son
been exposed to during the day. Since it is possible that heating damage is the result

of the cumulative impact of noise, it is important to let the consumer know what the
noiselevel of a particular product Is, (234)

77-8-92942I-I 1. Mrs. Sullivan commented on the level of
Judy Sullivan hearing impairment present today. An esri-
Confiner Education Coordinator mated 14 million Americans have suffered
Kirkwood Community College some type of hearing loss. The statistics

indicate a serious problem among young
people who have a hi_ rate of high frequency hearing loss. (236-239)

2. _'s. Sullivan expressed support forthe labeling program, in addition to labeling regu-
lations in an attempt to control noise at the _ource. (239-240)

3. Mrs. Sullivan stressed the importance of consumer education. (240)
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Responses to Questions for EPAPanel: Mr.Thomas

4. Mrs. Sullivan emphasized the importance of the public fight to he informed of the noise
level of a product so that a conscimrschoice is possible. (242)

5. Mrs. Sullivan compared the noise problem to other situations wherewarning labels are
required to indicate possible dangers to one's health. (243)

77-8-930-CH Oral Statement
James Klimes

Safety and Environmental Dept. 1. Mr. Klimes indicated the Deem Company
Deem and Company could support mandated noise labeling

programs"provided they are founded on
with need andadministered in a reasonable and

meaningfulmanner." He urged the use of
Richardson Anderson existing voluntary labeling programs and
Attorney the encouragement of new voluntary programs.

(246)

2. Mr. Klimes stated that Deere and Company promote their products extensively on the
basis of the noise control measures incorporated into their designs, (248)

3, He expressed the Company's concern that EPA is expanding itslegislative authority by
basing the decisionof which products to label on individual perceptions and other
subjectively defined criteria. (289)

4. Mr. Klimes implied that labeling regulations can only be applied when there is factual
evidence that a capability for adverse effects exists. (249-250)

: 5. The purpose of labeling should be to inform product purchasers of potential adverse
: effects, (250)

6. Given these constraints, he indicated that Deere and Company could foresee beneficial
'_ uses of labeling, such as for identifying products capable of adverseeffects, as comple-

mentary to reasonable noise level regulations or as an alternative to product noise level
regulations. (250)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: Mr,Elklns

7. Mr. Klimes implied that it is difficult to interpret the meaning of "health and welfare,"
and criteria to determine this are not easily established. (254)
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8. Mr. Klimes indicated, based on the Congressional Record, that the primary concern of
Congress at the time of the passage of the Noise Control Act was with noise that could
produce heating impairments. (254)

Mr. Thomas

9. Mr. Klimes said he would defer but would give some though to whether it should be the

purchaser or potential user who needed to be given noise information. (258)

Mr. Kozlowski

10. Rather than identify classes of products to be labeled, Mr. KIimes indicated that first
firm criteria for choosing products must be set and that each product must be weighed
against those criteria. (266)

Mr. Feith

11. Mr. Klimes responded affirmatively when asked if he would submit a Iiat of the products

the Deere Company already labels for noise. (264)

(See Docket No. 77-8-738 for additional comments and responses to questions from
EPA panel.)

77-8-931-CH Oral Statement
Marion Leese

American Association of 1. Mrs. Leese expressed support for noise abate-
Retired Persons ment. (270-271)

2. Mrs. Leese compared noisy products to products requiring danger warnings. (271)

Response to Question from EPA Panel: Mr, Elkins

3. Mrs. Leese stated that she would use quietness as one criterion for making a purchase
decision. She noted that her new vacuum cleaner is louder than her old one. (272)
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77-8-932-CH OralStatement of Charles Edinger
Cleo andCharlesEdinger
AmericanAssociation of 1, Mr. Edinger Briefly elaborated on the noise

RetiredPersons abatement program. (274-276)

2, Mr.Edingerexpressed his support for the labelingprogram. (277)

Responseto Question from EPAPanel: Mr, EBdus

3. Mrs.Edingerresponded affirmativelywhen asked if she had noticed a distinct difference
between the amount of noise madeby variousbrandsof vacuum cleaners,and responded
negativelywhen asked if she would be able to determine the quieter product in the
store. (277)

OralStatementof Cleo Edinger:

4. Mrs.Edingermentioned cars. trucks, trainsand motorcycles as being majorsources of
noise in her town. (278-281)

77-8-933-CH OralStatement
SheUaSidles
Executive Secretary 1. Mrs,Sidles stated that noise pollution has
Iowa ConsumersLeague been a concern among many consumersshe

has spoken with, though it has not been
one of the major concerns. (284)

2. Regardingnoise-reducing products, Mrs. Sidlesexpressed strong support for labeIing
which indicated the level of effectiveness of the product. She noted that certain products
ate used to block out different noises in different instances. (285)

3. Mrs. Sidlesstated that noise is sometimes necessary for safety, as it indicates that an
appliance is in operation. (285)

4. Mrs,Sidles indicated that cost and efficiency are the primary considerations for the
consumer. (286)

5. Incases where products can cause hearing damage, labeling is not sufficient. (286)

6. Mrs,Sidles mentioned the difference between products in duration of use and its
problems, (287)
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7. Mrs.Sidles stated that she was "not surewe are ready for mandatory noise labeling
and the enforcement that then would come with it." (287)

8. Mrs.Sidles suggested educating consumers concerning noise effects and methods for
handling noisy apphances. (288)

9. Mrs. Sidlesexpressed support for voinntary labeling by manufacturers rather than regula-
tion. (289)

Responses to Questions ham EPA Panel: Mr,Kozlowski

10, Mrs.Sidles stated that one reaann for herreluctance to see federal regulatinns imposed
is that such action makes an industry less competitive, since entry into the industry is
made more difficult for new f'Lrmsbecause of increasedcosts, (292-292)

Mr.Cemr

11. M_ Sidles observed that there are many factors that concern a consumer. Noise may
not be a priority, but it is a very real concern, particularly with the increased incidence
of hearing loss. (294)

Mr,Thom_

12. Mrs.Stdlesurgedgiving industries a chance to act voluntarily before making uprod-am
mandatory. (296)

77.8-934 Remarks from the Floor
PamKidd

1, Ms. Kidd suggested'that as the public became
educated, lndnstry would be forced to teguIate itself becauseof demand. (297)

2. Ms. Kidd pointed out that independent testing companies are likely to develop as a
result of demand. (297)
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77-8-935-CH Oral Statement
Steve Keller

1, Mr, Kellerobserved that when industry makes
an addition to a label on its own impetus

(such as the UniversalProduct Code) there are few complaints about costs. (300-301)

2, Mr. Keller expressed his support for labeling products and regulating products which
affect a third party. (301)

3. Mr. Keller complainedabout the noise level of motor vehicles emphasizing the high
cost and short fife expectancy of muffler systems. (303)

4. Mr. Keller expressedconcern about the noise level he faces as an industrial worker, He
suggested that certain machines could be isolated and indicated that soundproofing
materials, such as those present in the office area of his factory, could be added to cut
down the noise level. (304-306)

Responses to Questionsfrom EPA Panel: Mr. Thomas

S. Mr. Kellersuggested that the label include an indication of how long the product will
maintain its noise rating, (309)

77-8-936-CH 1. Mr, Kammerer expressedAmana's support for
.i'olmKammerer the noiselabeling programbecause industry can
Product Manager operate better with uniform federal standards
White Goods of Amana Refrigeration than varyingstate standards. (313-314)

with 2. Mr. Kammererpointed out that the goaLsof
Raymond Bowman the noise abatement programmight conflict
Vice President of Engineeringof with the energy efficiency go_s of the FEA.

Central and Room AirConditioning (314-315)
Products

3. Mr. Kammererpointed out that Federal programsthat were originally intended to be
voluntary, such as the FEAenergy-efficiency program, have changed directions rather
suddenly. (316)

4. Mr.I¢,.ammemrmentioned two existing appliance industry noise labeling programs: The
Air Conditioningand Refrigeration Institutesound-rating program and the Association
of Home AppliariceManufacturers. Both of these programscould meet the four

criteria ofthelahalingprogram estahlishedby EPA with minimaleffort. (316-317)
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Responses to Questions from EPAPanel: Mr.Kozlowski

5, Mr, Kammererstated that the voluntary program for air conditioners, in its present form,
could not be applied to other products, Similar programs could be developed. (318)

6, Mr. Kammerer felt that industry iscapable of policing itself. (319)

Mr,Elkins

7, /dr. Kammerer indicated that in those instances when Amana does have a sound rating
for a product, it is not listed on the product itself but on the specification sheets and
certification directory. (519)

8. Mr.Kammerer felt that listing the sound rating number on a specifi_tion sheet is
suflieierlt for central air conditioners, (319-320)

9, Mr.Kammercr expressed Araana's willingnessto provide the noise rating on labels for
products, though he added that the testing facilities are largely occupied by energy
testing at the present time. (320)

10. bit. Kammererstated it washis experinnce that consumersare becoming incrcasingly
confined about energy, particularlyas energy costs increase. Consumers do utilize
energy labels. (320)

11. Mr.Kammerar indicated EPA'srasponsihility to educate the consurner to me the
label. (322)

Mr.Fdth

12. Mr.Bowman, aeolieagueofMr. Kammer_r,indicated tlmt the noisc rating number
provided on the specification sheet is not explained on that sheet, though such information
isavailable. The consumer isnot furnished with information on room air conditioners.
(327)

13. Mr.Kammercr arguedthat if the public demands information on noi_, the industry Is
likely to provideit in a more accessible fashion. (328)
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77-8-937-CH Oral Statement

Kenneth Truce

1. Mr. Truce expressed concern with the level of
noise pollution found in all areas of the country. (332-333)

2. He observed that many Americans are seeking peace and quiet, though it is difficult to
find. (334-335)

3, Mr. Truce mentioned the situation where a person uses air conditioning as a means to
block out noise and filter the air. (336-337)

4. Mr. Truce expressed support for regulations but noted that industry tends to resent
regulations while oonsumem resent paying for them. (337-338)

5. Mr. Truce argued that consumers have a fight to have noise information available, while
his experience with lawnmowers and refrigerators has indicated that it is not readily
available. (339-340)

6. Mr. Truce stated that noise increases stress on people, (341)

7. Mr. Truce argued that an educational program is needed. (341)

8. Mr. Truce su$gested that noise demoustmtion in stores are unreliable, since a large

part of noise is contingent on the environment. (345)

77-8-938-CH 1. Mr. Dykstra submitted a report entitled
Dan Dykatra "Silencing the Roar-Should Iowa Enact
Student Noise Control Legislation?" which was

University of Iowa Law School written for the Iowa Senate Transportation
Committee. (353)

2. Mr. Dykstra stated that he had worked on the report as a member of the Senate Majority
Reaearch Staffat the Iowa State Capitol. (353)

3, Mr. Dykstra stated that noise not only has physical effects, but emotional, social and
economic effects as well. (354)

4, Mr, Dykstra stressed the importance of considering household noise in addition to
environmental noise. Noise in the home adds stress to the lives of the family, who usually

ratum home to escape stress, (354-355)
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5. Mr.Dykstra mentioned that his recommendations lean toward "demanding industry to
quiet the goods." (355)

6. To effectively control noise, Mr, Dykstra suggested four steps:

a. Establishment of comprehensive national regulations for household products that
make noise. These regulations should be attainable by manufacturers. (355-356)

b. Adherence to the established regulations. (356)

u. Education of the American people about noise in general. (357)

d. Enforcement of all regulations, through a program which might include the
voluntary participation of households. (357)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: Mr,Thomus

7. Despite Mr. Dykstra's confidence in the American public, he did not believe that they
would utilize noise rating schemes because such schemes are difficult to understand.
(360-361)

77-8-939-CH Oral Statement
lee Fisher
Grant WoodArea Education I. Mr.Fisher indicated that his association has

Association hearing recordstbr 5,100 school aged students,
7 percent of whom have experienced some

sort of hearing loss. Of those persons, 40 percent have high frequency hearing loss, with the
severity of loss varying widely. (365-366)

2. Mr. Fisher stated his belief that there is a direct relationship between noise exposuro and
the hearing lossessuffered by children. (367)

3. Mr. Fishercategorized noise sources: noise present in the household due to household
appliances, noise due to household tools, andnoise to which exposure isvoluntary,
suchus recreational equipment or stereos. (367-368)
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4, Mr. Fisher indicated that high frequency hearing loss affects a person's ability to
discriminate between sounds and can be quite serious. (369)

5. Mr. Fisher indicated that the Grant Wood Area Education Assoelatian was finding
students whose ability to study was affected by this type of hearing loss, (369)

Responses to Questions from EPAPanel: Mr.Kozlowski

6. Mr. Fisher suggested that labeling would help increase public awareness, hut it was
more important to establish maximum sound levels on products that am affecting
the hearing levels of children, (370)

Mr.Cerar

7. /dr. Fisher indicated that minorhearing loss in a child may become very seriousas the
child reaches adulthood, (371-372)

Mr.Feith

8. Mr. Fisher stressed the importance of making the consumer aware of the frequency
ran_ of a product, an element not included in the dB(A) measurement. (373-374)
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77-S-940-SH OralStatement
James Shone
Citizens Against Noise 1. Recommended that any labeling program be
Hawaii accompanied by an effort to inform the public

about the harmfu/effects of noise. 02)

2. Mr. Shone suggested some kind of rating for housing units themselves that would inform
purchasem about noise properties of design and construction. (13)

3. Effective noise labeling should include some indication "when a hazardous threshold is
crossed." (15)

4. Mr. Shone supported labeling of certain products (cam) both as a whole and also with
respect to their noise-producing components. (17)

5. Recommended color coda for label with red beingabove 70 dB(A), yellow being between
50 and 70 dB(A), and green being under 50 dB(A). Mr. Shone also preferred, in addition
to the color, an appropriate description such as '_,ery noisy," (18)

6. Mr.Shone suggested that/abels be permanent, that warning lights be used on radio and
stereo equipment, that noise information be required on advertising, and that range
information be retained as in the sample label. (19-21, 58)

7. Mr. Shone opposed testing and export exemptions. (22)

8. Mr.Shone suggested products for labeling: typewriters and office equipment, high
frequency emitting equipment, toys, air conditioners, blenders, hair d_m, saws, power
tools, compost grinders, garbage disposals, dishwashers, refrigerators, etc. (23-26)

Respomes to Questions from EPA Panel: Dr. Shufler

9. Mr.Shone believes strong federal enforcement is needed rather than relying on indmtr_"s
self-policing. (27)

10. Mr.Shone reaommended that in labeling a produet themaximumvalueofaseriesoftests
be used for the rating instead of the average value. (29)

Mr. Kozlowski

1 I. Mr.Shone recommended labeling in addition to emission standards for autos, garbage trucks,
buses, etc. (32)
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Mr. E]k_

I2, According to Mr. Shone, one purpose of the product labels is to facilitate enforcement
by local officials, who can simply check a vehicle's noise label. (37)

_tr. Thomas

13. M.r. Shone encouraged the incorporation of some type of noise warranty, or acoustical

assurance period, into the label or other sales literature-suggesting the possibility of a
two-year warranty period. (45-46)

14 Mr. Shone saw no major problem in having labelspermanently affixed to the product,
except for acoustic tile and esthetic considerations. (53-54)

15 Mr. Shone indicated that companies do not provide consumers with information on the
noise levelsof their products, (60-62)

16. Mr. Shone noted there may be a serious problemcaused by multiple labels. (61-63)

IVa',Feith

17. Mr. Shone noted that the quality.of sound, affected by its periodicity or degreeofl
intrusion, is a factor to consider in a labeling program, and mentioned possibility of
incorporating sound quality into the rating scheme. (65-66)

18. Mr. Shone discussed the problem of using a color code when there may actually be two
noise measurements of importance-at the operator's ear and some distance away. (67-69)

Mr. Rlcd

19. In response to a question concerning the noise rating on the label, Mr. Shone stated that
a 1 to 10 scale might be "very good," but also mentions the need for a word descriptor
such as 'every noisy." (71-72)
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77-8-941.SH Oral Statement
Robert Friese

Chairman of Task Force on Noise Control I. Mr. Friese expressed support for the labeling
San Francisco prolTam and the idea of color coding. He noted

that duration of noise isan important factor to
with consider in developing a noise rating, and

Cot'mac Brady mentioned Dr. Karl IOyter as a source of exper-
Senior Mechanical Engineer else in this area. (80-82)
San Francisco Department of Public Works

2. Mr. Friese believed that the labal should be per-
and manent, since this would assist enforcement

Officer Richard Podisco of loom ordinances, In some cases,however, such

San Francisco Police Department as household appliances, a permanent label may
not be practical. (83-84)

Responses to Comments from EPA Panel: Mr. Feith

3. To assist enforcement, a decibel rating is needed, accordingto Mr.Brady. He also mentioned
how the labeling program could benefit local enforcement efforts, particularly with
reference to construction equipment (e.g., on.site checks, evaluatingdegradation). (87-92)

Mr. Riccl

4. With respect to the issueof how to affix a permanent label to a muffer, Mr. Podisco indi-
cated that a stamping operation is required, with the number or letteringprotruding
outward to prevent counterfeiting. Also, a heat-resistant paint could be used for the
muffler label's color code. (96)

_. Jordan

5. Mr, Friese discussed his group's public relations efforts, which includeda noise annoyance
survey indicating that vehicular noise (buses, motorcycles, and trucks)elicited the greatest
numbar of complaints. (96-102)

Dr. Shutler

6. Mr.Ftiese preferred that the label's noise rating be derived from the maximum level a
product of a given _Ypecould emit rather than from an averagenumber. (103-104)

7. Mr.Friese indicated that sirens should not bc labeled; Mr.Brady noted that most complaints
wereat_out me electronic siren, which was actually not the noisiest but had the most annoying
quality. Mr. Friese commented that it would be a mistake to limit the rating to dB(A)'s and
ignore the quality of the noise. (106-107)
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77-8-942-SH Oral Statement
Gerald E. Starkey
Santa Clara County 1. Mr.Starkey expressed support for the labeling
Environmental Management Agency programand nominated flxeair conditioner as

a primary candidate for noise abatement action.
He noted that, with many people keeping their windows open and with typical installation
conditions, the air conditioner poses a "formidable community problem." (110-113)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel. Dr. Shutler

2, Mr.Starkey thought EPAlabeling would provide incentivebeyond the voluntary ARI
system in influencing ARI manufacturers' noise reduction efforts, (I 15)

Mr. Feith

3, Mr.Starkey, when asked to comment on labelcontent, noted that a good approach was
to include a statement which notes the noise emitted by a quiet refrigeratoror another
familiar product-a measurement that could be easily compared with the noise rating of the
product being purchased. (119)

4. Mr. Starkey listed common noise complaints: airconditioners, pooI systems, and motor.
cycles. He will supply a more complete list at a later date. (119-121)
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77-8-943-SH OralStatement
Judy Barnett
Concerned Citizen I. Mrs.Barnett expressed support for labeling program

and commented on the results of her recent
research, (124-125)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: Mr.Elkins

2. She stated that homemakers would use the label information when purchasing certain
products. (127)

3. Mrs.Barnett suggested a public education program using magazines, newspapers, and
the local school system. (128)

4. Mrs. Barnett noted that she could not find information about the noise levels of

vacuum cleaners, refrigerators,blenders, and similar products, (129, 139-140)

Mr. Thomas

5. She listed products represenflng priority items for labeling: motorcycles, blenders,
garbage disposals, and vacuum cleaners. (130)

Mr. Ri¢¢1

6. Mrs. Barnett preferred usin8 decibels on the label, didn't want a ratingscheme which
makes comparisons between dissimilar products, and wanted a permanent label.

(133-135)
!
i
i I_. Jordan

7. Mrs. Barnett indicated that it would be useful if a brochure accompanied the product,
expinining how the noise measurement was taken, e.g., whether ice cubesor spinach
were being ground by a blender. (136)
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77.8-944-SH Oral Statement
Eric Mankuta
Director of SeniorCitizensCommunity I. Mr. Mankutadescribedthe deleteriouseffects

ServiceEmployment Program of noise pollution on the elderly. (]40-143)

Response to Question from EFAPanel: Mr.Elkins

2. Mr.Mankutabelievedfrom his own observationsthat the elderly ilavegreaterdifficulty
sleepingthan others and areeasily disturbedby environmental noises. (143)

77-8-945-SH Remarks fromthe Floor
Marion Lockwood

Concerned Citizen 1. Ms. Lockwood complained about the noise
from generalaviation, military aircraft, and
leaf blowers, (143-149)

77-8-946-SH Remarksfrom the Floor
Jamea Smith

Concerned Citizen 1. Mr. Smith egpre_sed support for the labeling
proS'am. (151)

2. He felt the label shoald incorporate some type of comparative information to facilitate the
learning processabout dBA's. (152)

3. Mr, Smith urgedthat the subjectivequailW of the sound be considered in the d_elopment
of a noise rating throu_ the evaluation of a panelof noise experts. (153)

77-8-947-SH Remarks from the Floor
Robert Haehnel
Concerned Citizen 1. Mr. Haehnel commented on the hazards of

stereo equipment (e.g., speakersand headsets),
suggested they be labeled, and recommended a warning statement similar to the one on cigarette
packages. (154-155)

2. Mr.Haehnel commented about the excessive noise at rock concerts and recommended
some ldnd of warning at the entrance or nn the admission ticket. (157)
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77-8-948-SH Oral Statement
Edward Lowe

California State Department of Health 1. The Office of Noise Control of the California
Department of Health supports the EPA in its

attempts to alertand inform consumers about the noise characteristics of products. The program
will also assist local noise enforcement by providing noise emission ratings on products, according
to Mr, Lowe, (164)

2. Mr. Low indicated that there was aconflict between the Background Document and NPRM
concerning label content and suggested that AreaC contain two statements-one being
the ranae data. the other stating the noise levelat which there is interference with speech.
Hasuggested that the "interference message" should use asingle dBA value which is at the
safe (or lower) end of the range where such effects are experienced. Mr. Lowe also sug-
gested a similar interference message focusing on tl_d-purty effects, where the product
is likely to have an impact on neighbors, e.g., power lawnmowers and chain saws.
(165-166)

3. I_'. Lowe recommended that information be provided whichdescribes the total noise
reduction effect when one product is usedin combination with another product (e.g.,
mufflers and motorcycles), (16.7)

4. The noise rating label or brochure for airconditioners, l"fltersystems for awimmin8pools,
and other products should indicate (1) noise ratingsof similar products; (2) expected
ratings nearthe source; (3) ratings under installation conditions; (4) expected ratings
at a specified distance from noise source; and (5) noise levels in neighbor'syard. (167)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: l_h. Jordan

5. Mr. Lowe described his office's public education activities. (170-171)
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77-8-949-SH Oral Statement
"fl_omas Woods

President of Aural Technology I. Mr. Woads, manufacturer of protective hearing
(h_sert into Docket 77.5) devices, expressed support for the labeling pro-

gram and described a case where a person
exposed to noise at a recording company suffered extreme hearingloss. (178-179)

2. Mr. Woods expressed concern about the lack of interageney coordination and thus the
difficulty of satisfying different regulations. He also expressed concern about the
economic impact of the testing costs and objected to the authority of the Administrator
to order a compliance audit even when there was no evidence of non-compliance. (180-183)

3. Mr. Woods described the content of his company's proposed brochure. He stated that a
pressure-sensitive label which could be peeled off would cost about 3 cants per unit-a
reasonable price for a device costing $5.03/unit. The cost of printing the sample brochure
he showed to the panel would be less than 1_ cents per unit, based on printing 100,000.
Costs for preparing camera-ready copy and graphics would be about $ I0,000, of which
$7,500 would be non-recurring expenses. The label could be done economically, he
asserted. Iris label also contained information on how to properly use the ear protectors,
(183-187)

Respomes to Questions from EPA Panel: Mr.Thomas

4. Mr, Woods suggested that most companies in the hearing protective device industry would
not be reluctant to publish the noise attenuation properties of their products on a label,
though he admitted some would hesitate to do so. (190-192)

5. Mr. Woodssuggested that the "label" information be required in advertisements directed
at industrial consumers of hearing protectors, (193)

6. Mr. Woodssaid the name of the company which introduces the product into commerce
should be on the label and not the original manufacturer. Annual reports represent a
means of tracking down the tree manufacturer. Mr. Woods responded negatively when
asked if he saw any problem in repeating the company's name both on the packaging
and on the label. (196-200)

7. Mr. Woodsfelt the EPA logo should be on the label but noted that this carrieswith it
an explicit endorsement of the validity of the information by EPA. (201-202)

8. He suggested that it is important for EPA to require on the labelinformation about the
likely degradation of the attenuation capabilities of lieating protective devices. (204-206)
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77-8-950-SH Oral Statement
Dr. Henry Schmitz
Audiologist, Heating and Speech Center l, Dr. Schmitz noted that the American Speech

of Orange County and Hearing Association supports the labeling
program. (205)

2. Dr. Schrnitz recommended that the program focus initia_y on products used by cl-d}dren:
firecrackers, cap guns, mirdbikes, air horns, etc. He said high frequency hearing loss in
chi]dren is wel/documented and highly disturbing. In his opinion, an aggressive educa-
tiona/program directed at school-age chi/dran is a definite "must." (209-210)

3. There are measurement problems with respect to air horns; the angle of incidence and
distance from the noise source arc key factors. Any labeling requiraments should con-
sider factors such as distance and duration in addition to dBA's. According to Dr.
Schmitz, accurate measurement of air horn noise requires a storage oscilloscope, probe
microphone, and a reflective and reverberant environmenL (210-212)

Responses to Questionsfrom EPA Pand: Mr. Kozlowsld

4. Dr. Schmitz did not include stereos on his list of dangerous products, because the nature
of the hazard depends greatly on how the product is used-for example, distance from
loudspeakers and duration oflistening are key. He claimed most children are not exposed
to rock music long enough to present a serious problem, In sum, the difficulty of taking
into account these variablesargues against labeling stereos, (214-216)

Mr. Felth

5. Dr. Schmitz recommended that EPA concentrate on children's toys andadopt a hard-line
approach,because of the possibility that infants are "more sensitive to noise-induced
hearing loss and acoustic trauma than adults." For toys, hc suggested the inclusion of
a general statement on the label such as: "Bewareof the fact that the infant's hear'Lag
is very sensitive and can be damaged by toys that make a lot of noise, _ch as this one."
Manufacturers should also indicate the amount of time the toy canbe used safely.
According to Dr. Schmitz, the danger level for children should be much lower than for
adults, i.e., Inthe area of 65 dBA's. (217-222)

Mr. Thomas

6. Dr. Schrnitz mentioned other products posing a serious hea/th hazard for the opgratnr
due to their noise emission levels: snowmobi/es, tractors, saws, diesel trucks ffor
mechardcs),jack hammers, and shredders. (220-221)
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77-8-951-SH Oral Statement
James Adams
Environmental Protection Officer I, Mr. Adams described noise ordinances and enforee-

City of Boulder, Colorado ment procedures in Boulder, Colorado, The city
addressestwoareasofnoisecontrol:vehicularand

non-vehicular.Forvehiclesunderl0,000Ibs.,80 dBA isthemaximum permissiblelevel,while
88 dBA is thelimitforvehiclesoverI0,000Ibs.(226-229)

2. Mr.Adams described"soft fuzz" enforcement approach, where the city recommends dismissal
of summons if the vehicle is brou_ll into compliance. (229-230)

3. Of 3,882 summons issued, 2,9S0 (76 percent) were for automobiles; 815 (21 percent) for
motorcycles; and 116 (3 percent) for trucks. In 95 percent of the cases, the vehicle was
brought into compliance. The vastmajority of auto complaints were due to non-stock
exhaust system componenu-81_ packs (2,383) and side pipes (481). (230-231)

4. Mr.Adams outlinedresultsofcitizennoisesurveysconductedin1969(221responses),

1972(841),and 1975(I,221).Noisesourceselicitingthegreatestnumberofcomplaints
in1969wereasfollows(startingwiththeworstoffender):

I. Motor_des 6. Rock Bands
2. Motorbikas 7. Largetrucks
3. Barking do_ 8. Lawnmowers
4. Automobiles 9. Chain saws
5. let planes

1972 Survey Remits:

I. Motorcycles 5. Buses
2. Trucks 6. Sirens
3. Automobiles 7. Stereos
4. B_kinB do_ 8. Ah'craft (all categories)

1975 Survey RczultJ:

I. Motorcycles 5. Stereos
2. Traffic 6. Dishwashers

3. BatkinB do_ 7. ChainSaws
4. Power mowers 8. Vacuum cleaners

(232-233)
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5. hh'. Adams discussed the problem of motorcycle noise. He felt the components of motor-
cycle exhaust systems should be labeled-both stock and after-sale accessory items. As
far as stock equipment is concerned, the manufacturer's I.D. on the label can refer to the
company introducing the total product into commerce-for example, Harley Davidson.
However, for after-_e accessory items, the original manufacturer's name is definitely
needed on the label. (234-235)

6. Mr. Adams commented on the equipment responsible for excessive automobile noise-glass
packssndsidepipes.(235-238)

7. Mr. Adams pHoritized items requiringlabeling or noise abatement action (worst is first):

1. Motorcycle exhaust system 4. Power equipment (chain saws, edgers, etc.)
a. Stock items 5. Home appliances (vacuumcleaners)
b. After-sale accessory items 6. Sound poweramplifier

2. Automobiles 7. Aircraft
a. Glass packs a. Concorde
b. Side pipes b. FAR.35 jets
c. Extractors c, GeneralAviation

3. Barking dogs 8. Largetrucks

(235-239)

8. Mr. Adams made a series of recommendations concerning labels for:

I. Exhaust system components (mufflers)
a. Type (glasspack,steel baffles, etc.)
b. Engine size (displacement, e.g., not to exceed 350 cu. in.)
c. Use (singlyorin pairs)
d. dBA Reading ( @. feet)
e. Life expectancy (number of months)
L Penalties formisapplication

2. Motorcycleexhaust systems

a, Type (stock systems, after-sale accessory systems, baffle sets)
b, Engine size and type (for use on: _)
c. Life expectancy

3. Power equipment
a. Engine size
b. Engine stroke
c. Degradation
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4. Sound pov,er amplifiers
a. Warningabout hearing damage
b. Outdoor versus indoor use

5. Aircraft
a. In-cabin noise level

(241-247)

9. Mr.Adams urged the use of dBA for the descriptor in order to further consumer learning.
(242)

Responses to Quesrions from EPA Panel: Mr. Kerr

10. Mr.Adams commented that the label on motorcycles would assist monitoring at the
annual state vehicle inspection. In relation to issuing citations, the label might
help identify violators but a measurement would still be taken by the officers. (249-50)

11. Mr.Adams agreed with Mr.Kerr that the label for motorcycle exhaust system components
should include the name of the manufacturer of the bike on which the muft]er would apply.
(250)

M_.Censr

12. Accordins to Mr. Adarns, the majority of violators who have glasspacks and side pipes
on their automobiles are actually trying to increase their veh/cle's noise level, (25[)

Mr. Feith

13. Mt. Adams noted that oonstruction equipment noise labels would assist enforcement
efforts by telling the officer what level of noise the product should be emitting, and
thereby making possible the determination of whether or not a new exhaust system would
be one way of reducing noise emimons. (256-257)

Mr. Rtcci

14. Mr.Adams suggesteda permanent Iabelon mufflers, which should somehow be placed
in an area that is clearly visible to an enforcement officer. (258)

Ms.Jordan

15. Mr. Adams describedBoulder's public education campaign. (258-260)
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77-8-952-SH OralStatement
Dennis Paaletti
Psoletti/Lewitz/Associations 1. Mr. Paoletfi expressed support for tile labeling

program and the proposed label bat suggested
that a color code be used. (268-269)

2. He expressed support for a permanent label. (270)

3. Mr. Paoletti recommended that the labeling program include as one of itsobjectives the
eltminatinn of false, unsubstantiated noise-related claimsof manufacturers. (270)

4, Mr. Paoletti recommended labeling for tile following products: typewriters, vending
machines, other office equipment, suspended ceilings, fixed wall systems, doors, and
windows. He commented that the testing proceduresof ASTM suffer from the signifi-
cant acoustical difference belween a laboratory setting and the real office environment.
When a component is used in conjunction with other labelingproducts, Mr.Paoletti noted
the Sound Transmission Classvalue is useless. (217-273)

.5. He suggested a phased programof labeling, beginning with the more easily-rated products
(¢.g., household appliances) and moving later to la.rge,complex pieces of equipment and
building materials used in combination with other materials. (274)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: bit. Thomas

6. In relationto acoustic tile and building material, Mr. Paoletti suggested the need for a sim-
plified noise rating directed at consumers andthe products they use rather than one forbuild-
ing engineers and designers if theconsumer does not need a rating on such material. (278-280)

Mr. Feith

7. Mr.Paolatti commented on the limited utility of manufactu_rs' ratings of building
materials, due to the manipulation ofmeasutement methodologies, He suggested EPA
develop a uniform rating method and monitor the testing of products. (284-285)

Mr. Kerr

8. Mr.Paoletfi acknowledged the potential benefit of acoustic tile noise-reduction ratings to
the individual consumer. (288)

Mr. Kozlowskt

9. Mr. Paoletfi indicatedthat testingbecame"a numbersgame,"wherecompetitorsrespondby
farther manipulating testing conditions to attain a better rating, (289)
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77-8-953-SH Oral Slatement
A]Perez

MinnesotaPollution Control Agency l. Expressed support for the labeling program,
commenting that present market does not

allow the individual to make intelligent produc_ choices. (290)

2. Mr. Pereznoted there are extreme abuses associated with manufacturers' use of noise
measurement data. (291)

3. Mr. Peraz stressed the importance of guarding against a misinterpretation of the label
which equates the EPA logo with cenificatinn or approval of the product's noise level.
(291 )

4. Mr. Per_z suggested usingdBA's, which can be under_tood by the public, for the rating
on the label, hut not "sound pressure level" which is "not contained in the weighting."
He indicated that sound power levels require extensive testing facilitiesand are therefore
meaningless to local enforcement officials. His preference is for "sticking to a simple
dBA versusdistance scheme." (292-293)

5. Mr. Poresstated that airconditioners should be a first priority for labelingand expressed
support for permanent labelsand a colorcode. (291-293)

6, Mr. Perez commented on the fraudulent activities of testing labs and the tendency for
manufacturers to choose ideal products for testing. (296-297)

7. Mr. Pemz opposed (1) the provision for 24-bourn prior notice before entering manufacturing
facilities for compliance testing and (2) the need for a "substantial" infraction before
remedial action is taken. He believed these provisions areton lenient, (297)

8, Mr. Perez suggested that to facilitate the selection of products for labelingaction, a matrix
be developed which or_zes products by the following categories:

1. 'Ihose affecting the user only, those affecting the receiver only, and
those affecting both.

2. Stationary versus non-stationary sources.
3. Constant operation versus intermittent operation.

(298)

9. He listed various products presenting noise problems: air conditionen, air-moving equipment,
outdoor power equipment, off-the-road vehicles, mufflers, snowmobiles,acousrical materials,
doors, windows, toys (e.g., "Raw Power"), sirens, etc. (299-303)
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I0. He recommended that EPA postpone the difficult issue of product degradation until a
later date. (302)

Responses to Questions from EPA Panel: Mr.Kerr

11. Mr, Perez responded that the labels would greatly assist local enforcement efforts. He
also said the label should include a statement that reads: "for information purposes
only," so there is no implication of an EPA endorsement of the noise level. He empha-
sized that EPA should assure the label information isaccurate, since its logo implies an
endorsement of the date's accuracy, (307-311)

12. Mr, Perez commented that if the testing methodology is simple, local officials can assist
in monitoring the label ratings for accaracy. (313)

13. He expressed opposition to the idea of a statement on the label in lieu of the EPA logo,
which says the rating was determined ttu'ough a test required by EPA. Also, he felt that
a strictly-enforced program with few products was preferable to a weak program requiring
labels on numerous products. (313-315)

14. Mr. Perez recommended the labeling of non-powered equipment that serveessentiaily
the same function as powered equipment, when the latter is made subject to labeling,
(318)

77-8-954-$H Remarks from the Floor
Mr. and Max Crozier
French Laboratory 1, Mr. Crozier,a manufacturer of custom-molded

hearing protectors, suggested that labeling take
into account factors like comfort, hygiene properties,and the appropriate fit. He noted that
an attentuation ratingbased on laboratory subjects is meaningless (and misleading to consumers),
since there are variationsin the structure of the human ear and protectors will not function
properly unless they are built to correspond to these variations. (325-326)

22. Mr. Crozier suggeateda statement for tlle label (or brochure) which empliasizas that the
amount of attenuation an individual willderive from the product is based on a proper fit.
Factore.affecting the "fit" are ear canal configuration, haircut, eyeglasses, etc. (330-332)

3, Throughout Mr.Crozier's discussions with EPA panel members, questions were raisedabout
the validity and reliability of test procedures used by laboratories to rate hearing protectors
(e.g., ASA 1-1975). (326-334)
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4. Mr, Crozier explained that even if certain information cautions the user about the need
for a proper fit, there are serious problems because of the average person's ignorance
about what constitutes a "proper fit." (336)

5. Mrs. Crozier suggested there may be a serious problem raised by fraudulent activities of
test labs, working in collaboration with manufacturers, (341)

6, Mrs, Crozier cited the problem of an inaccurate label remaining on a product which has
undergone repairs affecting its noise properties, (343)

77-8-955-SH Oral Statement
Dr. Michael Kavanaugh
Public Interest Economics Center 1. Dr. Kavanaugh felt that because of the increasing

sales of noise-emitting products and the energy-
related movement of persons to densely populated areas, the costs of noise in terms of productivity
losses would increase in the future. Also, many on-the-job accidents and their costs can probably
be attributed in part to the disruptive, annoying impact of noise, (349-350)

2. Therefore, Dr. Kavanaugh felt that the provision of information about noise viaa label,
though it may exact some costs, will help to make the market mechanism operate more
effectively. (351)

3. Because of the externalities associated with noise, Dr. Kavananghrecommended a
system of taxes that will raise the pricesof noisy goods and make the consumer pay the
full costs of the product. His position was that a tax system has many advantages over
a labeling program. (353-354)
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INDEX OF WRITTEN DOCKET SUBMISSIONS

Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-00! Larry Woods

002 Leona and Karl Wilhelmtmn

003 RichardGrunow

004 HoraceMaeMahan

005 Mrs. Peter Hullin

006 P.hondaBeafley

007 Bun Fisher

008 John Statler

009 Vann Ellis

010 Jose Aspitarte

011 JackClrsencione

012 ArchieFrank

013 Chester and Edna DameU

014 Mrs. W. W. Lynch

01$ Mrs. Arthur Klavnns

016 Charles Wilson

017 Helen Williams

018 Phyll/s Roberts

Ol 9 Charlotte Ackley

020 Glenn Kiringer

021 Parks Ladd

022 DarylSchnder

023 John CutshalI

024 Jon Helberg

025 Robert Northrop City of Trenton

026 Kenneth Piercy

027 Dennis Kortman
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Docket No. Person Orsanization

77-8-028 Dodie Wheeler Haas

029 James Mogan, Ted Richardson

030 Mrs. E. G. Koch

031 Freda Bertagnoli

032 Dan Olsen

033 Ruth Jobach

034 Edward Golick

035 Joseph Shepherd

036 Thomas Evans

037 Thomas Erickson

038 Allan Callandcr Astroaom Electronics

039 E.R. Milholen

040 L Risnain

041 Emmett Joseph

042 Disgusted Citizen

043 Concerned Citizen

044 Roba Roberts

045 C. Schuster

046 W.M. Wilson

047 Mary O'Neal Brolda

048 Frank Ecklin

049 Joe McCartney

050 Lanv Bemstetn

0Sl Morrkl Tencnbzum

052 John Connolly

053 Patrick Holychuk

054 John Race

055 Robert Casper

056 Jack Ruefseaun

057 Leonard Homo8

058 James Bosar
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-059 Mrs,DavidButler

060 FranceLedford

0'61 Anna Moss

062 Mrs.R.A.McDnnals

063 Daniel Shoemaker

064 HunterHeath

065 Raymond Mahr

066 EarlBenham

067 E.A.Pakike

068 Shiryl Mastalesh

069 Mrs.VernonWall

070 J,E. Lilly

071 Marie Harrington

072 Lawrence Bates

073 Velma Bredberg

074 GeorgeChrlstensen

075 John Betzo

076 Dorothy Stewart

077 Dr.Audrey Oaks

078 Anita Rhein

079 James Dickey

080 Mrs. Alice Banner

081 Mary Zanluinger

082 CliffordRoth

083 Mrs.DouglasNock

084 E, M. Dunbar

085 Illegible

086 Harley Reabe

087 B.M. Rathbun

088 James V. Neely James Neely Nuclear Power Con-
sultants, Inc.
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Docket No, Person Organization

7%8-089 Mr. and Mrs. George L. Morgan

090 Esther Schneider

091 Marietta Smith

092 Paul Gitchd

093 Violet Taylor

094 3ohnW. Gfiffiths

095 Syma Talvitic

096 Philip Ritter

097 Dr. Stephen Konz

098 Sam Earl Esco,Jr.

099 Lloyd Doyle

lO0 Sherwht Wood

I01 Lester Moore

102 GeorgeHinsdal¢

103 Mrs. Herbert Layman

104 L.C. Vetersehet

lOS Umi_med

106 Eilean Brain

107 Femando Curth

108 Notraan qutnn

109 Phil Brown

I l0 Leola Edgerton

I I ! Igd/dted Guiaessy

I12 Mrs. Clark

113 .Imeph Anderson

] 14 Margarette Gall_ghcr

I 15 A, Mauk

I 16 Morris Barnes

l 1'7 Albert Mastee

I18 Paul DIcl

119 Sally Ann Huttoa
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Docket No, Person Organization

77-8-I 20 David Benforado 3M Company

121 Mrs. and Mrs. F. Miller

! 22 C.B. Link

123 Kenneth Young

124 Susan Bfitt

125 William Hering

126 Mrs. Norman Solomon

127 John Critchley

128 Harry Freeman

129 Dorothy (Illegible)

130 TheresaWright

131 Mary Neuman

132 M.L. Bmbaker

133 Arthur Simpson

134 Harry Rocco

135 F. Schoelich

136 Mrs. J. O'Bfien

137 Kathleen Canzaro

138 MarcFrass

139 John Gardner. M.D.

140 Mrs. George (Illegible)

141 Burr Collins

142 Ray Chapman

143 J.M. Breiburger

144 Anne Balas

145 Robert D. Barnes

146 R.L. Hastueau

147 Allen H. Shiner Shiner Associates

148 Lee Nolfe

149 Rodger Pdn_am International Har,'ester
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-150

151 G. Baille

152 Mrs. Hugh/',|cKenna

153 H.W. Wehe Overlay Manufacturing Company

154 Unsigned

155 Hazel Spitzc

156 LouiseGreen

157 Dorothy Broh¢

158 HarryHarper

159 Mary Deysher

160 Thelma Smith

161

162 Joanne Gerety

163 Mrs. Albert Huber

164 Mrs.AnnePlucks

165 Mrs. D. Fisher

166 E.J. Kozminski Rapistan, Inc.

167 R.J. Roney

168 Mrs. W. Marshall

169 Mrs. Roger Balgard

170 Lu eille Williams

171 _',{rs.Herman LaDay

172 Michael Percy City of Mountain View, California

173 Gina Powcll

174 Phyllis Kozewski

175 Kathrine Rudolph

176 Willard Stigler

177 Ellen Taylor

178 June Lautt

179 J.A. Rombough
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Docket No. Person Organization

"/7-fi-180 WarrenGast Gast ManufacturingCompany

181 Virginia Stilo

182 Mrs. M. B. Commons

183 Illegible

184 Mrs. L Cfipe

185 B, E.Patterson

186 StellaOlekra

187 LawrenceA.Slotkcl

188 Jeanne Allen

189 Mildred Knobloch

190 Mrs. FrankMiltner

191 Draza ICline

192 Nel Jones

193 EdgarLion

194 Mrs. Walter P. Kraeger, Jr.

195 Evelyn Kaye

196 R.S. Morgan

19"/ A. GeraldReiss Fasco Industries

198 John D. Kramer Illinois Department of Transportalion

199 Virginia Smith

200 SarahLeach

201 David Rankin

202 Unsigned

203 Margaret Lockler

204 Geroge Hunt

20S Richard Bolin

206 Harry Hatter

207 Mr. and Mrs.PaulRorda

208 Helen Pratt

209 FlorenceKumicki
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-210 John Brubaker

21 l [tying Frank, M.D. and Rosanne
Frank, R.N.

212 Phillis H, Rosenthal

213 Glover Weiss

214 Robert Bogan

215 D. McAndrews

216 Mrs, Eugene Emerson

217 Mrs. William Person

218 Mrs. Arthur Smith

219 Sylvia White

220 Michael Saija

221 S. Felletier

222 Joanna Hock

223 R. Lansky

224 Dawn Weiss

225 LesBradley

226 Rachel Riley

227 Harold Taylor

228 Bob Londar_n

229 David Sullivan

230 W. Cox

231 John Moore

232 Mn, D. E. Coward

233 Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Adams

234 Prof. Richard Morse

235 Wiihelmina Smith

_6 E.Careen

237 Mrs. E. P, Geaque

238 Tom Meskan
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DocketNo. Person Organization

77-8-239 KathleenJohnson

240 Thelma Coren

241 John D. Hopkins

242 Mrs. D. Klompus

243 LauranceConti

244 Mr.and Mrs. Mike Main

245 JosephFamulary

246 Lois Seegal

247 Michael Ramage

248 Mrs.G. Milier

249 H. Shihon

250 Edna Denton

251 Claire Hchette

252 Gabot Usbau

253 HelenVnn Ehrenkrook

2S4 Ms.KunikoSeto EnvironmentAgency,Tokyo, Japan

255' Mrs, Paula Schreiner

256 llieglble

:_57 Chuck Howell

258 Mr, and Mrs. Harry Oidinburg

259 Pdscilia and Eugene Challed

260 Mrs. JohnSimoni

261 Zane Saunders, M.A. Newington Odldren's Hospital

262 FrancoisLouis Renault,USA

263 Dorothy Shannon, Ph.D. Sinai Hospital of Baltimore

264 F.W. Herman DeVac, Inc.

265 Jane A. Baran Indianapolis Speech and Hearing Center

266 Rev. Henry M. Big_n

267 Mrs. LesterWiggins

268 Roy W. Math International SnowmobileIndustry
Association
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-269 Beth A. Brown

270 Mr. and Mrs, LarD, Pinkston

271 Maria Hcnessh

272 Raymond F,Anderson

212 (Misrmmbered) Michael E. Paul, Sr,

273 Ali Ragle

274 David and Elleen Garland

275 Claire Crossman

276 Judith Schlager

277 Mahlon E, llipe

278 M. Grossman Peugeot

279 Mrs. Roy Higdon

280 Martha Mathews

281 Joe Swift Mercury Marine

282 Derma McCord Dickman, Ph,D, Metropolitan W_hinston COG

283 Lt. Jim Ander_on Rapid City Police Department :

284 Richard M. Snyder

285 George M. German

286 Emma Niemann

287 John P. Reardon Air Condit/onM$ and Refdgemtlon
Imtitute

288 M. L Downs

289 G.C. Simpson

290 Sue Vogelsanger

291 Jules A. K_iser

292 F. K, Foster

293 /.ella A.iken

294 Winston L Manl

295 Esther Mary LJppard

296 Tothio Kitamura /apaneseGovernment
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-297 T.J. McCann

298 Vincent Argondezzi

299 G.M. Bach

300 Mrs,Axflmr Klavans

301 James P. O'Donnell

302 Jerry Boyle Honda of Piqua (Ohio)

303 James E. Wingert

304 John R,Race

305 JohnT,Hughes

306 Gera/d E. Starkey, P.E. County of Santa Clara

307 F.E. Powers, Jr.

308 Leona and KarlWilhelmsen

309 Emmett Joseph

310 L.K. Lcpley

311 Roland D. Junck Prince Manufacturing Corporation

312 John G, New

313 BurrB, Fisher

314 L, F. Hendf/¢ks

31$ SmartM. Low F1eats ProductsCompany

316 LarryD.Woods

317 Leo PayavSs

318 A.C. Koller

319 Hope Nissenbaum

320 Mrs. Geraldine Graf

321 Irma M, Bennet

322 Ma_orie Ackerman, RN

323 E.S. Mott Matt Corporation

324 R.Lowens

325 Ruth Jabach

326 S.J.Alson
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DocketNo. Person Organization

7%8-227 Gloria J. O'ReiHy

328 Robert Z. Breakwell

329 George H. Hunt

330 Betty Jacques

331 Mrs. Mary E. Neumann

332 Norman O. White

333 Richard J. Peppin Virginia Regional Coordinator,
Acoustical Society of America

334 Marcia MacDonald

33.5 Robert S.Jackson,M.D. Commonwealth of Virginia

336 (Mrs.) Frances Oafley

337 William J, Stephens American Rental Association

338 Katherine M. Reilly. M.D.

339 Mrs. M. L Branchaud

340 Anthony Kelly

341 Mr. and Mrs. WilliamWoodhouse

342 A.H. Krieg Widder Corporation

343 Mrs.E, K. Swartz

344 Mr. John G. Kova_

345 Mn. Henry Kaye

346 Florence Shatter

347 Richard J. Peppin

348 Roy Ruuska

349 Mayda L. Lyons

350 Sinpporc Institute of Standardsand
Industrial Research

351 David Fishken. Ph.D.

352 Joseph P. Fiori

353 Mary Davey Schambach John L. Price and A_octatca

354 Marilyn B, Noyes
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-355 LeRoy J. Pahmlyer

356 Leonard Feuerstein

357 /',lrs. Sylvia L. White

358 Rudolf Donningar Ostereiehisches Normungstnstltut

359 Joseph P. Shepherd, Jr.

360 Kenneth Young

361 Mr, W. J. Pemey

362 Dr, Bessie Chronaki

363 A. Stephen Boyan, Jr.

364 James M. Farrell

365 R.A.Mahr

366 David W, Clark

367 Larry J. Hall, M.D.

368 Marvin Bing

369 W, E. Schwiader Ford Motor Company

370 Melvin D. Furman

371 Mrs. J. Lamb

372 Joi Anna Garrett

373 W.A. Hyland

374 Charles V. Anderson, Ph,D.

375 Kenneth Trase

376 Constance (Mrs. GeorBe) Ball

377 Patrick C. Welch Municipality of Anchorage, Alatka

378 James W, Klimes Deere and Company

379 Dick Almy

380 Roland Wasterdal Bilsom International, Inc.

381 Chet Pltek

38.2 John E. Cutshall

383 Mrs. Josephine (Illegible)

384 Illegible
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Docket No. Person Orsanlzarion

77-8-385 Jenny L. Armour

386 J.C. Comellus

387 Lois (Mrs, Robert S.) Green

388 Clay Gerken

389 Elen L. (Mrs. John) McCamish

390 Theodore Berland Citizens Against Noise

391 Illegible MaeMurray Pacific Wholesale

392 Darrell E. Wolbe_ J.I. Case

393 High School Students

394 H.J. Wt_e W.H. Brad)' Company

395 Dianne Spessard

396 Darlene Davis

397 Mrs. Lillian E+Bums

398 Cherie Larson

399 Charles E+Speiser

400 Richard O. Thomalla International Acoustical Testinll
Laboratories, Inc.

401 David M. Anderson Bethlehem Steel Corporation

4(12 Pearl Michaelson

403 Louis H. Bider

404 Fred C. Worthington

405 R.honaHellman BostonUniversity
and
Bertram Scharf Northeastern University

406 Charles W. Hyer The Marley Corporation

407 Mrs. Gregory Brill

408 Lewis K, Hosfeld

409 Claude Shiral lapan Machinery Fedention

410 Frances J. Babon

411 Archi¢ L. Spratt Instamatic Corporation

412 H, F. Renneberg
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-413 Melvin W, Talbott

414 Lorry Potter Kentucky Department of Labor

415 Mrs. F. J. Hammond

416 Start Dudek

417 T_omas A. Dobbelane

418 Dr. and Mrs. Ronald L, Hall

419 Alberta J. MaAlarney

420 Le Ann Price

421 Edward J. Reiily

422 William C, Legg

423 Frances Szablewski

424 Francois Louis Renault, USA

425 P. D, Southgate

426 L. Lamar Black

427 Rachel Corbin Riley

428 Mr, and Mrs. John R. Sheeley

429 Robert J. Entwisle Automatic Switch Company

430 M.F. Crabtrec

431 Mrs, Marie S, Griffin

432 Mrs, James H. Watson

433 Mrs. DorothyChapin

434 W_'ren E. Gast Gast Manufacturing Corporation

435 Mrs. Buddy E. Arbuckle

436 Mrs. L. J. McNeill. Jr.

437 Family Finance Class,Fordland
High School, Missouri

438 Andrew Aitken

439 Theonie Lilmom

440 S. Dit/-

441 Helen M. Schmidt
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-442 EuniceB.Childs

443 Louise Wilson

444 K.O. Tooker Plasticast Laboratories, Inc.

445 Carol Seamon

446 Unsigned

447 The Veresh's

448 Sam and Laura Robbins

449 Max O. Biltoft

450 J.C. and Dorothy Kenyon

451 Unsigned

452 Eleanor Culberson

453 Allison Titus

454 Unsigned

455 Mrs. A. William Buffer

456 Mrs. Bill Joe Austin

457 Mrs. Ralph Muffet

458 Roger D. Smith

459 Yvonne Bmnstad

460 Elizabeth McCutchen

461 Mrs. A. P. Lovato

462 John L. Warner

463 Ms. R. J. Gelhar

464 Geraldine Greig

465 Shirley W. Valin

466 Muriel Cowing

467 Ann Smith

468 Unsigned

469 Frederick G. Crocker, Jr. Norton Company

470 Mrs. Don E. Van Meter

471 Mrs. George W. Moore
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-472 Mrs. Carl Bostick

473 Shirley K, Jensen

474 Mrs. Bill MacLean

475 Mrs. David J. Lukens

476 VeraKorkus

477 R.J. Smith Pearl Harbor Survivor= Association

478 Mrs. H. N. Kelly

479 Mrs. Gretchen Ogle

480 Kathryn Kennedy

481 Mr. and Mrs. Anthony P. Burasz

482 Roy C. Patrick

483 Mrs. Anthony B. Manera.

484 Illegible

48:5 Phyllis A. W. Jamison

486 Laurence B. Ritter

487 Paul L, Young

488 Ursula Stanton

489 Eliana Woodford

490 Illegible

491 W.L. Bolyard

492 Mrs. Albert E. Montague

493 M.M. Walker

494 Ms. Olive H. Kennedy

495 Mr. Allen D. Slater

496 Margaret Carrico

497 E.C. Blackburn

498 Mrs. Vernon Alvord

499 S. Smith

500 Unsig/_ed

501 Mrs, R. LeRoy Rollins
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Docket No, Person Organization

77-8-502 E, Balny

503 Mrs. Delbert Christiansen

504 Dr. Sharon L. Scholl

805 Pal:Newport

506 H. Malcolm Lewis Westside "auilding Materials Company

507 D. Remain

508 Mrs. Herbert Bergam

509 W. A, Hyland Representative, 17th District (Illinois)

510 G.A. O'Brien

511 M.D. Furman

512 H. Hoffman

513 Mrs.J.V.Johnson

514 Mrs. Thomas Williams

51$ Harry Hughes

$16 William Andersen

S17 A Concerned Citizen

518 Thomas R.Houck

519 AllenO.Kundtson

520 F. Macenko Environmental Protection of Canada

521 Ma_yn Wilkins Samudson

$22 Ruth Lynn

523 Edwin W. Abbott Air Transport Association of America

$24 Mrs. GraceNorris

528 Mrs. Richard Frank

526 Lawrence H. Hodges L I. Case Company

$_-7 Mrs.Charles Koofmans

$28 KellyBright

529 Bruce Nordquist

530 Mrs. Elizabeth Adamson

531 Mrs. Patricia Cole Blake
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Docket No. Person Organi?.ation

77-8.532 Nada Yanshak Bill/ante

533 Mr. and Mrs. R. Robert Wells

534 William Sorber, St'.

535 G_g Ser_Fma

536 Fred Koenig

537 Mrs. Ruth L. Levine

538 Mrs. J. W. Hunter

539 Charles S. Carlyle

540 DouglasA. Fraser Intematlonal Union, UAW

541 Aurella Worrall

542 Mrs.W. M.Blngham

543 Mary Wright

544 Ruth Kuper Levine

545 Tim Mueller

546 Thomas D.Rosslng

547 Mrs. C. E. Lishter

548 M.B. Doyle IntemationM Snowmobile Industry
Association

549 Elisabeth G. Garrison

550 Rhea A. Bahllon

551 Mrs. A. K. Bruhn

$52 Roy R. Morris AmericanRent_ Association

553 Mrs. Hibbert L. Norton

554 Cad E,Curet

5_5 R.S. GaJes Al:oustlea.]Society of America

556 Ervin Poduska

557 Mary Hochman

558 Elinor M, Bowman

559 Doufa_ A. Fraser International Union, UAW

560 Unsigned
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-561 Earl Hardage, Mrs. Irene Hardage
Celia Turner, Fred Salter

562 Joan Stephens, M.A.

563 Gerald E. Starkey, P.E. County of Santa Clara

564 Unsigned

565 Webster and Chamberlain Power Tool Institute (PTI)

566 John P, Reardon Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
/nst/tute

567 MelvinF. Kuhn

568 Hon, Elford A, Cederber8

569 James M. FarseU

570 Mrs,D, D. Fisher

571 Mrs.H. Stov_

572 _ F. Stikeleather, Fh.D,

$73 lames Egser

574 3can C, Prefer

575 David P. Reed

576 Mrs, Evelyn Neeunas

577 John L Bennett Black and Decker Manufacmr_8 Compan'.

578 Haywood Clark Smith

579 Claude A, Frazier, M.D.

580 M.P. Nevotti

581 Nora Priest

582 M_. Helen M. Ftutter

583 l_[I¢sible

584 Enid M. Johnson

585 Edward I. Wolf

586 Unsigned

587" Don W, Robinson

_88 Unsigned

589 W]_irlpool Corporation
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Docket No. Person Organization

7%8-590 Roderiak T. Dwyer Outdoor Power Equipment Institute
(OPEl)

591 C, F. Newburg National Association of Truck Stop
Operators

592 Sidney 3. FIock

$93 Mrs.SusanAlperin

$94 Mrs. C. L, Mercer

$95 Walter Brukwinski

596 Ruth Moses

$97 EIbert O. Schlotzhauar

$98 flames W. Butler

599 Constance Is{,Gibson

600 Charles Painter

601 Mrs, For'testM. Sullivan

602 Mr.Evan A. Johnson

603 H. BrucePrillaman

604 Margaret House

60S Mars Gralia, D.Sc.

606 Miss S. Victoria Krusiewski

607 Martha Murdock

608 Kathleen C. Harrigan

609 Mrs. Charles Ladenbergar

610 Larr/J.Eriksson NelsonIndustries, Inc.

611 Roy W. Muth International Snowmobile Industry
Association

612 A, F, Barber, Jr. Tow/) Office Supply

613 Joycc Pacer

614 Pete Slrols

615 Patficia H. Robinson

616 ]i]e#ble

617 Peggy W. Norris
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-618 Ms. Areta Powell

619 Edith Mitchell

620 Mrs.J. C.Brown

621 E.Bruce Butler

622 E.G. Ratering GeneralMotorsCorporation

623 Frank E. McLauglflin Office of Consumer Affairs, DHEW

624 Igor Kamlukln Btiggs and Stratton Corporation

625 A.K. Forbes Terresearch Limited

626 George Mo_er National Business Furrdtur_

627 Gerald A. Stangl, Ph,D, The Charles Machine Works, Inc.

628 Miss B. L. Duncan

629 Gucnther Baumgart Association of Home Appliance
Manufacturers

630 E.J.Halter Industrial SilencerManufacturers
Association (ISMA)

631 WilliamL.Krentz Owens-ComingFiberglassCorporation

632 Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Pfeifer

633 W.C. Painter Rockwell International

634 Carolina Jenclowski

635 MissMarjorieL.Coates

636 E. Linn

637 AnthonyO. Cortese,Sc.D. CommonwealthofMassachusetts

638 Mrs, Robert G. Rinehart

639 R.H. Alexander

640 JoanL. Mills

641 Michael G. Garland The Celotex Corporation

642 Everett A. Plaster

643 W.G. Schwieder Ford Motor Company

644 John M. Cowart

645 Debru Saltzman

64fi Peggy Jenkin
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-847 Michael W. Bianck Kodaras Acoustical Laboratories

648 Fred Tabacchi Ti_c Hoover Company

649 John L. Phillips

6_0 Madcline Bolbol

651 George P. Lamb, Jr. Vacuum Clcancr Manufacturers
Association (VCMA)

652 Ralph W. Van Demark Automotive Exhaust Systems
ManufacturersCommittee

653 Ms,PatrlciaH,Robinson

654 Mrs.Earl B, Hampton

fi55 Theodore J. Fister

656 Lucy D. Strickland

fi57 Gone Boyce

658 Gordon Tapper

659 Mrs. Gerald N. Plotkin

660 RichardH. Lincoln OutboardMarineCorporation

661 Stevcn K. AllsbrUck

662 VicoE. Henriques Computerand BusinessEquipment
ManufacturersAssociation

663 Donna McCord Dickman, Ph.D. Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments

664 Mrs. R.H. Pflugcr

66S ArthurL. Herold Power Tool Institute

666 Dr, G, L. Cluff Tri-Utility Hearing Conservation
Program

667 DaleD.Nesbitt

668 BernardBalmer

669 Mrs.E. DalePetite

670 Eiiaenc M, Young

671 David A. Kloepper HILTI Fastening Systems, Inc.

672 S.L.Tarry ChryslerCorporation

673 Marcus D. Maattaia
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Docket No. Person Organizat[on

77-8-674 M_. PaulineWanker

675 FrankJ, (Illegible)

676 Allan M. andJoyce S. Krell

677 WiJliam G.Haley

678 Alice T. Heinz

679 llle_blc

680 C, Rodger Blyth The Maytag Company

681 Uasigned

fi82 Mrs. Joseph J. Doyle

683 Mrs. Joan Mundel

684 Mrs. MarLinKnight

685 Mr. and Mrs, Raymond Peetets,
Me. Christopher Peaten, Miss

Pamela Peeten, and Mrs. Andrea
Peeters Hunt

686 Helen (Mrs. Thomas) Moon

6B'/ Mrs. P. G. Perrin

688 Mrs. Geovenna Gasatti

689 Char/as M, Fisher

690 Mrs.JamesC.Warren

691 Eva Shun KwUar

692 John $. Autry Johns-Manv_e Corporation

693 Robert Kauffman

694 William E. Leuchtenburg

695 Mrs, Edward L. Weimar

696 g. Wood

697 George M. Deranen

698 June Wooster

699 RobertC.Hume

700 Benedict G. Breitung

701 IraM,Edwards
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Docket No, I_er_on Organization

77-B-702 Phyllis J. SundquJst

703 Alinda Heath

?04 MarcellaJ, Nicke,,'son

705 RossBuhrdorf

706 Robert Schneider

?_7 3ohn P, Reardon Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration
Institute

?0_i David Owens

709 Sears,RoebuckandCompany

?10 Robert A, Heath W,dker Manufacturing

711 Elizabeth Heminway

?12 Gladlne Glover

713 Wayne Marcus MotorcycleIndustryCouncil,Inc.

714 Harold W. Wolf

715 Eliot Greb

716 Mrs. ]_dReynolds, Sr.

'/17 W.A. Hyland

718 Mrs. T. J. Brooks

'/19 Howard Swartz

720 Rabin Helmirt Husq_ar.a Company
(Record of Communication
with Don Silawsky)

721 Karla L Yeaser

722 Lucil/e (Mrs. Herman) Haarer

?23 SuzanneBaden.hop

724 -rulla A. Mone

"/25 Mrs. Charles W. Disbrow, Sr,

726 .Tanlc¢F. OIson

?2? Delores Crozier French Laboratory

T28 AJ[cnNelson

729 John P. Reardon Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
]nstitvte (._R])
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-'/30 Caroline Pardoe

73 ! Danle! Queen Danie! Queen Associates

732 Sherrie Sink

733 _s. Betty Westlund

734 PatHcia Moran

735 Margaret Monji

736 Elizabeth Bottomly

737 Gordon L. Clu ff, Ph.D. Tti-Utility Heating Conservation
ProBram

738 James W,I_tmes and
R. E. Anderson Deere and Company

739 Richard Girn¢r Compressed Air and Gas Institute
(Record of communication
with Henry E. Thomas)

740 Arnold W, Rodin Home Ventilating Imtitute

941 Charles W. Hyer The Marley OrBanizafion, Inc.

742 Doug[ts A, Fraser latemational Union, UAW

743 FrankS. Fitzgerald NOiSeContTolPtodu_:tsand
Assistant General Cousin[ Matedtts Association

744 WilBaraV. Sktdmore. General Course| of the Department
AssistantGcnersl Co_se! of Commerce
for LeBisiation

745 Frank E. Wilcher, Jr. Industrial Safety Equipment
Asu_ciation
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INDEX OF PUBLIC HEARING TESTIMONY

Washington, D. C. (September I6, 1977)

Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-901 Dr. Donna Diekman Metropolitan Washington Council
of Governments

902 John Reardon Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Institute

903 Theodore Berland Citizens Against Noise

904 Mr. Stuart Low Flents Products Company

905 Roy W. Muth International Snowmobile Industry
Association

906 Ernest Scott Kirby Vacuum Cleaners

907 Wesley E. Schwieder Ford Motor Company
Richard Genik

Herbet_ Epstein

908 Howard W, Bumett American Rental Association (ARA)

909 Daniel Queen Dantel Queen Associates

910 Richard Glmer Compressed Air and Gas Institute
(CAGI)

CedarRapids, Iowa (September 20, 1977)

911 Bruce Anderson Office ofSenatorDickClark

912 Dixie Boyse Office of Congressman Michael Blouin

913 Dr. Charles Anderson American Speech and Hearing
Association

914 Representative Jean Lipsky Iowa Genera] Assembly

915 Larry Dupre Illinois EPA

916 Richard Worm Enviromnental Coordinating
Association
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Docket No. Person Organization

77-8-917 Veto Kamps American Association of Retired
Persons

918 Willis Lueders Transparent Film Workers Union

919 Pat DRlan United Auto Workers

920 Ed Harwick United Auto Workers

921 Ed Ryan American Association of Retired
Persons

922 Mary Pickett Iowa State University Faculty

923 Tanya Wesley

924 $ohn Harrit L I. Case Company

925 Eldon Colton City of Cedar Rapids

926 Dave Bach Iowa Department of EnvLronmental
Quality

927 Dr. Claire Kot

928 Nlel Vaa Hocf Iowa Speech and Hearing Association

929 Judy Sullivan

930 JamesKlimcs Deer_and Company
Richardson Anderson

931 Marion Lease American Association of Retired
Persons

932 Cleo and Charles Edieger American Association of Retired
Persons

933 SheiiaStOles Iowa Consumers League

934 Pam K.idd

935 Steve Keller

936 Iohn Kammerer Amana Rcfrigerution
Raymond Bowman

937 Kenneth Truce

938 Dan Oykstra

939 Lee Fisher Grant Wood Area Education
Association
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San Francisco, California (September 22, 1977)

Docket No. Person Organization

7%8-940 James Shone Citizens Against Noise

941 Robert Fdese San Fmncisco Task Force on Noise
Control

Cormac Brady San Francisco Department of Public
Works

Officer Richard Podiseo San Francisco Police Department

942 Gerald E, Starkny Santa Clara County

943 Judy Barnett

944 Eric Manku_a Senior Citizens Community Service
Employment Program

945 Marion Lockwood

946 James Smith

947 Robert Haehnd

948 Edward Lowe California State Department of Health

949 Thomas Woods Aural Technology

950 Dr, Henry Schrni_ Headng and Speech Center of Orange
County

951 James Adams City of Boulder, Colorado

952 Dennis Paoletti Paoletti/Lewit_/A_soclates

953 AJ Perez Minnesota Pollution Control AgenCy

954 Mr. and Mrs. Crozier French Laboratory

955 Dr. Michael Kavanaugh Public I/lterest Economics Center
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PART III

PERSPECTIVES ON THE PROPOSED NOISE LABELING PROGRAM:

THE GENERAL PUBLIC AND INDUSTRY



INTRODUCTION

In order to develop the final regulation and assess the pub-

lic response to the proposed EPA noise labeling program and the

elements of an effective noise label, the Agency undertook three

different actions to gauge public sentiment, one of which also

solicited the views of industry. The results are presented in

Part III. The first project involved the tabulation of public

docket comments reflecting either support or opposition for the

proposed noise labeling program. The second was a nationwide

telephone survey conducted by an independent private contractor.

The third consisted of two elements; a door-to-door public survey,

and the laboratory assessment of necessary label content through

the use of focus group discussions.

SECTION i: ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC DOCKET COMMENTS

SUPPORT VS. OPPOSITION

In order to determine the level of support among commenters

for the noise-labellng program as proposed, each comment submitted

to the public docket - either written or oral - was evaluated in

terms of its position on the proposed product noise labeling pro-

gram. Of a total of 751 comments, which represented somewhat

fewer individuals due to multiple docket entries per person, there

were 652 cases where a pro or con position could be identified.*

For analytical purposes the comments were separated into two

groups: industry and non-industry. The results for non-lndustry

comments are presented in Table 3-1.

*Entries 687 through 720 and 731 through 744 were received too
late for inclusion in the analysis.
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Table 3-I

Percentage of Non-lndustry Commenters with Different Positions

on EPA Noise Labeling and Abatement Activities I

With WithExplicRor WithExplicitor
F.xplicltPosidon ImpUedPosition Impli_ Pro.Noise

Podllon2

A. SupportedLabeling 34.09"_ AOnLabelinz on_beHng CoAn.ul

(."05) B_ t_

B.SupportedLabeling, 0.3% ForLabelinB
NOt Abatement (2) _ 78.9,%

C. Supported.Labe_ng I0.3_ : (269) C
and Abatement (62) ' For 88.(77u

L=bel/ns Dr (5301
82...%_

D. SupportedEPA Noi._ 18.8c_ (401)
Abatement (113)

E. Supported Abainment, 2.7% _ _ E
Not LabeL_nS (I6)

F, ComplainedaboutNoLse 21.9_ Ag_nst K F
Emitted by a Product- (132) _. Labelin_
Implied Supportfor 21,1% Against
Labclin_ and/or Abatement (72) I-Ibe]/nB• 17.7%

(66)
G. Opposedto LabelJn$ 9.3% G G

(56)

H. Opposed to EPA Noise .2.7% H
Abatement (16)

TOTAL 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(602) (341) (487)

INon-lndust_•ptivaI_citizens,publicoffi:l_dt,ac:dendci=ns,tmallnon.manufactoringbusinc.es,_t:.

"No pi_rcentag_wascaJtulatedforanti.noLs_controlpnsition,becau.scram0labtU_$oponmttmayhavefavtired
emil_innre_latinns,thoulhnottlatin[lthisexpllddy.
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The differences in scope of support were addressed by catego-

rizing the specific comments into the classes shown below, most of

which are self-explanatory. Clarification is necessary in certain

instances, however. Individuals described as "supported EPA noise

abatement" for the most part either said specifically they sup-

ported direct abatement actions such as emission regulations, or

else expressed support in general terms such as "keep up the good

work" or "I support your Agency's efforts in abating noise." Many

individuals falling in this second group probably supported the

labeling program, but because they did not state so explicitly,

they were not classified as such.

A significant number of eommenters simply complained about

the excessive noise emitted by a product. Because some of these

comments could have been mailed in response to news releases which

asked for suggested candidates for noise labeling, it is likely

that the overwhelming majority of these persons also supported

labeling, although they were not initially classified in this

manner. In relation to comments classified as "opposed to EPA

noise abatement, _' it could not be ascertained from the letters

themselves if the people were opposed to product noise labeling

specifically.

In the second column of the table, the data are collapsed

into a dichotomy, based on those persons who made it clear (or

explicit) that the labeling program was the target of their

evaluations. The strong public support for the program among

non-lndustry commenters is manifested by the 78.9 percent in favor

of labeling, as contrasted with 21.1 percent against labeling.

When product complaints (Category F) arm added to pro-labellng

comments due to their implied support - and general opposition to

EPA noise abatement (Category H) is combined with specific opposi-

tion to labeling - there is a slight increase in the percentage

difference (i.e., 82.3 percent in favor of labeling versus 17.7

percent against). The final column gives the percentage of non-

industry respondents who implied or explicitly expressed support

for some kind of EPA noise control activity - 88,0 percent. While
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the docket does not provide a representative sample from which one

can deduce the actual level of support in the nation at-large,

these data do afford some evidence of public support for noise

labeling.

Persons opposed to labeling or noise abatement most often

cited increased costs as the main reason for their opposition

(Table 3-2). Other criticisms were that the regulations re-

stricted the individual's freedom to make his own decisions; that

labeling was not going to influence purchasing decisions; that the

free enterprise system will produce quieter products without

governmental intervention if the public wants them; and that

resources should not be spent on noise labeling when there are

more important national priorities.

Table 3-2

Percentage of Opponents (Items G and H from Table I)
Citing Different Reasons 1

Costs 52.8%(38)

To consumers (21),
TO taxpayers (10) z

Infringement of Individual Freedom 20.8%(15)

Ineffective Means of Achieving End 19.4%(14)

Free-market Solution is Preferable 16.7%(12)

Other Problems Occupy a Higher Priority
than Noise Pollution 4.2%(3)

Miscellaneous 5.6%(4)

No Reason 16.7%(12)

iSum of percentages is greater than 100 percent because many
respondents gave multiple reasons for opposition.

2Many respondents just mentioned "costs," not specifying the
impacted party, while others based their opposition both on

"costs to consumers" and "costs to taxpayers." Therefore, the
N for these two latter response categories does not equal 38.
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Several persons who supported noise abatement but not label-

ing complained that EPA should focus on products such as cars,

trucks, and especially motorcycles and not worry about household

appliances, which they associated with the labeling program (42,

48, 72, 90, 102, 115, 194, 277, 483, 568). TwO commenters (684,

723) that questioned the labeling program's effectiveness, re-

ported the results of surveys which demonstrated the low impor-

tance of a product's noise properties (as compared to other

factors) in the eyes of the consumer.

A representative of an industry (924), potentially affected

by the proposed product noise labeling program, provided a counter

argument to the latter point at the public hearing held in Cedar

Rapids, Iowa. His testimomy indicated that the noise factor may

only become important in the marketplace when there exists noise

level data that could be used to compare products, and when an

industry's marketing divisions begin to advertise products on this

basis.

Individuals favoring the labeling program often based their

support on its utility for making informed consumer decisions and

the belief it would force manufacturers to design quieter prod-

ucts. In addition, seven commenters endorsed the labeling program

for the assistance it would provide local noise control officials

in their enforcement efforts. Five of these comments came from

state and local officials themselves, representing the States of

California, Massachusetts and Minnesota and the cities of Boulder,

Colorado, and Cedar Rapids, Iowa (948, 637, 953, 951, and 925,

respectively), and two from representatives of Citizens Against

Noise (903, 940). These comments emphasized the utility of

accurate product noise ratings established under the EPA program

in comparing products against the noise standards of local ordin-

ances.

In contrast to the widespread support for the program among

the general public, the vast majority of industry spokesmen

expressed opposition to RPA-administered product noise labeling

(Table 3-3). Fifty percent of the industry respondents directly
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Table 3-3

Percentage of Industry Commenters with
Different Positions on EPA Noise Labeling*

With

Explicit or Implied
Position on

EPA Product Labeling

A. Supported Labeling 8.0% (4) A

B_ For Labeling
B. Supported Labeling Regulation, 4.0% (2) 12.0%(6)

with Criticisms

C. Supported Voluntary Labeling 10.0% (5) (_

D. 0ffercd Major Criticisms of Regu=

lations without Directly Stating 26.0% (13) D
Opposition Against Labeling

88.0% (44)

E. Opposed to Labeling 50.0% (25) , E

F. Opposed to Labeling but Sup-

ported EmLssion Rcgclations 2.0% (1) F

Total 100.0% (50)

'm[_duseT= m_luf_lcLurcrsand Itadeano¢iaflans.
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stated their opposition; another 26 percent implied opposition by

offering major criticisms of the proposed regulation; and i0 per-

cent indicated their opposition by expressing support for volun-

tary labeling. (of course, Category C does not reflect the total

level of industry support for voluntary labeling, since comments

were first classified on the basis of direct support versus oppo-

sition. Of the many persons who expressed support for voluntary

labeling, Category C contains only those few individuals who, at

the same time, did not state their opposition to EPA product

labeling.)
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SECTION 2: GENERAL AUDIENCE SURVEY

INTRODUCTION

In order for the Environmental Protection Agency to ade-

quately implement its Congressional mandate under Section 8 of the

Noise Control Act of 1972 (86 Star 1234), it felt that a statisti-

cally correct study should be performed to know the public atti-

tude toward noise and the proposed product noise labeling. The

Agency conducted a nationwide telephone survey through an indepen-

dent contractor to obtain data from which the Agency could better

assess: the public perception of noise; the extent to which the

public is impacted by noise; which products are bothersome; to

what extent noise is a factor in purchase decisions; and the form

in which noise information should be available so that the public

can use it in the purchase decision.

The sample for the survey was drawn using carefully pre-

scribed procedures to minimize bias and insure that the results

obtained were representative of consumers, and 608 adults were

contacted.

This section will describe in detail the survey methodology,

the data collection procedures, the results of the survey and the

conclusions of the study.

SURVEY METHODOLOGY

A major advantage of telephone surveys is that geographic

dispersion of respondents can be maximized. This makes it possi-

ble to include all geographic areas of the country as well as

urban and rural groups within each major area.

In conducting a telephone survey, it is important to select

the sample of telephone numbers in a way that will reduce the

possibility of bias. TO select a sample of numbers from telephone

directories directly is not appropriate because many people have

unlisted numbers, which would introduce a potential source of
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bias. To counteract this problem, random digit dialing was used.

For this study, the most efficient method of random digit dialing

consisted of two steps:

o First, a random sample of telephone numbers was
drawn from a master data file maintained by Don-
nelley Marketing (a division of Reuben H. Donnelley
Corporation) of all residential telephone numbers
for the entire nation, including Alaska and Hawaii.
Every nth number was taken off this file.

o Second, because this data file does not include
unlisted nhmbers, the last two digits of the
sampled numbers were randomized. This was done by
retaining the first eight digits of each number
(e.g., 703-893-52XX) and selecting from a table of
random numbers two-digit suffixes to complete the
number.

Since the last two digits of each were generated at random, a

variety of outcomes was possible. The more frequently occurring

we re :

o Non-working numbers

o Business

o Busy/no answer

o Household

o Coin telephone booth

o Institutional number (hospital, dormitory, etc.)

It is apparent from this llst that in order to complete a speci-

fied number of interviews, more numbers must be dialed than inter-

views needed. The number of completed interviews is determined by

the error one is willing to tolerate in the results. As Table 3-4

shows [i], a sample size of 600 would provide results with a 4

percent tolerated error at the 95 percent confidence level. This
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Table 3-4

Simple Random Sample Size for Several

Degrees of Precision [i]

Tolerated Confidence LL,nlts

Error 95 Sampl_ 99 Samples
(percent) in I00 in 100

1 9,604 16,587

2 2,401 4,147

3 1,067 1,843

4 600 1,037

5 384 663

6 267 461

7 196 339

was assumed to be satisfactory for this study. In order to ob-

tain 600 households, approximately 2-1/2 times that number were

selected for calling. Thus, approximately 1,500 numbers were

sampled with the last two digits randomized.

Once a household was dialed, there had to be a method of

determining who in the household was to be interviewed. This had

to be done in advance to insure that there was no bias in favor of

people who are home more often or are more willing to be inter-

viewed. Several criteria were set. First, it was decided that

only one adult (age 18 and over) would be interviewed in each

household. This was done to avoid possible bias due to cluster-

ing. Second, a procedure for selecting the one person to be

interviewed was developed. This included asking (I) how many

adults were in the household and (2) how many men were in the

household. By using a set of four tables, it was possible for the

interviewer to select the specific person to be interviewed. A
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modification of this technique was applied as described by Bryant

[2] in order to correct for a tendency for males to be harder to

contact than females. This modification involved repetition of

the first three tables so that males were slightly over-sampled.

Thus, once a household was roached, the interviewer selected

the appropriate table, asked the number of adults and males, and

determined from the table who should be interviewed. No substitu-

tions were allowed.

DATA COLLECTION

The interviews were conducted by staff selected and trained

specifically for the noise labeling survey. A total of 21 inter-

viewers were used. Each was required to attend a four-hour train-

ing session which covered such things as the purposes and back-

ground of the project, general interviewing techniques, the data

collection instrument and other elements specific to the project.

Each was required to conduct practice interviews and was critiqued.

There were three shifts of interviewing per day, with calling

from 8:30 a.m. until 9 p.m. at night (local time for the number

called).

Three attempts were made to reach a number. If after three

tries no answer was obtained, the number was dropped and no

further attempts made. In order to maximize the probability of

reaching someone, one of the three calls was made during the day

(before 6 p.m. local time Monday through Friday) and two at night

(after 6 p.m., or Saturday and Sunday).

If a household was reached, but the person to be interviewed

was not there, an attempt was made to determine the best time to

call back in order to obtain an interview. Once a household was

identified, three additional calls were made in order to reach the

respondent.
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Each shift consisted of a maximum of eight interviewers and

at least one supervisor. The supervisor checked every form upon

completion of an interview to insure that there were no missing

data. Introduction and interview procedures were closely moni-

tored to insure that interviewer bias was minimized. The results

of the dialing are shown in Table 3-5. of the 1,580 numbers

dialed, a total of 987 were to a residence of some type (62.5

percent). From these households reached, 608 completed interviews

were obtained (38.5 percent). The actual data collection occurred

between December 21 and 29, 1977. No calls, however, were made on

December 24, 25, or 26.

Table 3-5

Result of Dialings

N

Busy/No answer after three ea//s 188 | 2.0

Dead IMe 26 !.6

Non-workMg numbe_ 264 16.7

Business lOl 6.4

LansuaSe b_rrier 14 0.9

Other ¢omm-nication problem ('bad IM,',, etc.) 19 1.2

Rcfusa.ls 282 17,8

Respondent not ava_able 64 4.1

Other (no adults, not a private residence) 14 0.9

Completed Interviews 608 38.5

1,580 lO0. l
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Once the appropriate respondent was contacted, the interview-

ers asked a series of questions using a questionnaire designed

specifically for this study, based on the information needed by

EPA. A copy of tbe questionnaire is shown in Appendix A of this

Part.

Major areas covered by the questionnaire included information

about:

o The public's perception of noise as an irritant.

o Products commonly considered to be bothersome because of

noise.

o Major criteria in the selection of products for purchase,

including noise.

o Willingness to pay for quieter products.

o The public's desire for information about the noise levels

of products.

o The public's attitude toward noise labeling.

o Knowledge levels regarding noise related terms.

The results of this survey are presented in the following section.

RESULTS OF THE INTERVIEWS

A total of 608 completed interviews were obtained. These

included both males and females from all regions of the United

States. The responses indicate some awareness of noise problems

and general approval of government efforts to label noise produc-

ing products. The data obtained in these interviews are described

below. The questionnaire used to collect these data is included

in Appendix A to this Part.

Th e Sampl e

The respondent sample was almost equa_ly divided between

males and females. Table 3-6 shows the breakdown by sex. This is

quite close to the 1970 census findings of approximately 49 per-

oest males and 51 percent females in the general population.[3]
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Table 3-6

Respondent Sex

Number %

M_e 300 49.3

Fem_c 308 50.7

'608 '100.0

For the purposes of analysis the sample was also divided into

regions with approximately equal numbers of respondents in each.

The regions were defined as follows:

East Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia, and the District of Columbia.

South North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Loui-
siana, Oklahoma, and Texas.

Midwest Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Illinois, Michigan, Wis-
consin, Iowa, and Missouri,

West Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah,
Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Nevada, Washington,
Oregon, California, Alaska, and Hawaii.

These designations were meant to produce a reasonably equal

distribution of respondents across regions. Table 3-7 shows the

distribution of respondents obtained using these categories.

Households were contacted for interviews in all 50 states,

and the 608 interviews include respondents from 48 states. No

interviews were obtained in Nevada or Alaska where only a very few

telephone numbers were called.

The sample thus can be considered to be a good nationwide

distribution, fairly closely matching certain general population

characteristics.
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Table 3-7

Distribution of Respondents by Region

Number %
,,=,,

East 163 26.8

South 143 23.5

Midwest 159 26.2

West ] 43 23.5

608 ,I, 100.0

Questionnaire Responses

As stated above, the questionnaire attempted to obtain infor-

mation in a number of areas related to the noise labeling program.

The results are presented below, by topic, and differences in

responses by sex or by region of the country are indicated when-

ever they occur.

o General Irritation Due to Noise.

The first question asked of respondents was whether or not

they were irritated by noisy products or appliances. About forty

percent of the respondents replied affirmatively to this question,

as shown in Tables 3-8a and b. Females were slightly more likely

to respond affirmatively than males. There were no significant

differences by region of the country. These responses seem to

indicate that noise is a major concern for a substantial propor-

tion of the population.
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Table 3-8

Perception of Noise as an Irritant

Question: Do you ever feel uncomfortable or irritated by noisy
products or appliances in your home, your neighborhood,
or your place of work?

(a)

Number

Male Female Total Total%

Yes ll6 144 260 42.8

No 184 164 348 57.2

300 308 608 100.0

(b)

Number Total%

East South Midwest West Total

Yes 68 56 68 68 260 42.8%

No 95 87 91 75 348 57.2%

163 143 159 143 608 100.0%

For respondents who replied that they were irritated by

noise, additional questions were asked about the types of products

that bothered them.* As Table 3-9 shews, a majority of the 260

respondents who were asked felt that the most bothersome noisy

products were those used by someone else.

*See the questionnaire in the Appendix for the skipping patterns
called for by specific item responses.
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Table 3-9

Source of Irritating Noise

Question: Are the most bothersome noisy products those that you
own and use, or those used by someone else?

Number %

By me 76 29.2

By someone else 146 S6.2

Both 38 14.6

260 lO0.O

o Factors in Purchase Decision.

Several questions were asked to try to assess the importance

of noise as a criterion in purchase decisions. One question which

relates to this is whether or not consumers believe that different

brands of a given product create different amounts of noise. As

Table 3-10 shows, s large proportion of respondents believed that

there are differences between brands, but many others did not

believe this to be true or were not sure.

Table 3-10

Perceived Brand Differences in Noise Levels

Question: Do you think that there is much difference in the
amount of noise that different brands of products such
as vacuum cleaners or chain saws create?

Number

Male Female Total Total %

Yes 151 130 281 46.2

No 103 108 211 34.7

Don't Know 41 67 108 17.8

Depends on
Product 5 3 8 1.3

300 308 608 1O0.0
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There were significant differences between males and females

on this question, with males being more likely than females to

believe that there ar_ differences betwecn brands.

In a series of questions aimed at determining the relative

importance of various criteria in consumer purchase decisions, the

quietness of the operation of a product or appliance was rated as

very important by over 40 percent of the respondents (Table 3-11).

Of the criteria asked about, the most important to consumers ap-

pears to be the cost of operation. A majority of the respondents

considered this to be "very important."

Table 3-11

Importance of Different Criteria in Purchase Decision

Question: Usually, in buying an appliance or product do you con-
sider (price)(brand name)(cost of operation)(quietness
of the operation) to be very important, somewhat
important, or not very important?

Cost of Quietnes of

P_ce Bnnd Name Operation Opemffon
Number _ Number _ Number % Number %

Very lmpormat 281 46.2 255 41.9 357 58.7 259 42.6

Somewhat Imp0rmnt 206 33.9 216 35.5 129 21.2 164 27.0

Not verF important 79 13.0 95 15.6 102 ]6.8 125 20,6

Depends on product 42 6.9 42 6.9 20 3.3 60 9,9

608 I00.0 608 99.9 I 60g I00.0 608 I00.I

In another attempt to determine whether or not the quietness

of products is important to consumers, a question was asked about

how much extra they would be willing to pay for a quieter vacuum

cleaner. Table 3-12 shows that the respondents indicated a gen-

eral willingness to pay a higher price for a substantially quieter

vacuum cleaner. However, there were 38 percent (214 of 558) of

the respondents to this item who stated they would pay nothing

extra for a vacuum cleaner that was three-fourths as loud.
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Table 3-12

Willingness to Pay for Quieter Products

Question: If you were planning to buy a vacuum cleaner and the
average cleaner cost about $70, how mush extra would
you be willing to pay, in dollars, for a vacuum cleaner
that was only

Mean

Tnree-_ur_s _sloud(N _ 558) $13.39
H_f as loud (N = 552) l_.B6

Refusals to respond equal 50 and 56, respectively.

The actual dollar amount that respondents stated were willing

to pay is very much tied to the base price of $70. The mean

dollar amounts, however, work out to approximately 19 percent and

23 percent of the base purchase price, showing definite flexi-

bility on the part of consumers to pay extra for features they

deem desirable.

o Desire for Noise Control and Noise Labels.

Two different factors which the Agency must take into account

when considering a product for regulation are whether to set

levels on the maximum amount of noise the product may emit and/or

whether to label the product as to the amount of noise it does

produce.

The responses to a question on government noise control are

i shown in Table 3-13a, b. A large majority of respondents felt

i that the government should set noise levels for some products.

There were significant differences between males and females on

this question. Although equal numbers of males and females ware

in favor of government standards, among those not in favor, males

were more likely to report disapproval and females to respond that

they didn't know if the government should set such standards.

Respondents from the West showed the smallest percentage in favor

of government standards, both in objecting to the standards and in

being the most definite about their answers (i.e., very few "don't

knows").
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Table 3-13

Desire for Government Noise Control

Question: Do you think the government should set noise levels for
some products?

(a)

Number Total %

Male Female Total

Yes 199 199 398 65.6

No 80 61 141 23.2

Don'tKnow 20 48 69 11.3

299 308 607 100.0

(b]

Number Total%

East South Midwest West Total

Yes 128 89 93 88 398 65.6

NO 21 34 37 49 141 23.2

Don't Know 13 20 29 6 68 11.2

162 143 159 '143 607 i00.0

The reasons given by those people not in favor of the govern-

ment setting noise levels (as obtained through the previous ques-

tion) are shown in Table 3-14. The replies are grouped according

to a few major classifications. The most freguent response was

that the government already has too much control. Other fre-

quently mentioned reasons were that such controls are not needed

and that the consumer should regulate noise levels through pur-

chases, and allow the effects of the free market to encourage

manufacturers to reduce noise.
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Table 3-14

Reasons for Government Not to Set Noise Levels

Question: Why should the government not set noise levels?

Number %

Too much government control 58 41.1

Noise controls not needed 34 24.1

Consumers sho_Id regulate 33 23,4

Not feasible 7 5.0

Would increaseprices 3 2.1

Could __ve no reason 6 4.3

141 100.0

The respondents to the survey were very strongly in favor of

information on the amount of noise a product makes being made

available to consumers before purchasing (Table 3-15).

Table 3-15

Desire for Noise Information

Question: Do you think consumers should be given information
about the amount of noise a product makes before they
buy it?

Number %

Yes 528 86.8

No 57 9.4

Don't know 23 3.8

608 I00.0
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The 528 respondents who indicated that they would want such

information were asked two further questions about the source of

this information. Table 3-16 shows that the majority of replies

were in favor of the manufacturer supplying the information, which

in essence is what tl_e EPA program proposed. The most frequently

mentioned other sources for the information were independent

testing laboratories and publications such as Co__nsumer's Report.

Male respondents were more likely than females to cite some other

source, while females primarily felt the manufacturer should

supply the data.

Table 3-16 also shows that the majority of respondents felt

the EPA would provide more accurate information than the manufac-

turer. This could imply support for the EPA program as proposed,

since it would require the manufacturer to supply accurate and

verifiable noise information, and EPA's enforcement procedures

would assure that manufacturers comply with the requirements.

Three other questions which exhibit general audience support

for noise labeling are shown in Tables 3-17, 3-18 and 3-19. A

large majority of respondents report that they would like to see

a noise label placed on products and that they would use such a

label in their purchase decision; and a majority state that they

would want the label even if it increased the price.

While a majority of all respondents reported that they would

still want a noise label even if it increased the price of a

product, there were differences between males and females in their

responses to this question. Among the respondents who did not

reply affirmatively to the question, males were more likely to

state that they definitely would not want the label if it caused a

price increase, while females were more likely to reply that it

would depend upon the amount of the price increase. Substantial

proportions of both groups are obviously concerned about the

economic impact of the labels on purchase prices.
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Table 3-16

Sources of Noise Information

Question: Do you think this information should come from the
government, from the manufacturer, or from some other
source?

Number

Male Female Total Total %

The government 35 42 77 14.5

The manufacturer 157 190 347 65.5

Other 59 31 90 17.0

Don'tknow 6 i0 16 3.0

257 273 530 100.0

Question: Which source do you think would provide more accurate
information about the noise level of a product: the
manufacturer or the Environmental Protection Agency?

Number %

The manu_cmrer 165 3 i.3
The EPA 317 60.0

Ne|_er 17 3.2

B0_ 29 5.5

528 I00.0

Table 3-17

Desire to Have Label Placed on Products

Question: Would you like to see a label placed on products to
show how much noise they make?

Number %

Yes 471 77.5

No 137 22.S

608 I00.0
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Table 3-18

Potential Use of Noise Labels

Question: If a noise label were provided, would you be likely to
use the information in your purchase decision?

Number %

Yes 464 76.3

No 92 15.1

Depends on product 52 8.6
.,,,,

608 1SO. 0

Table 3-19

Willingness to Pay for the Label

Question: If putting a label on products to show how much noise
they make would increase the price, would you want the
information?

Number

Male Female Total Total %

Yes 155 171 326 53.6

No 83 61 144 23.7

Depends on Price
Increase 46 69 115 i8.9

Other 16 7 23 3.8

300 308 608 i00.0
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o Label Characteristics.

Two questions were asked to assess consumer preferences about

particular characteristics of the noise label. Only those 516

respondents who had indicated a possible willingness to use the

labels were asked these questions (see Table 3-18, those respond-

ing "Yes" or "Depends on Product"). As can be seen in Table 3-20,

the majority of replies were in favor of some type of permanently

affixed label on the product. A hang tag was seen as somewhat

acceptable, but very few respondents favored a single product

display sign. Several respondents remarked that an acceptable

form of a permanent label would be one which was pasted onto the

product but which could be removed by the consumer after purchase.

There was less agreement among respondents when asked about

the type of rating scale they would prefer on the label (Table

3-21). The most acceptable alternatives were a number scale

(26.9%) or a word description (40.3%). The preference for a

word description may indicate that some word explanation would be

desirable if a number scale is used.

Table 3-20

Preferences for Type of Label

Question: If products were labeled to show how much noise they
make, would you prefer the label to be:

Number

A hang tag atlached to each product 131 25.4

A permanently affixed label on _ product 308 59.7

A sin_e sign _ part of the product d_play,
but not at_ched to each item 41 7.9

Depends on _e p_duct 36 7.0

516 100.0
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Table 3-21

Preferences for Rating Schemes

Question: I'd like to read to you four different ways of indicat-
ing on a label amounts of noise. After I have read all
four, please indicate which approach you would prefer.

Number W

A star ScaJewhere four stars meant a very

quiet product 74 ]4,3
A number scalewhere a Jew number meant

a very. quiet product 139 26.9
A color-coded labelwhere a greensymbol

meant a vet)' quiet product 60 ] 1.6
A word description which said "quiet" or

"noisy" 208 40.3

No preference 35 6.8

516 99.9

o Knowledge of Noise Terminology.

The choice of a rating scheme may be based on a variety of

scientific criteria, but even if acoustical engineers can deter-

mine the appropriate noise measure to be used in rating each prod-

uct, the noise labeling program cannot be successful unless the

consumer can understand the rating. In order to estimate the

scientific sophistication of consumers in the area of noise, a

question was asked to determine the familiarity of respondents

with the term "decibel." The same question was asked about the

terms "therm" and "watt" in order to provide some comparative

data.
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Table 3-22 shows that a majority of respondents were able

to correctly identify "decibel" as a measure of noise level, a

slightly higher percentage than knew the term "therm," but far

below the familiarity level of the term "watt." The percent cor-

rectly identifying "decibel" may be a somewhat biased estimate

upward because of the fact that this question was asked last and

respondents could have eliminated alternatives in their mind based

on their previous answers. Also, the respondents knew the survey

was about noise and so this could have served as a prompter in

guessing.

Table 3-22

Knowledge of Rating Terms

Question: Can you tell me if a (therm) (watt) (decibel) is a
scientific measure of electricity, heat, noise, or
gas?

Therm Watt Decibel

Number Total% Number Total% Number Total% Number Numbex
Male FEmale

Correctresponse 289 47.5 545 89,6 317 52.1 189 128

Incorrectresponse 48 7.9 14 23.0 35 5,8 II '24

Don'tknow 271 44.6 49 8.1 256 42,1 100 156

608 100.(2 608 I00,0 608 100.0 300 308

There were differences between males and females with sig-

nificantly more males (189 of 30U = 63%) knowing the term "deci-

bel" than females (128 of 308 = 41.6%), this may indicate a need

for particular consumer education to be aimed at females to

heighten their familiarity with noise terminology.
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After the above questions on terminology were asked, respon-

dents were told that a decibel is a measure of noise level and

then asked to guess how loud a vacuum cleaner and a lawnmower are,

given that city traffic is about 75 decibels and a quiet whisper

is about 20 decibels. Table 3-23 shows the results of this

question. The mean values are fairly close to the actual values

of approximately 75 decibels for vacuum cleaners and 90 decibels

for lawnmowers. The range of values was quite large, however; for

vacuum clearners the guesses ranged from one decibel to 400

decibels, with only 139 cases (26.5 percent) in the range 65 to

85; for lawnmowers the guess ranged _rom two decibels to 600

decibels, with only 140 cases (26.6 percent) in the range 80 to

I00.

Table 3-23

Estimates of Decibel Levels

Question: A decibel is a measure of noise level. City traffic is
usually about 75 decibels, while a quiet whisper is
about 20 decibels. Can you guess how loud

M_n

a vacuum cleaner mi_t be? (N = 524) ?7.98 decibels

a lawnmower rni@ttbe? ON = 527) 87.97decibels
l

Refusals to guess 84 and 81, respectively.

o Products.

Another goal of this survey was to determine which products

consumers felt were irritants and which products they felt should

be labeled. The respondents were specifically asked about vacuum

cleaners, chain saws, and air conditioners. Table 3-24 shows the
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Replies from those respondents who had indicated that they were

bothered by noise, but who had not already mentioned that they

were bothered by these particular products. For this reason the

number of respondents varies, and the number of persons who ac-

tually indicated displeasure with these products is higher.

There were significant differences in the responses of males and

females for vacuum cleaners with 30.7% (32 of 104) of the males

bothered by noise frLm vacuum cleaners, while 18% (24 of 133) of

the females responded that they were bothered. Likewise, 28% (32

of 114) of the males were bothered by noise from air conditioners,

while 15.8% (22 of 139) of the females were similarly bothered.

Table 3-24

Particular Products as Irritants

Question: Are you ever bothered by noise from (vacuum cleaners)
(chain saws) (air conditioners)?

Vacuum Cleaners Chain Saws Air Conditioners

N_Jplber Total Number Total Numh¢l" Total
Male Female Total % Male Female Total % Male Female Total ,%

Yes 32 24 56 23.6 33 42 75 30.0 32 22 54 21.3

No 72 109 181 76.4 78 i 97 175 70.0 82 117 199 78.7

104 133 237 100.0 Ill 139 250 I00.0 114 139 253 100.0

Respondents who had indicated in the first question asked of

them that they were bothered by noisy products or appliances were

asked to name the products that bothered them the most. These 260

respondents named an average of 2.01 sources of noise each, encom-

passing some 80 different categories. Table 3-25 shows the number

of times each category was mentioned.
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Table 3-25

Products Whose Noise is Irritating

Question: What are some of the products whose noise bothers you
the most?

No. of Times % of Total % of Respondents

(N = ",,60) /,fentioned Number Mentioning

Major Household App_nces 13l 25.0 S0.4

Waslgng machm'e 31 5.9 11,9

Dryer 12 2.3 4.6
Dishwasher 41 7.8 15.8

Refrigerator 23 4.4 8.8
Freezer 2 0.4 0.8

Se]f-cleaning oven I 0.2 0.4
Humidifier 2 0.4 0,8

Air conditioner 10 1.9 3.8
Furnace 7 1.3 2.7

Space heater 2 0.4 0.8

Small Household Appliances 88 16.8 33.8

Appli ances I I 2. I 4.2
Vacuum cleaner 27 5.2 10.4

Hnirdryer 7 1.3 2.7
Blender 14 2.7 S.4

/,fixer 1 0.2 0.4

Food processor 1 0.2 0.4
Ice crusher 2 0.4 0.8
Pressurecooker l 0.2 0.4

Coffeepot 3 0.6 1.2
Can opener 6 I.I 2.3

Garbagedisposal 5 1.0 1.9
Clock 2 0.4 0.8
Window fan 4 0.8 ],5

Exhaust fan 4 0.8 1.$
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Table 3-25 (Continued)

Products Whose Noise is Irritating
i

/40. of Times ,%of Total % of Re_ponden_

Mentioned Number Menfion_lg

Power Tools 38 7.3 14.6

Power tools 9 1.7 3.5
Dri/Is 3 0,6 1.2

Lawnmowers 19 3.6 7.3
Chain saws S 1.0 1.9
Leaf machine 1 0.2 0.4

Air compressor I 0.2 0.4

_,lachineD" 35 6.7 13,5

Machines 15 2.9 S.8

Vibrating machineD, 2 0.4 0.8
Industrial machinery I 1 2.1 4.2

Factory noise 3 0,6 1.2
Auto shop noise l 0.2 0.4

Conveyorbelt I 0.2 0.4
Farm machinery I 0.2 0,4

Tractor equipment 1 0.2 0.4

VehicleN0[se 134 25.6 Sl,S

Traffic S 1.0 1.9

Cars 34 6.5 1.3.1
Trucks 16 3.I 6.2

,",Iotorcyelcs r 27 5.2 10,4

Buses I 7 1.3 2.7

Trains S 1.0 1.9

Subways 2 0.4. 0.8

Airplanes 25 4.8 9.6
Motorboats I 0.2 0.4
Snowmobiles S 1.0 1.9

Garbage trucks 7 1.3 2.7

Office Equipment 7 1.3 2.7

Typewriters 3 0.6 1.2

Adding machines I 0.2 0,4
Computers 2 0.4 0.8

Teletype machine I 0.2 0,4
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Table 3-25 (Continued)

Products Whose Noise is Irritating

No.of'l-unes % ofTot_J ,%ofRespondents
Mentioned Number Mentioning

Products ',','hose Purpose is Noise 66 12.6 2_.4

Television 17 3.3 6,5
Stereo 15 2.9 5.8

.Radioequipment 6 1.1 2.3
CBradio 4 0,8 l,S
Radio & TV ads. 2 0.4 0,8
Juke box 1 0,2 0.4
Music in stores I 0.2 0.4
Telephones 3 0.6 1.2
Intercom system 2 0,4 0.8
Horns 3 0.6 1.2
Buzzers 3 0.6 1.2

Factorywhistle I 0.2 0,4
Police and fire sirens 4 0,8 l.S
Smoke detectors 1 0.2 0.4
Fire alarms 1 0.2 0.4
BurSar alarms 1 0.2 0,4
Firecrackers 1 0.2 0.4

MBeellaneous 24 4.6 9.2
mll

Noiseingeneral 3 0.6 1.2
People/talking 5 1.0 1.9

Toys 2 0.4 0.8
Barking dogs 4 0,8 l,S
DishesinrestauranLs I 0.2 0.4
Toilet 3 0.6 1.2

Fish tank pump 2 0.4 0.8
Reservoir 1 0.2 0.4
Transformer I 0.2 0.4
FluorescentU_hts 2 0,4 0.8
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The major types of products whose noise is most irritating

to the respondents are household appliances and vehicle noise.

Particular products frequently mentioned include dishwashers,

washing machines, vacuum cleaners, automobiles, and motorcycles.

When asked specifically about products which they felt should

be labeled, those 516 respondents, who had indicated that they

would use a label if it were available, named an average of 1.73

products each as needing labels. As Table 3-26 shows, over 60

categories of products were mentioned, and again household appli-

ances were the most frequently named type of products. Over 25

percent of the respondents also mentioned different kinds of power

tools.

The very high proportions of respondents mentionizLy vacuum

cleaners, air conditioners, and chain saws may have been affected

by the questionnaire, since previous questions had mentioned these

products.
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Table 3-26

Products Hhich Need to be Labeled

Question: Are there any products you think it would be particu-
larly important to label?

No. of Times %of Total % of Respondenls
(N= 516) Mentioned Number Menrion]ng

_fajorHousehold Appliances 261 29.3 ,, , $0.6
Washing machine 57 6.4 11.0
Dryer 28 3.1 5,4
Dishwasher 46 5.2 8.9
Refrigerator 52 5,8 10.1
Freezer 7 0.8 1.4
Humidif'_r 1 0.1 0.2
Air conditioner 55 6.2 10,7
Furnace 6 0.7 1,2
Spaceheater 8 0.9 1,6
Trash compactor 1 O.l 0.2

j, ., .,,

Small Household Appliances 350 39.2 67.8

Appliances 41 4.6 7.9
Vacuum clean=r 172 19.3 33.3

Haft'dryer 11 1.2 2.1
Blender 39 4.4 7.6
Hixtr 20 2.2 3.9
Foodprocessor 4 0.4 0.8
Icecruder 3 0.3 0.6
Canopener 9 1.0 1.7
Garbage disposal 9 1.0 1.7
Clock S 0.6 1.0

Window fan 4 0.4 0.8
Exhaust fan 9 1,0 ' 1.7
Electric broomlswenpel; I0 |.I 1.9
Hoor polisher I O.I 0.2
Sewing machine I0 1. I 1.9
Electric razor 2 0.2 0.4
Electricknives 1 O.1 0.2

,,, ,,, ,,
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Table 3-26 (Continued)

Products Which Need to be Labeled

r No. of Times _ of Total ,_ of RespondentsMentioned Number Mentioning

Power Tools 14.3 16.0 27.7

Power tools 15 1.7 2.9
Lawnmowers 45 5.0 8.7
Chain saws 69 7.7 13.4
Aircompressor 4 0.4- 0.8
Snowblower 4 0.4 0.8
Lawn trimmer 1 0.1 0.2
WeLlpump 2 0,2 0.4
Ah"hammer 3 0.3 0.6

/HachJne_ 9 1.0 1.7

Industrial machinery 5 0.6 1.0
Anything with a motor 4 0.4 0.8

Vehicle Noise 62 7.0 12.0

Cars 21 2.4 4.1
Trucks I0 l.l 1.9

Motoreyles 20 2.2 3.9
Trains 1 0.1 0.2
Airplanes 2 0.2 0.4
_,totorboats 1 O.1 0.2
Snowmobiles 2 0.2 0.4
Outdoor vehicles 1 0.1 0.2
Mufflers 3 0,3 0.6

Hdfcopters 1 0.I 0,2

Office Equipment 2 0,2 0.4

Typewriters 1 O.1 0.2
Copier 1 0,1 0.2
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Table 3-26 (Continued)

Products Which Need to be Labeled

No. of Times ,coof To tai %of Respondents
Mentioned Number Mentioning

Products Whose Purpose is Noise 20 2.2 3.9

Television 5 0.6 1.0
Stereo 8 0.9 l.d

Radio 3 0.3 0.6
Receiven_ 1 O.1 0.2

Headphonns I 0.1 0.2

Telephones 1 O.1 0.2
Smoke detectors I 0.I 0.2

Miscellaneous 45 5.0 8.7
i ii

Eve_thiag 23 2.5 4.$
Anythin= over 90 decibels 5 O.d 1.0
Any noisedamag/ngtohealth 2 0.2 0.4

Anyt_g that interfereswithslee_ 2 0.2 0.4

Beauty shop noise 3 0.3 0.5
Toys 8 0.9 l.d

Fluorescent lights 1 O.1 0.2
Guns l 0.I 0.2
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Conclusions

The results of this nationwide survey show that the general

public has some awareness of noise, and is a concern to a signifi-

cant number of people. When they are asked specifically, most

people are able to identify products that bother them. Most re-

spondents state that the products that bother them the most are

those used by someone else, rather than those they use themselves.

Household appliances, vehicles, and power tools are the most

frequently named sources of irritating noise. Since many of these

products are purchased by consumers for their own use, the prod-

ucts would appear to be likely candidates for noise laheling.

A majority of the public is in favor of the government's set-

ting noise levels for certain products. The public also shows

general support for a labeling program, stating that they would

like to have such labels, that they would use such labels, and

that they would still want the labels even if this increased the

price of the products. Consumers want the manufacturer to supply

the noise information but feel that the EPA would provide more

accurate information. This supports the proposed product noise

labeling program, which would require manufacturers to supply

accurate and verifiable noise data on a label, with EPA's enforce-

Rent procedures to assure that manufacturers comply with the

requirements.

The label must be made intelligible to the consumers to make

use of the limited understanding of the terminology and relative

levels of acoustic rating scales. Consumers are interested in

noise as a factor in their purchase decisions, and there is reason

to believe that, provided with a clear label, they will use it to

purchase quieter products. The respondents stated a general will-

ingness to pay more in order to get a quieter product.

There were almost no differences between respondents from

different regions of the country and few differences by sex. This

implies that a general consumer education program can be developed
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for the entire country. The most important point is that such

s program is needed if consumers are to better understand and most

effectively use noise information On labels when purchasing s

product.
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SECTION 3: TEST OF NOISE LABEL ELEMENTS

INTRODUCTION

In order to provide noise information to the public, as re-

quired by Section 8 of the Noise Control Act, that would, in ef-

fect, be usable, the Agency proposed the general provisions for

protect noise labeling on June 22, 1977, in the Federal Register

[4].

This proposed regulation included provisions on the content

and format of the noise labels and solicited comment from the

public. The following information and data were proposed as the

eont4nt of the labels [5]:

(A) The term "Noise Rating" if the product is noise produc-

ing, or the term "Noise Reduction Rating" if the prod-

uct is noise reducing;

(B) An acoustic descriptor rating;

(C) Comparative acoustic information;

(D) Product manufacturer identification;

(E) Product model number or type identification;

(F) The phrase "Federal law prohibits removal of this label

prior to purchase";

(G) The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency logo;

(H) The term "Environmental Protection Agency"; and the for-

mat proposed for the label is shown in Figure 3-1.

The appropriate acoustic descriptor (A), the acoustic de-

scriptor (B) rating and the comparative information (C) would be

provided in a regulation specific to a certain product. A sample

noise label, less descriptor rating and comparative information,

is shown in Figure 3-2.

To further evaluate the proposed and alternative means of

communicating noise information on product noise labels, the

Agency felt that additional public response and perceptions were

n@ceeeary.
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Therefore, the Agency conducted an in-depth study of the

public's perception of the proposed Noise labels, and others

suggested as alternatives, by means of a door-to-door public

survey. In addition, based on the direction the results of the

door-to-door survey led us, the Agency conducted a series of focus

group discussions on the labels to further define the most effec-

tive, most informative label content and format for the Product

Noise Labeling program.

The objectives, procedures, results, and conclusions of the

door-to-door survey and the focus group discussions are described

in the first and second parts of this section, respectively.

The interview protocols used in the door-to-door survey and

focus group interviews are provided in Appendix B and C. Appendix

D contains a summary of consumer comments obtained in the focus

group sessions.

DOOR-TO-DOOR SURVEY TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF

COMMUNICATING NOISE INFORMATION ON PRODUCT LABELS

The proposed general provisions of the noise labeling program

provided that the acoustic descriptor rating and the comparative

acoustic information would be specified as part of a regulation

on a specific product. An independent contractor conducted the

personal interview door-to-door survey for the Agency to gather

the information the Agency needs to properly evaluate a number of

methods for communicating descriptor and comparative acoustic

information to the public.

Oblectives

An ideal noise descriptor rating should bs precise enough

to allow consumers to distinguish between products having dif-

ferent noise levels. It should be based upon a system or scale

so that each value represents only one meaning or noise level.

It should be easily measurable and accurate; and it should be

administratively and technically feasible to use in a noise

labeling program.
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The decibel, which is a measure of the magnitude of a parti-

cular quantity of sound (such as sound power or sound pressure)

with respect to a standard reference value (20 micronewtons per

meter squared (20_N/m 2) for sound pressure, and i0 pieo-watts

(10p-watts) (10-12 watts) for sound power), possesses all of the

above characteristics.

For this reason noise labels incorporating decibels as the

descriptor were used in the door-to-door survey. Since the deci-

bel scale is logarithmic, and potentially difficult to understand,

a label with a "number only" and a label with an explanation of

the decibel scale were also used in the survey. The explanation

of the decibel scale read as follows: "A 10 decibel increase will

roughly double the amount of noise a product makes."*

The comparative acoustic information on the noise label

should provide additional assistance to consumers who wish to

purchase quieter products by using noise labels. Three methods of

providing comparative information were tested in the door-to-door

survey. A simple statement urging consumers to "Compare Noise

Ratings" was tested. A statement attempting to inform consumers

about the general noise level of the labeled product was tested.

This second statement, referred to as the barometer statement,

read as follows: "60-75 decibels may interfere with TV listening

in a room adjacent to the device." Finally, a statement providing

information about the specific noise level of the product being

labeled relative to the noise levels of other products of the same

type was tested. This statement, referred to as the range infor-

mation, read as follows: "The range in noise ratings for products

of this type is approximately 60 to 80 decibels."

A total of nine different labels were developed to test the

various methods of presenting the descriptor and comparative

information. Five labels stating "decibels" were tested - four

*Actually, to be completely accurate in the technical sense this
statement should read "A 10-declbel increase will result in noise

which is I0 times the amplitude, but only perceivable to people
as twice as loud."
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with comparative information only, and one with both comparative

information and a short explanation of the nature of the decibel

scale. Four different "number only" labels were tested, each

corresponding to one of the four decibel labels. The descriptor

and comparative information variations tested in the door-to-door

survey are shown in Figure 3-3. The "A" labels correspond to the

labels stating "decibels". The "B" labels correspond to the

"number only" labels. The objective of the door-to-door survey

was to obtain information necessary to evaluate the methods

of providing descriptor and comparative acoustic information on

product noise labels described above and shown in Figure 3-3.

Procedures

The door-to-door survey was conducted in the Washington,

D.C. metropolitan area. Blocks were randomly selected using the

Block Statistics of the U.S0 Census Bureau covering the District

of Columbia, the City of Alexandria, Virginia and Arlington

County, Virginia. Five sequential households were surveyed from a

random starting point on each block. The survey took place April

10th through April 26th, 1978, from 3:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. each

day. The only requirement for the selection of a respondent

within a household was that the person be actually involved in

the purchase of appliances for that household, i.e., someone who

would potentially use noise labels. Once the appropriate person

was available, an interview was conducted.

Initial questions related to noise as a potential irritant.

Respondents were then asked to rate a label for its ability to

communlcatm information, once after seeing the label for only

10 seconds, and then again after having read the label for as

long as he or she wished. A second label, presenting the same

descriptor and method of providing comparative information, but

having a different numerical value, was then shown and the per-

son's understanding of the labels was tested. Respondents were

asked which of the two products would make more noise, whether

either of the two products would be good to purchase if they were
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interested in buying a quiet product, and so on. To develop

information concerning the background of the person answering the

questions, questions were asked about age, occupation, education,

attitudes toward noise, and attitudes toward the labeling of prod-

ucts to show their noise characteristics.

A copy of the interview procedures is included in Appendix B

to this Part.

Results

A total of 144 persons were interviewed: 49 from the Dis-

trict of Columbia, 60 from Alexandria, and 35 from Arlington.

Their demographic profile is shown in Tables 3-27 through 3-30.

Females and non-whites were overrepresented in the sample. The

overrepresentation of females reflects their availability during

the survey hours and the numbers of females actually involved in

product purchasing. The overrepresentation of non-whites in

the survey was intentional, considering the population compositioni

of the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area, so that a more reliable

estimate of the usefulness of the information on noise labels to,

and the perceptions of the noise labeling program by non-white

groups might be obtained.

The results of the door-to-door survey in this metropolitan

area indicate, as did the nationwide telephone survey previously

conducted,* that there is strong consumer support for noise label-

ing, as shown in Tables 3-31 and 3-32. When asked, "Would you

llke to see s label placed on products to show how much noise

they make?", approximately 85 percent of the people questioned in

the survey indicated support. About 67 percent of the respondents

reported that they would want noise label information even if an

increase in the price of the products resulted. These results a_e

similar to those obtained in the nationwide telephone survey.

*Part III- Section 2.
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Table 3-27

Sex of Those Respondents Answering This Question

Number Percent

Male 55 40.0

Female 82 60.0

Total 137 100.0

Table 3-28

Race of Those Respondents Answering This Question

Number Percent

White 74 53.6

Non-White 64 46.4

To tal 138 100.0
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Table 3-29

Education of Those Respondents Answering This Question

Number Percent

Less than high school
graduate 24 16.9

HighschoolgTaduale 34 23.9

Some college 25 17.6

Col]egograduate 34 23.9

Graduatework 25 17.6

Total 142 99.9

Table 3-30

Income of Those Respondents Answering This Question

w

Number Percent

Under $5,000 9 7.0

$5,000+$9,999 13 10.2

$l0,000-$14,999 30 23.4

$15,000.$19,999 20 15.5

$20,000-$24,999 23 18.0

$25,000ormore 33 25.8

Total 128 I00.0
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Table 3-31

Desire to Have Label Placed on Products

Question: Would you like to see a label placed on products to
show how much noise they make?

Number Percent

Yes 121 84.6

No I$ 10.5

Don'tknow 7 4.9

Total 143 I00,0

Table 3-32

Willingness to Pay for the Label

Question= If putting a label on products to show how much noise

they make would increase the price of the products,
would you still want the information?

Number Percent

Yes 87 66.9

No 39 30.0

Don't know 4 3,1

Tot_ 130 I00.0
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Respondents also reported that they would read the labels,

that the labels contained believable information, that the labels

contained easily understandable words, and that the labels would

encourage them to buy quiet products.

Many of those questioned, however, expressed concern that

there was too little information on the labels.

Some very interesting response patterns were identified when

the respondents were asked to rate the various labels on their

ability to communicate information. For one, the ratings on the

labels stating "decibels" went down from label to label as more

information was provided on the label, while the ratings on the

"number only" labels went up from label to label as more informa-

tion was provided on the label - suggesting that additional deci-

bel information was confusing people. Also, the ratings on the

decibel labels were low when rated after viewing them for 10

seconds, but went up after respondents read the labels for as long

as they wished. The "number only" labels were rated high after

being viewed for 10 seconds, but went down after respondents read

the labels for as long as they wished. At first glance, the

respondents apparently believed that the labels stating "decibels"

were too difficult to understand. After reading thosm labels

thoroughly, however, they were not as hard to understand as

respondents originally thought. Whereas, the respondents believed

"number only" labels to be easy to understand at first glance,

but as they read these labels more carefully, they began to

believe they did not understand them as well as they originally

thought.

To determine whether people understood the direction of the

noise rating scale, each respondent was shown two labels and was

told the labels would be found on two different types of products.

The first label had a 60 decibel rating; the second label had a 50

decibel rating. The respondent was then asked which of the two

labeled products would make more noise. The correct answer was

the 60 decibel product.
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There was essentially no difference on this question between

responses to labels stating "decibel" or "number only". About

80 percent of the consumers who were shown decibel labels and 80

percent of the consumers who were shown "number only" labels

responded by saying that higher numbers would represent a noisier

product. Twenty percent responded that the lower number would

represent a noisier product.

An indirect reference to the direction of the decibel scale

was included on Label A5 which said, "a i0 decibel increase will

roughly double the amount of noise a product makes." About 90

percent of the people shown Label A5 responded that higher was

noisier. Although this represents somewhat of an improvement, it

suggests that a direct reference to the direction of the decibel

scale, such as "lower noise ratings mean quieter products" is

required. Table 3-33 presents the results of the questions, by

the three types of labels tested, concerning the direction of the

scale,

The labels containing barometer statements were misinter-

preted by the majority of those questioned. The barometer infor-

mation on the 60 decibel label read as follows: "60 to 75 deci-

bels ma M interfere with TV listening in a room adjacent to the

device." The barometer information on the 50 decibel label read

as follows: "45 to 60 decibels may interfere with TV listening in

the same room as the device." The concept of TV interference and

the concept of distance used in these statements were misinter-

preted. Many people regarded TV interference in the "viewing"

sensel not in the "hearing" sense, and many believed a product

which would interfere with TV listening in the same room as the

davlee would be louder than a product which would interfere with

TV listening in a room adjacent to the device. These results

suggest that the specific barometer statements used in the survey

were inadequate. They dc not necessarily suggest, however, that

the barometer approach is inadequate.
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Table 3-33

Direction of Scale

Question: can you tell me which of the two products would make
more noise?

Decibel Labels (AI-A4)

Number Percent

Correct (higher number) 49 79.0

Incorrect (lower number) 13 21.0

'Total 62 100.0

"Number Only" Labels (B1.B4)

Number Percent

Correct (higher) 51 79.7

Incorrect (lower) 13 20.3

Total 64 100.0

Decibel/"10 Decibel Increase" (A$)

Number Percent

Correct (higher) 16 88.9

Incorrect (lower) 2 l l.l

Total 18 100.0
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TO determine the effectiveness of providing a range of

"ratings" as the comparative acoustic information, respondents

were shown two different labels having different noise ratings and

different ranges Of ratings. The first label had a noise rating

of 60 decibels and a range of 60 to 80 decibels. The second label

had a noise rating of 50 decibels and a range of 30 to 50 deci-

bels. Respondents were told the labels would be found on two

different types of products and were then asked, "If you were

interested in buying a quiet product do you think the product with

the first label on it would be a good product to buy? And why?"

The correct response would be "yes" since the product was at the

lower end of the range. Consumers were then asked, "If you were

interested in buying a quiet product do you think the product

with the second label on it would be a good buy? And why? The

correct response would be "no" since the product was at the very

top of the range.

Very few people (about i0 percent) were able to answer the

range question correctly. Since they were also asked why they

responded as they did, it was possible to identify the reasons for

the incorrect responses. Three basic reasons were identified.

First, one group of respondents believed that the higher number

was the quieter product and therefore their responses to this

question were reversed. Second, another group of respondents

misunderstood the range statement. This group thought the range

information referred to the particular product being labeled and

not to other products of its type. They believed that the 60

decibel product - "under differen t conditions," "at different

speeds," "at different times" - could be as loud as 80 decibels

and therefore would not be a good product to buy, whereas the 50

decibel product "could only be quieter" or "could make as little

as 30 decibel noise" once you bought it, and therefore would be a

good buy. Finally, a very large group of respondents compared the

noise ratings only and disregarded the range information. The

number of people in this group increased dramatically as the
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amount and complexity of the information on the test labels in-

creased. This finding is not inconsistent with several well-known

"information overload" theories.

To determine if consumers presently understand the mathema-

tical or logarithmic nature of the decibel scale and whether a

simple label statement explaining the nature of the decibel scale

would suffice, respondents to this survey were shown labels

and asked, "What would the noise rating be for a product which

is twice as loud as a 60 decibel product?," and "What would the

noise rating be for a product which is half as loud as a 50

decibel product?" The results are shown in Tables 3-34 and 3-35.

Clearly, the respondents did not understand the mathematical

nature of the decibel scale. Only 5 percent correctly answered

that 70 decibels would be approximately twice as loud as 60

decibels, and not one person responded correctly that 40 decibels

would be half as loud as 50 decibels. What is more problematic,

however, is that the following explanation of the decibel scale -

"a i0 decibel increase will roughly double the amount of noise a

product makes" - provided little improvement. Only about 17

percent of the consumers shown this information provided the

correct response.

When asked if they believed they could use the kinds of

labels shown to them to purchase quieter products, and why or why

i not, the answers were favorable, but respondents expressed the

desire to learn more about decibels. Table 3-36 shows the per-

centage, by type of label, of those answering the question that

believe they could use the labels.

Conclusions

While the people questioned in this survey responded very

favorably to a noise labeling program - stating that they would

like to have noise labels on products and that they could and

would use the noise labels - many of the responses to the ques-

tions requlr_ng some understanding of "decibels" and the intended

use of the information on the label were unfavorable. Very few

respondents were able to correctly use the range information
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Table 3-34

Question on Nature of Decibel Scale

Question: What would the noise rating be for a product which is
twice as loud as a 60 decibel product?

Decibel Labels (AI-A4)

Number Percent

Correct (70 decibels) 3 4.8

Incorrect (120 decibels) 28 43.6

Incorrect (other numbers) 16 25.8

Don't know 16 25.8

TotaJ 63 lO0.0

Deeibel/"I0 Decibel Increase" (AS)

Number Percent

Correct (70 decibels) 3 16.7

Incorrect (120 decibels) 5 27.8

Incorrect (other numbers) 6 33.3

Don't know 4 .'_.."_

Total 18 lO0.O
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Table 3-35

Another Question on Nature of Decibel Scale

Question: What would the rating be for a product which is half as
loud as a 50 decibel product?

Dec_el Labels (AI-A4)

Number Percent

Correct(40 decibels) 0 0.0

Incorrect(25 decibels) 30 47,5

Lncorrcct(o[hernumbers) 20 31.2

Don't know 14 21.3

Total 64 1O0.0

Decibel/"l 0 Decibel Increase"(A$)

Number Percent

Correct(40decibels) 3 16.7

Incorrect(25 decibels) 7 38.9

Incorrect(o_er numbers) 5 27.7

Don't know 3 16.7

Total 18 100,0
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Table 3-36

Ability to Use Labels

Question: DO you think that you could use these kinds of labels
to purchase quieter products?

Dec_e]Labels(AI-A4)

Number Percent
,m

Yes 44 68.8

No 14 21.9

Don'tknow 6 9.4

Tot_ 64 ]00.1

"Number Only" LabeLs(B1-B4)

I Number Percent

Yes 47 7fi.8

No l ! 17.7

Don't know 4 6.5

Total 62 lO0.O

Decibel/"lO Dec_el Increase" (AS)
m

Number Percent

Yez 14 77.8

No 2 11.1

Don'tknow 2 1I.I

Total 18 100.0
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provided on the labels, many misinterpreted the barometer informa-

tion, and only a very small percentage of those answering ques-

tions on the "decibel" understood its mathematical nature, even

when "a 10 decibel increase will roughly double the amount of

noise a product makes" was included on the label. However, the

answers that were given to the question "why" they answered the

choice-of-product questions suggested: that a minor modification

to the range statement might increase consumer understanding a

great deal; that alternative barometer statements might be more

successful than the one used during the survey; and that addi-

tional explanatory decibel information might be an acceptable

substitute for a complete understanding of the mathematical nature

of the decibel scale.

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Objectives

The objectives of the focus group discussions weds closely

tied to the conclusions of the door-to-door survey. They were to:

(i) determine if consumers needed to understand the mathematical

nature of decibels to be able to use decibel noise labels; (2) de-

termine if negative responses to the range and barometer informa-

tion obtained in the door-to-door survey were related to the

specific statements used to communicate this information, or to

the informational approach in general; and (3) determine what

information consumers would like to have placed on labels, and how

they would like it to be communicated.

Procedures

Five focus group sessions were conducted with people selected

through a quota sampling system.

The quota sampling was intended to develop a group of par-

ticipants that would be approximately 50% male and 50% female with

a total composition of approximately 15% non-white. The group was
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intended to be based on a broad range of demographic features

primary of which were age, education, sex, race and family income,

but not in that order.

A total of 62 people attended the five focus group sessions.

Their demographic characteristics are presented in Tables 3-37

through 3-41. As can be seen from these tables a wide representa-

tion of consumers was obtained. A summary of the participants'

reactions to each of the labels tested is provided in the follow-

ing section. Appendix D contains a more detailed summary of focus

group comments.

Table 3-37

Age of Participants

Number Percent

20 and younger 2 3.3

21-25 i0 16.4

26-30 21 34.4

31-35 17 27.9

36-40 5 8.2

41-45 1 1.6

46-50 0 0

51-55 3 4,9

56-60 2 3,3

61 and older 0 0

Total 61 i00.0
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Table 3-38

Sex of Participants

Number Percent

Male 30 48.0
Female 32 52.0

Total 62 I00.0

Table 3-39

Education of Participants

Number Percent

Highschool grador GED l1
Somecollege 27 62.0

Collegedegreu 13
Somegraduatework 2 38.0
#,dvanccddegree 9

Total 62 100,0

Table 3-40

Race of Participants

Number Percent

Wh/te 55 89.0
Non.white 7 l 1.0

Total 62 100,0
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Table 3-41

Annual Household Income of Participants

Number Percent

$5,00 $I0,000 5
39,0

$30,001-$15,000 19

$35,001-$20,000 4

$20,001-$25,000 34 45.0

$25,003-$30,000 i0

$30,001-$35,000 13
$35,001-$40,000 5 16.0

S40,001 and over 2

Tota3 62 300.0

The procedures in the focus groups included a series of prod-

uct and label displays, followed by self-admlnistered question-

naires and in-depth exploratory interviewing. Four different

types of products were labeled and displayed in the first four

focus groups - three food blenders were labeled with "Compare

Noise Rating" labels which stated "decibels" next to the number

value of the rating; three food mixers were labeled with labels

showing a range of "ratings"; three hair dryers (blow dryers) were

labeled with "decibel guide" labels, i.e., a barometer by which it

was possible to gauge the effect of certain levels of noise; and

three power drills were labeled with "as loud as" labels, i.e.,

the decibel levels associated with certain products or actions.

Power drills were also labeled in the fifth focus group session

with labels developed from recommendations obtained during

the first four sessions. Samples of each of the above types of

labels and alternative labels which were shown to participants of

the focus group discussions are provided in the Results section

which follows.
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Results

o General Reactions to Labels Stating Decibels
(Label A: Figure 3-4)

The EPA seal and name on the label served to legitimize the

label information. It was likened by many to the EPA automobile

MPG labeling program -

-"If someone saw EPA they'd think of automobile regulation.
They'd relate it to the way the government is trying to
regulate gas mileage."

-"We always hear about the EPA ratings on gas mileage and all
it means to me is 'measurement.' It doesn't mean approval
or disapproval."

All of the participants understood that the general purpose

of the noise labels was to communicate information on a product in

the form of a noise rating, but some of the consumers did not

understand the direction of the decibel scale, and many expressed

a desire or stated a need to learn more about decibels. No one

expressed a desire to have dB, dB(A) (abbreviations for decibel

and an "A"-weighted decibel), or an explanation of the unit of

measurement on the labels, but several consumers suggested that

the words NOISE RATING be changed to OPERATING NOISE LEVEL.

o Range Labels (Label B: Figure 3-5)

General reactions were very positive to labels stating a

range of ratings: "a product range is important"; "it gives you

something to go by - to use as a guide." Very few individuals

misinterpreted the range information as was the case in the door-

to-door survey. Tying the range down to the particular type of

product - in this case, food mixers - helped to eliminate much

of the confusion encountered during the door-to-door survey. The

participants in the discussions also understood the range was an

approximate range:

-"These end points are not necessarily fixed."

-"Right, it says approximately."

-"I'll also say that I believe there is a drill that is less
than 70 and possibly more than 92."

-"I'll agree with that."

-"The 'approximate' range _ . . that kind of spells it out."
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Figure 3-4

Label A: Example of a Decibel Label

r

Noise
Rating 8

iw .......

Compare noise rafin_,

Mir, uf4¢luf_d by: C.Imbt{_ge CDfpO#ation.
BOSlOn.Miss.

i
i miii i i iiin

'_"_ Pny_fonme..hll Plo_ctionFecll!ral law _ro/_ibii$ /,_¢% _
A;_ncy.

Figure 3-5

Label B: Example Of a Range Label

m R

Noise
Rating 77,°o,b,,.

"['hezpprox._le pmge innoiseratings [or
fo_ n_xcm isfrom: 45 to gO d_cibcls.

MJP.ull¢luted by.+ Clmblldg¢ Colpm=lion.

BOSlOn,Idl iS.
|,

Fl_Cf_lltaw l_/oP._ill ;_,_,_'* Env[,onmcnl,,1+l PIOI4_IHJOa
,.m0.. 0_m+. ,&_.,. _) A_ncy,
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O Range Label Alternatives (Label C: Figure 3-6)

General reactions to both of the range alternatives were

negative. The first one was said to be redundant and the second

was said to be merely a longer way of saying the same thing.

Furthermore, the second alternative was incorrectly assumed to

represent the exact end points of the range by some and should

be avoided since, in fact, the end points are approximate. A

consensus was reached in all groups that the range alternatives

were not as good as the original range label shown to them.

o Decibel Guide Label (Label D: Figure 3-7)

The general reaction to the decibel guide information was

positive, although many participants expressed the desire to have

the range information on the label and the decibel guide in sup-

plementary or educational materials. Many of the group members

stated that the decibel guide contained too much information, but

that the information was necessary:

-"I think it is too much, but on the other hand, maybe they
could make a law to have it for about a year. It would
educate the person . . "

-"I agree with you [on that] as far as education is concerned.
This gives you something to go by, but it shouldn't be on
the label all of the time."

o Decibel Guide Alternatives (Label E: Figure 3-8)

TWO alternative decibel guides were shown to the focus

groups. The first alternative incorporated only the specific

decibel guide statement which pertained to the particular value

of the descriptor. That is, those sample labels which had 84

decibels as the value of the descriptor, had only the statement

"75 and above. Must shout to be understood" on them. This pre-

sented a method of providing decibel guide information without

providing the entire decibel guide and therefore without providing

"too much information." The second alternative incorporated four

different decibel guide statements for each of the four decibel

i levels. Two of these statements related to TV interference and

had been used in the door-to-door survey.
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Figure 3-6

Label C: Examples of Range Label Alternatives

Noise
Rating 77,oc.,

The noise ra_lg for _J_Jsfood n_er is 77 decl_e]s,
The approximate range in noiseratings for
foodmJxersii from: 45 to 80 decibels,

Manufactured by: Cambridge Cotpntal_on,
Boston,/_4aSS.

F@_lttif fJw DrollJb_l_ n t'z _flvifgnm_nl_| _|oteo|ion

removal_f lhls llDal. _ _ Agaric'/'.

uwl

Noise
Rating 77,o. o

, The lowest noise rating for a food mLxerIs approximately 45 decibels.
"J_ehi,zest noise rating for a food m_er is approximately 80 decibels.

i i

MJnu/=¢lut_l by: C=mbr|dge Cotporat;on.
aolloN, J'A4$$.

Fod_tntraw pJ'nhibils ,'_._"': Envlro_mqzntzl Proloctln_

;emovalol Ih_slabnl. _%_/ A_enoy,
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Figure 3-7

Label D: Example of a Decibel Guide Label

r |I

Noise
Rating 84 doo, 0,,

Decibel Guide
75 and above, t_lustshout to be understood.
60-75..May interfere with norma/conversation.
45-60. May/nterfere with reltxed activities.
44;nnd below. May interfere w_'h _h'rP,

Manufactured by: Cambtfclge Corporal;on,
80$tOfl. MASt.

Fecl=tailaw Dtohibits tn_'_'L_' Envilonmental Protection
removslotthisi==.i.{_) Agency.
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Figure 3-8

Label E: Example of a Decibel Guide Alternative

,m ,,,

Noise
Rating 84 doo,_o_

D_t'belGuidc=

7$ _d ibove. Mustd_out tobeuhderstoo4.

Ma._uf=otuteff_ C',amori_ge(;orporstlon,
Boslon,Mass.

Fe¢lerallawOtohibils tn','_", EnvironmentalPlOtsctfo_
temovil o| this Is=el. _._I_,_ Ag=ncy.

r

Noise
Rating 84 d_o"

slls s i

; and _bov¢,PotcnUalJyd=ml_lg to hearMg.
60-75. M_,ylr,tc,fferowith _ _t:rdn$ in = room=dJ|¢entto thedc_4ce,
45.60. Miy thtetfcte_.4tltTV llsterda$_ the=me roomu th¢ devl¢=.
45 and below. Msy Mterferewithqul_t activities.

Manufactured by: ¢:=msr;_ge Corpotatlon,
Boston,M=SI.

Fc_=tal law I=tO%%ibits/_' Etlvlronmenl41PfolcctJorl
temovMo/Ih,:l I=Oef. [:1_ "_ A¢en¢'/'.
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The general reactions to both of the decibel guide alterna-

tives were negative. Many of the participants reported, however,

that they would like to see a statement on the label to inform

them of potentially damaging decibel levels, such as "75 and

above. May be potentially damaging to hearing." The TV inter-

ference statements were criticized by all groups - "that last one

is bad . . really bad . . . when you have to compare it to TV •

• . ." General agreement was reached in all of the groups that the

original decibel guide was better than the alternatives, under the

assumption that the original could be modified to include state-

ments on potentially damaging decibel levels.

o Test of Barometer Statements

After having seen the different decibel guides, the focus

groups were asked to use the guides to estimate the decibel levels

of a number of different sounds such as that produced by thunder,

a dishwasher, a typical business office, etc. #hey were then

questioned to determine if any of the decibel guide statements

were useful in estimating decibel levels.

The results of this test are provided in Table 3-42. The

shaded boxes represent the approximate level of noise produced

by the examples given. With the exception of the noise level

produced by a typewriter, the group members were relatively

accurate in their estimates. The two decibel statements - "75 and

above. Must shout to be understood" and "60-75 may interfere with

normal conversation" - were said to be the most useful in estimat-

ing decibel levels.

These results have several major implications. First, the

responses were obtained from people who did not possess an under-

standing of the mathematical nature of decibels; therefore, the

decibel guide statements can be an adequate substitute for an

understanding of logarithms• Second, use of barometer statements

which best aid a consumer in decibel level estimation should be

considered for inclusion in the labeling program. Third, examples
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Table 3-42

Results of Decibel Level Estimation

(Shaded areas represent decibel levels identified in published acoustical reports)

Decibel Levels Percent
"l_stimaliug

4S aud below 45.60 60.75 75 a.d above Correcllv
EXAMPLE:

Breathing (X)

I'. Garbal}edisposal(6%93) I I 96.8

2. Soft whisper (30) I 98.4

u_ 3. Vacuum cleaner (62-85) I 3 93.7

4, Thunder (i 10) I 5 20 34_ _<_ 56.7

5. Air-raidsiren (130) 2 4 90.3

6. Dishwasher(54-B5) :>.:::__6_'_ 77.4

7. Typewriter (80) 5 36 21 -

8. Rustlin8 leaves (20) 18 1 69.3

9. Typical business office (50) 3 ........34 _ 24 1 54.8.* ._ ,,,



of sounds used to represent various decibel levels in the baro-

meter statements should be picked carefully. For example, a soft

whisper, measured at approximately 30 decibels, was perceived by

all but one of the respondents to be in the 45 and below category,

while rustling leaves, which were measured at 20 decibels (10

decibels lower than a soft whisper), were perceived to be 45 or

higher by over 30 percent of the focus group members. Therefore,

a soft whisper would be a much better example for very low decibel

levels than would rustling leaves. Along the same line, an air-

raid siren would appear to be a more appropriate example for very

high decibel levels than would thunder. Finally, misleading ex-

amples, such as a typewriter, should not be used as examples of

noise since not one of the 62 participants perceived the sound of

a typewriter to be as loud as it actually is.

o "As Loud As" Labels (Label F: Figure 3-9)

Consumer reaction to the "as loud as" labels was very nega-

tive.

-"_t bordered on ridiculous."

-"I think it is dumb."

-"I don't care for this at all."

Many of the group members reported that they could not judge

distance very well, that they could not determine how loud a

motorcycle, or truck, or car actually sounded, and that there was

too much variability in the loudness of cars, trucks, and motor-

cycles t_ make the comparisons meaningful: "Is it a new Honda or

a Harley Davidson with straight pipes?" "Is that s Pinto or a

Corvette?" "Is it going 5 miles per hour or 70 miles per hour?"

o "As Loud As" Alternatives (Label G: Figure 3-10)

Two alternative "as loud as" labels were shown to the group

members. The first alternative incorporated all three of the "as

loud as" statements used separately on the original labels. Thei

second alternative incorporated different "as loud as" examplesi
for the three decibel levels.
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Figure 3-9

Label F: Example of an "As Loud As" Label

 oi e
Dec_e] Guide

90 decibels is approx{m:ltely as !oud as a

moving motorcycle which is 2S feet away.
Ms_ull¢zv/ed b;,: Clrn_)tidge Co/pof_tion,

. _o$10n, _,{Is$.
F¢_eral_,*w =¢o,_iblis /_.., Environmental Ptocccllon

I¢_movalot ;_Js labQI. _2 Agency.
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Figure 3-10

Label G: Examples of "As Loud As" Alternatives

• , ,, ,

Noise
Rating 92 ,,o,be,,

• i ii i i

ge_%¢lGuide

70 decibels-Loudradio.
80 de_bels-Garbag_disposal.
90 declbels-Gas Ja',vnmower.

Man_(_¢I_red_y: ram_,;dgeCa,Ooral;o2.
BOSlOA,,M_ss.

_cde,aJI0*_,o_;b+,,,'X".. E..i,0_m_,a_p,o,_:.0.
t_rnovilml lhts la_el, _2 ACency.

i , I, , ..... _

Noise
Rating 92 ,oc,_°,.

-- i

Dec[be!Guide
70d_clbell-amoving¢_ al2_.:_et.
80deelbell-amovinglruckit2$,feet,
90 decibell-a movMg molotcycl¢at2S feet.

J i ii w i

Manuf&Clut@_I_y" Cam0t_dgeCorporalion.
80$10n,hillS.

i i

Fe_lrlllawp/ohibill ,'a_ lnyitonthanlll P(OIOCIiO_
tlmovllo! Ihil Ileal. [_l_i ACen_/,

,., J
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Consumer reaction to the "as loud as" alternatives was very

negative - "I might not have a garbage disposal . . . What do you

call a loud radio? . . . My idea of a loud radio might not be your

idea of a loud radio;" "there's too much variability in what they

i "are comparing . the reference is too variab e. The second

alternative was reported to be somewhat better than the original

label and first alternative, alti%ough ,lost consumers reported that

they did not like any of the "as loud as" labels - "I don't like

any Of themt but the bottom one is a lot easier to relate to."

o Test of "As Loud As" Examples

To help determine the usefulness of the "as loud as" ex-

amples, consumers were given two examples at the 70, 80, and 90

decibel levels and were then asked to provide three examples of

their own. The results of this test indicate that consumers are

remarkably accurate in their estimation of decibel levels. The

most frequently cited examples for each of the three decibel

levels are provided in Table 3-43. The general categories of

examples and the frequencies with which they were provided are

presented in Table 3-44. Many of these examples compare favorably

with decibel measurements found in published acoustical reports.

Kitchen and other home appliances were the most frequently cited

examples at the 70 and 80 decibel levels, while tools and vehicles

(trucks and airplanes) were cited most frequently at the 90

decibel level. The general categories also compare favorably with

published acoustical reports. These results indicate (as did the

earlier test) that, when consumers are provided with the proper

supporting materials, they may be able to effectively use noise

labels which are expressed in decibels.

Table 3-43

Most Frequently Cited Decibel Level Examples

70 decibel 80 decibeB 90 decibels

Example n Example n Example n

Typewriter 9 Vacuum cleaner 14 Power saw I0
Dishwasher 7 Dishwasher 13 Power(hand) drilJ 9
Mixer 6 HairdHer l 0 Pneumatic dH_ 8

Hairdryer 6 Blender 8
"IV 5
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Table 3-44

General Categories of Examples Provided by
Consumers at the 70, 80, and 90 Decibel Levels

70 dec_els 80 decibeh 90 decibels

K_tchenAppliances 26 27 I

(Other) Home Appliances 31 33 8

Tools 2 4 33

Vehicles 4 12 21

Warnings l 3 l 0

Voice-related'Sounds 5 2 2

Activity-related Sounds 5 5 0

Animal-rslated Sounds 2 0 0

Place.related Sounds 6 0 0

People-related Sounds 0 2 l

Other 14 $ 5

(Total Number of respondents) (46) (46) (46)

Total number of responses 96 93 81

o Label Preferences (Figure 3-11)

Each focus group member was asked which of the label types -

range, decibel guide, "as loud as" labels - he or she liked the

best and the least. The majority reported that they liked the

range information the best and the "as loud as" information the

least. A number of participants reported, however, that the

decibel guide information was essential and should be available

in some form.
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Figure 3-11

Consumer Preferences of Label Types

(in order of preference)

f

Noise
Rating 77

The _p_'oxJma(e r&n_:einnoise ;afin_s for
fo6d _enis l'rom: 45 to 80"de_be]s.

Manuficlure_ b)': C_mbr_c:;e Cotpot=liOno
Boston. Mass.

. ,i ii

Fec_eral law pf©_*ibils I_,.,'_._*'**., Envffo_mem,/ Pio_tol_oa

;emeval of Ibis !¢"el. _....1_.,; Agency.

Noise
Rating 84 _oc,_0,,

Dec_el Guide
75 *ncl above. Must _out !ob_: understood.
6@75.,Ma)'in!effete_th nonnd _onversazion.
45.60.Mzy Mte_e;e _(h rc]L_ed actJ'4_es.
4_ rq4below. May Iple1's'e[e_th }]eep_

Manu|ac!uted by: ¢ambrfd;e C=rpotallon,
Bo$1on. Mass.

Fecfe|al law ptoh;bi[| e_%'_'., Env;fonmemal p(ot*:c!/on

temovalo! Ihls label, k_) AQency.
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Figure 3-11 (Continued)

Consumer Preferences of Label Types

(in order of preference)

Noise
Rating 92

Dew,el Gulde

90 c_e,c_ISiSapproximatrlyas]ooclisa
moving molorcyc]¢wl-dchis25 fee{away,

MinufZctureO by: CambHC_e Corpora$ien,
BOSIOO,MASS.

Fecetal law _to_i_'ils /_.%'_-'. Envhonn_en;aiPfole¢t;cn

lllCVll ¢1 Ibis I1_11. _) AgI_OC'/.
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Conclusions

The results of the focus group discussions indicate consumers

strongly agree that the range in noise ratings for products of a

given type should be placed o__nthe label, while barometer or deci-

bel guide information should accompany the label. The negative

reactions to the range and barometer during the door-to-door

survey reflected difficulties that those being interviewed had

with the specific statements used to communicate the information,

and not to the approaches in general. Also, since these difficul-

ties did not show up during the focus group discussions, they

might have been a consequence of there being no example products

with which to associate the noise labels and information state-

ments.

The focus group sessions indicated that an appropriate

decibel guide or barometer may be an able substitute for consumer

understanding of the mathematical nature of decibels. These dis-

cussions indicated that consumers can, indeed, think in terms of

decibel levels when they have little or no understanding of the

logarithmic nature of the scale, as shown by the group members'

rather accurate matching of products with appropriate decibel

levels, and rather accurately supplied examples of sources which

would produce sounds of 70, 80, and 90 decibels.

A sample noise label recommended by the contractor is shown

in Figure 3-12 based on the results of the focus group discus-

sions. A sample noise chart or barometer which might accompany

the label, based on information from the focus group discussions,

is shown in Figure 3-13.
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Figure 3-12

Sample of Recommended Noise Label

Noise
Rating 77+o+,

Lo_cr.oLserat_s m_n qu;_tcr_,o_cts
The a_pro._mate range in See the E_A ._o_seP_:ing

noiserstLngsfro' food ,"r:..xen Ch_ l'or fu_het information:
iS fl0m: 4.5 to SOdec:'oelL about dee_el :ztinD,

M&nutactuttO b_ CambriCge Co_pot:tlon+
BOSTON,MASS.

Federal taw p+oh;_itS ,'_": Envh=r,.-,e:.I;.t F,OleCHOn

te:n,.oval OI this label. _ Agency.

Figure 3-13

Sample Noise Chart or Barometer

Noise Rating Chart

7S dcc_els and above. ).lust shout to be understood.

60 to 75 dottels. },fay Lnl:Kc:o _th normal convcrsalioo.

45 to 60 dottels. },fay Lnt¢ffere _ith tdaxed |cti'dtles,

45 4ec_eb and below. ).fayinterfere with sleep.

/'%. + 11V.l C..+i..+Ip l i I PICIICI*:A

+.I I.(¢ ,¢_..

k,,. ...,
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIREUSED
IN TELEPHONE SURVEY
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NOISE LABELING TELEPHONE SURVEY

Interv©wer:. _ TelephoneNumber:_9_ _--'_-[_-_'--](a.zT/
Coding: (I,2] I [ I Numberof Adults in Ilousehold:

riO)Date: (3.5/ Selected Respondent: it;r'l Male
[19/ ¢a)r"'l F©mal©

Shift: _'sJD Morning

17) ¢'_JD Afternoon fl)D Oldest
t*lD Evening 120) r_l-1 Youngest

tsjr-_ Only

I ,R,,epeatas mucho£Introductionasn¢ces_zW.I

Now l°d like to askyou a few questions,

I, Do you everf¢¢1uncomfortableor irritatedby noisy productsor appliancesin your
home, your neighborhood,oryour place of work?

tJ;r'l y_

(21) t_;D No I Ifn°'_lpt°Questl°n$" I

_dt_l: 2. Whataresomeof the productswhosenoisebothersyou themost?

f2a-2J)2423)

t]O.3t/ ['_

IT] _ there By otherJ?i,,12._3}

For products belownot xaentlonedabove: [

3. Ate youeverbotheredbynoisefrom:

_¢uum ¢leanem? fll r-1 Yes
(._4_/ t_Jr'l No

;,tfl-'l Notasked

chainlaws? IrlN Yes
f3._) m r-I No

tJir'l Not asked

*_"¢ondRionen? fsjr-'l Yes
136) fajr"l No

fJ)_'l Not asked
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4. AreIhemostimthcrsom¢noisyproductsthosethatyou ownanduse,or thoseused
bysomeoneelse?

,'al_'t byme
ta.JD bysomeone¢Zse

(37/ m_ bout
rOD notasked

5, Doyou thinkthat thereis muchdifferencein theamountofnoisethatdifferentbrands
ofproductssuchasvacuumcleanersorchainsawscr¢lite?

e_D Yes

(J8/ mD No
f;)l_] Don't know
td)D Dependson theproduct

Nowrcl like toknowsomethingabouttheIMnSsyoutldnJcaboutwhenyoubuycertain
products.

6. IJmalJy,Inbuyingnnapplltneeoraproductdoyou¢onsiderpriceto hevery important,
tmmewhalimportant,ornotveryimportant?

fOl'_ Veryintportant
t2lr'l Somewhatimportant

(39/ m[_ Notvery Important
f*sr"l Dependsontheproduct

7. Doyou considerthebrandnameto beveryimportant,somewhatImpotent, ornot
_ery important?

fOf-I Veryimportant
ra_lZ] Somewhatimportant

f40) _l-) Notveryimportant
tol'-I Dependzon theproduct

8. UralUy,doyouconsidorcoxtof oper_tlonto beveryimportsnt,|omewhzllmportant,
ornotveil important?

OIO Veryimportant
_r-_ Somewhatimportant

(41) _r'-t Notveryimportant
_r-I Dcpcndsontheproduct
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9. Howaboultheqll/etnesso.ftheopcrationofftproductorappHancc?

t:jr-1 Very important
[42/ t_f'l Somewhatimportant

_r-I Not veryimportant
f4/I-I Dependson the product

|0. If you were pla]laln_ to buya v_cuum cleanerand the averagevacuum cleaner cost _bout
$?0, how much extra would you bc willing to pay, in dolinrs, for _ wctLum cleaner U_atwas
only

(43.441 thre_-fourths asthud?
(4.¢.46! half asloud?

11, Do you shink thegovernmentshould set noise]cvc]sfor someproducts?

rtjr"l Yes

(47j_ No

Coding: _ Don't know

4a.49)_'-] _ Why trot?

12, Do you Lldnlcconsumersshouldbc _ven information about the amounl of noisea
product makesbcforc they buy it?

Yesf.so) No

Don't kllOWDo you think this information shouldcome from the government, from the
n_lnuf=cturer, or from some othersource'?

f//f"l thegovernment
I_/ I-1 shemanufacturer

(3]) mr-3 other(specify: )
fd/I-'1 don't know
(,s._r-t not asked

Whichsourcedo you think would provide moreaccurate information about
the noise level of a product: themanufacturer or the Env{ronmcntalProtec-
tion Agency?

i_/r-1 themanufacturer
t_/r_ theI_PA

[32/ f#fl..q neither
(#_I--I not asked
I._[::3 both
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13. Would you like to s¢¢a l_bcl placedon products to show how much noisethey make?

h_3/ mD Yes
raid No

14. Ifanoise]ab¢lwereprovided, wouldyoubclikelytousetbeinfornlationirlyour
purcb_sedecision?

PJO Yes

{34) {2/E3 No [ lfno, skiptoquestion 18 I
tJ/I-1 Dependson the product

15. lfproductswerelabdedtoshowhowmuchnoisetheymake, wouldyouprcferthe
labelto be."

Isi/-I A hangtagattached to eachproduct,

(55} t_/[_ A permanendy affixed label on the product, or
{_/r_ A si_Je signaspart of the product display, but not attached to each item,
t_IF'I Dependsonthe product,
PlD Not asked.

Coding:

$6.37}r--_= , , i6. Are thereany productsyou think it would b¢particu]adp _portant to label?

$&39/_

60"61)L._ 17. l'd l_e to rcad to you four different waysof _dic_ting ona label amonnB of noise.
After[havereadall four, please/ndicatewhichapproachyou wouldprefer.

(llr-i A star scalewhere four starsmeanta very quiet product.
f_if'7 A numberscalewhere _ low number me_nt _ very quiet product.

{dT) {J/El A color-codedlabel where a I_een symbol meant a very quiet product•
t_/[_] A word descriptionwhichsaid "quiet" or "noisy."
ts/l'_ No preference
td/r'l Not asked

18. lfputtingalabelnnproductstoshowhowmuchnoisetheymakewouldincz_sethe
price, wouldyou sti]l want the hiformation?

t_tl-1 Yes
tasD No

[g3) /.e_C'I D=pends on Ihe price increase
t_;F'I Other
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19. I'd like to know il'you cande_nc certain ternts for me now. If you don't know an :nswer,
just saysorather _lan guess.

Can you tellme tfa "lb_rm" is a scicntllic measureoX"

I_r-I electricity,
_E] beat,

f_¢) tJ;D noise, or

I_;E] don't know

Canyon tell me if a watt is a scientific measureo£

tl)D e]cctriciW,
t_/i-] heat,

(6J) eJiD noise,or
I,_JD gas,
f_jr-) don't know

Can you toil me tl'a decibelis a scientiHc measureo1"

tz/r-1 e_ectricity.
{a_/'-) beat,

(65) #)_-I noise,or
(_,'D ltas.
p)r-) don't know

20. A decibelis a measureof noiselevel. City trat'fic is usually _bout 75 decibels, wh_ca
quiet whisper isabout 20 decibels, Can you _css how loud

M7._9) _ a vacuumcleanermiBJltbe?
(70.721 ,, bowaboutal_wnmower?

Tknt's _1 of the questionsI need to ask you, The Information you've provided wiUgointo
tile dceLdonsb¢in_ made on |abcling. We _pprcciate your taking the lime zo _spond. Coodbye.
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APPENDIX B

DOOR.TO-DOORSURVEY: INTERVIEW
PROTOCOL
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Code No.
(l-J/

Tract
(4-7)

Block

EPA APPLIANCE SURVEY Date (ll.J /_-_'_"_ fS./OJ

£nterviewer

[ I]_I'RODUCTION ]

Ri, we're conducting a survey for the United States EnvironmantaJ Protection Agency

which deals with people's attitudes toward noise. Would you mind if I asked you a few questions?

You don't have to answer any question you don't want to answer.

1. Do you ever feel uncomfortable or irritated by noisy products or appliances:

NS/ inyourhome? pjr-I Yes 12Jr-3 No t3/O Dan'tknow

(J6/ How about in your neighborhood? P/r'3 Yes 121_ No r3J[] Don't know

(2?) How about in yourplaceofwork? fJ/[] Yes I:/[] No ISJ[] Don'tknow

2. What are some of the products whose noise bothers you the most?

(18.19) ._

(20.2J)_..

[22.23) _T_

3. Are you ever bothered by noise from:

/26/ vacuum ¢lcanen? p/P"l Yes IJ/r'l No tsJ[] Don't know

(27/ chain saws? t21[] Yes ¢2/[] No r:J[] Don'tknow

(28/ airconditionem? 13/r-1 Yes is_r-I No tJif"l Dan'tknow

4. Are you over involved in the purchase of appliances for this household?

(29/ olr"] Yes r_/? No

I •.] IF NO, aek to inte_iew a person involved

"]in purchaseof appliances.
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Now I would Uketo show you a labelfor a few seconds whichmay beplaced on appliances
in the nearfuture. Wearc tesdns she ability of this label to communicateto you and wouJd
like to askyou a fewquestionsaboutit. Wearenot testingyou, weare testingthelabel.

[ I

I SHOW FOR ,0ECO DS}
Now I wouldlikeyouto rate thislabelin severalways.Hereis ag_oupofcardswhichhavewords
andphraseson themandaseven-pointscale.

I HANDRESPONDENTGREENCARDGROUP-Hardto Understand,etc. I

Plea._ look at each card,read me theletter on the card,andgive me the numberon the card

which correspondsto how you feelabout the label.

RecordAnswem Below

QUESTION$: (GRenCard Group)

Lctlar on Card Number Commenm

b. Attmetlvanee5 (31)

e. Complexity f32/

d. Importanca {33)

e. LabelReading /34)

Now I would like to showyou tho labelagain. Pleasereadthe label foras longas you th_
you wouldIf you wcr_inastoreandcawthe labelona productwhichyou wereconsidering
buyin_

J SHO_ RESPONDENTLABELNUMBER.._AGAIN ]

Now I wouldlikeyouto ratethe labela_L'_usingthesecards.Onceagainpleasereadme
theletter on thecardandthe numberwhichcorrespondstobow you feelaboutthe label.
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HAND RESPONDENTWHITE CARD GROUP-Too little information, etc. J

1

Record Answers Below

QUESTION 6: (White Card Group)

Letter on Card Number Comments
I

a. Information [35J ,,

b. Interest f._a}

c. Understanding (37} __

d. Utility [38J

e. Label (good or bad) [39]

f. Believable Information [40}

g. Encourages procurement (41}
of quiet products

Now I would like to give you a piece of paper which has two labels on it. The first label II
the same as the one you have just been looking at. The second label is very similar to the
fast but would be found on n product of a different type. Please look at these labels for as
long as you like and then I will ask you a few questions about them. Remember we are test-
ing the ability of the label to communicate with you, we are not testing you.

I HAND RESPONDENT SHEET I

QUES_ON 7: Can you tell me which of the two products would make more noise,
would it be the product with the f_t label on it or the product with
the second label on it?

N2/ [] f_? Fhatlabel. Why?

[] r2J Secondlabel. Why?

[-'s [] Don't know
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QUESTION 8: Ifyou wereinterestedinbuyh_gaquietproductdoyou thinkaproduct

withtheFirstlabelonitwould beagood buy?

{43) t;;[] Yes t-"][] No rJ;[] Don'tknow

Why?

QUESTION 9: Ifyou wereinterestedinbuyingaquietproductdoyou thinkaproductwith

thesecondlabelonitwouldbeagoodboy?

{44j 0;_ Yes tatl"l No tJtD Don't know

Why?

QUESTION 10: What do you thinktheratingwouldbeforaproductwhichwastwiceasloud

astheproductwithLabelIonit? ,_-_)Don'tknow
Why?

QUESTION II: What do you thinktheratingwouldbe foraproductwhichwashalfasloud

astheproductwithLabel2on it? __¢_)Don'tknow

Why?

QUESTION 12: Do you thinkthatyou couldusethesekindsoflabelstopurchasequieter

products?
(47) rl;[] Yes t=tr"l No rsjr-'l Don't know

If yes, how would you do so?

Ifno,why couldn'tyou usethelabel?

If don't know, why aren't you sure?
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QUESTION 13: Do you think there is much difference in the amount of noise that different
brands of products make such as vacuum cleaners or chain saws?

rj,)[-'I Yes
(48: p:"1 No

m[] Don't know

QUESTION 14: Would you like to see a label placed on products to show how much noise
they make?

P]O Yes

(49) m/v'l NO [ IfNO, skip pastquestionl5]
tJ/f-1 Don't know

QUESTION 15: If putting a label on products to show how much noise they make would
increase the price of the products, would you still want the information?

_J_[] Yes

H0) r2H"l No

_s;r'3 Don't know

:#)['-I Should not label

Now I would like to ask you a few questions about yourself for background purposes. Remember,
this information is being used for statistical purposes only.

QUESTION 16: Would you please tell me your age on your last birthday? [7_ ForCodlni

(M.52) ___ OnlyQUESTION 17: What is your occupation?

QUESTION 18: What isthehighestgradeyou completedinschool?

aJ[2 gradeschool

mr'1 juniorhighschoul

:s_V'Isomehighschool

($.¢1 r_;[] high school graduate
iS#[] some college
(e/"1 college graduate
:7}r"l some graduate work
(#)1"-I graduatedegree
m[_ refusal
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QUESTION 19: Could you tell me approximately what your annual family income is?
Just give me the number from the list.

¢J;[:3 Under $5,000
t_ff'l $5,000-$9,999
tJJF"I $10,000-$14,999

($61 ¢,ff"l $15,000-$19,999
tsj["l $20,000-$24,999
t6sI:] $25,000or more
¢_JI:] Don't know
[sst--I Refusal

COlnnl_n_:

LABEL NO.

[.'_7.._81
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FOCUS GROUP: INTERVIEW GUIDE
AND QUESTIONNAIRES
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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to HSR.

Weare conductings study for the EnvironmentalProtection Agency which dealswith

noise. More spealfically, the study deals with labels which may be placedon products in the

near future to tell consUmerShow much noise different productsmake. Wehave severaldifferent

types of labels we would like to showyou and get your comments on... whether you _

they are good or bad, easy or hard to understand, and so forth. Please don't be afraid to tell

us what you think.., it's just as helpful for us to know that you don't like something as it is

to know that you do like something. Before we begin, I'd like to go around the room and have

each of you give your fh'stname and tell us if any kinds of noise(s) botheryou.
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Descriptor

Okay, does anybody have any questions7

Fine, In a minute, I would like all of you to go over and look at the labels on the
three blenders. I have a couple of questions I'd like you to answer on these forms when you
look at the labels. Pleasedon't discuss the labels or the questions with each other. After
you have fmithed reading the labels please coffeeback and have a seat.

Okay, has everybody gotten a chance to look at the labels?

Fine. Now I would like to _skyoua few questions and I want to be sure everybody
answers each question in one way or another. Weneed a response from everybody but it's
okay for you to just say "I agreewith him or I agree with her."

I. When you looked at the labels, what did the words "Noise Rating" mean to you?

2. Whatdid the EPA sealandnamemeanto you?

3. What did the word "decibels" meanto you?

4. What did the number in front of the word decibels mean to you?

5. Do you think quietproductswouldhavehighnoiserating_or low noiseratings?

6. How many of you knew that decibels referred to noise?
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7. How many of you have heard of dB's?

8. How aboutdBA's?

9. How many ofyou thinkyou couldusetheselabelstoselectaquieterproduct?

How wouldyoudoso? Why couldn'tyou doso?

There are several different ways to present the nbise ratinSs. Pleasetake a look at these labels
and tell me which type you like the bast.

How abouttheleast?

Can you think of any better ways to present the Noise Rating information?
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Range

Okay, in a minute I'd like you to go over and take a look at the labels on the mixers.
Again I would like you to take a little questionnaire with you to flli out whenyou are looking
at the labels. Once again, please don't discuss the labels with eachother and when you are
fruited please come back and have a seat.

Okay, has everybody gotten a chance to look at the labels?

Okay, now I'd like to ask each of you a few questions again like we did before. The
information in the second part of the label is what we're interested in now. Wecall this the
"range" information.

What did the range information mean to you?

Do you think the rangeinformation is important?

Do you think you need this information on the label to be able to use the label?

There are different ways of providing the rangeinformation. Iqeasetake a look at these labels
andtoll me which typeyou Likethe b_t.

How about the least?

Can you think of any better ways to present the range information?
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Decibel Guide

Okay, now I would like you to go over and look at the labels on the blow dryers. Once
again, please don't discuss the labels with each other.

Okay, has everybody gotten a chance to look at the labels?

Okay, now rd like to ask you a few'questions again. The information in the second
part of the label is what we're interested in now; we call this the "Decibel Guide" information.

Do you think the Decibel Guide information is important?

Do you think you need this information on the label to be able to use the label7

There are _vnml different ways of providing the Decibel Guide information. Please look at
tstase nttemative labels andtell me whether they are better, about the same, or worse than the
first one you saw.

Now I'd like you to answera few questions for me about decibel levels. Herais a short ques-
tionnaire whk_ has a nainber of different types of noise on it. I'd like you to place a che_k
in the column which you think is appropriate for the no_ level ofeaeh type of noise.

Can you think of any better way to present the Decibel Guide information?
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"As Loud As"

Now I would like you to go overand look at the labels on the drills. Once again,
please don't discuss the labels with each other.

Okay, haseverybody gotten a chance to look at the labels?

Fine. Now I'd like to ask you a fcw questions again. The information in the second
part of the label iswhat we're interested in; we call this information "As Loud As" information.

What did the "As Loud As" information rnaan to you?

Do you think the "As Loud As" information is important?

Do you think you need this information on the labels to be able to use the labels?

There are several different waysof providing "As Loud As" information. Please look at these
labels and tell me which one you like the best.

How about the least?

Can you think of any better way to provide this information?
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LabelPreferences

Now that you have seen severaldifferent types of Lnformationon the labels, I'd
like you to tell me which type of information you like the best.

You have seen the "Ranse Information," the "Noise Guide Information," and the
"AS Loud As Infm'matirm,"

How many of you like the range information the best?

How many of you like the noise guide information the best?

How many of you like the "as loud as" information the best?
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EPANOISE LABELING

FOCUS GROUPINTERVIEW

To help us know who is attending these focusgroup interviews, please tellus the
foUowing things about yourself. The information you provide will be confidentl_l. DO NOT
put your name on this sheet.

Age: [] 20and younger
[] 21-25
[] 2,5-30
[] 31-35
[] 36-40
[] 41-45
[] 46.50
r"1 51-55
I"I 56-60
r'1 61 and older

Sex: [] Male
r'-I FemaJe

Education: I"1 Somehish $chool
[] High _hoal graduate or OED
O Some colle_
[] Collegedegree
[] Some _'aduntework
[] Advanceddegree

P,_ce: [] Black
[] W'_te
[] Neither black nor white (plea==specify )

Annual Houeehold [] $$,00Oand under
Income: [] $$,001.S10,000

[] SI0,001-$15,000
[] $15,001-$20,000
[] $20,001-$25,000
[] $25,001-$30,000
[] $30, 001"$35,000
[] $35,00l'$40,000
[] $40,001 and over
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I. If you were interested..in buying a veW quiet mixer, do you think that mixer A would
be a good mixer to buy?

I--1 Yes
[] No
[] Don't know

2. If you were interested in buying a very. quiet mixer, do you think that mixer B would
be a good mixer to buy'?.

[] Yes
[] No
[] Don't know

3. If you were interested in buying a vet/quiet mixer, do you think that mixer Cwould
be a good mixer to buy?

D Yes
[] No
t'i Don't know
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Please f_li in blanks (c, d, and e) with more examples oi' what you believe would be
approximately as loud as th_ number of decibels given. If you cannot think of examples, please
write "don't know" in the blank or blanks.

"70 decibels" is approximately as loud as:

a. a moving car at 25 ft. 1b. a loud radio examples
c.
d

e.

"80 decibels" is approximately as loud as:

a. a movins _'uck at 25 ft. )

b. a sarbase disposal I examples
¢.
d.

e.

"90 decibels" is approximately as loud as:

a. a moving motorcycle at 25 ft. _ e_amnles
b. a _ ]awnmower /
C.
d.

¢.
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Place an X in the column that you think describes the noise range for each of the

following items:

Decibel Levels

45 and below 45-60 60-75 75 and above

EXAMPLE:

Breathing (X)

I. Gaxbogedisposal

2. Soft whisper

3. Vacuum cleaner

4. Thunder

S. Air-mid siren

6. Dishwasher

7. Typewriter

8. RustIin_ leaves

9. Typical business office

I0. Conversational speech
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APPENDIXD: EXCERPTEDFOCUS GROUPCOM_FENTS

Reactions to Dec_el Labels

Interviewer: What arc your generalreactions to the noise labels?

Group I - I assume that it is a rating.
- If I would see one label I would go to look for another.
- I would look at the labels and assume a better model wouldn't make

as much noise.

Group 2 - I first noticed NOISERATING, then looked at the figure and noticed
a differentiation by "decibels."

- (What did Noise Ratingmean to you?) A connotation of loudness.
- (Did Noise Rating mean anything else to anyone else?)-I felt the higher

rating must be louder and wondered if pitch was differentiated,

Group 3 - It would have to tell you what decibels mean as far as soundgoes. A lot
of people raight really not know what they're talking about andjust
automatically take the low rating.

- When I see that-I don't know how to readit tight now-hut one I know
exactly how the decibels go I think it is going to say how loud a product is,
hut ill don't right now know I can't compare it to anyth/ng-what is 87
decibels?

• If it werc a scaled system, or a scaled numberof dccibols per appllanca
and consumer understood this rating, I thinkit would be a lot easier to
shop.

Group4 - - Some scale by which you could measure noise.
• Generalproblem until I saw all three labels iswhat did the noise ratingmean-

you couldn't tell whether it was high or low. You need a basiceducation-
consumer education-for a person to evaluate.
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Reactions to EPA Name and Seal

Interviewer: Whatdoes the EPA name and seal signify to you?

Group 1 - It authenticatesit.
- Nothingexceptthe governmentis getting thoir thumbson somethingelse,
- I didn't look at it.

- If someone sawEPA they'd think of automobile regulation, They'd relate
it to the way the government is trying to regulate gas mileage.

- If you see EPAas opposed to Joe Smith's Noise Rating-it's a lot more
impressive.

- A lot more imprs_-4ve.
• It's an agency for standardization. They (labels) all go back to one point-

ratherthan what each manufacturer is saying.
- (Interviewer; Did anyone think that it meant this wasa good product bocansc

it had been tested?)-No.

Group 2 - Federal government-government regulation.
- I didn't ovennoticeit-I just sawnumbersand "docibels."

Group 4 - It means some sort of government regulation.
- I would think with the seal that it had been inspected by some government

agency,
• It almost stguiflealc#timacy.
• I dlugrco with that. We always hear about the EPA ratin_ on Sea mileage

and all it means to me Is "incasement." It doesn't mean approval or
dBapprovel.

• Well,at least there products had been measured. I don't know whether all
products willhaveto be measured, but if it didn't have to be across the board,
the onaa with the stamp would to me carrya little mot'*legitimacy,

Group $ - I didn'teven look at it. I think it's an excellent label though-vary easy to
understand.
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Reactions to Dee_el Alternalives

Interviewer: Does anyone like any of these tin'ee alteraatives better thanthe decibel labels?
(The three alternativesare provided in the Figureon the following page.)

Group 1' - The first one (* andexplanation), in my opinion, tells you more for the
average person. It hasa rating.., but explains it down here. It gives you more
inl'ormation-it still doesn't tell most people though...

- It catches your eye, but it doesn't say anythingonce you readit, to me.
- As far as the decibel rating... I think it's better to have decibel spelled

out. I probably could figure out dBA's in a very short time, but decibels are
associated with noise-87 decibels is very straightforward.

[General agreement that "decibels" is the best alternative.]

Group 2 - I thought the first one was thebest (decibe]s)-abbreviations and formulas
and asteriskscon/lorebeing over-scientific-they look too hard-seems likea
consumer fraud.

- 1 thought it was over-clatification which meant confusing the consumer bsue-
the definition doesn't say anything.

- I agree.
- I agree.
• The asterisk alternativeis the most confuting.
- I agree.
- I had no idea what dB or dBA'smeant.
[General agreement that "decibels" is the best alternative.]

Group 3 - I prefer the first one (decibels) because I don't know what the others mean,
it might mean the same thing but I wouldn't know that.

- It seems like they're just addingmore confudon, the simplerit is, the better
it's goingto be.

[General ai_reementthat "decibels" is the best alternative.|

Group 4 - I don't think anyone would understand what they meant (alternatives).
- I was getting ready to say the same thinS,
• If I taw that on a product I wouldn't know what it meant.
• I would have no idea, except for "noise rating."
• The top on¢-I woaldn't know what they meant by A-weighted decibels-I'm

not familiar with any of it.
[General agreement that "decibels" is the best alternative.]
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Noise 87"
Rating

Compare noise ratings.

i i asH,,

Manufactured _¥: Cambti_g_ Corporal;on,
Boston, Mess,

JNoise ratJflgsare m©_ured ('_.,} Envitonmenfll P_ote¢l|enin A-weig]zted deNbels at A_Incy.

_. meter. ,,

..., . ., , , i

Noise
Rating 87 ,_,,,

i

Compare no]_t mtinp.

Manufactured by: Cam_tidgc Corporation,
Roston. _'A,t$ S.

Federal law iDtohiDJls 'P_-T"_ [nvirenmenlal Prelect|on

Noise
Rating 87 ._,,

Compare nobe rattngs.

/v_,flu(;iClut(|C[ _y: C,1;_'tid'ge COtpOt;ll;Omn.

BOSIOrl,_.taSS*
J ms

F¢cleral I;w Ototlil_itS [./_',_ Envilonr_entaJ Ploteclienremov;l) or i_i:; laOe]. _:. A;enc 7.
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Reactions to Range Labels

Interviewer: What are your general reactions to these kinds of labels, we call these labels
the range labels?

Group 1 - A product range is important. It helps you decide on that particularone.
It's a good guide, It helps you to measure.., it givesyou the norm,

- I think if you're going to buy a mixer, you 'know it is noisy, and the guide
shows you that if it's close to 80 it's going to be more noisy than a normal
mixer.

[Interviewer: How are you interpreting it?]
- These end points are not necessarily fixed.
- Right, "approximately."
- With same rangeon every label (for a partiaulas type of product), I don't

think there wiUbe any misunderstanding,

Group 2 - It #vas you something to go by-to use as a guide. I had felt the need for a
reference guide to tell me what the numbers meant.

- It referred to mixers presently on the market,
- Ithought EPAdetermined that products could be no higher than the highest

number and the range indicated that the product in _ range was "r,afe" or
not too noJsy for consumers, i.e. food mixers should not go over 80 dB'$.

- I felt this particularproduct could be as high as 80, or as low as 45, since it's
variable speed, it might,

- Felt that EPA hadn't recommended that range, it doem't suggest a qualitative
connotation-just that on the market there exists mixers whose decibels range
from45 to 80.

[Inten, iewer: Howmany people felt the rangeindicated an F_PAstandard?-l]
[Interviewer: Howmany people felt that any one food mixer could encompass
the entire range, depending on number of spceds?-I ]

[Interviewer: How many people felt the rangeindicated approximately the
highest and lowest rated food mixer on the market?-14)

Group 3 - I think it's very good. At least it gives people an idea of what type of noise
to expect from the appliance itself.

[Interviewer: What does that statement mean to you?]
- It's telling me that a food mixer at 45 decibels is going to be an extremely

quiet appliance versus Brand X at 80 decibels which wi_ be extremely noisy.
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[Interviewer: Did it mean to anybody that that particular blender being labeled
could range anywhere from 45 to 80 deeibels?-NO!]

- The only thing is I can't differentiate in my mind what 45 decibels sounds like and
an 80-I don't know where 45 starts, I don't know how loud that is to begin with.

[Interviewer: Do you think that you could use this "klndof information without
knowing that?]

- Yes, if noise bothers you, you del'mitely would go for the lowest one.
- The thing is you don't really know how many mixers are going to be in the

lower part of the range, like these three here, I get the impression that most
mixers are very noisy, cause they're all in the high 60's and 70's.

[Interviewer: How would this affect you as a consumer7]
- I would probably have to shop around more to see if there are any lower than

that. I would try' to find one that's down in the forties.

Group 4 - That's better than the first one, but still you're not learning anything about
what a decibel is. I know about mixers now, but I don't know whether this
is harmfully loud or not... I still don't know anything about it.

- It appears to me that it's very loud,
- I don't think people are educated yet to know what these all mean. Considering

all levels of intelligence-the majority wouldn't.
[Inte_iewer: Were any of those mixers a good buy?-NO{]
[Interviewer: Why was that?]
- All werehigh in compazisonto 45.
[Interviewer: The range meant...?]
•You couldfindonefor45oronefor80,

[Interviewer: Did it mean to anyone that the approximate range for that particular
food mixer could be anywhere from 45 to 807-No.]

- It meant to me that all food mixers fall in that category and that these mixers
(the display models) were in the upper limits of the category of mixers.

/"

Group $ - It says here that the approximate range for power drills is from 70 to 92...
[Interviewer: What do you take that to mean?]
- It means that they have manufactured drills that hit 70 and also hit 92.
• I'll also say that I believe there is a drill that is lessthan 70 and possibly more

than 92.

- I'll agree with that.
- The "approximate" range-that kind of spells it out.
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Reactions to Range LabelAlternatives

Interviewer: Does anyone like anyof these ahematives (range)better than the one you've
just seen?

Group 1 - It doesn't tall me anything more.
- The first one is redundant. Tilesecond one seems likean elongated way

of doing it.
- The second one-I would get insulted-what am I ajerk or something?
- This one (the seaond)-for the less intelligent people, that is, the less informed

people.., they coulduse this a little better than the fast one.
- I think the approximaterange may be confusing for somepeople, That

phraseology may he confusing, hut as far as... the very first one (original range
label) is the most straightforward and I think it would he more easily interpreted
because the wordingdoesn't change.

[Interviewer: Does anyone like either of the alternatives better?-No.]

Group 2 [General Reaction: Nod

Group 3 . The bottom one on the second sheet is better. It gives you the lowest noise
rating, where the fa_tgives you the approximate. It's more to the point, it
looks exact, "the lowest noise rating for a mixar is.. ," oh, wait a minute,
it does say approximate-scratch that comment.

• It's basically saying thesame thing.
• The top one is repetitious.
[Interviewer: Does anyone like the top alternative better?-No.]
[Interviewer: Does anyone like the bottom alternative better?-I ]
- Yes, because it tellsyou exactly what the noise rating b.
- No it doesn't.
- It still says approximately, it says the same thing,
• The first one is betterthen.

[Interviewer: How many people like the first one better?-AIl]

Group 4 - I like the second one, It lets you know exactly what lowest and highest are.
- The other one says "the approximate range."
- It's saying the same thing "is approximately,"
- I find the third one verbose.

[10 out of 11 like the original range label better.]
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Reactions to Decibel Guide Labels

Interviewer: What are your ganeral reactions to these labels?

Group 1 - Like I was saying earlier, you bad a rating but you didn't know exactly what
that meant-this is good because it tells you where you stand-what that
noise is goingto do.

- It would _ve just about anybody a real good understanding aboot whata
decibel is. They wotfld know how loud-they would have to shout to somebody-
they could compare that to another sound,

- I would be very interested in this type of label. I work asa hairstylist and
the part that I'd be interested in is "normal conversation" because I want to
talk while I'm drying hair.

Group 2 - Very, very informative.
- I don't like it because it makes you think that there are products in the lower

decibel levels-you could spend a lot of time looking for the "non-existent" blender
in the lower range. I like the idea of having the range for the product. If
you want a product, you have to deal with what is on the market. From this
label a.Cumes a 45 dB halrdryer is available.

- You can Interpret tim label in many ways.
- It borden_on laughable-I really hope EPA is not spending too many tax dollars

coming up with labels like this. I think some amount of regulation is being
called for, but t_s seems to go overthe edge, it's more than the consumer
needs. Why not have an index. This is going too far.

• But the label is meant to be informative, not for regulation. I think the infer-
marion is good.

- Yes, confiners cover a really wide range, it has to be easily understood.
- Isn't it too informative?
- I think it is too simple-but it stillhas to beunderstood.
• I like the _ulde but perhaps it's too detailed.

Group 3 • ! think this is too much, but on the other hand, maybe they could make a law
to have it for about a year, it would educate the person and then go back to
the f'u_tone (the range).

- I look at it-if someone is going to buy a hairdryer, in my opinion, they're
not going to won'y about whether they could be understood or whether your
r2fildrencould hear you. You buy it because you need it, and this is just...

• x
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[Interviewer: But if they could manufacture a hair dryer that would only
interfere with conversation and you wouldn't need to shout, would you buy it?]

- No.

- Yes you would, because I'm the one who has to listen to it! (spouse)
- I think the guide should be reversed and have 45 and below at the top and

work your way down...
- Yeah, because that's what you're looking for, you have to read so much before

you get there.
[Interviewer: Howmany ofyouliketheideaofreversingthescale? 5ofll.)
- I like the idea of the scale to tell you the different ranges, and what they are.

I think it is much more accurate than the one you had before (range). It
gives you something to gauge it from,

- I agree with you on that as far as education is concerned, this givesyou something
to go by, but it shouldn't be on the label all the time.

- Yeah, people are lazy, they just won't read it.
- Once you know that.., you look at something that's 50... you would and I

would automatically pick the $0 over the 65.
- 1 think a lot of it-"must shout to be understood," "may interfere with normal

conversation'-these things are so personal, I can't sleep when there's a 'IV
going, but Sam, it doesn't bother him one bit cause he'll sleep no matter what.

Group 4 - I have s problem with this one. It tells you what the things mean, but it still
doesn't tell you how the product compares with the different brands.

- If I were to purchase one, I would look for one with 45.
[Interviewer: Do you think you could me this information to purchase quieter
products?]

- Not necessarily, because you may be forever looking for that 45 when the lowest
is 60 for that product.

- I think there is too much to read there. I don't think a person is going to spend
that much time reading.

-The w_rst one on there, the one that givesyou the least information is "may
interfere with relaxed activities." I don't "knowwhat that means. The others

give _'ou a pretty good idea about the sound a_soeiated with the decibel rating.
- It doesn't tell you how low they go. You may be looking for one at 45

when they don't even manufacture that in any brand. 1 don't understand "may
interfere with sleep."

- It doesn)t tell me if it's going to bother me.
- When you asked if this had too much information-it doesn't, for what you're

• ll'_'ing to say, but 1 still like the last label which gave the range instead. Given
: this kind of product--you can find them in a givenrange.

- This information should be like "IV education. In school.., advertisements...
where it's learned by everybody so it's common knowledge and doesn't have to

i he written $ million times.
- It's better to have the range for the kind of product you're buying.
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ReactionsIo Dee_eiGuideAlternatives

Interviewer: Does anyone like either of these two alternatives better than the one you i_ave
just seen?

Group 1 - That last one (second alternative}is bad.., really bad.., when you have to
compare it to TV,..

- The only thing that last one (second alternative) does do is that "over 75 decibels
is hazardous."

- It givesadditional information. In addition to being noisy it can be damaging.
- I would be scared away by it... A haltdiTer? Potentially damaging?.., it would

scare you. I think the fast one (urinal label) is the less dramatic of the throe
and does get the point across.

- l think the rn_t one down here (second alternative),.. "75 and above" and
"45 and below" arcmuch mum descriptive than anythtnl_ But the two in the middle,
when they compare it to '/'Vare kind of... If they could take the two out
of the Fast one... "may interfere with convenatico" and "may interfere with
relaxed activities" md plug them into this one (second alternative).., you'd have
a dynamite rating system,

- ! think in the ratin_ you've got to tell them what it do_ ,.. So it interferes
with normal conversation.,. Where you do have what's potentially dsma#ag...
If this is to protect the conSUmer... I think you do need to show them what
damagecanbe incurred.

• What's '..'relaxed"activities?

Groups 2.3 [Tape recording errorswere encountered. However, generalagreement was

reached in both groups that neither of the two decibel guide alternatives were
better than the f_t one shown and the "TV lnterferen¢*" statement* were

¢riti,'tzedby both groups.]

Group4 . The bottomone woulddiscouragema from buyinganykind of blowdr,/or..,
Because it's "potentially damaging to hearing" or "may interfere with TV in

an adjacent room" etc. The buyer would be dlscouraBedbefore he Bot started,
[Generalagreementthat neitheralternat/vewasbatter.]
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Reactionsto "As LoudAs" Labels

Interviewer: Whet'are your genera.Ireactinas to theae labels?

Group 1 - I don'tlike anyof that stuff.
- It's ridiculous.
- It's aboutas goodasaduckonapond, whenit's raining in Cfiina

dunnga total eclipse.
- It's as good as one hand clapping.
- ] thought it was informative. It gave you something you cotdd

relate to.

- But didn't it makeyou feel like an idiot?
o It put it in relationship to something you know.
- I don't know how far 25 feet is.
[Interdewer: Perhapsthe idea is good, but the statements arebad?]
• Youarequalifyingit, Somepeoplelflcemotorcycles.., othersdon't. This
will colortheir opinionsabouthowloud theproductis.

- Yore"mood at thetimeyou lastheard the noisewill alsoaffecthow loud
you think it is. Howdoyou relateto a motorcycle?

- Going back to thisone (decibel guide)... I think this is much more informative,
- a new Honda versut a Harley Davidsonwith straight pipes?-thcy'tc different.
• I think it is a goodideaffyou canfred a commonpoint, e,g.motorcyclesversus

dirt bikes, The Id_ is good-the point of reference is confused.
oI've neverpaidattentionto the n6is¢of emotoceyde.
• But erethere anysoundsthat you canrelateto?
- A universalsoundistheproblem.
- I like thestatamentaaboutinterference-whetherit interfereswith whatyou
are doingIs most important,

• 'Theconceptis dmplistic.

Group 2 - Borderedon ridiculous,.. Shouldyou borrowa motorcycle to seewhat it
soundslike 25 feet away.

- I didn't like it because it's usinga mf©ren_ that also varies. Comparedwith
a car-is that a Pintoor a Concerto?

- Yeah,at5 milesperhour or 70m_eaper hour?
- ¥¢ah, I don't know howfar 25 feetis.
[Intewiawer: Does anybody like the distance idea?-NO!)
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Group 3 - It doesn't really tell you much. You have to flag down a car and tell it to get
25 feet away,

- Yeah, some cars are louder than others.
- Yeah.

- What size ear? What size truck? What size engine?-or whatever.
- Yeah, what's it doing, what are the weather conditions?
- Or is it even sitting still?
- Also, I found as I went around (the table) that I didn't reaLlynotice until

I got to C (display Appliance C) that one (label) said a ear, one (label) said
a truck, and one (label) said a motorcycle.

- Right.
[Interviewer: Does anybody like theidea of distance?-No!)
- It's too hard to reference.

- A lot of people don't "knowhow far25 feet is.
- IfI were trying to figure tiffs out (the label) from trying to read that
and trying to asaertain what type of sound it was, I'dsay the hell with iL
It wouldn't be worth the hassle.

Group 4 - It's dumb,
- Yeah, dumb.
[Interviewer: How many people think t.hislabel is dumb?-Everyone.]
[Interviewer: Why is it that you don't like this one?]
- You have to run out and fred out what a moving motorcycle at 25 feet

sounds like.
- It's hard to relate to since l've known ears louder than motorcycles-it depends

on the car, the track, and the motorcycle.
- It's very imprecise... I don't know what that means, The variation in motor.
cycles, tracks, and cars doesn't mean anything to me.

- If 1 were looking for a rating system I would be looking for something standard
that could he used acrossthe board-not going from trucks to motorcycles.
I preferred the range where you could be your own judge about where you
wanted to go on the scale.

[Interviewer: How about the distance aspect?]
- I don't care for that at all.

- I'm a temble judge of distanae.
- "Fhemain thing about tl_s label... I keep thinking back to this being a label

from the Environmental Protection Agency and I'm not being told whether
l'm being protected or not. Again, I'd have to go bank to the range.
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Reactions to "As Loud As" Alternatives

Interviewer: Does any one like any of these alternatives better than the original label?

Group1 -Imightnothaveagarbagedisposal.Whatdo you callaloudradio?My idea
ofaloudradiomightnotbeyourideaofaloudradio.

-I'veneverheardagaslawnmower.
- You can't relate a gas lawnmower to a load radio.
- How many feet is 25 feet?.., You don't pay attention to it.
-Ithinkyou shouldrelate it to interference,

Group2 -Iwouldn'tbuyanythingthatsoundslikeamotorcycleoratrackbecause
of a bad experience with them,

- There's too much variability inwhat theyare comparing. The reference is
toovariable.

Group3 -Idon'tlikeanyofthem("approximatelyasloudas"labels)butthebottom
one(secondalternative)isaloteasiertorelateto.

- Yeah.
- Yeah.

-Yeah,buthow manypeoplehaveneverheardagarbagedisposal.
-Title.
- That's tme
- Yeah, it's (garbage disposals) reallyonly in the more modern or luxurious

homes, the cities.
- Or a gas lawnmower (for that matter).
- Yeah.
- Right,
- Yeah, a loud radio is very personal too.
- But, if they say 90 decibels soundslike agas lawnmower, nobody will ever
buy a garbage disposa.I[

- I think something like this 60 decibels is the conversation level or something
to that effect would be more effective.., something that is common to the
entirehuman raceinotherwords-suchasconversation-sleeping-shouting.
-Itvariesthough.

- Yes, but compared to this ("approximately as loud as" labels),
- Normal... what isyour definition of normal?
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Group 4 - I don't like either of the aitematives.,, nor any of this group ("approximately
as loud as"). The others were much better. I felt much more comfortable with
the information I got from some of the others than I do with this,

- I don't tlLinksome peopIo would know how loud a garbage disposal or a gas
lawnmower was.

- You can talk about a loud radio with a three-inch speaker or a loud radio with
a 20-inch woofer.

- Again... there is no range for the drills.
- Go back to the first label (range label).

x
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Noise Labeling Preferences

Interviewer: You have now seen three types of labels.., what wehave called the "range"
labels, the "decibel guide" labels, and the "as loud as" labels. I would like
each of you to tell me which of the three types you llke the best and why.

Group 1 "Guide-the first one gaveyou the range, but that didn't help you much.
- The guide helps you to relate to it.
" Range-from the consumer standpoint.., it tellsme I should shop around

•.. there are others lower.

" Range-helps you shop around.
" Guido-the reference you can apply across products.
" Guide-because I can relate to it.

Range-same reasons as others.
Guide-I can relate to it.
Guide-same reasons.
Guide-same reasons.

Range-samereasons.
Guide-same reasons.

Group2 "Range-mostpeople"knowgenerallyhow loudsomethingwillbeandthis

givesaguide.
-Idon'tlikeany.Of thesethree,though,Iliketherange.
"Allarebad.Needtoclarifytherange,e.g.,"therangeofthoseon the

market now is from..."

"Range
• 1 feel all are unnecessary, but if I had to take one, I'd take the first one-

give the consumer the figures, bettor yet, let the consumer plug it into
the wall.

" Range-it's easier to understand, the decibel guide has too complicated
comparisons, the third one ("as loud as") won't work.

- Guide-if "relaxed activities" and "normal conversation" were clarified.
It gives moreinformation if I wanted to purchaseon the basis of quietness.

"Range-I wouldn't read the guide,
"Range
" Range-assaming 80 decibels is not going to damage cars or heating.
"R_nge-but would want guide in stores, in public view•
"Guide-it clearlystates how noise interferes with daily living, if this is

the purpose of the labeling program.., would like.75 level as "must shout
to be understood/can be dangerous."
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- Range-as long as some statement is included about the level which
is potentially damaging,

- Range-since I'd want to know about a given product.
- Range-but would like reference to which is potentially dangerous.
- Range-if safety factor were included, since no safety factor/s included,

will recommend guide since it lets the consumer know which level is
potentially harmful,

Group 3 - Range-it's giving you a range in numbers, but I kind of like the one that
goes into more detail (decibel guide). I want to know that information,
but I don't want it to be on every label-the one I like the least is the
92 decibels ("as loud as") ... a motorcycle 25 feet away, even though
I don't like motorcYcles... I still can't decide what that sounds like.

- Range-that seems to be the most direct message, you know that "/7 is
fah'ly h/gh-I like 84 (decibel guide) the least, nobody is going to read
all of that.

- Range-92 ("as loud as") I like the least, the other one (decibel guide) is
good initially but after that.., it givesyou a little information.., but
I wouldn't want it on the package all of the time,

- Range-this is the best as far as I'm concerned, once you get educated to the
point when you get this information (decibel guide information )... which
you can get in other ways too..., they can put it on television, minirdms, etc,

- Range-too much on 84 (decibel guide) and 92 ("as loud as") I don't like at
all..., but it is better than nothing.

- Range-the only thing is... I'd still like to see something on there that
tells people the higher number is louder/the lower number is quieter.., I
still think people are going t_, get mixed up, some people may think that
the 77 would he good, because it's dose to 80.,. the 84 (decibel guide)
has too much and the 92 ("as ioud as") I don't think people know anything
about distance.

- Rangu-I don't care for the 92 decibel ("as loud as") I can't relate to it...
initially I would like 84 (decibel guide) but I wouldn't want to read it all
of the time on everyproduct.

• Range-92 ("as loud as") you just can't tagto anything.., what kind of
motorcyclc't *]7(range) is the best, but it does make the assumption that
you know that45 isvery'soft,butalsothedifferencebetween45 and80...
isthatabigrangeorsmall?..,thedifferencebetween45 and80 ifthe

loudestthingyoucanimagineis200...we don'treallyhaveaway of
tellingexactly..,itaSSumesthatyou know abouthow 10adafoodmixeris.

-Guide-likethe84(decibelguide)becauseitgivesyou agoodrangeand
tellsyou wherethingsare,77 (range)Ithinkthatgivesyounobasics,
orwhattostartwith,and92 ("asloudas")Idon'tlikeatall.
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• Range-but should be an asterisk after decibel and down at the bottom
say "a decibel is a unit of noise measurement on a scale of 0 to ]30,
where 130 is the pain threshold," so that you know that higher isn't
better, and that the scale doesn't stop at 100... 84 is too busy.., and
92 is rather ambiguouseven though it sounds precise.

• Range-I think this is going to be rather redundant all the way around the
room, but 92 basically cannot be related to; 84... is too busy;77 (range)
isthebest.,,Iwouldlookattheapproximaterangeas"thisisthequietest

it'sgoingtobeattheoneendandtheotheristheloudestit'sgoingtobe
attheotherend"butwe stillwon'tbeabletoreference..,is80atthe

painfullevel?isitstillgoingtobewhatIcanstand?

•Range-ittellsyou theratingforthatparticularappliance,forexample,,
fordrillsthisonewillbehigh..,itkindofbreaksitdown alittlebit

foryou;(84)theinformationisgoodforeducationalpurposes,butI
don'tthinkitneedstobeon thelabel,and92doesn'ttellme anything,

"Range-butitshouldbesupplementedwithsomesortofgraphicrepre-
sentation,suchasagreentoredtypeofthinglikeastoplight,everybody
understandsredand_een,givethedecibelrangesinacolorcode;84would

beverydifficulttomad;92can'tberelatedto.
•Range-becauseIcouldcomparativeshopandseewhichisaboutthequietest
andtheseothersdon'tsayanythingaboutthespecificappliance,butIdo

thinkyoualsoneedsomekindofgaugetotellyouhow itrelatestothe
thresholdofpain.

- Range-92isworthless;77isthebastbutIwoulddefinitelywanttoseeit
combinedwithsometypeofagraphicorpictureformusingtheinformation

on 84, maybe not that de/ailed, but something comparing it to the normal
conversation level.

•Range-92istotallyuseless;77isthebestbuthavesomethingabouta0 to
130scale;84isuselessprovidedtheconsumerwouldbeadvisedofthis
in advance anyway.

Group4 -Range.it(range)givescomparativeinformation,

• Range-"as loud as" doesn't make much sense; "decibel guide" has too
much information and I probably wouldn't bother with it at all;the
first one (range) is moreprecise.

• Range-It (range) tells me something about the product in relation to
other brands of the same kind of product, so I liked that the best, the
92 ("as loudas")istheleastsatisfactory,

• Range-the f'_st one (range) givesyou a better idea of what you're looking
forintheparticularproductyou'reaftersoyou candocomparisonshopping.
Ilikedthelastonetheleast("asloudas")-itleavesalottoyourimagination-
I have nothing to relate it to.
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- Range-First is the best (range). You still have the problem of whether 45
is high or low, but it's still a lot better-as opposed to having to sift through.
a lot of information-Iliked the last one ("as loud as") the least.

- Range-First isbest (range) as long as the person is educated as to what
high is and low is-Least is the last one ("as loud as"), how many people
know what a moving motorcycle sounds like 25 feet away. It leaves you
wondering what they're talking about.

- Range-First ispreferable (range). It gives a clear scale. When you purchase

something there aremany reasons for purchasin_ it, I think this would give
you a dear quick scale for determining the noise cnmpunent.

- Range-First (range) isbest for the reasons we've stated and the last ("as loud
as") hasno redeeming value whatsoever-sociul or otherwise,

- Range-Fi_t one (range) because it gives you a scale to go by, The last
one the least ("as loud as") because it doesn't tell you anything.

- Range-I a_'ec with everybody else.
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APPENDIX E

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION



_is appendix contains a listing of o_ntacts with the public,

the comnunicatlons media and members of Congress during the develop-

ment of the requlation, and an abbreviated llst of all the organiza-

tions, associations and individuals, both domestic and international,

that the Agency was able to identify as potentially affected by,

proponents of, users of or in any way interested in, the General

Provisions for Product Noise Labeling.

The Agency has actively contacted the parties on this llst

by direct mailing of information to th_n about the General Prn-

visions.
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NOISE INFCRMATICN SYST_ M_4BERS (I_ CC_GRESS WITH WH(M THERE

ACQUISITICN NUMBER k%S CONTACT DURING REGUIATC_ DEVELOPMENT

3324200X Teague, O.
Congress House of Representatives

3324190X Stokes, L.
Congress House of Representatives

3324180X Weicker, Jr., L. P.
Congress Senate

319317AX Esch, M. L.
Congress House of Representatives

319316AX Kennedy, E. M.
Congress Senate

331394AX _ges, W. J.
congress House of Representatives

326213EX Bayh, B.
Congress Senate

3262L?.CX _hum_nd, S.
Congress Senate

330120AX Eagleton, T. F.
Congress Senate

330119AX Dodd C. J.
CongreSS House of _presentatives

330118AX Glenn, J. H.
Congress Senate

330117AX Kenp, J. P.
Congress House Representatives

330116AX Talmadge, H. E.
Congress Senate

330115AX Schweiker, R. S.
Congress Senate

330114AX Hayakawa, S. I.
Congress Senate

330113AX Heinz, H. J.
Congress Senate

330111AX Stone, H.
Congress Senate
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NOISE /NFQR_ATION SYSTEM M_BERS OF CCNGRBSS WITH WHCM THERE
ACQUISITICN NIMBER HAS CONTACT DURING REGULATORYDEVELOPMENT

3283840X Hughes, W. J.
Congress House Representatives

3275480X Dodd, C. J.
Congress House of Representatives

3269760X Stokes, L.
Congress House of Representatives

3264620X Rousselot, J. H.
CongreSs House of Representatives

324098AX Grlffi,, R. P.
Congress Senate

319367AX Sawyer, H. S.
Congress House of Representatives

305066DX Griffin, R. P.
Congress Senate

318576CX Flock, S. T.
5611 St. Hoch. Ave.,
New Orleans, la.
c/o Bnggs, L.

Congress House of Representatives

318576AX Boggs, L.
Congress House of Representatives

318553EX Johnston, J. B.

Congress Senate

316186/_ Booney, P. B.
Congress House of Representatives

i
313730CX Hayakawa, S. I.

Congress Senate

312367_ Ceded_e_g, E. A.
Congress House of Representatives

309516CX G, S.
Congress House of Representatives

310158CX Nurm, S.
Congress Senate
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NOISE INFO_ATIGN SYSTEM MEMBERS O_ CGNGRESS WITH WHCM THERE
ACQUISITION NUMBER _ CCNTACT DURING REGULATORY DEVEI_ME_

310130DX Percy, C. H.
Congress Senate

310130AX Percy C. H.
Congress Senate

310128CX Hayakawa, S. I.
Congress Senate

310126BX Cedsnberg, E. A.
Congress House of Representatives

310125DX Thone, C.
Congress House of Representatives

307443FX Griffin, R. P.
Cong tess Senate

305122CX Stevenson, A. E.
Congress Senate

30512ICX Prommire, W.

Congress Senate

302610CX Armstrong, W. L.

Congress House of Representatives

3037708X A_strpng, W. L.
Congress House of Representatives

3036373X Anderson, J. B,

Congress House of Representatives

303449BX Rooney, F. 8.
Congress House of Representatives
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NOISE IIIFO_TION 'S_A'_4

ACQUISITION I_]MBER MEDIA CONTACt DURING P4_EATORY DEVELORMI_T

3329310X Farm and Home News

332161(3( Milwaukee wisconsin Journal

3316600X Air Conditioning Heating and Refrigeration News

3305110X Applianon Manufacturing

331497BX New York Times

330260ZX Noise Regulation Reporter

3296870X Parkersburq WV Sentinel

3309050X Worcester MA Gazette

3273000X lexington KY. Hearld leader

3272990X Alameda CA. Times Star

3256990X Rental Equipment _gister

3237240X Air Conditioning Heating and Refrig. News

314503AX Noise Regulation Reporter

312626AX Bureau of National Affairs

NOise Regulation Reporter

312624MX Bureau of National Affairs

NOise Regulation Reporter

312622QX Bureau Of National Affairs
NOise Re_ulatlon Reporter

3126075 NOise Regulation Reporter

3227380X Passaic NJ Herald News

320888AX NOise Regulation Reporter

3207590X Occupational Hazards

3194620X C_,,,,_cceBusiness Daily

3194570X Muffler Digest

305066(D_ Appliance Manufacturer
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NOISE INFCRMATICN SYST_

ACQUISITION NUMBER MEDIA CONTACt'DURING REf_'LAT_ DEVELCPHENT

3190830X Product Safety and Liability Reporter

31857_X New Orleans IA Times Picayune

3176870X Kleiman, R. L.
[antana FL. National Enquirer

3176330X Changing Times

3175860X Sacramento CA. Bee

317278BX Sound and Vibration

3161530X Washington Post

3161520X Wall Street Journal

3161500X St. Louis Mo. Post Dispatch

3156040X Construction Equipment

3151060X Montgomezy, G. F.
Scientific American

311855SR Bureau of Natiorml Affairs
Noise Regulation Reporter

3146_ 0x Changing Times

314555_ Bureau of National Affairs
Noise Regulation _porter

314554ER 8u_SeU of National Affairs

Noise _ulation Reporter

314646WR Bureau of National Affairs

Noise Regulation Eeporter

314646MR Bureau of National Affairs

Noise _ulatlca _porter

314U74FR Buz_u of National Affairs

Noise Regulation I_porter

313641PR _/seau of National Affairs

Noise Regulation _porter

313641HR Bureau of National Affairs

Noise Regulatlc_ Reporter
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NOISE INFCR_ATION SYSTEM

ACQUISITION NUMBER MEDIA COt_ACT DURING REgJ[ATCRY DEVELEPMENT

312989CX Sound and Vibration

3126690X Dunkirk, N,Y. (_)sezver

312(_60X Los Angeles CA. Herald Examiner

3116530X Occul_tlonal Safety and Health Reporter

3118250X Lynn MA. Evening Item

3118230X Longv_ew K_ Hews

309517BX Business Week

310159BX Envizonment

3081810X Tacoma WA. News TrJbu_le;Washington

3080420X Transport T_ics

3078320X O_nsboro KY. Messenger and Inquirer

3081240X Koldfax O_t. 1977, ]9.

3081200X Air Conditioning Heating and Refrlg. News

3078190X Portland ME. Press Hearld

3078180X Tulsa OK. World

3077830X Boston MA. Rearld American

3077580X Berland, T.
Pittsburgh PA. Post Gazette

3077350X (_luinc'y MA, Patriot Ledger

3077130X Dallas TX. Nomtn 9 News

3075580X New York Dally News

3075530X Weshlngton Post

3072680X Dam=sous MD. County Courier

3075810X Yonkers NY. Herald Statesman

3071890]{ White Plains NY. Reporter Dispatch
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NOISE INTD_MATION SYST_

AC_ISITIGN NL_BER MEDIA C(3Vr_ DUP/NG REgJLA_gRY DEVELOPM£NT

3073470X Baltimore MD. Sun

306693DX Reprinted from New Civil Engineer,
29th August 1974

306382CX "Appliance Manufacturer"
Farrell, J. M.

3060730X Newark NJ. Star Ledger

3061760X Business Week Magazine

3061710X Eastern Sea Magazine

306160OX Air Conditioning Heating and Refrlg. News

305066BX Appliance Manufacturer Magazine

305025WR Bureau of Natlcnal Affairs

Noise Raqulatlon Reporter

3048950X Collier, T.
Cedar Rapids Television Station

304861AX San Francisco CA. _ronicle

3054410X Berland, T.
San Francisco CA. _xamiser Chrnnlcle

3054260X Payton, B.
San Francisco CA. En_Iner

30541!0X Alameda CA. Times Sta=

3053820X (_anpion, D.
San Francisco CA. (_roniole

3053520X J%nderson,C.
Cedar Rapids IA. Gazette

3052880X New York TL_es

304854CX Environmental News

304703PR Bureau of National Affairs

Noise Requlation Raporter

304653ME Bureau of Natlonal Affairs

Noise _%equlatton Raporter
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NOISE INFC_MATICN SYST_

ACQUISITICN NUMBER M_3IA CONTACT DURING RE(_J[AT_Y DEVEL_ME_

304653CR BureauOf NationalAffairs

Noise Regulation Reporter

3046_80X Appliance Manufacturer Magazine

3044900X Philadephia PA. Inqui_r

304575LR Bureau Of National Affai_

Noise Regulation Reporter

304574YR Bureau of National Affairs
Noise Regulation Reporter

300273EX Sound and Vibration

3_337BX Detroit MI. Free Press

3038950X Denver Co. Post

3038450X Environmental News

3037100X Bimingham AL. News

302005CR Bureau of National Affairs
Noise Regulation Reporter

303705V_ Shaffer, T.
Denver CO. Post.

3036890X lane, E.
Long Island NY. Newsday

3036200X Cook, L.
_isa OK. Tribune

3036160X Murray KY. Ledger and Times

3036060X Nashville TN. Tensessean

3035930X Worcester MA. Gazette

301746aR Bureau of National Affairs

Noise Regulation Reporter

3015260X Wall Strset Journal

"' 301521OX Cummings, J.
COL-4alIisOR. Gazette Times
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NOISE INFORMATION SYSTEPM
ACQ{IISITIONNUMBER MEDIA COhT_ACTDURING REGUIATORY DE"4EiOPME_

3015180X Payette,V.
New York NY News World Daily

301714BX C_llmings,J.
New York Times

3017160B Bureau of National Affairs

Noise Regulation Reporter

3013260X CMAHANB EveningWorld Herald

3016700X Chicago IL Daily News

3015490X Flattau,E.
Rockford IL Register Republic

3014050N Washington Star

3013850X Tucson AR Daily Star

3013770X Ann ArborMinews

1128370X C_ii,=rceAmerica

1126430X Outdoor Power Equipment Inst
OPEI Newsletter

111147HX Bureau of National Affairs

Noise Regulation Reporter

1109490X Erwin, D.
Dallas TX Mornlnq News

1105320X Air Conditioning Heating and Refrig News

16573 Modern Materials Handling

15061 Noise Pollution Aatement Market

14509 Jaonbson, R. A.
Machine Design

04860 Business Week

72N00504 House Beautiful
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NOISE INFORMATION SYSTEM

AC_JISITION NUMBER PUBLIC CONTACT Dt_ING REGULATORY DEVELOPMENT

332161DX

3321220X American Society For Testing and Materials

318752BX Department of Commerce/Occupational
Safety and Health Admln.

3324240X Union Carbide Corp.

3324120X Case J. I. Co.

3323150X Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing CO.

3323140X Smith Corona labs.

3317370X Chain Saw Manufacturing Assoc.

331731BX Federal Trade Corsnlssion

3317290X Norton CO.

3317060X Far;.and Industrial Equipment Inst.

331431AX Chain Saw Manufacturing Assoc.

331621BX Major Appliance Consumer Action Panel

3316140X Ceilings Interior Systems Contractor Assoc.

3316010X Vacu_n Cleaner Manufacturing Assoc.

3316340X Underwriters [_bs., Inc.

3318110X Construction Industry Manufacturing Assoc.

3317930X Perkins Diesel Corp.

3317920X American Society for Testing and Materials

3317910X Louis C. Kramp Assoc.

331465AX Association of Home Appliance MFRS.

3304870X Trane Co.

331560AX Federal Trade Commission
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NOISE INFORMATION SYSTF24

ACQUISITION NUMBER PUBLIC CONTACT DURING REGUiA_ORY DEVELOPMENT

3315940X FederalRegister

3298970X Verband Deutscher Elektrotechniker

3298930X Federal Trade Commission; Squire Sanders
and Dempsey

3302570X UnionCarbideCorp.

3302370X Air Conditioningand Refrigeration Inst.

3302290X Sears Roebuck and Co.

3293340X: 3293350X Farm and Industrial F_uipment Inst.

329327BX MPI Marketing Research, Inc.

329060BX Dekker and Nordemann BV

3150850X American Society For Testing and Materials

329075BX Baumgart, G.
Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers

329075AX

3290630X Am_rlcan Society For Testing and Materials

3289340X Vacuum Cleaner Manufacturers Assoc.

3299290X Coast Guard

3299280X Federal Trade Commission

3292730X Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Inst.

329269BX American Speech and Hearing Assoc.

3289630X Federal Trade C_mmiasion

3289569X Conwed Corp.

! 3289530X Sears Roebuck and Co.

3289520X Singer Co.

329259BX Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Inst.

3290360X Noise Control Engineering
Texas A and M Univ.
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NOISE INFORMATION SY&'I'h_

ACQUISITION NUMBER PUBLIC CO.fACT DURING REg.ru_TORMDEVEI_PMEkTf

3283720X United Kingdom Embassy

3283710X Outdoor Power Equipment Inst.

3274870X Technology Consulting Group, Inc.

3280080X Association of Ho_e Appliance Mfrs.

3277170X Stanford Research Inst.

327715AX Sylwster, Jr., J.

329044[_ American Speech and }{earingAssoc..

3112830X Occupational Safety and Health Admln.

3142610X EPA Region III Philadelphia

3269840X Conw_ Inc.

3269700X DeDa_tment of the Air Force

3269620X National Bureau of Standards

3269510X American Rental Assoc.

326213CX Vacuum Cleaners Manufacturing Assoc.

326212BX Electrolux

3269390X Audiology Inc.

3269380X Salon Label Co. Inc.

3269370X Southe,."n California Univ. of

3265720X Toro Co.

3265280X National Bureau of Standards

3261620X Federal Trade C_sslon

3266170X Office of Management and Budget

3265970X Power Tool Inst.

3265800X Massey, W.
D_partment of the Army
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NOISR ACQUISITION S_I'_I

AC(_JISITIQNN[_ER PUBLIC CONTACT DURI_ R_TORM DE_P_

3265790X Washburn

Depar_nent of the Army

3265780X Marln, J.
Department of the Army

3265730X Outdoor Power Bqulpment Inst.

3256950X Hoover CO.

3256930X Bissell Inc.

3256590X Regina CO.

3256230X Interagency Begulatory Liaison Group Statue

3266890X Cltlzens Against Noise

3099290X Consumer P_u_uet Safety Commission

313236A% Pennsylvania State University

3264630X Az_stz_ Cork CO.

3260460X Ccm_rce Business Daily

3259530]{ Vacuum Cleaner Mseufacturera Assoc.

3135900X Leach, A. F.O.
P.O. Box 10510
Portlsed OR 97210.

0135870X Perr_tein, D.

3257990X nearer Worlc_lde Corp.

3255350}{ HarnLk, P.
2200 19th Street, N.W.
_hlngton, D.C.

.3254950X SC_Wa_Z, W.
1215 First Avenue, 4A
New ¥ock, N.Y. 10021

3254820X Roeoo B1ons of NBS

3254430_ Consolidated _ Co.

3252280x Asvoepace Medical Re_ear_ L_b.
De_._.,©nt of Air Force
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NOISE INFORMATION SY_"I'_

AC_ISITIGN NL_ER. PUBLIC CONTACT DURING RSgJIA_ DEVEIEPMENT

3252260)[ Douglas PLuducts

325225BX Bank of America N&t'l. Trust Savings Assoc.

325225AX Bank of America NatJl. Trust Savings Assoc.

3252130X Air Conditioning and Rsfrlgeratlon Inst.

3247950X Sears, E. L.
64 East Acocia Baulevard

Battle Creek, Mi. 49015

3247830X Kirby Co,

324760AX Bosch Siemens Hauseraete

323927BX Alttmer, H. J.
219 B. Jackson Circle
(_apel Hill, N.C. 27514

323927A_ Altuner, H. J.

3239110X National Bureau of Standards

323910_ Uncon Ltd.

323910AX D_nzey, B, 3.
Unc_ Ltd.

323909_ N_w zealand Sep_Lrtm_ntof Health

323909A_ New Zealand De[_,=nt of [_alth

322631UX Shop Vee Corp.

3226220X C_t_ct with _bile Sour_ Labelirg People

3225780X Smith, F.

3225750X South_et M_nufacture_s Distributors, Inc.

3225640X _11 _d Dowell

3226080X PatchocjueN.Y. Department of Environmental
Protection

3226070X French C_vermmnt's Dam_stie Product In_llrg

Con_oli, M. A.
Director Prevention Pollution Nuisances
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NOISE AO_UISITION SYSTEM
ACQOISITION NUMBER PUBLIC CONTACT DURING REGULATORY DEVELOPM_

3221560X Bautz, W.
ABT ZE-TV, Postfach 12 20p
7928 Giengen/Breez, _st Germany
Bosch Siemens Hausgeraete GMBH

3213600X Natter Manufacturing Co.

3211850X Northeastern Univ.

3211840X Jet Line Products, Inc.

3211830X Eureka Co.

3211250X Nixon, C.
Department of the Air Force

3211210X Limacher, R.
Petrosewicz, T.
Platts, J. H.
Robin, S.
Interstate Engineering

3208990X Association of Home Appliance Mfrs.

3209920X J.C. Peeney Co., Inc.

320682BX Sotmd and Vibration

3206580X Interstate Engineering

320365AM Gypsum Assoc.

3186250X Trane Co.

319141JX International Organization for Standardizatlon

318582BX Eureka Co.

318545AX Farrell, J. M.
819 Mac0mber St.

Greenville, MI 48838

3184270X Blaskovith, N.
Johnson, D.
Nixon t C.
Tobias, G.

3184180X Meyercord Co.

3179370X Lebmeuf Lamb _lhy w'_ Macrae
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NOISE ACQUISITION SYSTEM
;_QUISITION NUMBFIR PUBLIC CONTACT DURING REGUlAtORY DEVELOPMENT

3176420X General Accounting Office

317557AX San Francisco CA. Pollc_ Depar_nent

3175510X National Inst. OccupationalSafety & Health

3172620X /%0Safety Products

317260BX Talty, J. T.
BDbert A. Taft Laboraties

4676 Columbia Parkway
Cinneinnati, OH. 45226

3170370X Outdoor Power Fx_uipmentInst.

3168590X Baake, P. K.
Carrier Parkway
Syracuse, NY. 13221

31659B0X Leboeuf Lamb Ieihy and Macrae

3165970X Teehnumic Consultants

3161760X Aerospace Medical Research Lab.

3160920x Fleming, R. M.
National Inst. Occupational Safety Health

3155870X Dieffenbach, A.
National Inst. Occupational Safety Health

3155480X Danzey, B. J.
Uncon Ltd.

3154310X Monqer, G. R.
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Inst.

3156120X Doyle, M. S.
Tnte_atlonal Sn_nobile Industry Assoc.

3153040X Martens, T.
Nalnut CEeek CA. Contra Costa Times

3150670X Retold, W.

Yankem Clipper Trading CO. Ltd.

311418IX Pa_klewicz, D. V.
New Jersey Department of Transportation

311418HX Ford Motor Co.
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NOISE IN_DRMATION SYWI'_
ACQUISITION NUMBER PUBLIC CO,ACT DURING REGUIATORY DEVEIEPMENT

3114185:( North Dakota State Univ.

310934BX Krlsh,E.
30301 Forest Grove
Willowick, or 44094

310921AX Mentz,E.J.
Outdoor Power Equilm_entInstitute Inc.,

3082530X New, J. T.
Hughes Tool Co.

308L880X Bilsom International Inc.

3139140X Briqhan, R. N.
Electrolux

3132810X Honu_r, J. S.
Hoover Co.

309051AX Ca_anella, A. J.
Acculab

3083600X Large, J. B.
Southampton Univ.

3132570X Doyle, M. B.
International Snowmobile Indus. Assoc.

3132550X Neroda, T.
960 Bradley Street
Watertown, N.Y. 13601
Northland Division

313249BX Taylor, H. E.
2000 Ocean Drive
Ft. Lauderdale FL. 33316

3128710X Citizens Against Noise

3117290X Doyle, P.
Outboard Marine Corp.

3120560X Deming, R. H.
FcGraw Edison Co.

3116140X General Motors Technical Center
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NOISE IN_D_MATION SYSTEM
ACQUISITION NIMBER PUBLIC CONTACT DO_ING REGUIA_DRY DEVEiOPMI_T

3110200X Schmitz, H. D.
18081 Beach Boulevard

Suite A, Huntington Beach, CA. 92648
Audiology Inc.

3098100X Merfeld, M. J.
Century Engineering Corp.

3098090X Bobrowskl, H.

Embassy of Federal Republic of Germany

3095120X Jensen, D. A.
Ford Motor Co.

3094650X Woods, T. J.
Aural Technology Inc.

3094640X Blaskovlch, N.
National Inst. Occupational Safety Health

3094620X Broker, E.
Norton Co.

310158AX Black, L. L.
Reute 2, Box 144-A
Millen, Ga. 30442

3101360X Tobias, G. B.
Civil Aermmedlcal Inst. F.A.A.

3101710X l_usch,F. S.
stihl Inc.

3093870X Reynolds, St., E.
40165 Upper Calopoola Drive

Sweet Some, OR. 97386

3074070X ?ranz, R. N.

i _rYeler Corp.

• 3097970X Form Letter to Radio Stations Asking for
Advance Co%_rags on Labeling Public Hearing

5 307647CX Engine Manufactures Assoc.

[ 3073770X Forman, H. I.
Department o_ Commerce

i 3091950X Nolte, V. A.
! [_alrmostRailway Motors, Inc.
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NOISE INFO]_4ATIONSYST_
_'_I/ISITIONNL_ER PUBLIC CONT_ DURING RE(_JIA_ORYDEVELOPM_

3089500X Spiller, W.
Cllpper Vacumn Systems, Inc.

3089490X Blyth, C. R.
Maytag CO.

3088760)[ Buyers Guide
Hoover CO.

3080150X Mohler, P. H.
F_x_verCO.

3080120X Osterrelchls_es Normungslnstltut

307645AX Dwyer, R. T.
Outdoor Power Equipment Inst.

307634AX Cole Blaha, P.
135A East COlonial Court
Indian Harbour Beach, FL. 32927

306973AX Mott, Eo S.
_tt Corp.

3068130X Adem_s,J. V.
Boulder CO° Office of Envlronmental
Protectlo_

306372AX Milllken, H, G.
Michigan 0£flce of the Governor

306461A_ Tobias, J. V.
Aeronautical Center, P.O. Box 25082
Cldahoma City, OK. 73125

3063540X Sobesky, J. 9".
Harneas DiCkey and Pierce

3063140_ Benwell, D. A.
1_latlon Protection Bureau, _. 237
'_ney 'fl P_sture
Ottawa, Ontario, CN.

3063030X I_, C. H.
1916 Pace St.

Phlladelphia, Pao 19103
American Society for Testing. and Materials
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NOISE INFO_MATI(ANSYSTEM
ACQUISITION NUMBER PUBLIC CONTACT DURING RF_TORY DEVELOPM_

3062870X l_illips, H.
20 North Wacker Drive

Chicago, IL. 60606
Association Home Appliance Manufacturers

3062400X Food and Drug Aflmin.

3051640X Wright, J. H.
645 Locust Street, P. O. Box 476
Waukee, IA 50263

3051590X Faber, K. H.
Mercedes Benz of North ATerica Inc.,

3051430X Flynn, R. P.
Safety Products, Southbrldge, MA. 01550

305121AX Hyland, W. A.
708 Karen Lane
_br_cen, WI. 53032

3050940X _Ivlronmental Protection Office Equipment
Noise Test Data
Boulder CO. Offios of Environmental Protection

Boulder, CO.

304876AX Mohler, P. I.
General Offices and Main Factory,
North Canton, CR. 44720
Hoover Co.

304759BX Barnes, B.
Chrysler Indlanapol_s Foundry_

3031380X Lurid, A. L.
Spray Tech. Corp.
4307 OJebec Avenue North
M_nneapolls, b_. 55428

3028730X Sornscn, R. O.
(_rysler Corp.

3029960X Food and Drug Adndnlstratlcn

302813AX Louis, F.
Regle Natlonale Des Uslnes Renault
100 Sylvan Avenue
_qlewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632
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NOISE INFORMATION SYST_

ACQUISITION NUMBER PUBLIC CONTACT DURING REGULA_DRY DEVELOPM_

3027820X Kawano, J.
Toyota Motor CO. Ltd.
Lyndhurst Office Park, 1099
Wall Street, West, Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071

3028020X Shirai, C.
Japan Machinery Federation

302653CX Jackson, A. J.
Div. of Professional Services
Cincinnati OH.

302651DX Blumenthal, W. M.
Department of the Treasury

3026370X Penn, J. C.
Artlc Enterprises, Inc.
Thief River Falls, _. 56701

3008160X Michael, P.L.
Environmental Acoustics Lab.
110 Moore Building, University Park, PA. 16802
Pennsylvania State University

3040940X Federal Register

304051BX _hompson,J.N.
Room 481, Queen Anne's Chambers
28 Broadway, London, UK.
London Department of the Environment

303735AX Wasko, R. J.
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Assoc.

Address: 300 New Center Building
Detroit, MI. 48202
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Assoc.

303783DX Jones, D. K.
Large, J. B.
Organization for Eeencraic Coop. and Pevel.

300606DX Bruel and Kjaer Precision Instrtm_nts,
5111 West 164th Street,
Cleveland, OH. 44142

300262AX Leach, A. F.
Pearinqs Evaluation and Acoustic Res., Inc.
732 Northwest 19 Street
Portland, OR. 97209
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NOISE INFORMATION SYSTEM
AC_ISITION NIIMBER PUBLIC CONTACT DORING REGUlAtORY DEVE[_gPM_

3001270X Johnson, D. L.
Biological Acoustics Branch
Biodynamics and Bionics
6570 TH .AerospaceMedical Division
Research Lab. (AFSC)
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433

3033300X Peppin,R. J.
1711 Westwind Way McLean, Va. 22101
American Society of Mechanical Engineers

303440AX Maling,G. C.
Institute of Noise Control Engineer/rig
P.O. Box 3206, Arlington Branch
Poughkeepsie, NY, 12603

3021230X Mellara, B.
Stihl Inc.

5701 Tnurston Avenue, Box 5514
Virginia Beach, Va. 23455

3021220X McKenzie, M.
Southern First Aid Supply Co. Inc.
1120 Piec_nt Drive, P. O. Box 669
Iexington, N.C.

3020730X Macenko, F.
Environment Canada
Ottawa, Ontario, CN. KIA IC8

301699BX NSS Label Program

300694AX Reardon, J. P.
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Inst.
1815 North Fort Myer Drive
Arlington, VA 22209

111351AX P_rdue Univ.

1110670X Jacklln, A. W.
Jacklin Seed Co.

2020500I Alexandre, A.
Environmental Directorate

Organization for Economic Coop and Derel

18210 Miller, P. C.
5821 Harper Road, Zip 44139
Tooling and Production
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_. NOISE INFORMATION SI'S_
_E(_JISITI(3NNt_BER PUBLIC CONTACT D(;R/NGREGUIATORY DEVELOPM_

72N00485 Martin, W. G.
Th0mpson,E. B.
Home Metal Production Co.,
Plano, TX

72N00484 Dorn, J. E.
Frigidaire Division
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION THROUGH DIRECT MAILING
GENERAL PROVISIONS

NUMBER
CATEGORY OF ENTRIES EXAMPLES

Acoustical Associations 4 Acoustical Society of
America

National Council of
Acoustical Consultants

Business Associations 122 American Chamber of Commerce

Jsycees International

Citizens Associations 7 Citizen Action Group
Call for Action

Community Groups/ 13 Rotary International
Associations Lions International

Construction Industry 17 Americas Building Contractors
Associations Association

Associated General Con-

tractors of America, Inc.

Consumer Associations 19 Center for Consumer Affairs
Consumers' Union of United

States

Environmental Associations 126 John Muir Institute for
Environmental Studies

National Environmental
Development Association

Associations of Importers/ 19 World Trade Centers

Exporters Association
National Federation of

Export Management
Companies

Insurance Associations 11 Health Insurance Associa-
tion of America

International Claim
Association

Legal Associations 3 American Bar Association
Special Committee on
Environmental Law

Student Legal Action Action
!

! Organization
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NUMBER
CATEGORY OF ENTRIES EXAMPLES

Manufacturers' Association 63 National Association of
Manufacturers

National Canners Association

Professional Associations 15 Home Economists in Business

American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers, Inc.

Retailers' Associations 4 National Retail Merchants
Association

State & Local Associations:

Mayors & Governors 8 U.S. Conference of Mayors

Teachers' Associations 5 National Congress of Parents
& Teachers

National Education Asso-
ciation

Trade Association 32 National Beauty & Barber
Manufacturers Association

Northwestern Lumber, Inc.

Congress 535 Senate and House of
Representatives

Congressional Committees 11 Senate Committee on Energy
and Natural Resources

Docket Entries-
General Provisions 777

Environmental Research Centers 48 Environmental Sciences
Institute

Federal Agencies 42 Office of Management &
Budget
National Mediation Board

Department of Commerce

Foreign Embassies 102 Embassy of Brasll

International Organlza- 2 Organization for Economic

tions Cooperation and Develop-
ment
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Law firms with Environ- 332 Abatuno and Chisholm
mental Interest

Mail Order Houses 23 Walter Drake and Son, Inc.
Sears, Roebuck and Co.

Major Manufacturers &
Distributors 554 National Gypsum Corp.

Eastman Kodak Co.
General Electric CO.

Major Retailers i00 Top i00 Retailers

Media: Environmental

Publications 92 Journal of the Acoustlca_
Society of America

Archives of Environmsntal
Health

Cry-Californlan

Media: General 70 U.S. News and World Report
Better Homes & Gardens

Media: Industry Specific 14 Heavy Duty Trucking

Public Interest Groups 133 National Council of
Senior Citizens

American Association of
Retired Persons

Sports Stores 41 Abercromble and Fitch

State and Local:

Attorneys General 50

State and Local:
Governors 50

Universities 515 Texas A & M

State and Local Law
Enforcement 1 National Sheriffs

Association

State and Local: 5.A. Banda, City of
Mayors, Local Noise Fremont CA., Planning
Officials and Health Dept..
Departments 893 Zoning Administrator,

Tucsont AZ,

; Mrs. Jane Syrse, Chicago

State and Local Purchasing Bureau, State
Procurement O_flces 50 of Maryland

Material Management Bureau
District of Columbia

i
i
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Army/Navy Exchanges 2 Army/Air Force Exchange
System

Foundations 5 Carnegie Foundation

b
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TECHNICALREPORTDATA
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EPA 550/9-79-255 I _'
"LE REPORT GATE

REGULATORY ANALYSIS SUPPORTING THE GENERAL Auau$_ _79
lING ORGANJZATION CODE

PROVISIONS FOR PRODUCT NOISE LABELTNG
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Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Noise Abatement and Control _I"CONYSACT/GRANTNO.
401 "M" Street, S.W.

.Washin@ton, D.C. 20460
I12, SPONSORING A_ 13, TYPE OF R_PORT AND PER RE()

Environmental Protection Agency Final
Office of Noise Abatement and Control AGENCYCODE

Washington, D.C. 20460 200-2

This document presents information used by EPA in developing the
General Provisions for Product Noise Labeling including: a review o_
other Federal labeling programs; the major issues involved in formu-
lating a general approach to product noise labeling; the approach to
the design graphics; potential technical problems associated with the
development ef spedific noise rating schemes; the Agency's response
to comments, and resolution of issues raised during the public comment
period; an analysis of the public comment to understand the public
perception of product noise labeling; and the participation of the
public throughout the development of the regulation.
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Docket analysis, economics, enferc _- Acoustic descrip-
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